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Friday, July 1, 1977 - Berkeley
At 8:50 a.m., I placed a call to Hunter Spillan of the senate
Public Works Appropriations Subcommittee, regarding the heavy ion
uranium beam facility line item and its chances to be reinstated in
the budget by the Conference Committee. We reviewed the names and
attitudes of the Senate conferees and particularly what might be
expected by the Chairman, Senator Stennis. Spillan said that James
Schlesinger talked with Stennis about cutting down the items in the
Appropriations Bill to approximate the President's original request; I
reminded him that the uranium facility was in the President's budget.
Spillan thought there would be value in my contacting Proctor Jones
and Senator Stennis, if possible.
At 9:10 a.m., I called George Rogosa and described my conversation with Spillan. Rogosa identified the line item as "78-12-B, High
Intensity Uranium Beam, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, California."
Six million dollars is authorized. I described the situation regarding the nuclear physics add-on item and Rogosa will talk with Herman
Feshbach about approaching Senator Brooke. He has talked with Weneser
and a number of other people.
At 9:45 a.m., a telegram came from Sidney Smith which said that
Madame Ceausescu declined our invitation to speak at the CHEMRAWN
conference. The formal reply will be sent to me through the Embassy
and will raise the possibility of the Romanians sending a representative in her place.
I then called Jesse Hwa to tell him the news about Madame Ceausescu. He consulted with Schneider and Rossiter and no alternate has
been clearly identified, but we agreed to approach the following
people in this order: (1) Dzhermin Gzishiani, Russian and (2) Klaus
Schtantke, Director of Science and Technology for the United Nations,
nominated by Rossiter. Three other names were also suggested. We
will take this matter up again in the near future.
At 10:55 a.m., Mrs. Mildred Lampey Gamble called me for an
appointment. At 2:30 p.m., she came to the office. It turns out that
she taught 11th grade English at Ishpeming High School from 1955-56
and is in Berkeley for the summer participating in the Bay Area
Writing Project; she is staying at International House. She grew up
in the Finnish community in Ishpeming and now lives in Longmont,
Colorado.
Paul Kienle, from Munich and GSI, dropped in at 11:30 a.m. He
told me about experiments at GSI where his group have apparently
observed positions (as predicted by Walter Greiner) in heavy ion
bombardments. I then took Kienle to see Dave Morrissey, Ken Thomas
and Trish Baisden and then on to Building 70 to talk to Al Ghiorso.
While in Building 70, Kim Williams introduced me to an incoming
graduate student, David Goodin, from the University of Oklahoma.
Kienle, AI, and I had lunch in the cafeteria and were joined by Dr.
and Mrs. Lester Winsberg.
After lunch, I went by Room 203 to talk to Rollie otto and Dave
Morrissey about our U plus 48 ca paper.
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Friday, July 1, 1977 (con't)
I met with Sherman Fried from 3-4:00 p.m. While visiting his
children in the Bay Area, he is also visiting LLL and LBL. We discussed my Met LabC-I history and he recalled a number of incidents
for my possible use . . He is looking for a postdoc in solution chemistry. Before leaving, he and I went down to say hello to Norman
Edelstein.
Fried and I were interrupted by a telephone call from Senator
Mark Hatfield who was returning an earlier call I made to him. I
described the problem that is developing on support for the h~gh
intensity uranium beam facility and explained that its not being
budgeted would be a severe blow to heavy ion nuclear physics in the
U.S., particularly because it is the only basis for our competition
with the Germans and Russians. I also pointed out its use in controlled fusion, in which he has an interest. He plans to get more
information and call me back, although it might take a while.
Sheila and I surveyed the room in which my files, paper, reprints, books, etc., are stored to decide what can be disposed of and
what can be sent to the UC warehouse for storage. She will go through
the materials this weekend to sort it all out.
At 4:30 p.m., I went by 203/70 and talked with Otto, Morrissey,
de Saint-Simon and Baisden. Otto will work on a draft of our paper,
"Uranium + Xe ..•. " to look for SHE in which we refute the Dubna claims
that alSO-day S.F. SHE is formed in this bombardment.
Stig Ramel wrote in response to my request that the Joseys and
Wehners be invited to attend the Nobel ceremonies in December. No
commitment can be made at this time and the request may have to wait
until 1978 or 1979.
I sent Pat Tsuchitani of the Committee on Scholarly Communication
with the People's Republic of China, the responses (attached) to her
questionnaire about the Chinese Chemistry Group visit from Gabor
Somorjai, Mitchel Shen and Robert Budnitz. Letters written today were
to: Russell Peterson, quite a strong. letter in response to his request
for comments on the New Directions brochure about arms limitation
(letter attached); James Heneghan, to thank., him for his translation of
the Flerov article; Lawrence Mitchell, National Research Council, to
tell him that the American Chemical Society International Activities
Committee did not have a chance to discuss the idea of setting up a
relief program for university laboratories damaged in the Rumanian
earthquake; Gordon Bixler (ACS, lAC) suggesting that we put Mitchell's
proposal on the lAC agenda for the August ACS meeting; C. H. Wang,
Oregon State University, a copy of my China Journal, sent at the
suggestion of Walter Loveland; and, finally, a letter of recommendation to accompany Stanley Hong's application to UC Dental School.
Before dinner, I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. Helen and I
had dinner in the kitchen because the playroom TV is out of order.
She told me she had the radiator replaced in the Bonneville ~oday at a
cost of $165.00. Dianne had-dinner a little later.
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Evaluation of the Visit of the Chinese Chemistry Group
, April 28 - l-1ay 28 s 1977
Answers to questions:
Hhat$ particular, interested th2 members of Subgroup which visited your
Institution? Hhat topics seemed to be of primary importance? Here these topics
in basic or appli2d areas?

1.

The group that I was associated with is the one on Catalysis a The members of
this group were very knowledgeable in the field of industrial catalysis and it is
pretty clear that this is an area 'of importance for China at this time o Their
research effort involves applied research in most cases, but they are very lmowledgeable of the basic science research areas in the fields of surface chemistry
and heterogeneous catalysis. They clearly have access to all the modern scientific
literature as they were asking me questions on papers that were published only a
fevi months pri or to thei r arri va 1 in Berkeley.
On"the other hand, their research is clearly applied and doesn't appear to be
of high quality.
20 Hila t ar~ the app 1i cati ons of the research topi cs \'Ihi ch you and your colleagues
discussed with the group?

t-1uch of the research that they \'lere interested in concerned hydrocarbon conversion by metal catalysts as \'Iell as by oxide and zeolite surfaces •.. , It appears
that China has a great deal of petroleum at.this time and they are trying to develop
theil'- petroleum refining and chemical industries based on the model of the UnHed
States. As a result: the catalytic processes involved 1n petroleum refining and in
the chemical industry are of great importance and interest to them.
3. Please evaluate the nature of the exchange on informatjon. Were you able to
ascertain from the members of the group the nature of their own reseach or of other
research projects in chemistry in China?
It appears that the research laboratories in the field of catalysis are all
located in northeastern China o These have a great number of members, however, the
level of research is not very high. They are concentrating on applied research
projects -- mostly copying what appears to be coming from the West. They have a
great deal of interest in basic research but very little is being done in this area.
There are several research institutes in various parts of China in the area of
chemistry. Those that are of the highest quality appear to be associated with the
Academy and these are older research establishments o I have learned that the Academy,
although it has not selected new members for the past fifteen years, still is very
much in control of the quality\chemical e9ucation and research in China o It appears
that.in spite of all the propaganda, high quality students still find it easy to get
admitted to various universities.
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In sum, they have a great deal to learn and they definitely want to learn from
the industria1 technological and scientific experience in this country. They have
very little to offer in exchange) but petroleum' is abundant and they ' very much need
to develop the petroleum industry in their country.
4. How would you characterize level of sophistication of the members of the
grouo?
These were very intelligent, Vlell educated people. -AltllOUgh their research projects are not up-to-date, they read avidlY 'all the scientific literature and are'very
familiar '!/ith th9 new ,trends and ne\'J techniques that have been developing in this
country in the field of surface chemistry and heterogeneous catalysis. Their English
and their level of communication was certainly sophisticated.
5.

Please make additional comments about the group?

They appear to be eager to learn and find out about the problems with whicn we
are dealing. They "/ere interested in equipment. TheY'tlere interested in research
problems. And it is clear that many of our catalytic problems are also of interest
to them and they seem to be worki n9 on them. t~eta 1 ca ta 1ysi sis a maj or problem b
China as well as catalysis by zeolite and oxide surfaces. Their connections with
the Russians seem to be nonexistant and they would welcome more exchange and more
tri!s to the United States, I am sure.
•

o .

•

•

Their univer3ity educational f.lcilities and prog}'ams are not very high level at
this point but it appears ' that th~re are changes taking place'and they welcome this
change to increas2 the quality of their educational system and research opportunities.

Go A. Somorjai '

/

Profe$sor of Chemistry

BERKELEY: DEPARTME.",T OF CHEMICAL

.... , ,.. ...

June 29, 1977

TO:

Professor G. Seaborg

FROM:

M. Shen

SUBJECT:

Response to CSCPRC Questionnaire

E.."'GI~EERL.'lG
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Three chinese polymer chemists visited with Sub-Group B,
and met with Professors Hearst, Lichtenthaler, O'Konski, Williams
and myself. Our general impressions are as-follows:
1.

The visitors showed little evidence of their particular interests. However, generally they seemed
to be more interested in the applied rather than
theoretical topics.

2.

Some of the more applied topics were:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Polymer processing, such as injection molding;
Low ,temperature elastomers, such as polyphosphazenes;
Solvent removal from polymers;
Polymer solution thermodynamics at high pressures;
Plasma polymeriiation for such use's as reverse
osmosis membranes; and,
Polymeric alloys.

3.

There was practically no exchange of information. They
took copious notes, and sometimes asked some good questions.
They were 'not very communicative about their own.work.

4.

Since there'was very little two-way communication, it is
difficult to tell'about their level of sophistication.
They seemed knowledgeable about some of the topics, as
was re£lected from their questions.

5_

The visit may have been useful to them as a form of surveying the U:S. chemical research scene. It is doubtful
that the amount of information supplied to them at such a
rapid pace could be assimilated. In fact, i t would be
humanly impossible for anyone to understand the sophisticated research activities too far outside of one's own
field.

Hopefully now the Chinese will have a better understanding of
the scope of scientific research in this country. In the future,
the visitors should meet with a team of experts to discuss restricted
topics, so that information of some r~al substance could be exchanged.
It would be 'a waste of time for both sides to continue with the
present format.
MS:md
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LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY
Room: 4112
Bldg.: 50A Ext.: 541<

June 28, 1977
MEMORANDUM
TO:

G. T. Seaborg

FROM:

R. J. Budnitz, Acting Head
Energy & Environment Division

SUBJECT:

Evaluation of Recent Visit by Chinese Chemistry Group

I am responding to the five questions posed by Pat Tsuchitani in her letter
to you of 16 June.

1.

Subgroup C seemed most interested in instrumentation, . especially
advanced electronic instrumentation. They often asked about the
commercial availability of various instruments. The research
being performed with the advanced instruments and techniques
was of lesser interest.

2.

A whole range of applications came up, emphasizing geochemical,
environmental, and coal-chemistry areas. Questions on geochemical application seemed to arise frequently.

3.

We were not very successful in ascertaining the nature of their
work from the visiting ,Chinese ' chemists! There was not very
much effort in that direction; however, most of the disc'ussion
,vas "one way; II ' with our American groups presenting' their own .work .. ,

4.

The level of sophistication of Subgroup C was higher by far
than that of the previous Chinese visitors to LBL (November
1975). These scientists clearly understood almost all that
was being presented to them. ' r- would characterize .these visitors
as at a level of some of our good American universities, with at
least one, of them'perhaps at the level of our finer LBL staff.

5.

The group's obvious positive personal feelings towards us was
a pleasure. They were courteous, curious, and happy. They
communicated reasonably well, on a personal level, about their
families and working conditions. This was especially . true at
the dinner at my house.
,

I hope that these comments are an adequate response to Pat's questions.
If not, please let me know.

Bob
RJB/jm

._ .-

-- - - ~

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA- (Letterhead for interdepartmental use)
---- -_.-

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
Telephone 419/843-2740

July 1, 1977

Dr. Russell W. Peterson, President
New Directions
2021 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
'Dear Russ:
This is in reply to your request for comments and
criticisms of the brochure entitled KThe President of the
United States and the Secretary of State could be
wasting their time in negotiating any arms limitation
agreement with Russia! Why?"
.
I don't agree with such a negative approach whose
central theme is to play on people's fears. I realize
that it is necessary to get people'.s attention, but I
think you may be repelling a number of opinion leaders
by this approach.
I have· the impression from your letter of June 14,
1977--in which you do not comment on my assessment that
New Directions is employing demagoguery--that you may be
justifying this approach on the bas~s that it adds th~
most numbers to the membership roster.
Cordially yours,

Glenn T. Seaborg
GTS/sms
cc:

bcc:

Norman Cousins
Theodore M. Hesburgh
William M. Roth

Sol Linowitz

--------------
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Saturday, July 2, 1977 - Lafayette - Paradise Pines
Helen and I had breakfast at home, then left at 8:30 a.m. for
Feather Falls. We drove on Highways 24, 680, 80, 113, 99, etc. to
Oroville, then Olive Highway to the Feather Falls parking lot. We
started our hike at 12:30 p.m. and went about a mile to Frey Creek
where we had our backpack lunch. We then hiked to Feather Falls and
found a rather substantial amount of water there. We then tried Long
Point Trail but decided this would not get us back to our starting
point, so we turned around and hiked back to Feather Falls and to the
parking lot. We arrived there at 6:00 p.m. after hiking a total of
about 10 miles.
We then drove, with Helen still at the wheel, to Jeanette and
Ray's at 39 Magnolia Drive in Paradise Pines. Jeanette prepared
dinner for the four of us and then Helen and I spent the night in
their mobile home bedroom while Jeanette and Ray slept in their living
room.
Sunday, July 3, 1977 - Paradise

·Pin~s

Helen and I had breakfast with Jeanette and Ray. We think they
have a very nice, comfortable place in a beautiful area of pine and
other trees. Helen and I, in our station wagon, and Jeanette and Ray
in their camper, drove a couple of miles north on Sky Way to De Sabta,
then proceeded on Humbug Road, to Understock Road to the bridge over
Big Butte Creek. Here Helen and I left Jeanette and Ray (who returned
home) and hiked on Butte Creek Trail some 2 miles to the end of the
trail. The last mile or so was quite treacherous. We turned back,
hiked a mile or so, then went down the hill to Big Butte Creek where
we ate our backpack lunch. We then hiked back to the bridge to our
car. We saw a road to Tregoning Mines - Black Prince and Iron King.
(There is much reddish dirt around here.) We drove back to De Sabta,
then north to Inskip. We dropped in at the Inskip Inn (an old stagecoach stop) for refreshments and to hear the local gossip. We hiked
down about a mile on an unimproved road toward the West Branch of the
North Fork of the Feather River. We noticed an old abandoned road
running parallel (to the south) which we might hike on another occasion. We drove back south on Sky Way to Paradise Pines.
Jeanette and Ray then drove me to the 9-hole Paradise Pines Golf
Course, the Paradise Property Owners Association (POA) club house
(swimming pool, tennis courts, etc.) and around town while Helen
stayed in their home. Jeanette then prepared dinner for the four of
us.
Monday, July 4, 1977 - Paradise Pines - Quincy
We all had breakfast, ~hen Helen and I drove down to Highway 70
and headed northeast. At about 2 miles past the summit of Jarbo Pass
(the site of Grand View Cafe), we entered Plumas National Forest.
About 0.4 miles past this (at a point where power lines cross Highway
70), we saw a dirt road heading up the hill to the left. We parked
the station wagon about 0.2 miles down the highway at a convenient
opening, walked back and hiked up the road, starting at 9:45 a.m. We
hiked a couple of miles, climbing some 1,000-1,500 feet on the old,
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abandoned, somewhat rock-filled road. At the top, we found a better'
road and walked on it for a short distance. After exploring another
old road, we hiked back to our starting point on the road we came up,
arriving at 12:30 p.m. We continued northeast on Highway 70 to Belden
where we had lunch in the Belden Town Restaurant--actually a kind of
tavern and snack bar temporarily carrying on the business of a larger
resort restaurant that burned down last year. Belden is the point
where the Pacific Crest Trail crosses the North Fork of the Feather
River, Highway 70, and the old Western Pacific railroad tracks.
Helen and I walked a bit on the Western Pacific tracks, which is
where the train ran on its route through the Feather River canyon in
october 1922 when my family and I travelled to Los Angeles, California
(via San Francisco) from Ishpeming, Michigan.
Helen and I then hiked south on the Pacific Crest Trail up the
mountain, starting at 1:45 p.m. I hiked to the top of the mountain, a
distance of perhaps 4 miles and an altitude gain of perhaps 3,000
feet. I found a marvelous 360 0 panoramic view at the top, which was
above the timber line. I could see the Pacific Crest Trail continuing
on ahead for a good distance. I started back down, meeting Helen at a
point about 3/4 of the way to the top. We proceeded on down together,
arriving back in Belden at 6:00 p.m.
We then continued east on Highway 70 to Quincy where we checked
into Lariat Lodge. We then drove back to Perko's Koffee Kup (closer
to the town) where we had dinner. We drove back to Lariat Lodge.
Helen called Dianne at home and found things in order. Dianne told
her that the Pulley's Fourth of July celebration (a neighborhood
barbecue) held in our field had been held today; it was still in
progress at 8:30 p.m. We watched the CBS Fourth of July show "From
Yankee Doodle to Ragtime" on the TV.
Tuesday, July 5, 1977 - Quincy - Lafayette
We had breakfast in Mountain House (a mile or two west), then
drove back to Belden. Starting at 8:45 a.m., we hiked on the Chip's
Creek Trail--this is also the Pacific Crest Trail at this point and
the trail head is just north of Highway 70 at Belden: About a halfmile along the trail, just beyond the new bridge over Chip's Creek,
the Ben Lomond Trail takes off up Ben Lomond Mountain (altitude about
6,200 ft.). We missed seeing this trails' juncture and continued on
the Chip's Creek Pacific Crest Trail (also labeled the California R&H-Riding and Hiking--Trail). I hiked on ahead as far as the Myrtle
Flat Camp, a distance of perhaps 6 miles and an altitude gain of some
1-2,000 feet. The trail followed the Chip's Creek canyon hillside,
weaving in and out as it progressed. Much of the trail was rocky and
therefore somewhat hard on the feet.
I started back, meeting Helen about a half-mile back at about
noon. We soon met Tom Newland and Jim Werner (of San Jose) who had
started at the southern end of the Pacific Crest Trail (in Mexico) on
April 5 and are on their way to the northern end (in Canada), which
they expect to reach in October. They told us the Pacific Crest Trail
crosses Highway 80 at Soda Springs and Highway 50 at Echo Summit.

-------~------

---
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Helen _and I had our backpack lunch, then, as we continued on, she
showed me the long stretch of hot rocks where she encountered a
rattlesnake on the way in; both she a~d the rattlesnake were anxious
to avoid each other. This occurred right next to Rattlesnake Spring.
(When we returned to the trail head, we read a sign which said it is
advisable to carry a snake kit.)
As we came nearly back to our starting point, we took an alternate well-marked trail which led us down to Highway 70 at Maple Leaf
Tavern and Little Indian Creek Resort. We had to walk about a 'halfmile along Highway 70 to reach our parked station wagon at Belden.
Apparently this is the previous route of Pacific Crest Trail across
Highway 70. We arrived at our car at 3:00 p.m. The Pacific Crest
Trail is designated by white metallic diamond-shaped markers (about 3"
on the side) attached to trees.
We drove home along Highways 70, 99, 113, 80, 680 and 24, arriving at a little after 7:00 p.m. Eric was there and was in the process
of preparing a spaghetti dinner for us. Eric, Dianne, Helen and I had
a pleasant dinner in the kitchen. Dianne told us about the argument
some of our neighbors had over fireworks at the party on our field
yesterday and after dinner she showed us the progress she has made in
cataloging our books in our library.
Wednesday, July 6, 1977 - Berkeley
When I arrived at the office, Sheila showed me all the work she
did over the long weekend putting my files in order.
At 8:45 a.m., Joe Katz called to tell me that things for the
revision of Chemistry of the Actinide Elements will not be ready for
him to come here in July. Also, he is having problems with the
transition to his continuing position as an emeritus member of the
Laboratory. He wants to meet at Chicago to discuss the status of the
book. He seconded John Farmakes's invitation to me to give the
dedication address at Argonne on September 27, which I had to decline
because I will be in Europe.
Sheila told ~e that Bob Silva had called here on Tuesday. He
expects that the Energy and Environment Division will make him a job
offer to start in September.
Norman Hackerman called at 10:35 a.m. as a follow-up to our
earlier talk. I explained that I was not getting strong recommendations on Aron Kuppermann. I suggested that he should· look further and
keep in touch. He asked if I was acquainted with Thomas C. Bruice at
the Santa Barbara campus (I am not).
Ty Jenkins dropped in at 10:30 a.m.
She is starting to work in
Donner Laboratory today. She told me that BiLl, her dad, may visit us
this_summer.

At 11:25 a.m., Howard Stein called to tell me that he is going
off-the Dreyfus Third Century Fund Board because it now contains:an
inside majority. He wants to put Alice Jones (Senior Vice President,
Fiduciary Trust, New York, now retired) on the Board before the July
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18 meeting, and I agreed. stein told me that the Dreyfus Third
century Fund may drop its sales charge, market themselves and advertise; this will be decided at the July 18 meeting.
Garff Wilson called (11:40 a.m.) to tell me that the People's
Republic of China is sending a metrology delegation here on August 3.
Their interest is in "lasers and super-conducting technology". I
suggested that he contact Dean Ernest Kuh and Geoffrey Chew to help
with the program. I agreed to attend a coffee reception in the Chancellor's Conference Room that morning at 9:30 a.m.
I attended the luncheon meeting of actinide chemists in room
191/70. Present were Norman Edelstein, David and Lieselotte Templeton, Jerome Bucher, Alex Avdeef, George Shalimoff, John Conway, Edgar
Baker, Gordon Halstead, John Reynolds, Fred Weidl, Bob Fischer and
others. Bucher reported on Pat Durbin's work with mice to test the
efficacy of2~Re of Raymond's chelating agents on receiving injected
plutonium (
Pu); the results are inclusive. Halstead reported on
the structure of UCP2Cl2 and related compounds and Baker on Cerium COT
compounds.
I went by to see otto, Morrissey, Thomas, de Saint-Simon and
Baisden. I discussed with otto our recoil paper, which I worked on
over the weekend. I discussed with de Saint-Simon 26s progress on
treatment of iodine isotope data from uranium plus
Ar and with
Baisden her tBgatment of alpha data from actinide fractions of our
uranium plus
Kr bombardments.
Sheila set the machinery in motion with the LBL Personnel Office
to find her replacement.
K7n Thomas dropped ~y the office in8~ate a~ternoon to give me his
of the Pu £ract~on from U plus
Kr wh~ch shows a near
40-minute beta emitter as well as the new 15-minute beta emitter.

analys~s

I signed and sent 43 fund raising letters (sample and list
attached) for the Swedish Council of America, which Nils Wessell will
co-sign. I received a letter (attached) from Tang Ao-ching, head of
the Chinese Chemistry Group, thanking us for the arrangements we made
for their visit here at Berkeley on May 26-27.
Ty Jenkins came by at 5:15 p.m. and introduced me to her friend,
Doug Heller, a physicist with-whom she (and Mrs. Heller) rode out to
California from Washington. Ty just finished her first year in
Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia. She will stay with us
until she finds a place to rent a room or apartment.
Ty and I stopped at Lafayette Reservoir on the way home and took
a hike. Ty, Dianne, Helen and I had dinner in the kitchen. Ty then
went in to Berkeley or Oakland to spend the night with friends.
Thursday, July 7, 1977 - Berkeley
I conferred with Margie Hollander, as usual, about progress on
Met Lab Section C-I (Vol. II). She told me she has personal problems
with Jack, who does not want her to continue on this.

---- -
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SWEDISH COUNCIL OF AMERICA
4970

Office (,f the

Sentinel Drive. Sumner, Maryland

20016 •

Phone

301-229~6467

Exe:cutive: Director
mJ.\IUJ Of

lJ\I(hc"IOIt.~

K:1I1 C;ulllmr
Dctl"Uit. ~Il
Uiiirck·K:lplall. Len:t
Xc\\" York. z.vy
Broden. Edwin R.
lthan. PA
Carlson. C.urtis L.

.\\"(.II!lo'lllll,

Mr~ Bengt Gyllenhoff
American-Scandinavian Travel Service'
500 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10036

~Iinncapolis. ~1~

Enlulul. E. Stanlt:y
Chicago.lL
ErkkM>n. Rolallli A.
Grecn\\id,. CT .

Dear~Mr.

Gyllenhoff:

nc~ Pr~$idalt

Ha ••elquist. )Iayuard
)Iinncapoiis. }IN

n.

Legal Counsel
jolUlWIl. GU,l:l\·C F.
llinm:apolis, MN

Treasurer
Karlstrom, Signe
Detroit. ),11
Lund. Eric
Chicago. IL
Lundeen. Joel
Chicago, IL
Lundin. O.>C:J.r A.
D~troit. )U
OI:;.."On. Xil~ Willia:n
Wasilington. D.C ••
Executive iJi,·eclo:Plyro. Lawrence J.
Ni!;s. )1I
R:mlell. Gunilla C.
Los Angeles. CA
Scabor;::. Glenn T.
Berkeley. CA
\\"esscll. Nils Y.
~ew York. NY
President
Westerberg. Wesley 11.
;\(inncapolb, :\!X
Sccn:tcry

Your past support o~ the, Swedish Council of
America is appreciated very ~uch indeed. We have indicated our gratitude to you by listing you in our
publications as a Patro~ (a· contributor of $100 to
$999 to the Coun~il). I~ you f~~d it possible to
increase your contribution to' $1,000, you ~ill be
listed as a Benefact·or. The officers a::J.d B.oard of:
the Council believe that it has achieved an impressive
recora in its short period of: existence and that the
f:uture possibilities for the Cou~cil. are eve::J. more
pro~ising. To achie~e this promise we ~ill need your
continued sup?ort~
You kno~ of the very successf:ul sponsorscip
tlie Council 0;: AIJ,.an Kastrup r s book "The SvTe-:l.:'SI:
lieritage i~ America." A second book under the aeg:'s
of: the ~cuncil is about to appear. It is a collection
of: essays by prese::J.t leade~s of.business, education,
science and gover::J.mE::J.t in S~eden who pay tribute to
the role pla~ed in their careers by their experiences
as. exchang~-students in this country. You know, too,
of: the desig~ and distribution of a special ~edal
co~me~vr~tiTIg the American B:'centennial and the contributio::J.s oade by A~ericans of Swedish background to
the history of the Uni~ed States. Earlier the Council
was an. acti7e supporter of the concert tour of the .
Stockholm Philharmonic~

by

The principal purpose of: the Swedish Council
of: America is to bring into cooperative relationship
all groups and ~ndividuals, whose objectives are to
pro~cte knowledge and understanding of the Swedish
heritage in Aaerican l~:f:e nnd to strength~n the cultural ties betvEen A~9rica and Sweden.
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American-Scandinavian Travel Service - 2.
Listed in the left margin of this letter are
the officers and Board nenbers of the Council. All of
these individuals are actively involved in the affairs
of the Cou~cil and attest to the significance of what
the Council has done and plans for the future. They
join us in urging you to continue your support at the
level ot a Benefactor.

Sincerely yours,

Nils Y. Wessell
Pr.esident

P.S.

Please Reuly To:

Glenn T. Seaborg
Member of the Board

Uils Y. W"essell
Alfred P. Sloan Fo~ndatior.
630 Fifth Avenue
Nev York, New York 10020

300 Swedish Council of America

J

4];

LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY

Room:

Bldg.:

Ext.:

'

July 6, 1977
Dr. Seaborg signed and sent back to Nil Y. Wessell
letters for:
Mr. Bengt Gyllenhoff
, American-Scandinavian Travel Service
500 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10036

American SF Products, Inc.
% Gert K.A. Siggelin
P. O. Box 7439
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33304
Mr. A. W.' Anderberg
'Anderberg Manufacturing Co.
3727 Broadway Place
Los Angeles, California 90007

Edgar Bergen Foundation'

Mr. Robert H. Bergsten

15

]

Mr. Herbert G. Carlson

Mr. Burnett Anderson
USIS, American Embassy
APO, New York 09777

Mr. Bernhard Citron

Mr. Hugo Anderson

Ms. Bernice Danielson

Dr. Inge1 L. Anderson
Swedish Consulate
503 West Puget Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85021

Mr. John Danieison
%" Swedish Consulate
615 South Flower Street
Los Angeles, California 90017

Mr. Gunnar Back

Mr. Walter G. Danielson
% Swedish Consulate
615 South Flower Street
Los Angeles, California 90017

Dr. S. Edward Backstrand
5011 S. \'1. Humphrey Boulevard
Portland,
Oregon 97221

Mr. Sverr A. Eliason
President
Scandiline Industries, Inc.
1217W. Artesia Boulevard
Compton, California 90220

Mr. Clifford C. Benson
Swedish Consulate
1020 Joseph Vance Building
Seattle, Washington 98101

049

Mr. Elmer W. Engstrom

Mr. Philip L. Benson
Mr. Arne Fa1k
Fa1k Construction Co.
2680 Middlefield Road
Redwood City, California 94063

I}jl}

LAWRENCE BERKELEY LA130RATORY
Bldg.:
fut.:

Room:

July 6, 1977

page 2

Dr. Seaborg signed and sent back to Nil Y. Wessell
letters for:
Dr. Nils Hasselmo
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Mr. Bengt T. He11sten
Orif1ame Corporation
154 Pico Boulevard
Santa Monica, California 90405

Mr. Nels M. Hokanson
Mr. Glenn D. Peterson
Swedish Consulate
1210 California Street
Denver ,. Colorado 80204
Mr. Cecil A. Johnson
Mr. Ronald W. Peterson
L

Mr. Charles V. Johnson
Mr. Rudolph A. Peterson
Dr. Walter G. Johnson
Mr. Elmer F. Pierson
]
]

Mr. Elmer E. Rasmuson
Swedish Consulate
National Bank of Alaska
P. O. Box 600
Anchorage, Alaska 99510

Mr. Lawrence Lindqren

Ambassador Gunnar Lonaeus

.Mr. Harvey Schweers

.

Mr. Sigfrid K. Loneqren

Mr. Robert C. Sorensen

Mrs. Gergrude Sidener Lord
1
I

Mr. Elton Strand
:9

Mr. Ray Olson

Mr. Evald L. Swanson

Dr. Karl A. Olsson

Mr. Bo Svenson, President
Trollebo Productions, Inc.
515 South Barrington Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90049

Wigh-Gustafson Properties Co.
L
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THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION
OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
PEKING, CBlNA

June 24, 1977
Dear Prof. Glenn T. Seaborg:
All members of the Chinese Chemistry Group returned to
Peking on May 319 after having concluded their visit to
USA. We have been pleased to visit your country at the
kind invitation of the US Committee on Scholarly Communication with the Peoplefs Republic of China.
During our stay· in your -couniiry, we visited many faculties s departments and laboratories of higher learning and
research institute~. Everywhere we went, we have been
accorded warm welcome and kind hospitality. We have not
only met old friends who had visited China, but also made
many new oneso Please allow us to send you and your
colleagues our friendly greetings and' thank you for your v
warm welcome· and kind reception.
We firmly believe that the exchange of visits between
Chinese and iU!leric~ : scientists on the basis of Shanghai
Communique wi11 surely enhance their friendship and mutual
understanding.,
With best wishes
Yours
. sincerely
,
The Chinese Chemistry Group

u

C/
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Thursday, July 7, 1977 (con't)
At 9:45 a.m., Mr. K. N. Johry came to see me. He is head of
India's International Scientific Collaboration Council for Scientific
and Industrial Research in New Delhi. I showed him a copy of Cyril
Ponnamperuma's letter to Edgar Pi ret of June 3 and described to him
our plans for an ACS-Chemical Society of India workshop in the spring
of 1978. We discussed my idea for an international chemical society
and he was very interested in this. He is extremely hopeful that I
might visit India at the time of the workshop but I cautioned him not
to be too hopeful.
At 11:00 a.m., Jesse Hwa called to say that he had received a
phone call from Glynn Michaels informing him that Maurice Strong had
withdrawn from our CHEMRAWN Program because of a conflict of dates.
Michaels and Tishler suggest asking William Hopper (David's brother)
to be the backup (he is also Canadian). I agreed to this and Hwa will
call Michaels and Tishler. Jesse also told me that he had heard
Handler's group returned from China where responses to their program
were not very enthusiastic.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Otto and Morrissey. We talked
about writing a summary of all our conclusions about heavy ion reactions.
Lew Keller called me at 1:15 p.m. They have translated the paper
that Goldanskii sent to me in his last letter and find that it criticizes the latest Flerov-Zvara claims (in Dubna preprints P6-10581 and
P6-10589) of the discovery of superheavy elements in meteorites. We
decided to be very cautious and not reveal our source of information
when discussing the Dubna meteorite work with Ter-Akopyan and Druin
when they are at Oak Ridge next week and Berkeley the following week.
Lew said that we will receive the page proof on our Annual Review
article on the "Chemistry of the Transactinide Elements" next week
according to schedule.
At 1:30 p.m., I met with Candace Voelker of the LBL Technical
Information Department. She gave me the attached letter from Roger
Donald of Little, Brown and Company. I showed her samples of my
journals and told her that when I finish Volumes II and III of Travels
in the New World, we might get together again to discuss my next
writing project which she feels Little, Brown and Company will be
interested in. She said that Jim Platt, an old friend of mine when he
was with Prentice-Hall, and Milton Johnson are very anxious for
Little, Brown and Company to do something with me.
At 4:00 p.m., I dropped by to see Morrissey, Thomas and Otto.
Morrissey is treating the Au + protons data of ~~Chmann (at Darmstadt
University) to compare it with our Au + 25-Bev
C data. I gave
Baisden some Dubna reprints on Bi isomers to read. On the way home, I
dropped by the HILAC Building to talk to Leber and Nitschke.
I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir, after which Helen, Ty and I
had dinner in the kitchen (Ty came home a little early via BART).
Dianne ate early and then drove to Berkeley to attend a bicycle repair
class at Sather Gate.
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BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02106

ROGER DONALD
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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27 June 1977

MS. Candace Voelker
Publications Coordinator
Technical Information Department
Lawrence Berkeley,Laboratory
University of California
1 Cy~lotron Road
Berkeley., .CA:· 94720
Dear

MS~

Voelker:·

I apologize for the length of time I've held Dr. Seaborg's
journals, but"as-:r'm sure you wi:!,.l understand, they comprfse'-a -great deal
of reading material and a number of us have had to look at them.
The result of our readings and cogitations are not, ..I'm afraid,·
extremely. helpful. I find ~t -exceedingly difficult to imagi~e how a .
memoir ·could be drawn·from this material,' at least one·whose· purpose
would be to inform the general public. Aside from the obvious problems
that exist with the technical data -- deciding which sections wouid be
dropped entirely. and ·which section_so would··have to be made accessible to
the .layman -- is a more general, difficult one, that of overall structure.
It· "seems to ·me that if .Dr. Seaborg wishes to publish a memoir,-- he would'
have to.. ·start with .a .ge;nerai outline ·and structure, using-:these .materia1.s
as,;notes.:and 'background material for himself or-'an assigned' .writer.I wonder if· ·it ·would not ·be· more"profitable;' and 'censiderably
easier,.. to .move :from the .. idea·:.of .a memoir xo a .more .specif:lc .·subject;
such as_the birth of the atomic age -- the Manhattan Project and the
firsE years of the AEC -- in which selections of material and structure
of the book would be far le~s random and more nearly dictated by the subject ·itself.
I'm sorry I did not get out to San Francisco earlier this month
·so that we could have discussed Ehis at length, perhaps with Dr. Seaborg.
I think that might have been very helpful. Given the impossibility at
this time of .such a conversation, I think'I should summarize our general
attitude:- I don't think -the memoir ·is 'a possible' ·.undertaking :for us;: at"
this stage. I'm not sure I could successfullY'recruit:alNriter Df-~dequate
skills·~d experience by turning over this' material to him/her, stating
only·that Dr. Seaborg wanted to w~ite a memoir.' Our collective-mind' could
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MS. Candace Voelker
27 June 1977
Page 2.

be changed, however, if Dr. Seaborg presented us with a definite plan
for such a memoir, which would facilitate both our and a potential authdr's
vision of the final product. Moving on, if Dr. Seaborg wished to undertake a specific topic, ·and would draw . the boundaries of··it 7 I think we
could proceed with considerably more ease.
.
Again my apologies for the amount of tline we've taken, and for
the somewhat vague reply I'm finally providing. Unfortunately, my
colleagues and I have been unable to conceptualize the book -- which is
. what we need to do in order to make decisions -- from the materials we've
read.
Sincerely,

or.

cc: Milton H. Johnson 7 James.B. Plate
RD:kc
Dictated but not read.
Signed in Roger Donald's absence.

._..._... .. .. .. ... .. - -- - - --

'
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Friday, July 8, 1977 - Berkeley
Allan Bromley called at 10:40 a.m. to say that he is trying to
put pressure on his Senators Ribicoff and Weicker to restore the money
for the uranium high intensity beam facility. I described my conversation with Mark Hatfield and my thought that I might call Senators
Stennis and Magnuson. I was unable to identify any particular person
in the subcommittee who carried the burden of the opposition. Bromley
ha~ just returned from Moscow and described how impressed he is at the
activity they are putting in. He mentioned that Flerov has achieved
impressive heavy ion beams. Bromley asked me to call him if he can be
of further help. We reviewed the full list of conference committee
members and he said he might contact Case and Schweikert.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Baisden, Gottstein and Nishida
and we were joined by Lester Wins berg and Nir (who worked with I.
Perlman). Iz Perlman is in town but I have not seen him yet. Helen
is having lunch with Lee Perlman today.
Around 2:00.p.m., I went by to see otto to discuss our Kr and Xe
plus U article for Physical Review. Then I went up to the HILAC
Building to talk to Cynthia Lee, who is working on the target production apparatus, and Edward Sebesta, who is working on FAKE.
I called Melvin Calvin at 4:00 p.m. to ask for his suggestions
for literature that would help me prepare my opening remarks for the
Cosmochemistry Conference in November. He suggested my calling Edwin
Duckworth at the City College of San Erancisco, who organized the
Cosmic Evolution Program in San Francisco a few years ago. Calvin
will send me reprints of his and Richard Lemmon's review articles.
I then called Edwin Duckworth (at 4:20 p.m.) and spoke with Don
Warren. I described my need for background material in preparing my
introductory remarks for the Cosmochemistry Conference. He will send
me several of the transcripts of the papers that were presented there
for my review. (I later canceled this request because I found that I
had enough material.) I then arranged with Calvin's administrative
assistant, Marilyn Taylor, to send me the papers of Calvin and Lemmon.
I answered Arthur Toy's letter of July 1, 1977 regarding currency
conversion prospects with the USSR. I told him we would keep this
matter going through the ACS International Activities Committee. I
wrote to Paul Lochak in Paris to tell him that I will look forward to
having lunch with him in New York on Monday, July 18th and gave him a
brief outline of my New York itinerary. I wrote to Dr. Fritz Weigel
at the Institut fur Anorganische Chemie, Munchen, West Germany, to
thank him for the recent photograph he sent and to advise him that
Hans Hauske's thesis had arrived. I also advised him that he would
soon be hearing from Joe Katz about the plutonium chapter (Chapter
VII) of the revision of The Chemistry of the Actinide Elements.
Sheila sent Dr. Janan Hayes an abstract of my keynote address "Transuranium Elements" to be given at the 19th Annual Asilomar Summer
Conference of CACT on Sunday, August 21.
Ty came by at 5:15 p.m. and we drove by Eric's place to pick him
up and then drove home. Helen, Ty, Eric, Dianne and I had dinner in

.
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the kitchen. After dinner, Dianne took the Sherman girls (Yehudit and
Tamar) to the carnival on Deer Hill Road (near the BART station - on
the auxiliary dirt parking lot). Eric and I went there a little
later; we met Nbrman Leavitt and his two boys (friends of Saburo
Yashita), Pete Bernard and Al Lindstrom (Eric's friend).
Saturday, July 9, 1977 - Lafayette
Eric and I participated in a EBRPD Field Trip to plan the Briones
to Mt. Diablo Trail. About 25 people assembled at Acalanes High
School at 8:30 a.m., then proceeded by van (stretched out station
wagon) and cars. Present were Jana Olson, Carol Thompson, Hulet
Hornbeck, Judy Walsh, Bill Gries (EBRPD), Bruce Lee, Don Good (member,
Lafayette-Moraga Trail Committee), Mary Bowerman, Margo Gwinn, Nancy
Turner (Pleasant Hill), Bob Headley (Contra'Costa Hills Club), Claude
Finch (Contra Costa Hills Club), Agnes (Mrs. Claude) Finch (President,
Contra Costa Hills Club and Secretary, East Bay Area Trails Council),
Mr. and Mrs. Gale H. Reedy (she was born in Sweden) and others.
We started at the top of Martino Drive and traced the trail route
along Acalanes Ridge, Mokelumne Aqueduct, Larkey Park, Contra Costa
Canal, Heather Farms Park, Ygnacio Canal, private property and Shell
Ridge. We ate our pack lunches on Shell Ridge, then drove back to
Acalanes High School. Eric and I then drove back horne in our station
wagon.
Helen, Eric, Ty, Dianne and I had dinner in the kitchen. After
dinner, I worked on a draft of my introductory remarks for the November Welch Conference on Cosmochemistry, of which I shall serve as
chairman. Eric and Ty went out to one of Eric's friend's homes.
Eric, as well as Ty, spent the night with us.
Sunday, July 10, 1977 - Lafayette
I drove to St. Mary's College in Moraga for a trail-scouting
expedition by the Lafayette-Moraga Trail Committee. At 8:30 a.m., I
met Hulet Hornbeck, Chuck Cavanaugh (Chairman of the Committee·),
Committee members Don Good, Frank Stephens, Lana Meloyneaux and Ken
Briney and EBRPD members Jerry Kent, Bill Gries, Jana Olson and Don
Harms. Our purpose was to explore the connection from the LafayetteMoraga Trail to Las Trampas Regional Wilderness. We hiked up to St.
Mary's Peak, then along the Old Moraga Ranch Trail (the Utah easement), all on St. Mary's property. This in turn connects with the
panhandle of EBMUD property through which connection with the EBMUD
Rocky Ridge Trail can be made. Thus, if permission from St. Mary's
College can be obtained, we can complete the connection to Las
Trampas. We hiked back along a road that led into St. Mary's College.
We then reviewed the maps for Phase II (part of the Moraga phase) of
the Lafayette-Moraga Trail. I drove horne, arrived about noon and had
lunch with Dianne and Eric. Ty was out sailing with Doug Heller and
other friends on the Bay.
In the afternoon, I finished my draft introductory remarks for
the Welch Conference, wrote a draft preface for Vol. III of Travels in
the New World and for my Benchmark book on the transuraniurn elements.
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_Helen. and Dianne went canoeing on' Lake Chabot in the afternoon,
dropping Eric at horne on the way. Helen and I had dinner in the
playroom. Dianne ate later and Ty.stayed in with the Hellers for
dinner and spent the night in Berkeley.- After dinner,' I finished my
article on Stan Thompsorr for- CHEMTECH. Helen checked with Alice
Thompson to get her suggestions.
Monday, July 11, 1977 - Berkeley
Helen drove me to my office in the station wagon so Dianne could
have it to drive to her job at the Contra Costa Times. The Bonneville
is out of commission due to a leak of brake or transmission fluid.
Sharon Date started to work this morning as Delores Mason's
replacement.
Art Kerman, here for a couple of weeks, dropped in at 9:30 a.m.
I'brought-him up-to-date on our efforts to save the uranium beam
facility, the $6,000,000 add-on for nuclear physics, the office of
energy research in DOE (Moss Amendment) and the Shieks SHE and actinide program.
At 10:30 a.m., Lew Keller called. He has returned the galley
proofs for our Annual Review article, and will send me a copy. I
agreed to his sending copies, for their information only to Gunter
Herrmann, Robert Silva, W. o. Milligan, Darleane Hoffman and Earl Hyde
(but not to Mikheev).
I went by to see de Saint-Simon at 11:30 a.m. and discussed with
him, Otto and Morrissey some puzzling results of de Saint-Simon's
treatment of data on iodine isotope yields from U from Ar bombardments.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Iz Perlman (the first time I
have seen him during his present three-month visit to work with Frank
Asaro at LBL). Asaro, Ghiorso, Nitschke, Morrissey and de Saint-Simon
ate with. us.
I· attended-a meeting of Associate Directors in the Director's
Conference Room from 1:30-3:40 p.m. Present were Andy Sessler, Earl
Hyde., Raymond Wakerling, Will Siri, Walter Hartsough, David Hendrie,
Edward Lofgren, James Bassham, David Shirley, Ed Alpen, Luis Alvarez,
Robert Birge and George Pappas. On the "Overhead" item, Alpen, Lofgren and Siri voted for an increase from 39.5% to 40.4%, which lost
because _Shirley, Bassham,' Birge, __ Hendrie and I voted against and
Alvarez abstained. Paul Witherspoon will head a new Division of Earth
Sciences beginning October 1, 1977.
After the meeting, T talked to Earl Hyde about their plan to put
the fusion program in the Accelerator Division (which I said is a poor
idea), Sheila's impending change and her replacement (replacement at
Administrator III level 1s okay), the Goldanskii correspondence
incorporating his views on the latest Dubna SHE- discovery in meteorites (in which Goldanskii expresses grave doubts according to Keller,
who has had the document translated) and plans for entertainment of
Druin and Ter-Akopyan next week (if they corne).
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Sheila wrote to Doreen Tutt~e, Chemistry Department, and enclosed
eight copies of my article The Future of Science, and a list of monographs listed in Scientific Papers (of my curriculum vitae) for the
purpose of keeping my bibliography up-to-date in the department.
I also wrote to Dr. CarlO. Helvie, Old Dominion University,
Norfolk, Virginia to decline a speaking invitation for Spring or Fall
1978. I sent a floor plan for West Stands which I plan to use in
Volume II of my C-I history to Leonard Dreher to ask him if he could
recall the location of Room 5, any additional room Section C-I used
and whether the group used any rooms other than those on the first
floor.
Helen came by at 5:00 p.m. and a little later we were joineaby
Ty. Doug Heller and Abbott Weatherly (a UCB Engineering student)
drove her up the hill. Helen, Ty and I drove home where we found that
Steve had just arrived. Eric came a little later via BART. Helen,
Steve, Eric, Dianne, Ty and I had dinner in the kitchen. Doug joined
us for coffee, then Ty rode to Berkeley with him to attend a concert
and to spend the night at the Weatherly's Watergate apartment in
Emeryville. Eric returned to his home later in the evening.
Tuesday, July 12, 1977 - Berkeley
I worked on my Benchmark book on the transuranium elements
throughout the day.
At 11:00 a.m., Darleane Hoffman called for the·reference on our
Annual Review article. I referred her to Lew Keller. She told me
tpat one of the two Dubna papers has appeared in the English Nuclear
Physics (Volume A273, P505, November 30, 1976). I described Goldanskii's paper which criticizes the claims of Flerov and Zvara and said
that I will send her a copy (which was done later that day by Sharon).
At 9:30 a.m., Bob Parry called to go over with me the letter he
drafted in response to C&EN editorial of June 16. I had only a few
suggestions to make. Bob said that he found the ACS Board retreat
somewhat useful. The only discussion in the international arena was
Cairns's report on the question of ICS--apparently, people did not
respond vigorously and we will have to move step by step. We agreed
that Bixler has done a tremendous job in the short time he has had.
Sheila brought me into a telephone conversation she was having
with Louise Taylor who works for Errol Mauchlin in the Berkeley
Chancellor'S Office. I asked for her evaluation of Pat Quinn and she
believes that Pat would be an excellent candidate for Sheila'S job.
Just before noon, I went by to see Otto. He is working on
paper describing negative results in search for SHE from U plus
Morrissey and I had lunch in the cafeteria.

~~E

Xe.

Stan Schneider called at 2:45 p.m. to tell me that he is making
good progress on my Uppsala speech "Knowledge and Survival".
I met with Pat Quinn, a candidate for Sheila's replacement, at
3:30 p.m. She is a good prospect.

---~-~---~-
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At 4:00 p.m., I attended the Bevalac Research Seminar in room
191/70. After two shor~,talksi Bill Myers spoke on "The Fire Streak
Model".
Ty came by at 5:15 p.m. and rode home with me. I stopped for a
hike at Lafayette Reservoir, but Ty stayed in the car and did not
hike. Steve went to the dentist today. Helen, Steve, Dianne, Ty and
I had dinner 'in the kitchen. Later, Helen drove Steve to the San
Francisco airport to catch a plane to Washington, D.C. where 'he will
visit Lynne and Bill for two weeks. He will also see Pete. He left
E. Coli (his dog) with us.
Wednesday, July 13, 1977 - Berkeley
Helen drove Ty and me to LBL so we could let Dianne use the
station wagon to drive to her work at the Contra Costa Times. She
couldn't use Steve's Pontiac because he forgot to leave us his keys.
Nitschke called me at 9:15 a.m. to confirm that Druin and Ter-Akopyan will arr.ive on Tuesday, July 19. Nitschke will pick them up and
he and Hulet will take care of their entertainment over the subsequent
weekend. During the morning, I talked with Rasmussen and Hyde about
this schedule. I confirmed that Druin and Ter-Akopyan will be at LBL
for four days. They will visit in the Bay Area on saturday and Sunday
and will fly back to New York on Monday.
At 9:35 a.m., Edgar Pi ret called to review several pending
matters of International Activities Committee business before his
departur~ for Paris.
He will discuss Ponamperuma's letter about
Miratra with the Science Counselor in the Indian Embassy. He told me
that the State Department is enthusiastic about the Yugoslav project
and he will talk with Wotiz about this. He will see the President of
the French Chemical Society and push the ICS idea with him. I decided
to take no action for the time being on his suggestion that I talk
during the Chicago meeting with Vlad Haensel, head of the US/USSR
Chemical Catalysis Exchange Program.
-,
I spent about an hour in the morning with Margie Hollander going
over .the Met Lab section C-I history.
At- 10:00 a.m., I interviewed Ann Van Dorn as a candidate for
Sheila's replacement. She is pleasant but has a somewhat limited
education (high school graduate). She works in the College of Engi-,
neering, Materials Science Division, on the campus, so she does have
campus experience.
At 11:30 a.m., I called Fred Lothrop to make definite our 20Ne
Bevalac bombardment ,on July '25-26.
At noon, we held our usual Sheik's lunch meeting. Otto,
Nitschke, de Saint-Simon, Nishida, Diana Lee, Cynthia Lee, Baisden,
Morrissey, Thomas and Gottstein were present. otto reported on Bill
Myer's Fire Streak Theory and its application to our Bevalac bombardments. De Saint-Simon repor~8d on his treatment of our yields of
iodine isotopes from U plus
Ar at various energies. This is turning
out very well and should make a good pUblication.
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Nitschke, Otto, Baisden, Morrissey, Thomas and I met to make
plans for the Druin/Ter-Akopian visit next week.
The referees reports on our article "LOWe~gd Fus~8R Cross Sections in the Quadruply Magic Heavy-Ion System
Ca +
Pb" submitted
to Physical Review Letters arrived today. One referee is completely
favorable and one suggests some changes which we will make.
At 4:20 p.m., I called Robert Johnson (former Vice Chancellor for
Student Affairs at Berkeley) to ask for his evaluation of Patricia
Quinn. He emphasized her loyalty, industriousness, professionalism,
skills, work habits, and decorum. He recommends her without reservations. I then called Pat's present boss, Paul Craig, at the Council
on Energy and Resources in University Hall. He does not want to lose
her and regards her as outstanding in every conceivable way. He tried
to think of something negative without succ~ss.
Dianne came in a little before 5:00 p.m. I took her by room
m~et de Saint-Simon and Nishida and to talk to Otto, Morrissey and IHomas. I discussed with Otto the referees' comments on our
Pb plus
Ca paper.
203/70 to

Dianne drove me by Lafayette Reservoir on the way home so I could
take a hike. Eric met Ty at Donner Laboratory where she works and
took her out to dinner. Ty spent the night with friends and plans to
go to San Francisco tomorrow to watch a surgeon operate.
Thursday, July 14, 1977 - Livermore
I drove to Livermore, arriving at the West Gate of LLL at 8:30
a.m., where I was met by Joan Gigliati (Jack Frazer's secretary), who
escorted me to the Chemistry Building (No. 222). We went to the Copa
Room (No. 1305), where the meeting of the Scientific Review Panel of
the Chemistry and Materials Science Research Department was held for
the purpose of hearing presentations by various staff members preparatory to our task of making recommendations on the FY 1978 proposed
program. Panel members present were John L. Margrave (Rice University), Van Derck Frechette (Alfred University), Norman Bruce Hannay
(Bell Laboratories), Carroll K. Johnson (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Oleg D. Sherby (Stanford University) and I. Additional LLL
staff, changing in composition, also attended during the day. Quintin
Johnson, an Assistant Director of the Division, was there most of the
time.
Jack Frazer, Director of the Division, opened the meeting at 9:00
a.m. with some general remarks and asked us to recommend about a 20%
cut in the program and determine the top 10-20%, and bottom 10-20%, of
the programs in each division. The first presentation was by the
Metals and Ceramics Division, introduced by James Hauber. The next
speaker was Richard Landingham on acoustic emission technology. Then,
Oscar H. Krikorian spoke on fusion-cast ceramics. Next, Clark Souers
(Phillip Clark Souers), of the Chemical Engineering Division was
introduced by Bob Hickman and he spoke on bludgeon-derived frozen DT.
Klaus Ernst introduced the program of the General Chemistry
Division. This was followed by the presentation by Larry Hrubesh who
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Thursday, July 14, 1977 (con't)
spoke on laser research applied to chemical measurement problems,
molecular fluorescence, far infra-red spectroscopy, laser-induced
photoelectrochemistry, etc. Roman Bystroff spoke next on multielement analysis systems, including use of microwave and microarc
exatatum spectroscopy, at temperatures up to 5000° K to measure atomic
emission lines. Next, Fred Milanovich spoke on spectroscopic identification of molecular species and their configurations on surfaces of
uranium. Finally, Walter Selig spoke on nonaqueous titrimetry in
support of organic materials analysis .
. ,We went to lunch in the conference room adj oining Frazer's
office. Jack Frazer, Quintin Johnson, Lee Roberts (who came by to see
me about the trail through Crow Canyon some years ago with his mother)
. and Hugh Wilson joined us. I told Margrave about the adverse reports
I have received about Aron Kuppermann.
After lunch, we heard the presentation of the Nuclear Division
introduced by Ken Hulet who spoke first on transuranium element
research. He discussed progress on physics of fission and their
search for superheavy elements. In collaboration with Peter (?)
Butler of Berkel~¥~ they found coulomb induced fission doesn't occur.
In the study of
105 they found a total kinetic energy of fission of
about 200 MeV, in_disa~5gement with the th~g9y,of Schmitt and Mosel.
He re p orted 12-minute
.Cf and 90-minute
Md. He described the
24 8 Cm plus 4 8 ca experiments. He believes the negative results are due
to short half-lives and described apparatus to be used for volatile
short-lived isotopes. He also discussed plans to look for the 4.4-MeV
alpha particle emitter which has been investigated f~i7the last 50
¥~~~~.
He also described pla~s to look for extinct
Cm via daughter
Next, Gordon Struble reported on his nuclear structure research.
MeV va£ ~e Graaf rg
They have a IS-MeV cyclotron feeding into a
produce 27-MeV prorg~s. They -have studied 1 Eu via 5 Eu (d,t) 2Eu •
They deduced that
Eu exists in three isom~ric'states of three
different shapes. He showed a TV movie of the operation of his fast
f. p. chemistry apparatus. He also described Dick Hoff's work with
~~5inide i~~ropes an~4ghe Gren~R6e'Reactor. ~ Hoff plans to study
. Th(n,"Y)
Th and
.Bk(n,'Y)
Bk.
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Dave Camp then described his work on x-ray fluorescence analysis
program rising "exnal" (x-ray spectrum analysis code). Mel Cooper
reported on pyrochemical methods for reprocessing spent nuclear fuel
using molten metals and molten salts as solvents. Mike Guinan reported on the swelling in americium produced by internal alpha-decay.
Harry Rizzo introduced the program of the Organic Materials
Division. Ed Catalano spoke on the Single Photon Absorption Reaction
Chemistry in the Solid State (SPARCSS) Process. Bill von Holle spoke
on reaction in shock waves •. Milt Finger then spoke on their Safe High
Energy Explosives (SHEE) effort. The last presentation was by Dick
Christensen on materials damage prediction. The presentations were
concluded a little after 4:00 p.m. The members of our review panel
then met in executive session to evaluate the various programs to give
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Van Frechette guidance for writing our report to Jack Frazer tomorrow
on the Nuclear Chemistry program. We rated the transuranium program
first and the swelling in americium last. We finished at 5:30 p.m.
(C&MS Research ?rogram FY78 Scientific Review Panel Report attached.)
I drove horne, picking up Eric, Brian Sawyer and Judy Hoer (their
luggage, that is) as they were walking along Glen Road. Eric had met
them at the San Francisco airport and accompanied them to Lafayette
via BART. Helen, Ty, Eric, Brian, Judy and I had dinner in the dining
room. Dianne ate earlier, then drove to Berkeley to attend the
bicycle class.
Friday, July 15, 1977 - Berkeley
Ty came in to LBL with me, then walked down to Donner Lab. She
has found a room in some friend's horne in Oakland and will move in
this weekend. We had to stop in Orinda on the way to Berkeley to get
air in the right rear tire.
Baisden dropped in to tell me the problem she, Leber and Nitschke
are having with Mike Lederer, who wants to report their work on "x" at
a Nuclear Science seminar on Wednesday.
At 10:00 a.m., I went to the HILAC building and talked with Al
Ghiorso.
At noon, I attended the Program Committee bag-lunch meeting.
Present were David Hendrie (chairman), Al Ghiorso, Art Poskanzer,
Harry Heckman, Horner Conzett, David Scott, Hermann Grunder, Frank
Stephens, Norman Glendenning and Wanda Smith. We discussed the schedule for contributions to the NSD Annual Report, the Lab Space problem,
results of the Associate Directors meeting, budget status, etc. I
gave a report on my efforts on behalf of the $6,000,000 Nuclear
Physics add-on for FY78 and the High Intensity Uranium Beam project
problem in the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee. Sheila returned in
the afternoon. She spent yesterday-and today at the U.C. Regents
meeting in San Francisco.
At 2:40 p.m., Congressman Norman Y. Mineta returned my call .. I
told him about my effort to get the $6M add-on to the FY78 ERDA budget
for nuclear physics via the relevant Senate Authorization Subcommittee. I told,Mineta that I had talked to Olin Teague who agreed to
clear it through House Appropriations Committee. When I told him Mike
McCormack had suggested I talk with him, he said he would call McCormack and try to find a way to help. He will also talk to McCormack
about our high intensity ur'anium beam project and help get it through
the relevant Senate Appropriations Committee.
I received a Science Service memorandum to the effect that Robert
J. Trotter, formerly Senior Editor and Behavioral Science Editor of
Science News, has agreed to become Acting Editor to replace Kendrick
Frazier. Dietrick Thomsen will continue as Senior Editor and Physical
Science Editor.
At 4:15 p.m., I called Paul Witherspoon to get his appraisal of
Ann Van Dorn as Sheila's replacement. He gave a favorable report,
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SUBJECT: 'C&HS Research Program FY'78 Scient;ific Review Panel
1.

INTRODUCTION
This is to report the findings of the Scientific Revie\'1 Panel
consisting of:
Dr.
Dr.
Dr •
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Van', D~' Frechette, Alfred University
N. Bruce Hannay, Bell Laboratories
Carroll K. Johnson, Oak Ri dge Nati ona 1 Laboratory'
John L Nargrave:t Rice, University,
Glenn T. Seaborg, lawrence Berkeley laboratory·
Oleg D. Sherby, Stanford University

The Panel would like to convey their unanimous impression that the
entjre list of proposals showed a high degree of scientific/techno-, ...

10gicaJ merit and that all deserve support in providing useful
scientific and technical information.
hm·/ever,

'l'/e

In

respo~se

to your instructions,

have rated them. ",/ith respect
to one another.
.

Ratings 'l'/ere

assigned numbers Oisted in parenthesis) indicating the Panel's opinions
as to priority, one being the highest priority, on a scale of one to
five.
The presentations ",[ere generally excellent and manY,\'1ere outstanding.
The improvement over 1ast year s program "'las noteworthy.
,

i

I

,A few general comments might be made concerning organization aspects
of t'he revie~'I.· F'irstly, the fatigue factor in having t\'Ienty to
thirty presentations in one day is appreGiable. Two half day sessions,
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rather than one full day session, might be considered.

Secondly,

the Perry system titles tend to negate the scientific dignity of
the abstracts. Concise scientific titles, without a sales pitch
would greatly strengthen the first impression. The abstracts
themselves \'1ere very \'1ell done.

Finally, the presentation of slides

with classified material to the review panel added little in he)ping
the eva 1ua ti on of sci enti fi c values.

The revi e\'/ers not accustomed

to seeing classified slides were in somewhat of a dilewma about
weighing such information in the evaluation.
2.

GENERAL CHEHISTRY DIVISION

The panel ranked the General Chemistry Division proposals as .follm'/s:
(2)
~
~
~

Lasers for Chemical Analysis
Multi-Eiement Analysis
Spectroscopic Analysis of Surface Passivation
Non-Aqueous Titrimetry

Actually, all four proposals have interesting and scientifically
important aspects and some sub-areas of the fir.st-rated laser
proposa! were certainly no more highly regarded than the surface
chemistry or the non-aqueous titrimetry.
There was general agreement that the chemical laser program \'/aS
living up to expectations in terms of fore-front instrumental
developments but some concern that instrument building might be
getting more attention than basic/applied laser research of
significance to the C&MS Department.

We recognize several interactions
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\-/ith gr~)Ups seekin~ to use laser Raman

techniques.

Are there

still other activities \'lhere lasers \'1ould -be applicable? Ho\'l about
laser meJting/quick quenching to get amorphous metal surfaces?
Can a CO 2-laser provide research-size ?amples for fusion casting?
For fusion coatings? There is clearly a laser-research aspect
to SPARCSS -- unless one is to be restricted to a narrow band of
vibrational

frequenci~s.

In terms of Department-wide and perhaps Laboratory-wide usefulness
in terms of supporting chemical analysis, \'Ie recognize the importance
..

-.-

·of both multielement analysis and non-aqueous titrimetfY. These
both are strongly service-oriented projects.
A.

Lasers for Chemical Analysis
The general competence and widely-recognized activities of this
section are noted and the participants are to be complimented.
Services to a varJety of Livermore projects and external
col1aborationsconfirm t the vie'tJpoint that laser analytical
measurement technology is' -an important re'search goal.
The proposed ne\'1 work on laser-induced photoelectrochemistry
appears especially extiting and important.
las~r

The time-resolved

spectroscopy development appears to have important

analytical applications.

Other areas are 'becoming more routine

and \'Iidely researched across the country.

It would appear

especially desirable to ascertain that the LLL program on metal
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oxides

\'/aS

not duplicating the work of_Zare and others.

This

system mi ght, in fact,. interact usefu l1y \tJi th the multi element
excitation methods.
There was some concern that both the laser-induced molecular
fluorescence and the far infrared laser. studies were neither
exciting, forefront science nor of top relevance to LLL needs
based on the examples cited.

A search for projects to

strengthen these activities \tJould be desirable.
B. . Hulti-Element Analysis Systems
The proposal outl ined ne\-/ efforts to develop the microarcmicrowave multielement analytical device.

The potential wide

applicability of such a unit is obvious, and important. Several
questi ons recording the urgent status of the \'lork and the future
activities are appropriate:
(l)

Have the investigators confirmed the fact that the micrm'lave
discharge will significantly improve.the excitati6n of
atomic spectra? Hill the excitation of a multiplicity of
ions and molecules lead to complex/overlapping/interfering
emission lines, bands or continua? Shouldn't there be a
strong spectroscopic

aspe~t

of the research in progress

confirmingthe nature of emissions from thiS microltlave part
of the device?

--

- - --

~~-

.

~

-:>-
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-(2)

In terms of the hot filament/discharge sampling system,
there is a temptation to talk about metals as if they
are atoms in the discharge.

In fact, the species are

undoubtedly
molecules -- HCL, NOH, NO, etc.
,

The formation

and transport of these molecules to the micrO\'/ave
is critical for meaningful analyses.

t~be

.

How \'Ii11 condensation·

be avoided? Since oxides/nitrates can't be avoided as
samples, will Ir or some other, oxidation resistant cathode
\'Itre.be desirable?

c.

Spectoscopic Analysis of Surface

P~ssivation

This proposal would make unique surface studies possible at LLL
and should

p~ovide

detailed insight and un?erstanding of metal

surface contaminant.

The U + O2 and U + H20 ihteractions are
extremely i8portant .. Both.the EEL and Laser Raman studies appear
feasible and there should be practical. applications of the
techniques in stu~ying hydrogen embrittlement, stress-cracking,
halide-sensitized failure of alloys, etc.
D.

Non-Aqueous Titrimetry
This is a modest prop6s~1 ·for development'in the analytical
area through extensions of titrimetric methods to a variety of
solvents.

There appears to be unique Laboratory needs for

such methods -- determinations of PETN, BTF, NQ, etc. A
broader range of available solvent systems should significantly
enhance the potential of the division to provide important
analytical services.

3.

ORGANIC HATERIALS DIVISION
All of these continuing programs

sho~/ed

progress amply justifying

the investment of resources in them.

Safe High Energy Explosives

seemed particularly l'lOrthy of support

ill,

partly because so 1ittle

scientific work is currently in progress in this field. Single
Photon Absorption Reaction Chemistry was considered equally meritorious
(2).

While some questions about the choice of chemical systems for

study may be raised,. .exploitation of this novel principle for
separation and synthesis is thought to warrant high scientific
priority.

Haterials Damage Prediction \'1as considered \'/ell \'1orth-

while pursuing, especially if the progress to date can be carried
successfully into the composites following the initial work \·/ith
homogenous materials reported (2.5).
results from

Rea~tions

The potential for valuable'

in Shock Waves is impressive, as are the

results in instru!ilental development that \-/ere reported (3).
4.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
The proposal of Cryogenic Heavy Hydrogen Technology was not exciting
but it was felt to be a good program -(3). The. exceptional facilities
of the Laboratory for \'lOrk in this system and the scientific importance
of it were considered grounds to continue its support.

5.

HETALS AND CERArHCS DIVISION
Hetallic Alloy Glasses remains an area of great scientific interest
and. high technical potential and as such deserves top priority
in the Panel's opinion.

l£l

While noting the success in explosive self-

-7-
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\'/elding am;1 cladding and in compaction of powders some' questions
\'/ere raised as to the extent of progress in this \'1ork to date.

Static Equation of State is believed to have tremendous potential,
particularly in

vie~'l

of the Laboratory's existing expertise and

interest in Clynamic equation of state determinations (2.5).
Acoustic Emission \'/as considered ,·;ellworth support (3) , not so
much for its novelty as for the prospect of unusually high quality
work in the field as the result of simple and highly characterized
specimens and excellent AE and ancillary diagnostic tools.
1

Fusion Casting o'f Ceramics offers little of scientific interest
the plans presented.

Its technological

v~lue

i~

in the system to be

studied may be considerable but the Panel had reservations about the
I

lack of a clearly planned approach to the project

l!L.

Basic Study of Toughness \'1as thought highly interesting but probably
approaching a period of diminishing returns \'lhen termination should
be planned before long (4). The structural metallurgy of 'velds at
the atomic level mi.ght-provide a fruitful area 'for future work.
6.

NUCLEAR 'CHEf.1ISTRY DIVISION
The proposals of this Division \'1ere extraordinarily interesting and
c1.osely linked \'lith the central capability and mission of the Laboratory.
The Transuranium Element Research proposal "las assigned highest
priority

ill by the

Panel,'in viel'/ of the crucial question in fission

. theory \'/hich is to be , addressed \'lith the experimental

plan.,Ho~Jever)

the continued search for super heavy elements in terrestrial nionazite

does not

I .

se~m

~:

'.1

particularly fruitful.

The long history of reports

...

on the ·44· HeV a-paiticle emitter should be brought to some logical
conclusion.

Pyrochemical Investigation \'las "rated nearly as high (2.5).

Equal emphasis (3) \·/as.given the proposals Nuclear Structure Research,
Neutron Capture Gali1lT1a and X-Ray Fluorescence.

Some\'ihat less enthusiasm

\'las expressed-for S'>'/elling in Americium (4), principally reflecting
doubt as to the scientific relevance of the question.

jhg

----------

-----
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although he is not well acquainted with her. I also talked to Professor H. F. Morrison, her present supervisor, who gave her a pretty good
recommendation. Afterward, I went4~y room 203/70 to work with Morrissey and otto to amend our Pb plus
Ca paper to conform with the
referee's suggestions. Mike Lederer's talk on "x" scheduled for
Monday's NSD seminar has been canceled, due to suggestions by Baisden,
Leber, Nitschke and Ghiorso that such a report on their work would be
premature.
I mailed a letter to Knut Bachman, Darmstadt University, regarding his recent article containing the first results from bombardment
of Ag, Ta and Au targets with relativistic protons that appeared in
Volume 13 nos. 5/6 of Inorganic and Nuclear Chemistry Letters. (His
is the first data we have seen for protons plus Au.) I submitted to
The People's Almanac a write-up or predictions (attached) for the
future as requested by Randi Cushnir, Assistant Editor.
.
Ty did not come home with me but stayed in Berkeley with friends.
When I got home I learned that Judy Hoer was taken to the emergenqy
room of the hospital today because of cramps in the stomach area; she
recovered and was at home when I arrived. Helen, Eric, Dianne, Brian,
Judy and I had dinner on the patio. Ty came out later to spend the
night.
Saturday, July 16, 1977 - Lafayette
Eric and I drove to Acalanes High School to participate in the
EBRPD field trip to study the route of the Briones to Las Trampas
Regional Trail. Present were Jana Olson (leader), Carol Thompson,
Bill Gries (of the EBRPD), Sue and Bob Watson, Don de Fremery, Don and
Ruth Ann Good, Howard Cogswell, the Finches, Jim McLaren, Sam Connery
(of Sunset magazine), Arland Christophersen, Bob Headley, Ernie
Marriner, Dr. Art Emmes and Richard Newey (brother of Bob Newey,
author of "East Bay Trails - A Hiker's Guide").
Eric and I rode in a van driven by Ms. Christophersen, along with
Dr. Emmes, the Watsons and Gries. Jana Olson drove the EBRPD van (the
one Eric and I rode in last Saturday), which was full of people, and a
private car completed the caravan. We started by driving to St.
Mary's College. We hiked up st. Mary's Peak, then on along the Old
Moraga Ranch Trail to near the EBMUD panhandle, then back on the dirt
road to our starting point. We then drove along St. Mary's Road, made
a stop to inspect the Lafayette-Moraga Trail, then drove to the
junction of this trail with Fourth Street across Las Trampas Creek
from Mt. Diablo Blvd. We inspected the route for the connecting trail
in this area, including the 3.5-acre tract owned by John Hallgren. A
bridge across Las Trampas Creek (or two bridges across Lafayette Creek
and Las Trampas Creek) is needed at this point. We then crossed Las
Trampas Creek at the "dam" behind Ernie's Liquor Store, then walked
along EBMUD property under Highway 24 to Deer Hill Road.
We drove along Deer Hill Road to Elizabeth Lane, where we
stopped. This is the preferred entrance to Lafayette Ridge. We then
drove around to Spring Hill Road and up Martino Road to the top to get
a view of the 'proposed trail on Lafayette Ridge. We then drove back
to Acalanes High School. Eric and a number of others left us here.
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PREDICTIONS FOR THE FUTUP£

Glenn T. Seaborg
Much pror;;-.;:ezs vlill be Inilde in the understanding of life
process9s--in

bioch~Jistry,

molecular biology, and related areas

concerning the study of proteins,
other raacromolecules.

nucleic acids and

en~~nes,

Chemical and biological investigations

at the moleculdr and cellular levels, aided by enormously

effic5.ent coraputers, will elucidate the origin of life and
lead to the artificial creation of life.

Biochemical genetics

will give us a great deal of control over the genetic code and,
beneficently applied (\'7hich
res~lt

~'7ill

pos.e a real challenge), should

in a reduction or eliminQticn

o~

genetic defects.

Computer-aided ruolccular medicine, ir.nunochemistry and
chemotherapy shouLl lead to the alleviation, treat':lent, cure
or prevention of our r.1ajor aim-ents, including r.mental"

illness, and to a slowing of the aging process.
understand the structure,

wechani~

and brain, leading to control of our
in

neuroch~~istrYt

neuroanato~YI

we will

and functioning of nerve
m~~ory,

through investigations

neurophysiology, statistical

biology and exp·:!ri:,1ental psycholog:{.
make available i!'1plant:"1ble

~~d

Bio-engineerinry should

(micro-co~?'..lter

assisted) artificial

hearts, kidneys, ayes (instrnr.tents to pernit the blind to rsee t1 ) ,
ears (instrurr.ents to permit the de:tf to nhear"), and other
bodily parts and organs.
Science a'ld technology, properly supported, TNill sol v·~

-

--

.. -

- .-~, ..

-

-
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our energy, food and mineral resource

proble~s,

even with our

expanding world,,\Tide population (hopefully at a dininished ra.tc).

i

Our endless supply of solar energy
yet to

thro~gh ~rocesses
conversi~n

b~

~.,ill

be put to practical use

discovered--direct

cat~lytic

to electricity, splitting of water to produce

hydrogen fuel, or widespread

hio~onversion

of veqetation and

In addition to breeding of new crops, new

waste products.

sources of f003 will

co~e

from biological nitrogen

fi~ation,

protein extraction from lo,,:-cost grain, legumes and leaves,
and the

produ~tion

wastes and algae.

of

sin~le-cell

protein from all types of

Geologists will find new

sou~ces

of minerals,

chemists will increase the efficiency of extraction, and
materials scieptists will synthesize substitute materials
fron more abundant supplies.
Scientific advances will include in physics, the
understa."'lding of fundamental particles and nuclear struct',lre,
and synthesis of Llany additional chemical

if.l::space

eleI~ents;

scieeces, the colonization of the moon and manned travel to
Mars; in cnemistry, the synthesis of
tailored for a wide spcctruQ'of

~illions

practic~l

of new

co~pounds

uscs; in seismology,

the prediction of earthquakes; in corr.puter science, the placement
of

m~!liaturiz.::d

cOJ::puters in

perhaps ?roduction of

t~1.e

l~lachines

hand.s of ne:arly everyone and

that "think";

in engineering

sciences, the translation of scientific discoveries on all
fronts into a bm-dldering total of !)rtlctical aI.Jplications; and
in
.

astrono~y

and astrophysics, advances far beyond
~

,

pulsars and black holes •

.. .

--.-----.--.------.,--:-:--:-...-,,~=...........--
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The rest of us, including the Watsons, Finches, de Fremery, Jana
Olson, Carol Thompson, Gries, Headley, McLaren and I ate our backpack
lunches here. I rode with the Watsons into Walnut Creek where we
looked in vain for the advertised solar home. They then drove me
home.
I called Ben Loeb to see if he is interested in coming to LBL to
work on writing projects with us. He probably is not. He is earning
$150 a day as a consultant.
Eric had a barbecue for a number of his friends including Ty,
Judy Hoer, Brian Sawyer, R~chard Sproul, Bill Sprotte, Scott (Hodgie)
Alexander and his friend Corinne Farrell, Al Lindstrom, Tom Mochisuki,
Mary Borchers and Dianne. Helen and I joined them in the patio as
they were finishing their hamburgers. Eric and his friends, except
Hodgie and Corinne, then went to visit his friend Clark Bailey at his
girl friend's apartment.
Ty went to her place in Oakland. Richard Sproul spent the night
with us and left early Sunday morning. I read the proofs on the
Keller-Seaborg article "Chemistry of the Transactinide Elements".
Sunday, July 17, 1977 - Lafayette - New York
Eric, who spent the night with us, drove Brian and Judy to the
railroad station in Oakland to catch an 8:00 a.m. train to Santa
Barbara where they will stay about a week. He then came back to our
house.
I wrote the introduction for the compilation of Stan Thompson's
publications that we are putting together (6 copies).
I called Lew Keller at his home in Oak Ridge to pass-on some
corrections to the page proof of our article "Chemistry of the Transactinide Elements" to be published in Annual Review of Nuclear Science. He said Druin and Ter-Akopyan are giving him some trouble,
claiming that I wrote the article on "Criteria for the Discovery of
Chemical Elements" which he and others co-authored with me for publication in Science.
Helen drove me to San Francisco International Airport where I
boarded United flight #34 which left at 2:30 p.m. and arrived at
Newark Airport at New York at 10:45 p.m. I took a taxi to the Chemists' Club and checked into room 741. I found the weather hot and
muggy.
Monday, July 18, 1977 - New York - Lafayette
I had breakfast in the dining room of the Chemists' Club-and
checked out, then walked up Fifth Avenue to the General Motors Building to attend the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Dreyfus
Third Century Fund, held in their conference room on the 35th floor.
I first went to Howard Stein's office where, together with Stein, John
McCloy and George Harrar, I met Alice P. (Mrs. Russell K.) Jones, the
nominee to be a Director.

-------------
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Monday, July 18, 1977 (con't)
The meeting began at a:little after 9:30 a.m. Present were
Kenneth 0. Oberman (President), Michael A. Glass (Secretary), William
Berkowitz (Treasurer), Howard Stein (Chairman of the Board), Lawrence
M. Greene (Vice President and General Counsel), Monte J. Gordon (Vice
President and Director of Research), Russell J. Guglielmino (of Reavis
& McGrath, counsel to the Corporation), John J. McCloy (Director), J.
George Harrar (Director) and Elizabeth Hamilton (staff).
With Oberman presiding, we elected Mrs. Jones as a Director, then
elected Stein as a Director (he had been forced to resign to keep the
number of outside Directors in the majority as required by law).
Stein then took the chair and conducted the meeting according to the
agenda. We approved the new distribution agreement with the Dreyfus
Service Corporation. We set the date for the Annual Meeting (and
accompanying Board meeting) for September 29. I pointed out that I
will not be able to attend. Joseph P. Martino, Vice President, came
in to describe the consequences of·the new distribution agreement.
At 10:45 .a.m.>,"John Fitting, Jr., Assistant to the Chairman,
described a life insurance purchase plan for shareholders with 50 or
more shares. He found Bankers Security Life Insurance Society of
Washington to give the best insurance deal. We adjourned at noon.
I walked to nearby Hotel Pierre (Fifth Avenue and 60th street) to
meet Paul Lochak and Roger Godino. We went to lunch in the Pierre
Restaurant. T~ey described to me the status of GETEX negotiations
with Italy. The uranium exploration project will get started when the
agreement is signed on the basis that GETEX (through TEAM or its
equivalent) will put up $400,000 and Italy $700,000; in the second
stage, GETEX and Italy will share costs on a 50-50 basis. The parties
may sign this agreement at Godino's ski resort in a couple of weeks.
They told me about their discussions with Albert Buchalet (a former
French general) who will proceed with discussions with Brazil if I
will assure him that Milly's method is sound. I agreed to talk to
Buchalet in Paris in September.
I reminded Lochak to check with Sol
Linowitz about U.S. official attitudes toward explorations for uranium
in Brazil.
The composition of, the governing Board of a contemplated European
financial arm of GETEX (which is not the same as TEAM) will be: Paul
Lochak, Roger Godino, Norbert Beyrard, Olivier Giscard d'Estaing,
Albert Buchalet, GlennSeaborg, and possibly:Rodney Rockefeller (son
of Nelson Rockefeller), Raphael W. Hodgson (Vice President, Goldman-Sax International, and a long-time friend of Lochak) and George Milly.
Lochak and Godino will talk to Rodney Rockefeller and Raphael Hodgson
during this present visit to New York. Beyrard wants his funds to go
80% toward development of known deposits.
We also discussed the financial arrangements for this group to
pay me $20,000 per year as compensation for my services. The payments
will start_as'sQon as a contract for a source of funds is signed
(perhaps the agreement with Italy) and will be retroactive to September 1976.
I
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At 3:00 p.m., I took a taxi to Kennedy International Airport and
boarded American flight #19, which left at 4:40 p.m. and arrived at
San Francisco International Airport at 7:00 p.m. The temperature in
New York was a little over 100 0 F as I rode to the airport. Helen met
me in the Bonneville (just picked up at Shepherd's following their
fixing of the gear box) and drove me home.
Tuesday, July 19, 1977 - Berkeley
Helen drove me to my LBL office in our station wagon. She is
going to the Doe Library Annex to find 1943-44 news items for my Met
Lab Section C-I history and to get our tires fixed at the Berkeley
General Tire Company on University Avenue while she is at the library.
Dick Hahn called at 8:45 a.m. from ORNL to report on the visit of
Dr. Victor A. Druin and Dr. G. M. Ter-Akopyan and to tell me that they
are on their way here. He described the airplane ticket help still
needed from Sheila on this, wh~gfr she wil14~andle15 Druin still
insists on his observation of
104 via
Bk +
N.
Lew Keller called me shortly thereafter and, as Hahn had done,
described their discussions with Druin and Ter-Akopyan. They discussed our" "Criteria for the Discovery of Chemical Elements" paper for
2~ hours.
They are quite disturbed by this paper.
Fred Wall called from Rice University to get my information on
Aron Kuppermann.
I then went by ro~w 203/70 to discuss further the referee's
report on our Pb plus
Ca paper with Otto. We- are revising the paper
to meet the objections.
At 9:45 a.m., I interviewed Dorothy Johanson as a possible replacement for Sheila. She is working as a secretary for Giauque
Laboratory and David Lyon for the last eleven years; she seems quite
competent and is about sixty years oid.
At 10:30 a.m., I talked to Marilyn Stern, another candidate for
Sheila'S job. She worked for Frank Beach from 1959 to 1971 and remembers my efforts on his behalf to find a place for his primate laboratory on campus when I was chancellor. She seems somewhat shy.
At 11:02 a.m., I called Pat Quinn to explain that we are still
interviewing people and asked if she is still interested in our job
here, which she is.
At 11:40 a.m., I called Bryant Rossiter who had learned from
Jesse Hwa that Madame Ceausescu had declined our invitation to speak
at the first day of the CHEMRAWN Conference. He will talk to Professor Emanuel at the meeting in Warsaw about the general health of
Dzhermin Gzishiani. Rossiter is going to Russia after the Warsaw
meeting and will try to make the arrangements there. I encouraged him
to line up Gzishiani and told him to us.e my name freely in this
regard. I agreed to his sending to members of the U.S. National
Committee to the IUPAC Congress copies of Cairns's report of discussions in the Hague about ICS, my short letter on the subject and the
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material written up in C&EN. ,Rossiter feels that the ICS proposal
should not be an agenda item at IUPAC although he would not be entirely against it. He suggests that the u.s. National committee should
get involved only if the possibility arises that IUPAC might be
restructured to make the ICS idea more acceptable. I suggested that
he could have Gordon Bixler call me about this if necessary.
At noon, I interviewed Ruth Dean for Sheila's job. She has
worked since 1976 for Frank Giunta in UCRS. She seems very selfreliant.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Baisden and Nishida. After
lunch I dropped by to see Thomas. He no~ has resolved a 2.4-hour
acti vi ty in the Th fraction from U plus . 6Kr • He, as well as Baisden,
has received notification of potential jury duty.
At 1:45 p.m., I interviewed Ingeborg Murphy for Sheila's job.
She works in the U.C. Patents Office, seems mature and competent and
speaks with a German accent.
Jack Josey called at 2:30 p.m. to discuss again with me the Welch
Foundation Professorship at Rice University. He asked me to collect
information regarding Tom Bruice, Professor of Chemistry and Biochem~
istry at the University of California, SantaBarbara. Apparently, his
wife might .get a position in the Medical Center in Houston. Bruice is
a graduate of USC and is 52 years old. Josey said that doubts coming
out of my inquiries led them not to pursue further the appointment of
Aron Kuppermann. He confirmed that neither Marvel nor Corey was
enthusiastic about Kuppermann.
Paul Randolph called at 2:50 p.m. He wants to talk with me about
a proposal he is drafting that would permit the construction of
nuclear reactors along the coastline. I asked him to send me written
material and explained that my schedule is very tight.
Mike Nitschke met Dr. Victor .A. Druin and Dr. G. M. Ter-Akopyan
at the San Francisco airport and helped them check into the Durant
Hotel, then .brought them to my LBL office at 3:00 p.m. I spent about
an hour with them_in general discussions, describing the work of my
radiochemistry group, while they had a cup of tea with me. I then
took them by to see Otto, Morrissey, Thomas, de Saint-Simon, Marsh,
~~shida and Gottstein.
They gave me a: couple of-preprints (Pb plus
Ca to produce as~etric fu~bon-fission at low energy and mass
distribution from
Am plus
Ar). I then took them up to the HILAC
building to see Ghiorso and Nitschke and to meet Baisden and Sebesta.
Nitschke and I showed them FAKE and FAMSY.
Nitschke took them back to the Durant Hotel where the two of them
had dinner and spent the evening alone. My conversation with them
covered three pending items: (1) I asked them to send me a biography,
summary of main scientific accomplishments and complete bibliography
for Polikanov so that I can nominate him for the APS Bonner Prize. I
emphasized-that my letter must go out by August 26. (2) In connection
with the article I am writing about Stan Thompson, they gave me the
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full name of Perfilov as Nikolai Alexandrovich Perfilov. (3) When
they return to the Soviet Union, they will inquire about the permission forms for my Benchmark book on the transuranium elements that
have been sent to Dubna people and not returned. I will give them
duplicate copies of the forms to take back to Dubna to see if they can
get the signatures.
Professor Hari Sharma called late in the day from the University
of Waterloo in Ontario, Canada. He would like to recommend me to his
University's 'administration to give the distinguished lecture series
that is named for their first president, sometime in 1978-79 (three
lectures). Further, he asks that I visit Waterloo for a full week to
give three or four lectures in their chemistry department distinguished lecture series. Sharma will be on sabbatical leave next year
and has talked with Dick Diamond about possibly coming to LBL for an
eight-month visit. Sheila encouraged him to write to me about this
and asked him to indicate the kind of program he would like to undertake.
In response to my request, EBRPD sent me an extract of their
Board letter acknowledging efforts made by me and others concerning
the acquisition of the Wallace property as pa~t of ~he Robert Sibley
Regional Preserve.
I received a letter yesterday from Donald C. Stewart, ANL,
acknowledging receipt of my book dealing with the history of Section
C-I of the Met Lab. He said that the only problem he has with it is
that his wife, Dorothy, started to read it and Don cannot get it away
from her. Paul Fields and Winston Manning have had glimpses and both
have asked to be put on the reading list for Don's·copy.
I stopped at Lafayette Reservoir and took a hike before dinner.
Helen and I had dinner in the playroom and watched part of the AlIStar Baseball Game from Yankee Stadium in New York. The NL won, 7-5.
Wednesday, July 20, 1977 - Berkeley
At 10:00 a.m. I met with Camille Oni, a candidate for Sheila's
job. She probably does not have the experience required. She aspires
to be a creative writer.
Allan Bromley returned my call at· 10:40 a.m. We discussed progress on restoring the high intensity uranium beam budget item
(78-12-B). He read me a note that had been sent to Senators Case,
Schweiker, Byrd, Stennis and Sasser. I suggested that it also be sent
to Tom Bevel, Chairman of the relevant House Appropriations Committee~
I also brought him up-to-date on my effort to add $600 to the nuclear
physics budget. He will work through Connecticut Congressman Robert
N. Giaimo of the House Committee on Appropriations to enlist his aid.
We agreed to keep in touch.
At 11:45 a.m., Gordon Bixler and I discussed numerous matters in
the lAC office: (1) draft resolutions for the Board of Directors to
publicize the Board action on UNESCO and the Two Chinas policy, which
I approved; (2) When I go to Europe I will contact a number of people
mentioned in Dermott O'Sullivan's article in C&EN (Gallais, Baranowski
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and others); (3) mailing to Rossiter (Cairns's June 27 report, my
short letter, draft proposals of Kirschner's subcommittee, C&EN
article) for distribution to u.s. National Committee to IUPAC Congress; (4) Egyptian workshop; (5) Program Review Committee and (6) the
June minutes.
At noon, George Rogqsa returned my call to compare notes about
our efforts to get the line item' for the uranium high intensity beam
project and the nuclear physics add-on. I described Bromley's activities. It'is Rogosa's understanding that Sessler will give some relief
on the overhead of the power costs in the Bevalac even though this
would not have a great net effect •
.I had lunch.in the 'cafeteria, lower level, with Druinand TerAkopyan, Ghiorso,'Nitschke, Otto, Baisden, Stephens, Poskanzer,
Morrissey, Cynthia Lee, Dian~ Lee, Thomas, de Saint-Simon, Hulet and
Stephen Wilde. Druin and Ter-Akopyan told me they have been associated with Flerov since the 1950's, starting at Leningrad. Neither has
his Ph,.D. yet.
After lunch, at 1:55 p.m., I called Earl Hyde to ask if we could
pay modest honoraria to Druin and Ter-Akopyan, particularly since they
are paying for their own housing,. Hyde and I agreed that .they should
receive $125.00 each. Hyde will authorize the standard forms to be
comple.ted, by Wanda Smith,. if this can be" arranged through the LBL/ERDA
process.
At 2:20 p.m., I called George Pappas for his evaluation of Jan
Richardson who is applying for Sheila's job. He said that she is
smart but needs substantially more experience for a position like
this. He did not think that her writing abilities would be adequate
for this position.
<'.

Later, at 2:40 p.m., I called John Whinnery to get his appraisal
of Ruth Dean, who is also applying for Sheila's job. She had worked
with h~m until 1971 and he thinks very highly of her •
. ."

Jane Kingston dropped in at 3:15 p.m. She would like an expanded
job in the fall when she starts school at Hayward State. I said I
doubted tha~ this would be a reasonable schedule for her.
~-

At 3:4~ p.m:, I ha~ tea ,in my office with Druin, Ter-Akopyan and
Nitschke, then we all went to the seminar room in building 70A. 'I
presi~ed, first introducing Druin; who gave a general ~gOk on heavy
element and SHE research at Dubna (he did not mention
104), then
Ter-Akopyan, who spoke on,the search at .Dubna for SHE in meteorites
and geothermal water. His evidence for SHE did not appear very convincing.
I drove D.ruin and Ter-Akopyan to toe Durant· Hotel and then picked
them up~a little-later and drove them to the Earl Hydes' house for
dinner. Present, ,:besides Ear I and Jean and their daughter, Carol,
were Dr. and Mrs. Poskanzer, Dr. and Mrs. Hendrie and Nitschke, who
dFove Druin -and Ter-Akopyan back to' the ,Durant Hotel following dinner.
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I wrote to the editors of Physical Review Letters regarding our
manuscript LFll12 entitled "Lowered Fusion Cross Sections in the
Quadruply Magic Heavy-Ion System .•. ". I told them we were presently
in the process of beginning to write the full paper describing these
results and that we were pleased to read the personal concerns that
the referees had offered.
A letter (attached) arrived today from Vitalii Goldanskii with
two preprints on superheavy elements and his analysis of the data
described in these preprints.
Helen and Dianne left for Davis this afternoon to attend a twoday orientation for Dianne.
Thursday, July 21, 1977 - Berkeley - San Francisco
I had breakfast at Sambo's in Lafayette. When I arrived at my
LBL office at 8:15 a.m., I received a telephone call from George
Rogosa who said the Senate-House Appropriations Conference Committee
on the ERDA budget met yesterday but he did not know how the high
intensity uranium beam project came out. I called Hunter Spillan and
received the bad news that it was not included. He said the Senate
was adamant about leaving it out. They said that they could not give
ERDA everything they asked for. When I asked if there was anything
more that could be done this year, he was not encouraging. I, in
turn, called Rogosa back and briefed him on our conversation. George
hopes to include it in the FY79 budget. I called Earl Hyde and
Hermann Grunder to let them know.
At 9:25 a.m., I talked to Frank Giunta of the U.C. Retirement
System for his evaluation of Ruth Dean. Like John Whinnery, he was
very laudatory in his appraisal of her and gives her the very highest
recommendation. He described the career development program that he
has had in mind for her there.
I left the office for the University of California Medical Center
in San Francisco at 10:30 a.m. I went to the Millberry Union, Room
238, where I met Al Minvielle and Steve Leonouda~is (Sam Muccio, who
arranged my visit, was sick). Minvielle is a friend of Alex Avdeef's
since grammar school days.
I had. a quick hamburger in the Millberry Union cafeteria and then
went to Room 203 of the Health Sciences Building where Minvielle gave
me a one-sentence introduction for my talk on the energy problem.
About 30-40 people were present. I illustrated my talk with 18
slides, talking from shortly after noon until 1:00 p.m. This was
followed by about 15 minutes of questions--mostly critical of nuclear
power. I then drove back to my LBL office, arriving at 2:15 p.m.
Upon my return, I went to room 203/70 to see Otto, Morrissey,
Thomas and de Saint-Simon to discuss our research writing progress,
etc.
I found that Allan Bromley had returned my call. Sheila gave him
the message that the Senate-House Conference Committee on Appropriations for the ERDA budget met yesterday and did not include the line
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item for the high intensity uranium beam project. Bromley expressed
the opinion to Sheila that it was an uphill battle from the beginning
because this item was at the long variable list that ERDA had submitted--thus making it appear that it was a low priority item. He thinks
we need to do a job of educating congressmen on these matters.
I mailed copies of Volume I of the Met Lab Section C-I history to
Paul Fields and Winston Manning, both of whom had expressed to Don
Stewart an interest in reading it.
At 4:00 p.m., I went to the cafeteria to attend a champagne
reception honoring Melvin Calvin for his selection to receive the 1978
ACS Priestley Medal. I talked to Melvin and GUs, Ken Pitzer, Ed
McMillan, Emilio Segre, Owen Chamberlain, Edward Lofgren, Neil Bartlett (who arrived home from Europe last week), George Pimentel (who is
in the last stages of being appointed Deputy Director of the National
Science Foundation), John Hearst, Andy Sessler and others. I told
Pitzer, McMillan, Segre and Calvin about the negative results by Iz
Perlman and Frank Asaro on the Drake plate and Jim Hart's reluctance
to accept this. Neil Bartlett told me he is trying to convince
Professor Oscar Glemser (President of West Germany's Gesellschaft
Deutscher Chemiker) of the value of an international chemical society;
he will also write to Glemser.
I went by the 88" cyclotron on the way home. Hulet, Wilde,
Lougheed and Nitschke were busy on their experiment to confirm their
new Md isotope.
I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir where I encountered Paul
Hernandez and the LBL Mechanical Engineering Department picnic. Later
I had dinner at Sambo's in Lafayette. I fed Moses and E. Coli, as I
did last night. The two dogs were alone all day during the absence of
Helen and Dianne, who return from Davis tomorrow.
Friday, July 22, 1977 - Berkeley, Bohemian Grove
At 8:45 a.m., I called Nils Wessell, President of the Swedish
Council of America, to ask him to send information about the Council
to Louis V. Lundborg at the Bank of America in San Francisco.
Wessell will also send Lundborg information about Allen Kastrup's
book. Checks are starting to arrive in response to the recent solicitation letters that Nils and I signed.
Mike McCormack returned my call at 10:00 a.m. I confirmed with
him that the Conference Committee on the ERDA markups dropped off the
high intensity uranium beam project, which is a dreadful blow. Mike
shares our disappointment. He expects that the Clinch River Project
and such projects as this will be authorized in the supplemental to be
handled in the middle of September. McCormack will attempt to help
Senator Teague in this, although he commented that Teague's health is
deteriorating rapidly and he may not be present at that time. McCormack's interpretation of the cut is that Stennis's committee was
trying to save money. McCormack assured me that he will try to get
the uranium beam project on the supplemental and I told him I would do
what I could to help although I will be in Europe most of September.
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I went by room 203/70 to se'e Druin and Ter-Akopyan who were
talking with Otto, Morrissey and de Saint-Simon about their work.
When I returned I talked with Pat Quinn and offered her the job
as Sheila's replacement, which she accepted. She will start the week
of August 8, or earlier.
I then went over with Jane Kingston the final production mark-up
for Volume II of Travels in the New World. The index still needs to
be typed.
John Andelin returned my call at 11:25 a.m. Mike McCormack
briefed him on our earlier conversation. Andelin described their
disappointment "at the deletion of the uranium high intensity beam
project and I,asked him to probe behind the scenes as to what happened
if he could. Andelin said that they understand President Carter does
not want the authorization to come up for final clearance until after
the August recess of'Gongress. They then expect to make a request to
the Appropriations Committees for'supplementals on one or two conservation-programs, the uranium beam facility and the nuclear physics
authorization. He suggested that, if I have the opportunity to talk
about any other matters with the committee, I might mention the
importance of their sympathy toward the supplemental when it comes up.
We agreed'to further discussions about this matter in early October.
Otto, Morrissey, de Saint-Simon and I went by Moretto's office
(he returned from his sabbatical yesterday) to pick up Druin and
Ter-Akopyan and we then went to the cafeteria for lunch; we were
joined by Nitschke and Hyde~ After lunch, Druin and Ter-Akopyan, with
Nitschke, came by my office for a final meeting before they leave.
Nitschke will take them to San Francisco, Marin County, etc., tomorrow
and the Hulets will entertain them on Sunday. They leave for the East
on Monday morning where they will visit with Allan Bromley at Yale.'
At 1:50 p.m., I called Andrew Streitwieser for his appraisal of
Thomas Bruice. Streitwieser explained that Bruice's field is bio-organic chemistry; he was trained as a physical-organic chemist. He is
one of the best people ,in the department at Santa Barbara. Streitwieser pointed out that he recently was elected to the National
Academy of Sciences. He further said that he believed it would be
difficult to make a comparison if Bruice were at Berkeley.
Cynthia Lee dropped in at 2:30 p.m. to give a report on her
progress. One of her friends heard me speak in San Francisco yesterday.
I talked to Jeannette Mahoney about various items for the NSD
Newsletter, after which I went by to see Otto and Baisden. They are
getting ready for theiri~8mbardments on Monday (400-MeV nucleon 2 Ne
on U and 8~MeV/nucleon 'Xe'on U).
I sent ,a letter to W. Quentin Smith regarding his response to my
July 14th letter in which I advised him that I will bring out the
concern we had with the progress by German scientists in later volumes
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of the Met Lab C-I history and my intention to re-read David Irving's
book. I also thanked him for finding a few errors in the index and
asked him if he recalls the name of his office building and room
number.
I declined an invitation to address the opening Plenary Session
of the International Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor
Technology, to be held in San Francisco on August 15-19; the letter
was sent to Dean Bruno A. Boley at Northwestern University. We mailed
my contribution for the special issue of the New York Journal of
Commerce to be released at the National Meeting in Chicago to Dorothy
Smith of the ACS News Service. A draft of the program for the 25th
Anniversary Symposium commemorating the discovery of Elements 99 and
100 was sent Paul Fields, R. W. Spence, Al Ghiorso and Norman Edelstein requesting their comments. I also sent in a confidential
recommendation for Wayne Marsh for graduate school admittance.
I wrote to Vitalii Goldanskii regarding the Welch Foundation
Conference on Cosmochemistry and enclosed a program in the event he
might like to attend. I also mentioned Druin and Ter-Akopyan's visit
and my inability to attend the International Meeting on Heavy Ion
Nuclear Interactions and Synthesis of New Elements to be held in Dubna
on December 13-16.
At 3:40 p.m., I left for the Bohemian Grove, arr1v1ng at 5:40
p.m. I walked, with my bag, up to Wayside Log camp and changed
clothes. After spending some time with my campmates, I went down to
Sons of Toil camp for their regular Friday reception. I had dinner
with Gunnar Johansen, Emanuel Fritz and campmates, then went to the
Friday night show at the Grove Stage. This included singing by Dennis
Day and a Charlie McCarthy act by Edgar Bergen. I retired soon after
the show, staying in a room with Norman Strouse.
Saturday, July 23, 1977 - Bohemian Grove
I had breakfast at the Dining Clrcle with Norman Strouse, Tom
Neblett and other campmates. After breakfast, I took a hike, starting
out alone. I went up Trail 10 to South Ridge Road, on to Mt. Heller
and back to High Point where I met Jed Ballard (who met me in my AEC
office in 1968 as a Cal-in-the-Capital student) and Henry Wilkins
(whose firm does fabricating work for an LLL fusion project). I
walked back on the South Ridge Road with them, then down Trail 9 to
Druids' Camp. Here I met Owsley Hammond. I mentioned Sheila's new
position to him and he told me he was impressed and pleased when she
introduced herself to him at the Regents' meeting last week.
I walked back to Wayside Log, encountering Wayne Thompson in
route, who recalls how I handled a bomb threat that came during a
luncheon at Alumni House when I was Chancellor. He said he was impressed by how I "bluffed it out." When I returned to wayside Log,
Senator Howard Baker was there. I told him about the loss of the LBL
High Intensity Uranium project, describing the circumstances in
detail. He said he will talk to Senator Stennis about it on Monday
and perhaps ask him to call me.
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I went down·to Lakeside to hear the noon band concert. Here I
talked to Louis Lundborg and promised to send him information on the
Swedish Council of America and Kastrup's book. After the band concert, I attended a reception at Mandalay Camp where I talked to Henry
Kissinger, Peter Flanigan and his brother, John, steve Bechtel, Sr.,
Charles Black (Shirley Temple's husband), and his brother Jim, Najeeb
Halaby, Jack Horton, Howard Allen (Southern California Edison Company), Herman Phleger, George Shultz, Lee DuBridge, Edward Carter and
Roger Lewis.
I walked back to Wayside Log and had lunch there with my campmates. After lunch, I gave a twenty-minute talk on our energy problem
and the role of nuclear power, with an assessment of President Carter's policy on plutonium.
I went down to hear Jerry Ford's Lakeside talk at 4:30 p.m. He
talked on u.S. national and international policy including points of
agreement and disagreement with President. Carter; on energy, he advocated more water-cooled reactors and said he disagrees with Carter's
policy on breeder ·reactors. After his talk, I told 'him I agree with
his statements on energy policy.
I talked to Greg Thomas, a member of the 1957 and 1958 Berkeley
football teams. He majored in ceramic engineering and I sponsored him
for recognition by Chemical and Engineering News. He is now a lawyer
as well.
I went ,to a reception at Cuckoo's Nest, where I talked to Rudy
Peterson and said I would send him information on the Swedish Council
of-America. I also talked to Glenn Dumke, Art Linkletter, Frank
Murphy and Al Bowker. Dennis Day participated in the entertainment.
I talked to him for a while. He sang on the Jack Benny radio program
from 1939 to 1954 and had a TV program from 1954 to 1964. Art Linkletter and I exchanged views on our IPA Vice Presidencies. He also
gets inquiries from people who receive IPA literature inviting them to
join IPA.
On the ,way back to Wayside Log I met Fred De Hoffmann. He now
runs the Salk Institute. After a short stay at Wayside Log, I had
dinner with some campmates--Ed Strong, his son-in-law, Ian Mackinlay
and his guest Harb AI-Zuhair.of Saudi Arabia and others. I then went
to the Field Circle to see the show, "Nature's Way." It was a pretty
good show.; Joe Knowland did a good job in his single appearance. I
retired soon after r~turning to Wayside Log.
Sunday, July 24, 1977 - Bohemian Grove - Lafayette
I had breakfast at the Dining Circle with Wayside Log campmates.
Ed Strong extended an invitation to be the banquet speaker at the
National Council of YMCA's .-.Pacific Region 1978 Assembly Program on
Thursday, April 20th on the energy-potential for the next decade. I
said that I WQuld consider 'it and let them know.
After breakfast, I took a hike on Trail 10, Smith Ridge Road to
Mt. Heller, back on South Ridge Road to High Point, then back to
Wayside Log on South Ridge Road and Trail 10.
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I packed my bag and went to hear the Lakeside talk by Allen
Puckett (California Aircraft Industry) on the "Electronics Explosion,"
then went to the parking lot. I drove home, stopping for a cheeseburger at a little place on Highway 116 east of Sebastopol. I arrived
home at 4:20 p.m. and found that Iz and Lee Perlman, John and Marilyn
Howe and their son, Jack, were still visiting, following a luncheon
prepared for them by Helen. The Perlmans left a little after 5:00
p.m., the Howes a little after 6:00 p.m.
Dianne was off with Eric to pick-up Brian Sawyer and Judy Hoer at
the San Francisco airport. The three of them had dinner with us and
will stay with us until Tuesday.
Monday, July 25, 1977 - Berkeley
Helen picked up steve at the San Francisco airport at 2:00 a.m.
this morning. I had my LBL physical examination from 9:45-10:30 a.m.
conducted by Dr. William Donald. It seemed to come out all right.
In mid-morning, I went to the HILAC Building and room 203/70 to
talk to Baisden and Thomas. The U plus 130Xe bombardment is underwaYi
it's a long bombardment and was interrupted at 10:30 a~~. by a short
(It-hour) one. Morrissey told me the 200-MeV/nucleon
Ne plus U (and
Ta) bombardment is still scheduled to start this afternoon.
I called Dan Koshland for his assessment of Tom Bruice at UCSB
who is being considered for a high-level professorship elsewhere. Dan
said he is very good (perhaps at the same level as Hearst and Tinoco
but not in the absolute top echelon), is very prolific and deserved
election to the Academy. He may have a volatile temperament which
would make him less suitable for a chairmanship.
Sidney Fox, a UCLA friend, came by for lunch which we ate at the
table overlooking the campus outside the cafeteria. I first took him
by to meet Baisden, Nishida and Gottstein. He told me that he found 5
or 6 amino acids in moon rocks, in disagreement with the negative
findings of Cyril Ponnamperuma.
I went by room 203/70. Thomas told me the yield in the plutonium-fraction, in the short bombardment, is not as large as expected-maybe he lost some of this fractioni he finds large yields in the Np
and Th fractions. Baisden, Nishida and Gottstein are busy with their
chemistry on the short bombardment and are preparing for the long
bombardment to come tonight.
Morrissey, otto and I had a long phone conversation with Walter
Loveland, just returned from his vacation, to bring him up-to-date on
numerous fronts. He will come down from Oregon next week to work on
our papers with us.
Richard Frankel called to let me know that KEVEX has moved to a
new building and they are back in operation. He invited me to visit
them to see the R&D Department. The first showing of the device
should be in October. They are calling the new technique A-XRF. He
hoped that I might be able to suggest a more technical name for the
device and technique. I asked Dick about licensing and he does not
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seem to_think that this will be an insurmountable problem and said the
device could be announced before the license is obtained. It appears
that they are on schedule and next year they should have new products
coming out.
I,

Sam Markowitz dropped in at 4:00 p.m. He has just returned from
a week's mourning following the death of his father. I' told him about
the Druin/Ter-Akopyan visit.
I went by room 203/70 at 4:30 p.m. Baisden had finished her
chemistry with the help of Nishida and Gottstein and had placed the
chemical fractions from the adsorption-election1~~ith alpha-hydroxy~
isobutyrate) in the counters. The long U plus
Xe bombardment will
stop at 8:00 p.m. and Thomas 0and Baisden will do chemistry on it. The
concurrent 200-MeV/nucleon ~ Ne plus uranium (and tantanium) bombardment will stop at midnight, when Otto, Morrissey and de Saint-Simon
will start_counting the gamma rays. They will do chemistry on one of
the several uranium targets.,
Today I received official notification (attached) from Elena
Ceausescu that it is impossible for her to participate in the CHEMRAWN
Toronto Conference in July 1978. She added that she would be pleased
if I could accept another representative of the Central Institute of
Chemistry in Bucharest to attend the Conference in her place. I
replied immediately that we would be happy to accept another representative and asked that she send that designee's name and address to Dr.
Schneider in Ottawa (letter attached).
'Ty and her brother, Andy, came by at 5:00 p.m. and rode home with
me. We stopped at Lafayette Reservoir where Andy and I took a hike.
When we arrived home, Eric and Steve were busy preparing a meat patty
dinner for all of us. Ben Or love soon arrived. Our dinner party, in
the dining room, consisted of Ben, Brian, Judy, Ty, Andy, Dianne,
Eric, Steve and I. (Helen was in Berkeley sitting in for Dave at the
Berkeley Hill ChapelJ.
.

After dinner, Steve drove Ty to the BART station (to return home)
and Ben to San Francisco, where he will spend the night preparatory to
flying to New York tomorrow for a month's vacation with his parents.
(He left his car with'us.)
.
Tuesday, July 26, 1977 - Berkeley
Eric, Andy, Brian and Judy took a bus to Yosemite this morning;
they will do some hiking until Sunday when Helen, Dianne and I will
meet ~hem there and we will all drive home together.
I went by room 203/70 at 10:00 a.m. I found that the long U plus
136Xe bombardment ended at 8:00 p.m. as scheduled and that Thomas took
out the Np and Pu fractions successfully and Baisden et al2bsolated
the heavy actinide, etc., fractions. The 200-MeV/nucleon
Ne plus U
(and Ta) ,bombardment ended at 8: 00 p. m. and 10: 00 p. m. as scheduled,
with a good beam.' The chemistry (according to the Kratz-Liljenzin SHE
scheme) started at,8:00 p.m., went well as one U target, and these
fractions and the other targets are being gamma counted starting
shortly after 10:00 p.m.
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'~cad.Dr.Eleria Ceau§~scu, Director General

Central Institute for Chemistry
Sp1aiul Independentei 202, Bucharest,
Romania
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Prof.Dr.GLENN T.SEABORG
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
University of California 94720,
USA

30 June 1977

Dear Professor Seaborg :

I received ,with particular interest your kind
invitation to serve as a panel speaker in one of the
sessions of the World Conference on Future Sources of
Organic Raw Materials in Toronto, Canada, next year.
Since I am well aware of the weight attached to
a firm commitment in this respect, I looked carefully
into my projected ,78 schedule, to realize that next
summer I am supposed to have a very busy time. That,s
why, unfortunately, I have to defer the pleasure to
participate at the Conference.
However, given the importance of the event and
the appeal of its topic, I must say that I should be
very pleased if you could accept another representative
of the Central Institute of Chemistry in Bucharest to
attend the Conference. If so, please let me know.
Looking forward to your answer, t take the opportunity to wish you full success in coping with your
important duties as one of the chief organizers of the
Conference.
With best regards,
Yoyrs . sincerel~
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(envelope to Sidney Smith
for transmittal to her)

Dear Dr. Ceausescu:

1.:-:. : ..
\\'.i.: . . :":';'0

We were of course disappointed to learn that your schedule
;",·,-:!::'does:':not permit you to accept our invitation to speak at
J.c.!!. j 1 ' ; . : . '
the World Conference on Future Sources of Organic Raw
s:;.:~!: : .... ! (':'~:1!' ::!; ('\):-:ip:~n:
J.F. :,}:,'!::Materials next year. However, we understand fully the
E\·,,'ool.· :::~h:;:! Cv;;:;-::m~
circumstances that lead you to this decision.
0

:

!;',:':::.:.. ':.:.. ,):.:: .;,::::::0,:

u.\\· .. .\i.1. :.::

We would be happy to accept another representative of the
Central Institute of Chemistry in Bucharest to attend the
!-.:.~\·;:i·;o:;·:;;·;'~)'~l~·:di;"\~lii:i
conference. In order that we can send the needed information,
p, ':, •• :":';:'-'" K,-,,,:.::.:h ins!iwlC O!· ~would you send your representative I s name and address to:
Dr. W. G. Schneider
General Chairman, CHEMRAWN
President, National Research Council
The Chemical Institute of Canada
151 Slater Street, Suite 906
Ottawa, Ontario KlP 5H3, Canada
with best regards,
Cordially,

cc:

W. G. Schneider

bcc:

Glenn T. Seaborg

J. Hwa
B. Rossiter
M. Tishler
Sidney G. Smith
·1 If 'S

('/;emim! Re.\L'c:rclr Applied 10 II'orld Seeds
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Tuesday, July 26, 1977 (con't)
Later in the morning, Rodney Banks, back from his vacation, came
in. He is having trouble crystallizing his neptunium borohydride so
he has not succeeded in getting an x-ray picture.
The morning paper states that the ERDA budget went to President
Carter for his signature yesterday; the high intensity uranium project, of course, is not on it.
From 10-11:00 a.m., I went to room 203/70 to talk to Morrissey
and Diana Lee (the rest were home resting after the big runs last
night); the counting is proceeding satisfactorily. I then went up to
the HILAC building and talked to Nitschke (about his conversations
with and travels to Sausalito, etc., with Druin and Ter-Akopyan),
Sebesta (working on FAKE), Pat Somerville (who returned from his
vacation yesterday; he went fishing with his family in Canada) and
Cynthia Lee (who is making targets with the electro-spray apparatus).
I had lunch with Mac Laetsch in the cafeteria and, at his urging,
agreed to accept the chairmanship of the LHS Advisory Committee.
I read proof on Chapters 32, 33, 34 of Volume III, Travels in the
New World and picked pictures for illustrations.
At 2:20 p.m., Saburo Yashita dropped in, just back from the
vacation with his family in Tokyo.
In preparation for my European trip in September, I wrote to
Reinhard Brandt (Marburg, West Germany), Gunter Herrmann (Mainz, West
Germany), Walter Haefner (Zurich, Switzerland) and F. C. Gallais
(president, Chemical Society of France). I also, wrote to Bogdan
Baranowski, member of the Mathematical, Physical, Geological and
Geographical Science Section of the Polish Science Academy, to suggest
a meeting with him to discuss my concept of an international chemical
society during the IUPAC Conference in Warsaw August 16-19.
I received a letter from John W. Tuthill, President of the
Salzburg Seminar in American Studies, regarding my commitment to give
one lecture plus participation in a smaller seminar for the session on
nuclear proliferation to be held in Salzburg from September 3-16,
1978. I responded immediately to the effect that I would plan to
spend a couple of days or so at the Salzburg Seminar sometime during
the period September 13-16, 1978.
Because I will be unable to attend the dinner honoring Nello Pace
on October 22, 1977 I sent a letter via Professor'Lawson L. Rosenberg
(UCB) to be used on that occasion, plus a contribution toward a gift.
I received a letter from Ben Loeb with information for our nonproliferation treaty manuscript to which I replied with suggestions on how
we might proceed from here.
I dropped by room 203/70 on my way home. De Saint-Simon was
holding down the fort. He, Otto and Morrissey are counting the
samples around-the-clock. I took. a hike at Lafayette Reservoir.
Helen and I had dinner alone in the kitchen. Dianne ate later.
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Wednesday, July 27, 1977 - Berkeley
I. went by the Medical Building on my way to the office and had
accumulated wax washed out of my ears.
At 10:00 a.m., I went by room 203/70, where Thomas was busy plotting ~~g currently accumulating data (Pu and Np fractions) from the U
plus
Xe bombardments. Otto and I met with Luciano Moretto from 1011:00 a.m. to discuss our recoil range paper .
. At 11:00 a.m., I· had an interview session with Kim McDonald of
Public Information on my athletic activities--participation in the
"Bay to Breakers" race,-hiking--chairman of CUWA, member of .Citizen's
Task Force of EBRPD, etc.
We had our Sheiks luncheon meeting from 12-1:30 p.m. with Otto,
Sebesta (first qttendance), Morrissey, Somerville, de Saint-Simon,
Yashita, ~. Lee, C. Lee, Leber and Nishida. Morrissey reported on our
revised 4 Ca plus Pb paper and his work with Wayne Marsh on the ra~bo
of forward to backward yields (10) of x-rays fr~W6200-Mev/nucleon
Ne
on Ta. Baisden reported on the short and long
Xe plus U bombardments, various chemic~~4fractions, etc. 2~~merville reported on h~s
new plan to look for .' Pu' (daughter of '. Am) from U Ca, 3n), USl.ng
decay-in-flight S.F. detection apparatus. Sebesta described his
progress in getting FAKE in order and Cynthia Lee her work on preparation of ·targe~s by the electrospray method.
I worked much of the afternoon proofreading and selecting pictures for Volume III of Travels in the New World.
.

.

At 2:20 p.m., I .called Jack Josey in Houston. to report that Torn
Bruice has a generally good rating; he was elected this year to the
National Academy 'of Sciences and comes out very well. Josey said he
wi.ll .call Hackerman immediately. Jack ~ told me that the Uni versi ty of
Texas Board of Trustees will meet in Houston on Friday before our
conference. He would like to arrange a.gathering in which they could
meet all of us connected with the Welch Foundation. He told me that
he is arranging for an ai'rplane to bring me from my lecture "at Baylor
back to Houston for anything that is scheduled on Friday evening.
Jack urged me to bring Helen with me and I said that I would try.
I took a hike at Lafayette Reseryoir.. Helen fed me an early
dinner before she went to Berkeley for a YWCA committee dinner meeting. In the evening, Ray Stoughton called to get a story from me for
use at a retirement party for Cas Borkowski tomorrow. I told him I
wa~ unhappy to have Iz .Perlman steal Borkowski to take him to Oak.
Ridge in September 1943, so -soon after we hired him at the Met Lab.
Thursday, July 28, 1977-. -.Wa1.nut Creek, Berkeley
I,

';)

•

Helen and I drove to the Contra Costa Times buildlng in Walnut
Creek to attend the last day session of Dianne's participation in the
six-weeks program of CCT-2 (Career Communications Training, Contra
Costa Times) at 10:00 a.m. Torn Martens, gave us a complete tour, after
a greeting py Mardy Douglas, who is in charge of CCT-2. We met Jack
Wining, Head of the Editorial Department, Justin Roberts, Chris
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Westphal (editor of special projects like "Trends" in today's Times),
Larry Lowry (TV section), Jo Ann Davidson and Maggie Crum. Tom took
Helen, Dianne and me by to see Dean Lesher. We talked about his and
our trips to the People's Republic of China. He favors the return of
Taiwan to the People's Republic. Helen and I left a little before
noon; I dropped Helen off at home and drove to my LBL office.
I had lunch at the table at the lower level outside the cafeteria
with Norman Edelstein (just back from his vacation), Alex Avdeef,
Rodney Banks, Jerome Bucher and another person. Edelstein agreed to
give a short paper on the chemistry of fermium at the 25th Anniversary
symposium of the discovery of elements 99 and 100 in January 1978. I
also exchanged some remarks with Avdeef about his childhood friend
(whom I met at UCSF when I talked there a week ago today).
I worked on selecting pictures for Volume III of Travels in the
New World.
At 2:05 p.m., I returned a call to John Reynolds who wanted to
know how long he should talk at the Welch Conference. I told him he
would have a two-hour period so he might make a one-hour presentation
and have another hour for discussion.
I received notification from the Journal of Inorganic and Nuclear
Chemistry that our paper, "A Search for Superheavy Elements with
Half-lives ..• " has been accepted for publication. I wrote to Gardner
W. Stacy to regret an invitation he had extended to attend the ACS
Tenth Biennial Education Conference in Chicago on October 20, 1977. I
also had to regret an invitation to speak at the San Gabriel Valley
Alumni Club on Friday, October 14, 1977 extended by Marjorie Chang,
California Alumni Association, Los Angeles, California. GEOMET, Inc.
sent a resolution concerning the appointment of Carl J. Cope as
Assistant Treasurer and Assistant Secretary, effective August 1, 1977.
I signed the resolution and returned it to corporate beadquarters.
Walter Loveland forwarded a copy of a letter he received from Mark
Hatfield regarding the ERDA nuclear authorization bill. As a result
of Walter's letter to Hatfield, the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee adopted language directing ERDA to schedule use of
accelerator facilities for maximum availability during the months of
June, July and August. In addition, the Committee approved an increase of $6 million for operation of the national accelerators.
Finally, I wrote to Per Moller and Olaf Bloom in Sweden to suggest
dates when Eric and I might visit relatives during our visit there in
September.
As I was driving home out of the East Gate to Centennial Drive
(about 5:45 p.m.) I saw a bicyclist, who had just run into a car,
lying on the ground. An ambulance was called; however, the bicyclist
was not badly hurt. I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. I had
dinner with Helen in the kitchen. (Dianne ate later).
Friday, July 29, 1977 - Berkeley - Merced
I spent much of the morning with Jane Kingston selecting pictures
for Volume III of Travels in the New World.
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At 10:00 a.m., I received a call from Michael Drosnin, who sometimes writes for New Times magazine and now is writing a book about
Howard Hughes. He interviewed me for about twenty mlnutes on the
efforts of Howard Hughes to halt the underground tests in Nevada in
the 1960' s.. Sheila prepared a par,aphased transcript of the interview.
At 10:40 a.m., Ed Goldfinger called to invite me to spe~k on
"Science ~nd the Creation of an Ideal Society" at a TM assembly in
Contra Costa County on September 27, 1977. I told him I would be in
Europe and I did not have any suggestions for a speaker from LBL to
give to him at that time. He is sending me a ballot to nominate
someone for their "creating an ideal society" award.
Michael Glass of Dreyfus Third Century Fund called at 11:25 a.m.
to inform me that KMS Industries has begun trading (he mentioned that
Narcissa of Beverly Hills, apparently a venture capital group, has
signed a contract of intent with them). Glass recommends that Dreyfus
value their stoc~at 40% of the bid price (which would be about 35¢)
rathe~ than setting a $1 value.
Oberman and Mrs. Jones think he
should hold the stock for a while longer. I thought this sounded
reasonable.
I mailed the introductory material for the volume of Stan's
reprints that we are putting together to Alice Thompson for any
corrections -or suggestions that she might have.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Williams (returned a few days
ago from her vacation) and Morrissey. Kim's mother is recovering,
slowly, from her heart surgery. :
~

After lunch, Harvey dropped in, just returned from his vacation
in France. .I brought him up-to-date on our budgetary reverses. We
will go to work next week to try to get our two items in the FY78
budget supplement.
I left for home a little before 3:00 p.m. Helen, Dianne and I '
packed a .couple of bags, put the other required items in our car and
left at 4:30 p.m. in our station wagon for Merced. With Dianne
driving, Helen, Moses and I.arrived in Merced at a little before 7:00
p.m. and checked into the Sierra Motel, a mile or two south of town.
We had dinne~ at the Mother Lode Restaurant on Highway 140, a couple
of miles east. We spent the rest of the evening in our motel room
reading.
Saturday, July 30, 1977 - Merced - Yosemite Park
Helen and I had breakfast in the Joaquin Restaurant across the
street and brought back a donut and orange juice for Dianne. We left
a little before 9:00 a.m. and·drove toward Yosemite on Highway 140,
arrived at the Yosemite Visitor's Center a little before 11:00 a.m.
We picked 'up some maps, then drove to Yosemite Lodge. I signed in but
our room wasn't available for occupancy. We went to Yosemite Village
for lunch at a kind of snack bar. Dianne then drove us to Curry
Village where Helen and I started a hike. (Dianne then went back to
Yosemite Lodge and checked into our room with Moses.) Helen and I
hiked to Happy Isle. Starting at noon, we hiked the Mist Trail past
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Vernal Falls to the top of Nevada Falls, a total of 3.4 miles, which
we covered in about 2-1/4 hours. It was quite hot. We then hiked on
the John Muir Trail back to Happy Isle, again about 3.4 miles. Our
time from Happy Isle to the top of Nevada Falls and return was about 4
hours. This represents a climb of about 1,900 feet. We then walked
to Curry Village (about a half mile), took the shuttle bus to Yosemite
Village and walked to Yosemite Lodge (about a half mile). It was
about 6:15 p.m. by the time we found our room and Dianne was quite
concerned because she had expected Helen to return much sooner. We
then drove up to Glacier Point to watch the sunset with a Park Ranger
as host. We had a picnic lunch for our dinner as we sat at a table
overlooking Vernal and Nevada Falls, Half Dome and surrounding views.
The scene was quite spectacular as the full moon came up in the east.
We saw flashlights brandished by people on Half Dome and a campfire
(illegal) at the top of Vernal Falls. At 9:00 p.m., the Park Ranger,
Larry Huggins, set up a telescope, gave a little talk on astronomy and
let us each look at the moon through the telescope. He then focussed
on a star for people to see. We started back down at 9:45 p.m. Our
station wagon's lights soon began to fail and we lost all our power a
mile or so below Chinquapin on Highway 41 and had to park the car
alongside the road. After walking, carrying our bags, a half-mile or
so, Dianne insisted the distance was too far (it turned out to be 20
miles), so she flagged a passing VW van and got us a ride down to
Yosemite Lodge. I called the Ranger Headquarters to report our car's
situation and the Yosemite Garage to make arrangements to have it
towed down tomorrow. We did not get to bed until nearly midnight.
Sunday, July 31, 1977 - Yosemite Valley - Lafayette
Helen and I walked to Yosemite Village, went to the garage to
report again on our car situation and had a quick breakfast in the
Loft. I then rode with the tow truck up to our car and Helen went
back to join Dianne in our room. The' tow truck brought our car down,
but it was not possible to start to work on it immediately. I called
Helen to bring her up-to-date, then packed some food (from our car) in
my knapsack, took my canteen and rode on the shuttle bus to Curry Village. I hiked to Happy Isle, then started up the Mist Trail to meet
Eric, Andy, Brian and Judy as they would be coming down from Tuolumne
Meadows (28 miles distant) where they planned to start on Thursday. I
met them when I had proceeded about a half-mile up the trail. We hiked
back to Happy Isle together, then soon took a shuttle bus to Mirror
Lake, where we had lunch from our backpacks. (We found that Mirror
Lake is also dry - it is turning into Mirrow Meadow.)
After lunch, Andy, Brian and Judy proceeded to the Visitor's
Center (carrying Eric's backpack as well as theirs). Eric and I took
a hike along Tenaya Creek Trail, then up Snow Creek Trail toward North
Dome. We hiked about 2 miles (gained about 700-800 feet in altitude),
then returned to Mirror Lake and rode the shuttle bus to the Visitor's
Center, where we joined the rest of our party. We learned from Helen
that our station wagon was fixed; the fan belt had broken which had
made the alternator inoperative. The total cost, for a new fan belt
and labor was $10.00. (AAA covered our towing.)
We all started for home, with Dianne driving, at a little before
4:00 p.m. We drove on the Big Oak Flat Road (Highway 120), with a
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side trip to view some large redwood trees, on through Manteca,
arriving at our home in Lafayette a little before 8:00 p.m.
Ty Jenkins came by at 10:00 p.m. and joined us as we were finishing a
waffle dinner on the patio.,_ Ty took Andy home with her and will drive
him to Oakland airport early tomorrow so he can fly to Seattle to join
a student group for work on trails in Washington state.

After I went to bed, Cathy Sherman called from Los Angeles to ask
Dianne to ~ee if they had left their checkbook at their house. Dianne
found an overflowing toilet tank which Helen managed to turn off.
MondaY,f,August 1, 1977 - Berkeley
Pat Quinn-started to work today.
week and start, full-time next week.

She will work half-time this

I started to call possible speakers for our Symposium Commemorating the 25th Anniversary of the Discovery of Elements 99 and 100.
At 8:5.5 a.m., I called John Conway. He will speak on "The Free Ion
Spectroscopy of Einsteinium and Comments on Fermium." We decided to
ask William Carnal I to speak on "Crystal and Solution Spectroscopy of
Einsteinium. 1.1 At 9: 20 a.m., I called Richard Hoff. He will speak on
"The Production of Einsteinium and Fermium in Nuclear Explosions."
At 9 :25 a.,m., I called Richard Frankel,· President of Kevex, to
arrange to go over to Foster City to see the new building. I will go
on Thursday, August 4, in the afternoon •
.W~lter Loveland arrived today for two days of conferences with us
to plan our schedule for writing papers. I met with him, Otto. and
Morrissey in room 191/70 at 10:00 a.m.
At 11:35 a.m., Mike McCormack called regarding my letter of July
26, 1977 i.nviting him to visit the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. I
will meet his plane on August 14 (he could not come on August 15 or 16
as suggested in my letter).
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Loveland, Morrissey, de SaintSimon and Victor Viola (who is here for an experiment at the SuperHILAC). I talked to Viola about his talking to Senator Mathias about
restoring our line item in the FY78 budget ($6,000,000) •

.

-

I called Donald Ferguson at 1:35 p.m. He will speak on "The
Production of Einsteinium and Fermium" at our symposium.
Raymond Mariella called. at 1:40 p.m •. from Washington regarding
Edgar Piretls payroll status. Robert Cairns wants Piret off after
December 31, but Mariella is trying to stay neutral. We will discuss
this in Chicago when we meet~ Gordon Bixler will replace Piret. The
phase-over will begin about October 1.
At 2:30 p.m., I met in my office with Baisden, Thomas and Williams to discuss problems they are having in getting bombardments
d~ring day shifts at the 88" cyclotron; Cerny wants them to have their
bombardments on the owl shift which is not too satisfactory.
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Baisden stayed on to discuss her data from her last 86Kr plus U
bombardment; the yields in the Md fraction seem too small to identify.
At 3:20 p.m., I spoke with Joseph Weneser regarding the Bevalac
line item cut. I told him that we will try to get this into the
September supplemental. We will work on the Senate Appropriations
Subcommittee on Public Works and the House Committee.
I spoke to Ken Hulet at 4:40 p.m. He will talk on "The Chemical
Properties of Einsteinium." No response yet from our paper submitted
to Physical Review Letters. He also has had no further communication
with Mikheev regarding his coming visit.
At 5:15 p.m., I spoke with Linda Stephenson of public information
regarding the table of isotopes I did with John Livingood. She will
let me read the draft of the write-up.
My piece for CHEMTECH on Stanley G. Thompson went out to them
today with 14 photographs and some supplementary notes. They will let
me look at the final draft before publication. I wrote to Victor
Schmidt today in response to his letter regarding the American Council
on Education. Sheila mailed an updated biobibliographical sketch on
David Shirley to William Dauben at the National Academy of Sciences.
Shirley will be included on the informal ballot for election to the
Academy. I also wrote to Ingmar Bergstrom in Sweden regarding plans
for my trip to Europe in september.
I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. Helen and I had dinner in
the kitchen. Eric's Washington friend, Scott Luria, and Scott's
girlfriend, Janet Hodges, arrived at 7:00 p.m., having driven out from
the East. (He has graduated in biology from M.I.T. and is going on to
Medical School.) Eric, Brian, Judy, Scott and Janet had a pizza
dinner in Lafayette.
I had a talk with Dianne about her forthcoming trip
ton, where she will try to get our house in order and to
fire broke out on Mt. Diablo at about 5 p.m., started by
Eagle Peak on the north slope. I worked on articles for
Science Division annual report.

to Washinghelp Pete. A
lightning, on
the Nuclear

Tuesday, August 2, 1977 - Berkeley
The fire on Mt. Diablo burned all night out of control and has
consumed about 3,000 acres in the Eagle Peak, Mitchell Canyon, north
slope area. Scott Luria drove Brian Sawyer and Judy Hoer to the
airport to start their trip home.
I continued my process of calling potential speakers for the
Symposium Commemorating the 25th Anniversary of the Discovery of
Elements 99 and 100. At 8:50 a.m., I talked with Joseph Peterson. He
will give a paper jointly with Kenneth Hulet on "The Chemical Properties of Einsteinium."
From 10-10:45 a.m., I met with Luciano Moretto. He wanted to
discuss problems he is having with Harvey regarding funding for his
research, etc. He has been offered the position to be in charge of

---~-

----
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Tuesday, August 2, 1977 (con't)
heavy ion research at GANIL in France. I advised him to remain at LBL
and said I will do what I can to help him.
At 10:10 a.m., I spoke with William Carnal 1 regarding his talk.
He will give a paper on "Crystal and Solution Spectroscopy of Einsteinium." He invited me to a picnic at his horne on August 31, but I
will be leaving for the ACS meeting so declined his invitation.
I received a phone call from Earl Hyde regarding a letter from
Mark Oliphant in connection with Australia's selling of uranium. I
suggested that he, Sessler, Harvey and I get together to discuss
strategy for the Bevalac line item. We also discussed the Druin/TerAkopian visit. I told "him I thought Druin's paper had been translated.
Norma Bowles and Jane Otto visited with me at 11:00 a.m. I
agreed to sign a preface to her book on Psi Search along with Terry
Stanford, William Friday, Vernon Cheadle, Charles E. Young, Joseph B.
Platt and others.
.
I went ,·to room 203/70 to talk with Loveland, Otto and Morrissey
about our schedule for writing papers, from 11:15 a.m. to noon. When
I-came back to my office Norma and Jane were still there and I composed the following preface:
"The subject of psychic phenomena has long been controversial and confused. In this book, Psi Search, the authors
render a useful public service by calling attention to the
need to distinguish information which has been scientifically demonstrated in the laboratory from the many other kinds
of material popularly associated with psychic phenomena."
I met in Sessler's office with Sessler, Hyde and Harvey from
12:15-12:45 p.m. to discuss means of restoring the line item. Sessler
is going to Washington tomorrow and will. discuss with ERDA officials
(George Rogosa, James Kane, Mel Greer, etc.) the possibility of their
funding it because it has been authorized. We will meet again on
Monday to discuss strategy in. view of results from Sessler's visit.
We also made plans for Mike McCormack's LBL visit on August -14.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Loveland, Morrissey, Thomas and
Williams.
From 2:30-3:30 p.m., I talked in room 203/70 with Loveland, Otto
and Morrissey, and with Thomas and Baisden, at the HI LAC Building with
Somerville, Yashita, Sebesta~ Nitschke and Ghiorso.
After working in my office with Kathy putting together all the
material for mailing the Benchmark-book, I went by room 203/70 at 5:00
p.m. to say goodbye to Loveland. He will drive back horne to Corvallis, Oregon tomorrow.
I replied to A. C. Shotter in regard to an invitation to me to
talk on "Production of Heavy Elements" at a conference on Nuclear
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Structure Physics at Edinburgh on April 5-8, 1978. I declined because
of a previous commitment. I also accepted an invitation to attend the
Chicago Chemists' Club reception in chicago on Monday, August 29 from
Mr. Paul C. Adlif, President of the Club.
I drove down to campus a little before 6:00 p.m. to attend the
pre-dinner reception in Stern Hall of the 1977 Berkeley Experience
Week. I spoke on "The Energy Problem," downstairs in the lounge.
Debbie Pugh acted as hostess and introduced me.
The fire on Mt. Diablo was still raging, in clear view, as I
drove into Lafayette. I arrived home at 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday, August 3, 1977 - Berkeley
Mt. Diablo was still burning when I drove to work this morning.
A total of some 4,500 acres has burned and the fire has spread to the
south side.
I walked down to California Hall at 9:30 a.m., where, with
Chancellor Bowker, Garff Wilson and Dean Ernest Kuh, I met the delegation of metrologists (list attached) from the People's Republic of
China. We then proceeded to the Chancellor's Conference Room where we
were met by other faculty and staff members.
Before I returned to my office, I stopped by Latimer Hall to
check my mailbox. I met Jim Cason there and we discussed my responsibilities for advising the cluster group this fall.
Richard Allen (Vice President and Secretary, GEOMET, Inc.) called
at 11:45 a.m. to ask me about the next meeting of the GEOMET Board of
Directors. I explained that I could not set a time until my European
trip plans developed.
I called Sherman Fried at Argonne and he agreed to reminisce at
our January symposium.
I attended the Actinide Chemistry lunch meeting in room 190/70
from 12:30-1:40 p.m. Attending were Norman Edelstein, Ken Raymond,
Andrew Streitwieser, Allan Zalkin, David Rubin, George Shalimoff,
Gordon Halstead, Edgar Baker, Fred Weidl, Barbara Fisher, Beatrice
Sibley, Rod Banks, Alex Avdeef and Wayne Luke. Raymond reported on
his visits to Karlsruhe, Strasbourg and Sao Paulo (to attend a meeting). Streitwieser talked on the electronic structure of uranocene
and Luke on the molecular structure of substituted.> uran0cenes.
We had a meeting of Edelstein, Streitwieser, Raymond, Zalkin and
me after this meeting to discuss planning. Notker Resch of the
University of Munich is coming to work with Streitwieser during
February 1978. Streitwieser stressed the need for NMR apparatus. The
Actinide Chemistry group will come in within their FY77 budget, but
barely.
Jane McWilliams of the Cluster Program Office called at 2:05 p.m.
to tell me that I would have a total of 34 students.
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Wednesday, August 3, 1977 (con't)
At 2:15 p.m., I met with Elizabeth Rauscher and her older sister,
Hope Mullins (she and her husband run an engineering firm in Corvallis, Oregon). Since I am now responsible for sponsoring her Ph.D.
thesis, on alpha particle decay, I asked her to give me an outline of
her thesis, a history of her work on this and related subjects and
copies of her related papers and reprints. Elizabeth and Hope also
talked about their work on Psi phenomena, in which they are very
.
interested.
I went to room 191/70 to attend the 2:30 p.m. Theoretical Seminar
at which Arthur Kerman from MIT spoke on "A Statistical Theory of
Heavy Ion Reactions."
At 3:45 p.m., I called Henry Taft of the Western Regional Conference of the YMCA which is to held at the Holiday Inn, Emeryville, in
April 1978, in regard to my speech liThe Energy Problem."
I called Stanley Schneider at 4:00 p.m. to compliment him on the
writing of my speech for Uppsala (IIKnowledge and Survival"). We also
discussed his workload for Frank Press.
I received a letter from Howard Brown acknowledging receipt of
the copy of Travels in the New World, Volume I, that I sent him.
Today I sent necessary information for my volume on the transuranium
elements to Dr. A. M. Dowden.
Darleane Hoffman returned my call; she accepted my invitation to
speak at the 25th Anniversary of Elements 99 and 100 on January 23,
1978.
Alice Thompson called to say that she approves my introduction to
Stan's volume of research papers (being assembled) and that she is
ready to give a substantial amount to the Stanley G. Thompson Memorial
Fund so the undergraduate chemistry scholarship can start.
At 5:00 p.m., I went by to see Otto, Morrissey, Thomas, de SaintSimon and2~~lliams.18Thomas was busy analyzing his plutonium fractions
from his
U plus
0 bombardment.
On the way home, I went by the 88" cyclotron and talked to
(Baisden has been down there all day). They failed to get a
Ar beam (to investigate "X") so they are giving their time over to
Somerville for his He bombardment.
~8iorso

I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. Mt. Diablo is still afire;
a total of 5,000 acres has burned. Helen told me she drove Dianne to
San Francisco Airport so she could catch the 12:55 p.m. plane to
Washington (Dulles Airport.) Pete will meet her and she will spend
several weeks with him trying to help. Helen and I had dinner in the
playroom and watched TV news. Eric, Scott Luria and Janet Hodges
visited San Francisco and had dinner in Chinatown. I worked on
articles for the NSD Annual Report.
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Thursday, August 4, 1977 - Berkeley
I had a session with Pat Quinn and Sheila Saxby to discuss the
progress in transition for Pat to take over Sheila's job. It is going
very' well.
I returned a call to Mike Crisp in Senator Howard Baker's office
regarding the loss of the Bevalac High Intensity Uranium Beam project.
There is a plan to put it in the Senate Supplemental Appropriations
Bill, and Baker's office will try to get someone (like Hatfield) to
introduce it.
I went by room 203/70 to discuss with Otto and Morrissey my
changes in the drafts of our NSD Annual Report articles. I also
discussed with Thomas and Williams their articles. I then talked to
Baisden and Leber about the disappointment of not getting their
bombardment yesterday.
.
At 11:00 a.m., I met with Yoriteru Inoue. He inquired about the
reasons for the opposition to the use of nuclear power in the United
States. I gave him a copy of an article from the San Francisco
Chronicle discussing nuclear power and we also discussed Proposition
15. On departing, he gave me a fan as a gift.
At 1.1:50. a.m .. , I called Gordon Bixler to discuss Wayne White's
letter offering his services. Bixler will draft a letter to White for
my signature.
I had lunch with Richard Frankel and we r discussed Kevex.
At 1:55 p.m., Milo Dowden of Dowden, Hutchinson & Ross, Inc.,
returned my call of yesterday regarding the "Benchmark Series: Transuranium Elements." He suggested that we send the manuscripts to him
by United Parcel Service and that we insure it. He also remarked that
DH&R.got door-to-doorservice from UPS. The next best method would be
to send it parcel post.
I visited room 203/70 and talked to de Saint-Simon about his
calculations and to Thomas about his new plutonium isotope data.
I called Benjamin Loeb in reply to his recent letter.
cussed various items concerning my writing-projects.

We dis-

I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. Helen told me that Scott
and Janet left late this afternoon to, drive to Big Sur. Eric also
returned to his qpartment late this afternoon; he had dinner with Ty
at her place. Helen and I had dinner in the playroom, watching the
news on TV.. I worked on NSD Annual Report material. The Mt. Diablo
fire was finally contained after burning about 6,000 acres.
Friday, August 5, 1977 - Berkeley
I called John Hui,zenga at 8: 40 a.m. to talk with him about the
subject of his speech for the 25th Anniversary of Es and Fm. He will
talk on "The Nuclear Properties of Einsteinium and Fermium." We also
discussed the loss of the Bevalac line item.
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Friday, August 5, 1977 (con't)
I worked on Baisden's and Somerville's contributions to the NSD
Annual Report.
I received a call from David Vieira at 10:10 a.m. requesting me
to serve on his thesis committee, which I agreed to do. He will have
it ready for me to read in october.
At 11:45 a.m
results from her

I went by room 204/70 to talk to Baisden about her
plus U bombardment.

aG Kr

I had lunch at the table outside the lower level of the cafeteria
with Edelstein, Bucher, Avdeef, Weidl, Banks, Zalkin and others.
My benchmark book on the transuranium elements was mailed to A.
M. Dowden today.
At 12:45 p.m., I returned a call to Myron Kratzer. He invited me
to testify at the public hearings in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan on
September 9. I declined because of my schedule.
At 1:00 p.m., I rode down to the campus with Sheila, then walked
to Lucas Book Company on Bancroft Way and bought a copy of the High
Sierra Hiking Guide #1, Yosemite (Wilderness Press) and walked back up
to my LBL office.
Thomgg dropped into my office at 3:00 p.m. to go over his data
from his
Kr plus U bombardment (possibiy 2 new Pu and 1 new Th
isotopes or isomers).
I spoke with Curtis Bowers at 3:40 p.m. regarding identification
of five pictures I had made from the framed ones in Ed Dutto's office
(410A Latimer Hall).
I called Ray Stoughton at Oak Ridge at 4:00 p.m. regarding some
addresses for the Met Lab History.
Pat Quinn informed me that I will have 35 students in my cluster
group. Since the group is so large there is a possibility that I may
get another graduate assistant to help me.
I wrote to Professor Lars-Olof Sundelof in reply to his correspondence to me regarding my speech and travel plans to Sweden in
September. I wrote to Professor Oliver Manuel regarding the Dubna
reprints on Flerov et.al.'s work. I told him I doubted that they
proved the presence of superheavy elements. I sent a copy of the
Stanley G. Thompson article, which was sent today to CHEMTECH, to Alice
Thompson, explaining that changes could be made. I wrote to Moses
Passer in reply to his request for comments on the ACS statement on
additional modes for scientific research specifying my doubts about
including "profit institutions."
At 5:00 p.m., I went by Building 70 to see Morrissey, Baisden,
Williams and Thomas.
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I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. Helen and I had dinner in
the playroom, then drove to Berkeley to the Ecology Center (2179
Allston, Way) where Will and Jean Siri were presented a 1977 Sol
Feinstine Award ($1,000 and a plaque), by the State University of New
York, College of Environmental Science and Forestry, for outstanding
volunteer work in the environmental field. Among those present· that
Helen and I talked to were the Siris, Torn and Lucretia Edwards, Sylvia
McLaughlin, Joyce Burr, Mary Lee Jefferds, Helen Burke,-Francis
Gendlin (editor of the Sierra Club Bulletin and whom I knew when she
worked with the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists during 1968-1973), Paula
Carroll (Oakland office of the Sierra Club Bulletin) and Parmer
(President of the College of Environmental Science and Forestry).
(Mike McCloskey was also present). I mentioned to Frances Gendlin
Eric's writing interests and she suggested he get in touch'with her.
Parmer made the presentation of the Award to the'"Siris, Helen
Burke (as one of the nominators) proposed a toast to them'and Will and
Jean Siri responded with words of appreciation. (I was also one of
cthe nominators for this award.)
After we left this affair, Helen and I drove to the nearby
Bayview Chapel (on Grove Street near Dwight Way) where we visited with
Dave and his roommate Steve Durkin (a physics graduate student). Dave
gave" us ,a tour of the chapel and explained the nature of his duties
for-which he is paid $75 a month and furnished a room. Helen and I
then drove horne, arriving about 10:00 p.m. For the first time in a
long time, beginning last night, we are alone in our house.
"

Saturday, August 6, 1977 - Lafayette -

Los Gatos

In the late morning, I took a hike, clockwise, on the Rim Trail
around the Lafayette Reservoir.
In the afternoon, Helen and I drove to Los Ga~os to attend the
4:00 p.m. wedding of Robert Kraus, Jr. and Debra Ekstrom in the Faith
Lutheran Church. Paster Francis Jeffery officiated and their friend
Torn Lamb spoke in a meditative and semi-humorous vain. The matron of
honor was Trudy (Mrs. John) Mestemacher (Debra's older sister) and the
bridesmaids were Prudy McWaters, Lorrie'Ekstrom (Debra's cousin and
daughter of Dr. Robert Ekstrom) and Shelley Stroeher; the best man was
Richard Fox (Bob's schoolmate, who will start,Berkeley this fall in
chemical engineering) and the groomsmen were John Mestemacher, William
Kraus'(Bob's younger brother, interested in science) and Loren Kohnfelder; the 'ushers were Paul Poenisch and Robert'Fox.
After the wedding, Helen and I met Mr. and Mrs. James Ekstrom
(the bride's parents), Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kraus (Bob's parents),
Richard F9X, the bridesmaids and groomsmen, Dr. and Mrs. Robert
Ekstrom and one of their married daughters, Virginia (from Milwaukee)
and Richard (Rick) Ekstrom (son of the Robert Ekstroms--interested in
chemistry but presently not in'school). The Robert Ekstroms' live in
Chicago and the four of them (Mr., Mrs., Lorrie, Rick) drove out for
the wedding. Dr. Robert Ekstrom, who sang at the wedding (as did the
Mestemachers), 'got his Ph.D. in music at USC (where Rick was from) and
is Honorary Director in Chief, American Union of Swedish Singers and
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past President (1952-1964), Swedish Cultural Society of Duluth.
Robert Ekstroms have six children, four daughters and two sons.

The

Rick rode with Helen and me to the Los Gatos Elk's Lodge to
attend the dinner reception. About 130 people were present. Helen
and I sat at a table with Bob and Betty Mudd (distant relatives of
Seeley Mudd); Bob is an English and (formerly) Latin teacher at the
high school that Bob and Debra attended and he taught them English.
Rick introduced us to his recently married cousin Steve Petersen (son
of a sister of Robert and James Ekstrom), who lives nearby.
Dr. Robert Ekstrom sang several songs during dinner and acted as
a sort of master of ceremonies; he introduced me in the course of the
evening and also Dr. Gershar, a psychologist (Xerox Corporation).
Richard Fox led a toast to the bride and groom. Helen and I left soon
after dinner was finished, at a little before 8:00 p.m. and drove home
to Lafayette, arriving at 9:00 p.m.
Sunday, August 7, 1977 - Lafayette
Helen and I took a hike in Las Trampas Regional Wilderness Park
and on EBMUD land. Starting at the Bollinger Canyon parking lot at
11:00 a.m., we hiked on trails near Rocky Ridge Road up to Upper
Trail, on Upper Trail to the top of Rocky Ridge--generally east or
south along Rocky Ridge on EBMUD land, on trails below the upper rocks
(where we had our back pack lunch) to Rocky Ridge Trail, up Rocky
Ridge Trail to the top, cross country on EBMUD land to the start of
Upper Trail, then back down to our starting point on trails near Rocky
Ridge Road. We arrived back at Bollinger Canyon parking lot a little
after 3:00 p.m. and drove home.
Helen and I had dinner in the playroom, watching TV news. Steve,
with E. Coli, arrived at 7:15 p.m. He drove up from San Diego via
Sacramento. He has found an apartment in San Diego. Helen served him
dinner. Dianne called about 8:30 p.m. She is getting along fine at
the Harrison Street house with Pete.
Monday, August 8, 1977 - Berkeley
I sent a letter to Malcolm Pruitt regarding the American Chemical
Society's International Activities Committee relations with Egypt's
National Research Centre. I would like Etcyl Blair to be invited to
participate in the Egyptian Workshop in Cairo. I also wrote a letter
to Jens Kratz to inform him of our prog~ess on r~~ paper "Charg gnd
Mass Distributions in the Reaction of
Kr and
Xe Ions with 3 U."
I sent a copy of Test Ban Resources, 7/63-12/64 to Benjamin Loeb. I
also included copies of relevant journal entries and a draft of
Chapter I, "Notes On A Nuclear Age - Prologue," January 14, 1971. I
mailed out sets of pictures of the May visit of the Chinese Chemistry
Group at Berkeley with various assortments to each_member of the
delegation in China, in addition to the other principal participants-Gabor Somorjai, Mitchel Shen, Bob Budnitz, W. M. Laetsch (for the
Lawrence Hall of Science), Norman Phillips, Joe Cerny, Judson King,
Yuan Lee, Jesse Hwa and Pat Tsuchitani.

z
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Monday, August 8, 1977 (con't)
At 9:30 a.m., Margie Bowman called to check with me about the
possibility of the CUWA coalition group's meeting with the Administrative Committee before August 23, 1977. I informed her that I would
check with John Harnett but, if so, I would not be able to attend
because of my trip to Warsaw. I called John'Harnett at 10:00 a.m. but
he was not in so I spoke with John Larkin, Harnett's assistant.
Larkin was unable- to give me an answer but promised to speak to the
members of the Administrative Committee of the Board of Directors and
would let me know the outcome. I then called Tom Bowman at 10:15 a.m.
to inform him of my talk with Larkin and said I would let him know
about the meeting as soon as I heard from Larkin.
At 19:30 a.m., I attended the scheduling session for' the 88"
cyclotron in Building 88. W ~ere schI~uled for Williams on the day
2 U plus
shift, Thursday, August 18'23~
B (69-MeV) and2~~r Somerville,
Wednesday, August 17, owl,
U plus 4 He (to look for
Pu S.F.l
Moretto pointed out to me that our 215-MeV S.F. from 248 cm plus 4~cu
can't be due to actinide impurity because it is so asymmetric.
I returned a ca'll to Clifford Smith regarding his receipt of my
Met Lab Book.
At 11:15 a.m., Ken Hulet called to inform me that "search for
Superheavy Elements in the Bombardment of 24~cm with 4 8 Ca" has been
accepted for the August 15 issue of Physical Review Letters.
I~had lunch in the cafeteria with Ghiorso, otto, Morrisse¥4~nd de
saint §imon. Ghiorso, Otto and I discussed plans for another
Cm
plus 4 Cu bombardment as early as October at energy near the fusion
barrier as determined-by the yield of iodine isotopes.

Dick Hahn from Oak Ridge called at 1:30 p.m. to say that he had
received a note from New York from Victor A. Druin and G. M. Ter-Akopyan expressing satisfaction with the~~ovisit to Berkeley. I told Hahn
that there was no discussion of the
104 problem during their visit
to Berkeley.
Harvey and I met with Sessler and Hyde, in Sessler's office, from
2-3:15 p.m. to discuss means of restoring the Uranium Heavy Ion
Capability line item in the -FY78 budget. Sessler is afraid to do much
because he feels it could antagonize ERDA and DOE people. I was quite
critical of Sessler's general lack of support for this project over
the last few years. Harvey and I will make some additional congressional contacts and do what we can to get the item restored.
Larkin from EBMUD returned my call of earlier in the day to say
that the President of the Board of Directors and other members of the
administrative committee did not think the meeting would be possible.
I expressed my disappointment and he suggested the CUWA members
contact their local directors on a personal basis.
At 5:00 p.m., I w2~~ by roo~ 203/70 to talk to Williams, who was
getting read¥4~or her
U plus IB bombardment at the 88" cyclotron
to look for
Bk on the swing shift tomorrow.
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I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. I had a casserole dinner
at home. Helen was attending a western regional meeting of the YWCA
in EI Rancho Motel in Millbrae. Steve left for Sacramento today; he
left E. Coli with us.
Tuesday, August 9, 1977 - Berkeley
I called Peter Goldschmidt at 9:45 a.m. in Washington to talk
with him about getting the uranium high intensity beam project included in the FY78 budget supplement. He was out of town. His assistant
Elizabeth Morris said that she would advise Pete of my call and that I
should be hearing from him in a day or two.
Andrew Sessler came by my office and we talked from 10-10:40 a.m.
about our difference of opinion on how much he has supported the need
for a third injector at the SuperHILAC.
Jacquelyn Philpotts of John Wiley & Sons, Incorporated called to
request a photograph of me to be included with the article "Actinides
and Transactinides."
Pat Quinn informed me that H. E. Manville called regarding my
plans for my september trip to Europe. She also received a call from
Henry Taft regarding my speaking engagement for the Western Regional
Conference of the YMCA. He confirmed the date for my speech is
Thursday, April 20, 1978.
I went by to see Morrissey and Baisden in the late morning.
then had lunch in the cafeteria with Nitschke and Morrissey.

I

I met in my office with Baisden from 1:30-3:15 p.m. to go over
her research program in detail. We decided she will start .to write a
paper on her work on the yields of ~ctinide and trans lead nuclides in
her various heavy ion reactions, including references to all the data
of other workers in laboratories around the world.
I attended in 191/70 the Bevalac Research meeting at which Hank
Crawford spoke on "Temperature and Statistics in Heavy Ion Reactions."
I then went by room 203/70 to talk to Otto and Morrissey about our
~3~ting pr~~ram.
Williams was at the ~~2 cyclotro? waiting for her
U plus
B bombardment to look for
Bk to get started.
My dictation today included a letter of support for Norman
Edelstein as a Staff Senior Scientist to David Shirley. I also sent a
letter to Robert Sachs to acknowledge receipt of the Fermi souvenir
record album. I wrote a letter to Paul Lochak to inform him of my
plans for my trip to Europe in September; and a letter to Roderick
Spence regarding his offer to hold the 25th anniversary of the discovery of elements 99 and 100 at Los Alamos. I responded to Lt. Gen. H.
C. Donnelly regarding his request of me to support his candidate for
the position of the Director of the Office of Technical Assessment.
I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. Helen again attended the
YWCA regional meeting in Millbrae and got home about 5:00. p.m. We had
dinner in the playroom and watched TV news. She told me Dianne called
from Washington a little after 5:00 p.m.; she is getting along fine.
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Wednesday, August 10, 1977 - Berkeley
At 9:30 a.m., I went by room 203/70 to talk to Otto and Morrissey
about correlations of yields of differen~Okind~6of h~gVY igg reactions
f~~ u target and different projectiles (
Ar,
Fe,
Ca,
Kr,
Xe). I also learned from Baisden that Williams pr~~~ced thr
berkelium fractions from last night's bombardment of
U plus
B
which are being counted for x-rays.

rr

',r

I walked up to the HILAC Building.and talked to Sebesta (who is
making progress on FAKE), Cynthia Lee (working on the target preparation spraying apparat~jj and so~erville (who is still measuring S.F.
mica tracks from his
U plus He bombardment at the 88" cyclotron).
·I talked·at length with Ghiorso about our schedule for SuperHILAC
bombardments this fall. I returned to my LBL office at 11:00 a.m.
I talked several times to Margie Hollander about the final
version of May, June and July, 1943, of the Met Lab Section C-I
history, Vol .. _II, which is nearly ready to go to press in the LBL
Technical Information Division.
I held the regular biweekly luncheon meeting of the Sheiks in my
office from 12-1:05 .p.m. Present were Ghiorso, Baisden, Somerville,
Morrissey, Gottstein, Marsh, de Saint-Simon, Otto, Leber, Diana Lee,
Cynthia Lee, Nitschke, Thomas and Nishida. De saint-S~~gn repor~Od on
his calculations on the yield of iodine isotopes from
U plus
Ar
(excitation function), Morrissey on correlations of fusion, deep
i~Olast~g and8~uasil~~asti~ c:oss sections.for differ~nt heavy. ions
( Ar,
Fe
.Kr,
~~j lnclde~t on uranlum, Somervllle on hlS
search for ~40pu from
U plus He '(DeCaY-in-Flig2~8method)40otto on
the correlation of the iodine isotope yields 'from
U plus
Ar
(excitation function), Sebesta on hi~2~rogress2~g putting FAKE i£36
working order; Nishida on yields of
~5 and
~5 from U pI~j
Xe,
~~~sden on the tentative (?) yields of
6Es and
4mES from
8 u plus
Xe, Cynthia Lee on the spray method for preparing heavy ion targets
and Diana Lee on problems caused by the change in our computer program
at the LBL Computer Center.
<

At 1:45 p.m., David Ridgway called to see if I would be available
to have.lunch with Pimentel, Pitzer and him on August 16th or 17th.
Pat informed him that I would be in Warsaw. Unfortunately, a time
could not be set because of schedule conflicts.
I went to room 209/70 and talked to Williams about her bombardment last night. She found x-ray activity in the Bk fraction but
hasn't identified the half-life yet.
During the course of the day, the following correspondence was
sent, out: -a statement of support of the Gray Panthers for "an epidemiological study of the various health hazards of air pollution,"
information ..to the participants of the Symposium Commemorating the
25th Anniversary of the Discovery of Elements 99 and 100, at the
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,~ .January 23, 1978, a letter to Owen
Chamberlain stating my intention to renew ,the nomination of John o.
Rasmussen for membership in the National Academy of Sciences (with a
copy, of the "Intersectional Proposal for Nomination" form for his
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Wednesday, August 10, 1977 (con't)
signature in case he chose to join John Huizenga, Gerhart Friedlander,
John Wheeler and me as one of the five proposers), letters to Dan
Tyler Moore and Mike Du Russel regarding Du Russel's inquiry as to how
he was chosen for membership in the International Platform Association
and a letter of regret to the American committee for the Weizmann
Institute of Science because prior commitments will not permit me to
attend the Annual Weizmann Dinner to be held in New York, on October
16, 1977.
I received a letter from George H. Esser, National Academy of
Public Administration, thanking me for my nomination of. Emilio o.
Daddario; Daddario's name was not selected for placement on this
year's ballot. His file will be kept on file for reference to next
year's nominating committee.
From 3-4:00 p.m., a farewell reception, planned by Kathy and
Trish, was held for Sheila in the Conference Room of Building 70A.
Helen drove in to LBL in order to attend. A total of about 70 people
were present, including Olivia Austria, Bonnie Acuna, Maxine Adams,
Elliott Amon, Daniel Andes, Dick Bailey, Patricia Baisden, Robert
Budnitz, Marty Casazza, Joseph Cerny, David Clark, Horner Conzett,
Sharon Date, Norman Edelstein, Eileen Eiland, Anne Fleming, Albert
Ghiorso, Norman Glendenning, Billie Hagar, Bernard Harvey, David
Hendrie, Margie Hollander, Earl Hyde, George Kagawa, Jane Kingston,
Ted Kirksey, Ruth-Mary Larimer, Michael Lederer, Cynthia Lee, Diana
Lee, Bud Larsh, Richard Lemmon, Crystal Llewellyn, Ron Lowder, Jeannette Mahoney, Frances Mann, Sam Markowitz, Ed McMillan, Louise Millard, William Myers, David Morrissey, Bonner Nishida, Michael
Nitschke, Rollie Otto, George Pappas, Arthur Poskanzer, Elinor Potter,
Peggy Pracht, Pat Quinn, Beatrice Ramsay, John Rasmussen, David
Richards, Andrew Sessler, David Shirley, Douglas Smith, Wanda Smith,
Linda Stephenson, Ken Thomas, Dorothy Tuley, Kathy Van Der Haeghen,
Carroll Weiss, Kim Williams, Peggy Yamada and Saburo Yashita.
GTS and Sheila Saxby: August 8, 1997.
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Ruth-Mary Larimer, Crystal Llewellyn, Sheila
. Saxby, Cynthia Lee, Dorothy Tuley, Carroll
Weiss, Kim Wiltiams and Helen Seaborg: 8/10/77.

Albert Ghiorso, Sheila Saxby, Elliott Amon,
Raymond Wakerling and Ted Kirksey: 8/10/77.
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Sharon Date, GTS, Kathy Van Der Haeghen, Helen
Seaborg and Bonner Nishida: August 10, 1977.

Sam Markowitz, GTS and John Rasmussen: 8/10/77.
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I made some remarks, describing how I met and convinced Sheila to
come to work with me, how I unsuccessfully tried to keep her a secret,
her warmth, understanding and extraordinary competence, her friendly
and helpful reception of all who have visited my office and her
countrywide--and extending even to Europe--string of impressed acquaintances via the telephone. I wished her well in her new position
and made several references to the helpful role for LBL that she will
probably play in her position with the Regents. I introduced Pat
Quinn, pointing out that she, like Sheila, comes from Montana. I then
asked Sheila to come forward to cut the first pieces from the huge
cake at the center table; the frosting was embellished with greetings
to Sheila.
Sheila responded with emotion, describing some of the delights,
also some trials and tribulations, of working for me. She then cut
the first pieces from the cake. After the party, Helen, who had come
in on BART, drove down to Berkeley to do some shopping then drove me
home. We stopped at Lafayette Reservoir so I could take a hike. We
had dinner in the playroom, watching TV news.
Thursday, August 11, 1977 - Berkeley
I drove to my office in the Bonneville because Helen needed the
station wagon.
I received a'telephone call from Harrington Manville at USIA
regarding my Warsaw trip. There was not enough time to make arrangements for me to speak, but he is willing to assist me in any way
during my visit.
I received a very interesting letter (attached) from Jens Kratz
and went by to discuss its contents first with Otto and Morrissey,
then with Nitschke. I also discussed the results from U+ U (Kratz et
al. in the GSI annual report) in which they find the "goldfinger" peak
shifted to thorium; this provides more hope that the deep inelastic
process can lead to the observation of SHE and I suggested to otto,
Morrissey and Nitschke that perhaps we should plan to bombard Cf or Es
targets with Pb ions when they are available. Nitschke showed me
measurements on his RAMA (Recoil Atomic Mass Analyzer); these look
very encouraging. RAMA might be used, when completed 6-12 months from
now, for the identification of SHE.
I also talked to Williams; she has analyzed her Bk decay d~~~ and
sees a 45-minute component in the Cm x-ray; this may be due to
Bk!
When I returned to my office, Cynthia Lee came by and gave me a
present of a bottle of wine, a 1969 Chateau smith Haut Lafitte Martillac, from Bordeau, France.
'
At 11:30 a.m., I received a telephone call from Mrs. Nivens of
Dowden, Hutchinson & Ross, Inc. informing me that the Benchmark
manuscript had arrived in excellent condition.
I had lunch with de Saint-Simon. He told me about the research
groups at Orsay and his plans to spend 3 months at Dubna.

'\JJI

DARMSTADT

Dr. J.V. Kratz
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Dr. G. T. Seaborg.
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
USA

August 4, 1977

Dear Dr. Seaborg:
Thank you for sending some of your recent publications including
48
208
.
the
Ca +
Pb preprint. In the l~tter work you refer to work by
Ghiorso et al. (LBL - 5075). As you probably know, we have investigated 5.g-MeV/ A 40Ar reactions with Pb-isotopes using a ;otating .
~heel experiment through which thick target cross sections are
obtained for spontaneous fission activities. In contrast to t~e
results reported in LBL - 5075 we find the maximum cross section
for the 208pb (40Ar , 2n)246 Fm reaction (-cr = 6 nb, if the s.f.
branch is assumed to be 8 %), while the 208pb (40Ar , 4n),
207 pb (4o Ar , 3n) and 206 pb (4o Ar , 2n) reactions yield integral
cross sections of ~ 0.5, 1~6 and 0.7 nb, respectively. Both 246 Fm
and ~44Fm were identified via their 3.6 msec and 1.2 sec half-lives.
I wonder if you could give an explanation for the apparent discre- .
pancy.
.
.
.... 4 8Ca + 2 08 Pb ar t ~c
. 1 e, I rea 1 ~ze
.
d
your ~nterest~ng
I n rea d ~ng
that in Fig. 1(a) and (b) a large number of data points lie above
the curve A + B + C + D. I do not see how a least-squares procedure
could result in such unbalanced data point distributions around
2

.....
~

C>

6!f:>O D~stadt 1 • PostCach 541 ._ ~I~Forschungsanlage: 6100 Darmstadt-Arheilgen. PlandcstraBe 1

p. 2

Dr. G.T. Seaborg

August 4, ] 977

the fitted curve. Since your main conclusion depends strongly on
the magnitude of the fusion-fission cross sections, I find it
troublesome to find a discrepancy of the order of a factor of
two or so between the ma?s yield data points and the curve
A + B + C + D. Could you help me to understand YOUT analysis ?
Finally, I wonder what are the prospects for the combined
Kr + U and Xe + U paper. You had s~ggested that M~. Fowler might
do the writing. I have not heard news from you since the beginning
of this year about this matter.
"' Looking forward to hearing from you,
t:ordially,

(J. V. K"ratz)
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At 2:00 p.m., I received a telephone call from Larry O'Donnell at
General Atomics in San Diego. He called to bring me up-to-date on the
HTGR reactor and to invite me to speak at a meeting of congressmen and
others about its present status. I had to decline because of my
Europe trip.
I proofread the placing of pictures in some chapters of Volume
II, Travels in the New World. I also selected some more material for
slides for my talk on John E. Willard at the Chicago, American Chemical Society meeting (August 30).
I had a talk with Sheila about her new job and the pangs she is
feeling at leaving her present position.
I signed the statement of support, along with Melvin Calvin and
Joel H. Hildebrand (as yet unsigned),- for Dick Lemmon's re-election to
membership in the ACS's national council and a letter of support for
the appointment of Paul J. Karol to a tenured faculty position at
Carnegie-Mellon University. I also sent correspondence to Volker
Metag and Reinhard Brandt regarding my plans for visiting Marburg.
"

In the late afternoon, I went by to confer with Otto and Morrissey about my answer to Kratz's letter.
The Bonneville developed a steaming engine on my way horne so I
left it parked on Grizzly Peak Boulevard, near the train ride area.
Jeannette Mahoney came by and drove me to Grizzly Peak Stables. Here
I called the AAA in Orinda to corne and tow the car in to the Orinda
Union 76 garage, after which Steve Young drove me horne to Lafayette.
Helen and I had dinner in the playroom, watching TV news; we saw
scenes of Sol Linowitz returning from Panama and in the Cabinet Room
of the White House reporting to President Carter on his and Ambassador
Bunker's success in negotiating a revision of the US Treaty with
Panama regarding the Panama Canal (which provides for US withdrawal by
the year 2000).
Helen spent much of today making purchases for our wine and
cheese party tomorrow evening for old-timer members of the LBL and LLL
chemistry departments.
Friday, August 12, 1977 - Berkeley
I worked with Otto and Morrissey on another contribution to the
LBL Annual Report "Observations on the Mass Distribution from Heavy
Ion-Uranium Reactions."
I received a call at 11:55 a.m. from Michael Crisp, Senator
Howard Baker's Administrative Aide. He is working on a letter for
Senator Baker regarding the Holifield Project and wanted to know the
similarities between this project and the uranium high intensity
uranium beam facility. Crisp feels confident that our project will be
funded through a supplemental appropriation. He-asked me to write a
description of the implications of the loss of the beam facility for
Senator Baker's presentation/information. I also agreed to write a
few lines regarding the importance of the facility to the nation.
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At noon, I spoke with George Rogosa and he informed me that Jim
Kane ha~ approved placing the high intensity uranium beam project
before the Holifield heavy i.on accelerator on the FY79 Budget. He
also told me tpat George Pake and Pief Panovsky are being considered
for Head of an Office for Basic Research in the Secretary of Energy's
Office.
After lunch, I went by room 203/70 to talk to Morrissey about
getting ideas to Fred Goldhaber and Harry Hickman for their Annual
Review of Nuclear Science article on high energy interactions of
nuclei. I also discussed with Baisden ger calculations of yields of
Th, Ac, etc. isotopes from her U plus 8 Kr bombardments.
I sent Mike Crisp the information (letter attached) he requested
by phone this morning. During the course of the day, I wrote a reply
(attached) .to Jens Kratz's letter, of August 4 and approved my Bio-Bibliographical Supplement (attached).
At 4:00 p.m., we had a little farewell champagne party in the
office area for Sheila. Pat Quinn, Kathy Van Der Haeghen, Sharon
Date, Olivia Austria, Eileen Eiland, Bea Ramsay, Bernie Harvey, Art
Poskanzer, Rollie Otto and a few others ~ere present. I said goodbye
to Sheila; on this her last day, wished her well on her new job as I
left my office to drive home at 4:20 p.m.
I stopped at Lafayette Reservoir for a hike on the way home.
Helen and I,gave a wine and cheese_reception for-our old LBL and LLL.·
friends; this was a renewal of the annual (cocktail party) receptions
we had fpr Raq Lab and Livermore Lab chemists from 1948-1960 and which
were attended by nearly 200 people in the late 1950's. This affair
was both'a reunion and,in honor of Iz and Lee-Perlman. Alice Thompson
came in the middle of the afternoon to help Helen make preparations.
Iz and Lee arrived at 5:15 p.m. Also included were my undergraduate
students who had not visited our home yet--Bonner Nishida, Cynthia Lee
and Wayne Marsh--they were the first guests -to arrive, at 5:30 p.m.
Besides Helen, Dave, Eric and I, and Ty Jenkins, about 65 guests.
attended.
,

After the last guests left, a little after 8:30 p.m., Helen produced a casserole dinner for the Perlmans, Alice Thompson, Eric, Dave,
Ty and me, which we ate in the living room. This was followed by
conversations, after which the Perlmans and AI~ce.left at 10:90 p.m.
Eric has heard from Backpacker Magazine that they would like to
receive an article on the EBRPD "Golden Loop" Trail, as suggested by
him. Dave, Eric and Ty spent the night with us. Bill Jenkins called
from Washington at 8:45 p.m. to extend pis greetings.
,

.

Saturday, August 13, 1977 - Central Contra Costa County
Helen-and I rod~with Eric in our station wagon to the Union 76
station (AAA) in Orinda to pickup our Bonneville. (The repair con-'
sisted of a heater core- bypass--cost $2) . . Eric continued on to Marin
to complete his editing of a special newspaper The Marin Energy
Examiner-. He has been working on this full time during th~ last week.

---.

--

'-'
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. University 01 California
Berkeley, California 94720
Telephone 415/843-2740
AUglIst 12, 1977

Mr. Michael Crisp.

..
c/o The Honorable Howard H. Baker, Jr.
4123 Dirksen Building
Washington,. D.C. '20510

Dear Mike:
This is.in response to your request for information
about the USERDA Division of Physical Research Project 78-12-b
"High Intensity Uranium Beams, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
California". This will upgrade the present SuperHILAC and
Bevalac (the Bevalac is·the combination of SuperHILAC injecting
heavy ions through a transfer line into the Bevatron for further
acceleration up to relativistic energies).
The present capa- bility of the SuperHILAC is to accelerate heavy ions up to the
mass of xenon or slightly beyond to-energies of 8.5 Mev/nucleon.
The present capability of the Bevalac is to accelerate heavy
ions up to the mass or argon or somewhat beyond to energies of
about 2 Gev/nucleon. This $6M project, by furnishing a third
injector for the SuperHlLAC, by upgrading the connecting ·transfer line and by providing the Bevatron with a better vacuum,
would give the capability of accelerating heavy ions in the
SuperHILAC up to uranium with an energy of 8.5 Mev/nucleon and
. heavy ions up to uranium at the Bevalac with an energy of about
1-2 Gev/nucleon.
The present SuperHlLAC and Bevalac are national facilities
used by scientists from allover the United States to carryon
basic research investigations in the field of heavy ion science.
This is a field of. increasing importance to the understanding of
nuclear structure and ·the mechanisms of nuclear reactions and
is being pursued vigorously in many countries~ The improved
facility would give the United' States the possibility of staying
abreast of the competition from accelerators in other countries
and would also give the United States a unique capability in the'
relativistic energ~range.
There is a high interest in the
relativistic energy range because of the possibility of creating
entirely new kinds of matter and of investigating some of the
most fundamental problems in physics.
Heavy ion science originated in the United States and
scientists have been in the forefront but are now in
danger of losing their preeminent position. There is a powerful
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Michael Crisp

August 12, 1977

heavy ion accelerator a~ready operating at Darmstadt in West
Germany which is accelerating uranium ions to energies of
about 8 Mev/nucleon. An even more powerful facility is nearing
completion at pubna near Moscow. France is also,building a
powerful heavy ion facility near Caen. England and Japan have
plans for such a facility. A powerful incentive is the possibility of synthesizing Super Heavy Elements (Z=110-120).
The relativistic energy capability of the improved
Bevalac (2 Gev!nucleon) also makes it unique as a facility
that can make tests of the concept of heavy ion induced fusion
which many scientists believe might prove to be superior to
laser- or electron beam-induced fusion.
'
.
Phase I of the Holifield Heavy Ion Accelerator, at a
cost of $18M, will be capable of accelerating heavy ions up
to mass 100 to energies of 6 Mev/nucleon or to slightly higher
mass (about 140) if it is coupled to ORIC (Cyclotron). Phase
II of the Holifield Heavy Ion Accelerator, at a cost of about
$25M, will ~ccelerate heavy ions up to uranium to an energy of
12 Hev/nucleop. and ions up to about mass 40 to 100 !-lev/nucleon.'
, -We need both the improved S~perHILAC and Bevalac and
the Holifield Heavy Ion Accelerator Phases I and II in order
that the United States might be able to keep its preeminent
position in the increasingly important field of heavy ion
science.
With best regards,

Glenn T. Seaborg
Enclosure :: D. Allan Bromley/Robert Giaimo 7/21/77.
bee: Dr. Bernard Harvey wlencl
Congressman Mike McCormack wlenel - __
- (Vp.ncouver, Wash. and Wash.D.C.}---:::-:-.:.. ~
John Andelin, McCormack's office, wlencl
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AugllSt 12, 1977

Dr. J. V. Y..ratz
Gesellscr..aft ftir Sc.~rerionenforschlln:;J MEH
Postfach 541
6100 Da.."!nStadt I, west Germany
Dear Jens:

Your letter of August 4, 1977 which I received vla:1nesday, crossen
in the mail ~lith Ir".J letter to ~:o-u. of August 8, 1977. I \<T.iJ.l try to
resp:>nd to your q;lestions.
b.-o values for the cross section of the 208 Pb CIt °llx,2n}
2 .. 6Fm reaction can fOssib1y be .reooncilErl as follows:
p='..Ihaps t..~ vahle
for the s.f. branch of HGRn is off by a ia..~ of 2, that is it is actually
16§, thus low-eri.~ your cross se:::tion to 3 rob. 'ITIis is easily FOssible a'1d
the upper li.·nit rep:>rted in LBIr5075 co:.UG a,~ally l::e 3 rJ). In fact, t.~s
up-ger l:L-nit is rep:>rted as 2 nb in tL'1e m::>st recent descrip+"...ion of i:P.is ~rk
(LBL-6534, enclosed), and this could be off by 50% - 100%. YO..l might also
rote t.11at :in LBL-6534 t.l)e ~ral.ue of 3 Db is repor-~ for the cross section of
the 20aPb ( .. oAr, 4n) 2ltitEn reactio."l (credited. to Ki.T[l Willia!!'os) I 1.11 co."'ltrast

I think

tr..e

to your value of 0.5 Db. (She tells me r..ar value is actually 2.5 nb±50%.)
I am afraid t..'lat errors of t.lri.s order of rragnibrie ~re still a possibility
in these Y.inds of exper.iIrents. You reported 1.6 nb in your An11ual Rep::lrt
(page 72), :in agreement with DJh"'la (JINR D7-8099).

With respect to your observation on our t)sca + 20epb article! I am
enclos:L"'lg a revise:1 version as it ' ..'"2.S sent in for publication in Physical
P.evie;'1 L9tters. ~;e tJrlnk that the best fit using all bh9 data p:JL"1ts
corresponds to Cl..lrve A but t.~ E:...""rOr bars i.1'l Fig-~e 2 are drawn so t.;at
the upper l~uits represent t~ cases in whlc.'l1 the canplete fusion-fission
maf::S distri.b.J.tion is shifted upward so as to pass through the points 1.11
the Irass region 130-160.
~.;e have not had much luck i."l getting Malcolm Fowler or Terl l'bn-is
1:0 do ;;are '\>.'rit.ir--3" on our pa?",..I "C[I.arge ana. Mass DistriJ:::utions in t..~
Rsactio.'1 of 8 %t Kr &-ri 1 3 6y.e Ions w"ith 23 aU" • Perhaps "re ~'"l dis....---uss this
I see :i'OU at GSI Ileht nonth i f a visit at that ti.-rne sh::>uld prove

,-,hen

corwenient to you.
With best regards,

O%dially,

Glenn T. £-eal::org

Attacments
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All information refers to the period July 1, 1976 to June 30, 1977
Date
SEABORG, Glenn Theodore
Leat

"rat

ACADEMIC TITlE

August 12, 1977

University Professor

MIddle

DEPARTMENT____~Ch~e~~·s~try~______________

CAMPUS,__________~B~e~r~k~e=l~e~y~________________

Report changes in home address. academic degrees. citizenship. and marriage ____________

I.

II.

TEACHING (including University Extension teaching)*
'.
1. Courses taught (including tutorials)
Chemistry lABC Laboratory {F-W-S} Chemistry 196 (F-W-S)
Chemistry H194 (W-S)
. Chemistry 299 {F-W-S}
2. New courses devised and instituted

Physics 295 (F-W-S)

3.

Systematic efforts undertaken to improve instruction

4.

Master and doctoral theses completed under your chairmanship (give names of
students and titles of theses)
Irwin Binder, "A Radiochemical Study of the Reactions of Heavy Ions with Gold"

5.

~ost-do.ctoral

6.

Academic adVising activities

soholars supervised (give names) :

Patricia Baisden
R. Eric Leber
Roland J. dtto

PUBLICATIONS. RESEARCH. AND OTHER CREATIVE ACTIVITY*
.
.
List all research and creative accomplishments,·including works of art. musical
compositions. and other activities of this nature. Cite only items ~previouslY
submitted.

Give a rull bibliographical citation for each item. or an equivalent reference i f
the work being cited is not represented in the form of publication. (Do not submit
any material that is in progress 'or in ~.) List separatel~ publi~i~ for
which you were 'supervisor but not co-author (indicate your role).
SEE ATTACHMENT PAGE 1

elt you need additional space please attach extra sheet.
Copy for President's Office. 68t University Hall. Berkeley
10.9211 aeta-II,'75 (SII:l1l3M)-M·4. 5. II
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III,.

COMMITTEE SERVICE*
1.

Committees of the Academic Senate

2.

Administrative oommittees

3.

College, department or other University committees
SEE ATTACHMENT PAGE 2

IV.

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES·

1.

Invited lectures, papers at meetings and similar activities
SEE ATTACHMENT PAGES 2-5 .

2. 'Service to editorial boards of scholarly journals or other publications
SEE ATTACHMENT PAGE 5
3.

Service to scholarly or professional societies
SEE ATTACHMENT PAGE 5

4.

Service to educational or governmental agencies
SEE ATTACHMENT PAGES 5-6'

5.

V.

Service to University Extension

SPECIAL APPOINTMENTS·
Administrative posts (e.g •• department officer. director of organized research
unit. principal investigator)
Associate Director at Large, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

VI.

AWARDS·

1.

Prizes. honors. commendations
Daniel Webster Award, International Platform Association, July 29, 1976

2.

Fellowships and extra-mural grants

-If you need additional space please attach extra sheet.

--~

--------
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II.

PUBLICATIONS, RESEARCH,

AND

1976-77

SEABORG, Glenn Theodore

OTHER CREATIVE ACTIVITY
Monographs

China Journal: Report of a Visit to the People's Republic of China.
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 1973.

Berkeley:

Early History of Heavy Isotope Research at Berkeley: August 1940 to April
1942. PUB-97. Berkeley: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, June'1976.
Editor, Proceedings of the Symposium Commemorating the 25th Anniversary of
Elements 97 and 98, Held on January 20, 1975. LBL-4366. -Berkeley:
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, July 1976.
History of the Met Lab Section C-I: . April 1942 to April 1943.
Berkeley: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, February 1977.
Travels in the New World: Volume I.
Laboratory, April 1977.

PUB-113.

Berkeley:

PUB-112.

Lawrence Berkeley

, Articles
Science: ,The Next 100 Years.
July 4, 1976, p. A2.

San Francisco Sunday Examiner .and Chronicle,

Don't Shackle Science (with W. R. Corliss). Skeptic,' No. 14, July/August
1976, pp. 30-31.
Chemistry--Key to our Progress. Chexiu.cal and Engineering News, Vol. 54,
September 13, 1976, pp. 31-36.
Criteria for the Discovery of Chemical Elements (with B. G. Harvey, G.
Herrmann, R. W. Hoff, D. C. Hoffman, E. K. Hyde, J. J. Katz,
O. L. Keller, Jr. and M. Lefort). Science, Vol. 193, 24 september
1976, pp. 1271-1272.
Toward an International Chemical Society.
October 11, 1976, p. 4.

Chemical and Engineering News,

Towards an International Chemical Society. Trends in Biochemical Sciences,
Vol. 1, No. 10, October 1976, pp. 217-218.
New Signposts for Science. The Future of Science (T. C. L. Robinson, editor).
New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1977, pp. 1-37.
can We Solve Our Energy Problem?
pp. 4-5.

ASM News, Vol. 8, No.4, April 1977,

Knowledge--Principal Motive Force (in Russian).
1977, pp. 20-22.

Technica-Youth, No.2,
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III.
3.

1976-77

SEABORG, Glenn Theodore

COMMITTEE SERVICE
College, department or other University committees

Chairman, Planning Subcommittee, Lawrence Hall of Science
Member, Advisory Committee, Lawrence Hall of Science
Member, Executive Committee, Chemical Education Material (CHEM) Study
Advisory Council, History of Science and Technology in the Bay Area Project,
The Bancroft Library
Scientific Program Council, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Board of Delegates, University of California/Berkeley Foundation
Parents' Committee for Recreation Hall, University of California, Davis
Program Review Team, Chemistry and Materials Science Research Division,
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

IV.
1.

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
Invited lectures, papers at meetings and similar activities
la.

Papers and lectures at"scientific meetings

"Chemistry--Key to Our Progress." Presidential Address, American Chemical
Society, San Francisco, California, August 31, 1976.
"American Chemical Society Centennial Year." Dinner Remarks, Atlanta and
Northeast Georgia Sections, American Chemical Society, Decatur,
Georgia, October 25, 1976.
"Alchemy Revisited." Public lecture, Atlanta and Northeast Georgia -Sections',
American Chemical Society, Decatur, Georgia, October 25, 1976.
"The Heaviest Transplutonium Elements." Lecture, Inorganic and Nuclear
Chemistry Symposium on Plutonium and Transplutonium EleGents,
28th Southeast Regional Meeting, American Chemical Society, Gatlinburg,
Tennessee, October 27, 1976.
"American Chemistry--Bicentennial." Remarks, Robert A. Welch Foundation
Conference XX, Houston, Texas, November 8, 1976.
"status Report on the Transuranium Elements." Lecture, Southeastern Texas
section, American Chemical Society, Houston, Texas, November 10, 1976.
"Modern Alchemy." Keynote address, CHEMAMERICA 100 Program and Exhibit,
Northwest Region, American Chemical Society, Seattle, Washington,
November 12, 1976.
"Stanley G. Thompson--A Chemist's Chemist." Address, Stanley G. Thompson
Memorial Symposium, Division of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology,
American Chemical Society, New Orleans, Louisiana, March 21, 1977.
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SEABORG, Glenn Theodore

(IV. PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES, 1. Invited lectures, continued)
lb.

Other scientific lectures

"The Energy Problem." Banquet address, International Platform Association,
Washington, D.C., July 29, 1976.
"The Alchemists are Back." Lecture, Lawrence Hall of Science, University of
California, Berkeley, California, August 5, 1976.
"The Energy Problem." Lecture, International Energy Agency, Paris, France,
September 17, 1976.
"Energy Sources for the Future." Lecture, Executive Program, Graduate School
of Business Administration, University of California, Berkeley, California,
October 19, 1976.
"Modern Alchemy." Address, Harold Brunn Society, San Francisco, California,
November 22, 1976.
"The Energy Problem." . Lecture, Opinion Leaders Seminar, Touche-Ross and
Company, New York, New York, January 10, 1977.
"Reac.tions of 48 Ca with Heavy Nuclei • " Lecture, Nuclear Science Seminar,
Lawrence Ber~eleyLaboratory, B~rkeley, Califorrii~, January 24, 1977.
"Can We Solve Our Energy Problem?" Keynote address, Ninth" Biennial Golden
Gate Welding and Metals Conference, San Francisco, California,
January 26, 1977.
"Transuranium Elements: Past, Present and Future."· Lecture, 'LaWrence
Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, California, February 3, 1977.
"Reactions of 48ca witp. Medium and Heavy Nuclei." Lecture, SuperHILAC Users
Meeting"Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California,
February 19, 1977.
"A Scientist Looks at the Energy Problem." Remarks, Department of Economics
Faculty, University of California, 'Berkeley; Berkeley, California,
March 1, 1977.
"The Heaviest Chemical Elements." Lecture, Science Talent Search,
Washington, D.C., March 5, 1977.
"Environme,ntal Impact of Energy Technologies--The LBL Program." Lecture,
Med~~al Staff, Alta Bates Hospital, Berkeley, California, March 14,
1977 •
"The Energy Problem--Short and Long Range." Lecture,'Round "Table on Science
and Public Affairs, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina, March 16,
1977.
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PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES, 1. Invited lectures, continued)

"The Alchemists are Back." Public lecture, American Chemical Society,
New Orleans, Louisiana, March 20, 1977.
"Environmental Effects of Energy Technologies." Lecture, Environmental
Toxicology 10 Course, University of California, Davis, May 9, 1977.
"The Transuranium Elements." Keynote lecture, 28th International Science and
Engineering Fair, Cleveland, Ohio, May 9, 1977.
lc.

Other invited addresses and lectures

"ACS President's Evening and General Meeting." Opening remarks and
introductions, American Chemical Society, Berkeley, California,
August 30, 1976.
"Joel Henry Hildebrand." Introductory remarks, American Chemical Society,
Berkeley, California, August 30, 1976.
"American Chemical Society Centennial." Dinner remarks, The Chemical
Society, London, England, September 20, 1976.
"Joseph Priestley Revisited." Dedication address, Priestley Laboratory
Restoration Project at Northumberland, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania,
October 12, 1976.
"Arthur Kent Kerman." Introductory remarks, 45th Anniversary Symposium,
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory~ University of california, Berkeley,
california, October 30, 1976.
"Welch Foundation Conference Speakers." Introductory remarks, Robert A.
Welch Foundation Conference on Chemical Research xx. American Chemistry
Bicentennial, Houston, Texas, November 8-10, 1976.
"William o. Baker." Introductory remarks, Charles Lathrop Parsons Award
Dinner, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., December 3, 1976.
"Toward A Recycle Society." Dinner address, Upper Napa Valley Associates,
Calistoga, California, December 10, 1976.
"Leon N. Cooper." Introductory remarks, Awards Banquet, 36th Annual
Westinghouse Science Talent Search, Washington, D.C., March 8, 1977.
"Chemistry for the Future." Address, Dedication of Seeley G. ]'1udd Chemistry
Building, Stanford University, Stanford, California, March 11, 1977.
"Hammarskjold House." Keynote address, Hammarskjold House Tenth Anniversary,
University of california, Davis, May 22, 1977.
"The Energy Problem." Remarks and press conference, National Writing Championship
Contest, Journalism Awards Program, William Randolph Hearst Foundation,
Berkeley, California, May 9, 1977.

Attachment Page 5
ANNUAL SUPPLEMENT TO THE BIO-BIBLIOGRAPHY' 1976-77
(IV.

SEABORG, Glenn Theodore

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES, 1. Invited lectures, continued)

"A Scientist's View of the Arts in Education." Testimony, Joint Congressional
Hearings on the Arts, Education and Americans, Washington, D.C., May 25,
1977.
"Some Reminiscences." Lecture, Chemistry Graduate Student qrganization,
University of California, Berkeley, May 31; 1977.

2.

Service to editorial boards of scholarly journals or other publications

Editorial Board, Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology
Editorial Advisory Board, Journal of Inorganic and Nuclear Chemistry
Ad Hoc Editorial Planning Committee, Annual Review of Energy
American Heritage Dictionary Panel of Usage Consultants
Honorary Editorial Advisory Board, International Encyclopedia of Physical
_Chemistry and Chemical Physics, Pergamon Press, Ltd. '
3.

Service to scholarly' or professional societies

American Chemical Society:
President, 1976
Past President, 1977
Chairman, Joint Board-Council Committee on International Activities
Board:of Directors
Councilor
Council Policy Committee
Board Committee on Education and Students
Board Committee on Grants and Awards
Joint Board-Council Committee on Chemistry and Public Affairs
Screening Committee, Charles:Lathrop Parsons Award
American Association for the Advancement of Science:
Advisory Committee, Office of Internation~l Science
National Academy of Public' Administration:
Standing Committee on International and Cross-Cultural Administration
Standing Committee on Environmental and Resource Management
National- Academy of Sciences:
Committee on Human Rights
General Committee, First International Conference on Chemical Research Applied
to World ~eds (CHEMRAWN) (Toronto 1978), sponsored by International
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
,
4.

Service to educational or governmental agencies

President, Science Service, Inc.
Chairman, Robert A. Welch Foundation Conference on Chemical Research xx.
American Chemistry--Bicentennial, Houston, Texas, November 1976
~hairrnan, Robert A. Welch Foundation Conference on Chemical Research XXI.
Cosmochemistry, Houston, Texas (November 1977)
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PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES, 4. Service to educationl or governmental
agencies, continued)

Chairman, Advisory Committee for the Nobel Conference, Gustavus AdolPhus College
Scientific Advisory Board, Robert A. Welch Foundation
Board of Trustees, Pacific Science Center Foundation
Science Advisory Committee, Pacific Science'Center Foundation
Board of Trustees, American-Scandinavian Foundation
Board of Trustees, Swedish Council of America
Program and Policy Committee, Swedish Council of America
Advisory Council, Fellowships and Grants Activities, American-Scandinavian
Foundation
Board of Directors, World Future Society
Board of Directors, california Council for Environmental and Economic Balance
.Energy Committee, California Council for Environmental and Economic Balance
Panel on Arts, Education and Americans, American Council for the Arts in Education
Board of Associates, Linus Pauling Institute of Science and Medicine
Advisory Board, San Francisco Bay Area Science Fair
Advisory Board, Nova University, Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Advisory Council, Future Studies Program, Kean College of New Jersey, Newark
. Advisory Group, Goals for Global Society Project, State University of New
.
York, Geneseo
Judge, 36th Annual Westinghouse Science Talent Search
Honorary Scientific Committee, International Congress on Phosphate Compounds,
World Phosphate Rock Institute (Moscow 1977)
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Helen and I drove to Las Trampas Regional Wilderness and started
a hike from the Bollinger Canyon parking lot at 11:00 a.m. We hiked
Mahogany Trapline and Sulphur Spring Trails to Sulphur Spring and
found that work on my suggested trail to Corduroy Hills has not been
started. We then hiked back on Sulphur Spring Trail, along Gooseberry
Trail and stopped to have our back pack lunches at 1:00 p.m. We
continued on Hiker's and Ridge Trails nearly to Las Trampas Peak, then
back along Ridge, Grassland and Valley Trails to our point .of origin,
arriving at 3:30 p.m. Here we ran into Bob Daskam (who is sort of in
charge 'of Las Trampas) and spoke to him about getting started to work
on the trails from Sulphur Spring to Corduroy Hills. He wants me to
show him the route on a Sunday sometime this fall.
Helen, Dave, Ty and I had dinner in the kitchen. Eric came back
from Marin about 9:00 p.m. and had some dinner, then went out on a
date with Ty.
Sunday, August 14, 1977 - Berkeley
Steve came by at 9:00
his way from Sacramento to
with his cat. He is going
San Diego State University

a.m. and stayed with us about an hour on
San Diego. He took E. Coli with him, along
to register on Tuesday and start classes at
on September 1.

I had an early lunch, then rode in the station wagon with Ty and
Eric, dropping them at their Oakland homes, and on to the San Francisco Airport to pick up Mike McCormack due in on United flight #69.
It turned out that the flight, which was late, also stopped in Oakland. Because I thought Mike might get off there, I quickly drove to
the Oakland Airport, arriving at the gate just as passengers were
corning off the plane. I boarded and found Mike on board waiting to
fly to San Francisco. I persuaded him to get off (making it necessary
to pick up his luggage in San Francisco later) and drove him to LBL.
We met Andy Sessler in his office. It was 4:00 p.m.; we were a halfhour behind schedule. We picked up Bernie Harvey, walked up to the
HILAC Building, met Jose Alonso and Bob Stevenson and made a tour of
the SuperHILAC, the Ghiorso experimental area and walked by some other
experimental areas.
We walked along the connecting line down to the Bevatron and explained that this combination is the Bevalac. We went to the Bio-med
area of the Bevalac where Torn Budinger and Jerry Howard (an engineer)
described the heavy-ion therapy experiments. We picked up Eric Leber
along the way.
Sessler, Leber, McCormack and I then went back to Sessler's
office where Terry Simkin explained the LBL program on radioactive
waste disposal and Ken Mirk described the LBL geothermal energy
program. Simkin said the LBL program involves cooperative work at the
Stripa Mine at Stora, Sweden, about 80 krn from Stockholm, (an abandoned iron ore mine).
.
McCormack, Leber and I then went to my office. In the course of
the visit, McCormack and I discussed the High Intensity Uranium Beam
project; he still hopes to get it in a FY78 supplemental budget. He
thinks we should enlist the help of Dellums, Brown, Mineta, Goldwater
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(to help with Stennis) and Hayakawa. I said I would send him a copy
of my letter to Mike Crisp. He will try to have Olin Teague introduce
the ERDA supplemental bill for our line item. Leber then drove
McCormack to the Hilton Hotel in San Francisco. A LBL police officer
went to the San Francisco Airport to pick up McCormack's luggage.
I drove home, arriving about 7:00 p.m. Dianne called about 9:00
p.m.; she is getting along fine and is starting to put 3825 Harrison
Street into shape. Dave spent the night with us.
Monday, August 15, 1977 - Berkeley
The first thing this morning I went over my correspondence with
Pat Quinn. This is her first day in charge in her position with me.
I went by room 203/70 to talk to Otto and Morrissey about our
Annual Report paper, "Observations in the Mass 2*~tribution from Heavy
Ion-Uranium Reacti~2~'" Williams about her new
Bk (I suggested she
look for daughter
Cm) and Bais~~H and Thomas about scheduling their
future bombardments. (I favor a
Cm target. Baisden wants to
continue with uranium.)
I went down to the scheduling meeting in building 88 with Baisden, Thomas .ani Williams. s£~ervil~~ was also present. We were
scheduled for OAr on U and
N 2n
8 cm ~~3 Thursday, AUgU~~ 25 (day,
~wing and ~~en owl shifts), and He pI~g
U (to look for
8 pu ) and
He plus 2 Es (for Hulet to look for
5Md ) for Monday, August 29
(swing) and Tuesday, August ~~ (owl). ~~wervi!le told me he has
observed the 3.8-nanosecond
Opu from
U + He, using his Decay-inFlight (DIF) system at the 88" cyclotron.
At 11:45 a.m., I called Joseph Katz at Argonne National Laboratory and then talked to Donald Stewart a few minutes later to make
arrangements for my visit to ANL on Friday, August 26. Stewart may be
willing to help with my Met Lab Section C-I history if he moves to the
Bay Area after his retirement at the end of this year.
I had lunch at the table outside the lower level of the cafeteria
with Dave Brown (visiting from Harwell), Norm Edelstein, Doug Cline
(physicist from University of Rochester working with Diamond-Stephens), Tom Bregante (undergraduate with Ken Raymond, going to USC
graduate school), Barbara Fisher (undergraduate with Edelstein et.al.
starting University of Rochester graduate school), Rod Banks and Fred
Weidl, joined later by Mike Nitschke.
I went by room 209/70 to talk to de Saint-Simon about our paper
on excitations functions of 40Ar on U (iodine isotopes) and to the
HI LAC Building to talk to Yashita, Sebesta and then Ghiorso. Ghiorso
may have an operation to correct a hernia soon.
About 3:00 p.m., I walked down to Latimer Hall to pick up my mail
and stopped to talk to Dorothea Crane. I signed up to have my fall
quarter laboratory section on Tuesdays. She will help to find me a
competent teaching assistant since I will be in Uppsala the first week
of the quarter.
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I stopped into see Rollie Myers. He will be using College
Chemistry by Mahan as the text for his class.
At 5:00 p.m., I went by to see de saint-Simo~oagain to discuss
the paper he is working on (iodine isotopes from
Ar plus U).
I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir.
the playroom watching TV news.

'Helen and I had dinner in

Tuesday-Wednesday, August 16-17, 1977 - Berkeley - London - Warsaw
Soon after my arrival at my LBL office, I talked with Morrissey
about giving material to Fred Goldhaber for the Goldhaber-Heckman
article for Annual Review of Nuclear Science on RHI reactions. We
later mailed a letter (attached) to Goldhaber describing our efforts
in this area of study.
I then talked with Margie Hollander about our Met Lab Section C-I
history progress and was interrupted by a telephone call from Rodney
Hader informing me that Herman Bloch suffered a mild heart attack a
couple of days ago at his summer place in Michigan. Bloch's condition
is stable but there is no hope he will recover in time for the Chicago
meetings of ACS.·
I sent a letter to the assistant editor of C&E News, M. Mitchell
Waldrop, in response to his request for my view of which of the talks
in my session at ACS, Chicago meeting, is likely to be the most
interesting to chemists and chemical engineers in general. I replied
that M. Lefort's article ("What is Limiting Complete Fusion Between
Complex Nuclei?") might be the most important talk in my session.
I sent-in my Referee's Report (attached) on "Search For Superheavy Elements In The-Meteorite Mundrabilla" to Inorganic and Nuclear
Chemistry Letters (authors: H.-J. Becker, D. Molzahn and R. Brandt).
248

Baisden dropped in about 10:00 a.m. - We decided to do 136Xe plus
Cm in October if the He jet system is ready, otherwise 136Xe plus

U.

The Intersectional Proposal for the Nomination of John Oscar
Rasmussen for Academic membership in the Sections of Chemistry and of
Physics of the National Academy of Sciences has been signed by the
five proposers (Gerhart Friedlander, John R. Huizenga, Owen Chamberlain, John A. Wheeler and me) and was submitted today to Dr. David R.
Goddard, Home Secretary, NAS. I also sent a letter of recommendation
to the UC School of Dentistry for Glenn N."Hori, a student in my
laboratory section ih Chemistry 1B during the Winter quarter of 1975.
I accepted an invitation to present a paper at the symposium onNuclear Applications to Research in Chemistry at the ACS Spring
meeting in Anaheim, California on research on the transactinide
elements. Robb Grover-, Brookhaven National Laboratory, extended the
invitation.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Michel de Saint-Simon. Shortly
after lunch, I met Helen on Hearst Avenue, then she drove me in our
station wagon to San Francisco Internatio~al Airport, where I boarded
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August 16, 1977

Dr. Alfred S. Gol~~aber
Building 70, Room 112
LBL
Dear Alfred:
We are very pleased to receive your letter inviting
us to contribute ideas for your Annual Review of Nuclear
Science article. We look forward to seeing the full article
because it seems that all of the information about relativistic
heav.i ion (REI) in-teractions is spread throughout the
literature and no single collection of data and interpretations
exists.
Using the me·thods "Ie have developed at the SuperHILAC
to study low ener~J heavy ion reaction products we have begun
a study of RHI interactions that focuses on the target
residue. Such products have been generally neglected by most
researchers in the PJiI field. This is apparent in ~~e term
Qtarget-spectator" used in the "Fireball Hodel" to describe
the target-like fragment produced in the interaction. Our
method of identification of the induced radioactivities by
gamma ray analysis is particularly v;ell suited to the study
of the target residues. These fragments are slow moving in
the laboratory fraue and, in general, do not escape from the
target material. By carefully measuring the secondar¥
contributions to the product distributions we can span all
the reactio~ processes from a single nuclear knockout to any
\oihich leaves a slow moving fragment v:!th A ;: 30. That is we
are sensitive to interactions that range froIn peripheral to
those central collisions which do not annihilate the target
nucleus. So by careful measur~~ent of the hewn (not tri~ial
at the BEY-ALAC) and of the secondary contributions we can
determine exactly hO'.·l many central n collisions give rise to
disintegration of the projectile and target nuclei.
II

Our first contributions to the literature of the RHJi
field describe the target-like production distributions from
the interaction of 2cl GeV!A 12C with U, Au and Pb targetso
We have enclosed a copy of the Phys~ Rev. Lett~ that describes
the 12C + U work as well as a prep=int of an article describing
the 12C + Au and Ph work that has been accepted for publication
in PhYsics Letters. Longer versions of both these letters
"Thich describe tho details of the ,-Jork are presently being
peepared. The most striking new feature of the mass distribution
of target like products that we observed was the appearance of
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Dr. Alfred S. Golilllaber

-2-

August 16, 1977

an excess of products with A-170 for the 12C + U interaction.
This bump is clearly not p~esent in the mass distribution of
products from relativistic proton reactions with U targets.
In our work we have gone on to calculate the shape of the
product distribution for the 12C interactions prior to the
statistical nucleon evaporation-fission deexcitation process.
We were quite pleased to see ~~at all these prestatisticalequilibrium product distributions look similar for all three
targets. We now hope to compare these.distributions with
those predicted by the various interaction models; however,
these predictions for the target residue have not been
forthcoming. It is clear to us, however, ~~at the products
we see cannot have survived with the excitation energies
con~only talked about by. the people studying the emission
of the prompt high energy particlesc
Cordially,

Glenn T. Seaborg

GTS/kv
Enclosures

CHEMISTRY
LETTERS

B.-J. Becker, D. Molzahn and R. Brandt

tIe:

SEARCH FOR SUPEPJIEAVY ELE.."ffiNTS IN THE' METEORITE MONDRABILLA

Referee's Report
August 16, 1977
I believe this is a fine piece of work and is worth publishing.

The possibility of the complete loss of superheavy elements
through volatility is a weakness in the research but the
authors point that out.
.
The authors perhaps give too much credence to the claim for
discovery of superheavy elements in ~~e A2lende meteorite
by emphasizing the difference in composition of the Mundrabi11.a
meteorite, but perhaps this is a proper conservative approach.
None of these comments suggest a change in the manuscript.

Please sign original only__________
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TWA #750, which left at 3:00 p.m. and arrived in London (Heathrow
Airport) at 9:15 a.m. on Wednesday, August 17. I took the transfer
bus to Terminal 1. " Here I met Dermot O'Sullivan, London representative of Chemical & Engineering News. We boarded British European
Airways flight #804, which left London at 11:00 a.m. and arrived in
Warsaw, Poland, at 2:30 p.m. I met Bob Parry as I was boarding the
plane. He agreed to appear on behalf of IAC at the ACS Board Finance
Committee meeting on Friday afternoon, August 26. We also discussed
Bob Cairns's negative attitude on Ed Piret and the need to discuss
this with Mariella and Cairns at the Chicago meeting next week. We
discussed possible successors to Herman Bloch as Chairman of the ACS
Board of Directors next year and tended to favor Mary Good.
After some confusion, in which a IUPAC hostess tried and failed
to find Bob Parry, I 'rode in a IUPAC-arranged car (with a couple the
hostess thought to be the Parry's) to the Grand Hotel. I checked into
Room 624, went by Room 112 tq pick up my allotment of zlotys (660,
i.e. 220 per day; $1 = about 30 zlotys) then went up to my room.
I then walked to the Palace of Culture and Science, the "Namiestnikowski" Palace (where I attended the Curie Symposium in 1967), about
ten blocks away, where I picked up my ~UPAC briefcase and packet of
papers and met Bryant Rossiter, Jesse Hwa and Bill Spindel. We talked
about plans for the caucus of the u.S. National Committee (for IUPAC)
at 7:30 a.m. in Room 0 at the Palace tomorrow and the meeting of the
ad hoc committee on the International Chemical Society of the Chemical
Societies Presidents on, Saturday.
I walked back to the Grand Hotel with Hwa. The two of us had
dinner in the hotel's restaurant, "Turkusowa," after which I retired
for the night.
Thursday, August 18, 1977 - Warsaw
I walked with Parry and Hwa to the Palace of Culture and Science
to attend a caucus in Room 0 of the US National Committee (IUPAC) and
young observers. Present were Chairman Bryant Rossiter, Charles
Overberger, Robert Parry, Ronald Breslow, R. J. Fawcett, H. Winslow,
William Spindel, Jesse Hwa and Dermot O'Sullivan, plus 4 young observers (Michael M. Fisher, Robert M. Gavin, Jr., William C. Harris and
Darryl DesMarteau).
We went over the agenda items for the IUPAC Council meeting
tomorrow in order to decide how to vote; the National Committee votes
as a bloc in non-scientific matters. For membership in the IUPAC
Bureau, we agreed to support Overberger (US), D. Lavie (Israel), A. R.
H. Cole (Australia), J. W. Barrett (UK), Larnberto Malatesta (Italy),
J. Michalski (Poland) and C. N. R. Rao (India). We discussed a
proposal to form a Division of Radiation Chemistry and I pointed out
that this does not meet the requirements of those who want a Division
of Nuclear and Radiochemistry. Rossiter said each member of the US
National Committee should drop a paragraph to Bill Spindel describing
the value we found in attending the IUPAC General Assembly in Warsaw.
At 9:45 a.m., Rossiter, Hwa and I went up to the 26th floor to
IUPAC President Bob Cairns's office to meet with N. M. Emanuel (Soviet
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Thursday, August 18, 1977 (con't)
Union). We told him our plan to have Dzhermin Gvishiani (Soviet
Union) as a speaker at the opening plenary session of the CHEMRAWN
meeting in Toronto next July. He suggested I phone him and invite
him. I told Emanuel about my plan to invite Morokhov to speak at the
September 1968 Salzburg Conference on "Internationalization as an
Alternative to Proliferation" (he thinks this is a good idea), my plan
to give him the medal, etc. for Semenov's ACS Centennial Fellow Award
at Uppsala next month for delivery to Semenov (he agreed) and my idea
to form an international chemical society (he was enthusiastic about
this but thinks it should be an elitist organization). We failed to
get the phone call through.
Rossiter, Hwa and I then returned to Room 0, where Parry had been
briefing the group on my idea of an international chemical society. I
summarized my views and the three approaches. We found a generally
favorable reception. Rossiter also reviewed the status of the Toronto
CHEMRAWN meeting. We adjourned at 10:30 a.m.
Rossiter, Hwa, Parry and I went back up to Cairns's IUPAC office
again and found that the call to Gvishiani could not be made because
they cannot get his Moscow telephone number.
Parry, Hwa, O'Sullivan and I then had lunch in the Adria RestauI briefed O'Sullivan on the dispute over naming of elements
104-105 and on the concept of an international chemical society.

rant.

After lunch, we went back to the Palace of Cuiture and Science,
where Hwa went to work on the letter to Gvishiani that I will send
inviting him to talk at the Toronto CHEMRAWN meeting. Parry and I
then walked back to the Grand Hotel to drop our brief cases, then
walked to srodmiescie (Old Town). As was most of Warsaw, srodmiescie
was completely destroyed during World War II, then rebuilt using the
original plans after the war. It is a charming section with many
churches and a large town square.
We visited a cathedral, Katedra Domen Bozyon (rebuilt), which had
the dates 966-1966 on a rock in front. We stopped to have some orange
juice at the large outdoor refreshment stand, situated in the town
square opposite the Restaurant Bazyliszek. It was a beautiful day and
the place was full of people--every table was occupied.
Parry and I then walked to a nearby area outside of Srodmiescie
to the Curie-Sklodowska Museum (16 Freta St.). This is a museum with
Madame Marie Curie's papers, letters, books, experimental equipment,
medals, certificates, family pictures, etc. I visited here on its
opening day, October 19, 1967. Parry and I signed the Guest Book,
noting on page 1 my signature, along with those of Albert Ghiorso,
Arnold Fritsch and Abe Friedman. Although it was 4:30 p.m. when we
arrived and the museum closes at 4:00 p.m., we managed to talk our way
in. We were shown around by a charming girl, Anna Kroh. Anna has an
uncle, George Kroh, who is on the staff of an institute in the field
of radioactivity at Lodz. She gave us a packet of pictures.

,-

-----~-
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After our tour of the Curie-Sklodowska Museum, Parry' and I walked
back toward the Grand Hotel; we took a taxi the last few blocks. (The
taxi driver offered us 110 zlotys per dollar.)
I dropped some things in my room, then, took a taxi to the Palace
of Culture and Science. Here I joined a CHEMRAWN group, Bryant Rossi ter and others,. and members ': of the IUPAC Applied Chemistry Division,
and we rode special IUPAC buses to--of all places--the Curie-Sklodowska Mus~um as our first stop. Here Anna Kroh led the group in a
tour of the museum with explanations of its contents.
The group then rode in the bus to nearby Srodrniescie and walked
to the Warsaw Historical Museum (Rynek Starego Miasta 42). Here we
heard a concert of old romantic music. The performers consisted of a
female pianist, a male violinist and 2 female and 1 male vocalists.
We-then walked to the nearby restaurant Rycerska. I met and
talked to Heinrich Zollinger of Switzerland (Technische Chemisches
Laboratorium der Eidgenossischem Technischen Hochschule Zurich), who
is the incoming Vice President (1977-1979) of IUPAC (and will become
president, 1979-t981). I discussed my concept of an international
chemical society with him and he seemed favorably disposed. I also
talked to W. G. Stoll (Vice Chairman of the Board, Ciba-Geigy AG,
Basel, Switzerland) and he seemed favorably disposed toward ICS.
I also talked to Harold Egan of the UK (and President of IUPAC
Applied Chemistry Division); he is an analytical chemist and gave me a
reprint of one of his articles. He seemed to regard the concept of an
ICS favorably. I also .,talked to A. Abou-EI-Azm of Egypt; he is an
organizer of the ACS workshop to be held in Cairo in November.
The dinner was hosted by Professor Edward·Grzywa, Director of the
Institute of Technical Organic Chemistry in Warsaw. The dinner took
place at a U-shaped table which included Grzywa, Rossiter and Egan at
the head. I sat near Dr. and Mrs. Stoll, Mrs. Anna Frehse and Mr.
Frehse (with the Bayer Company in Cologne, Germany), D. Raymond (with
Nestle Co. in Switzerland), Ms. M. Wozniak (who works with IUPAC in
Warsaw) and Bill Spindel.
There was a small band and dancing in the same room, so conversation was somewhat difficult'. After dinner, Rossiter, Egan and
Grzywa attempted to make some welcoming remarks above the background
of voices in another part of the room. Barrett and Hwa also made/some
remarks of appreciation for the efforts of our Polish hosts in entertaining us.
The dinner ended at 11:.00 p.m. We then rode back to our various
hotels on the bus. It had begun to rain by this time. It was after
~midnight by the t~me I retired for the night.
Friday, August 19, 1977 - Warsaw

r had breakfast in the hotel dining room with Parry, Hwa and C.
N. R. Rao (India). I then rode with Parry in a taxi in the rain to
the Palace of Culture and Science to attend the Council meeting of the
29th General Assembly of IUPAC. We went to Warsaw Hall, where the
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Friday, August 19, 1977 (con't)
council meeting was held. Here I met Georges Smets (Belgium--incoming
President of lUPAC), A. R. H. Cole (Australia), Jan Michalski (Poland), J. Bernard (France), J. L. Brocart (France), Stig Claesson
(Sweden), Sten Ahrland (Sweden) and Jack Barrett (UK, Negative on lCS,
member lCS Committeee to meet tomorrow). Bob Cairns presided in his
role as lUPAC President, sitting on the stage with Smets, Guy Ourisson
(France-Secretary General), o. Horn (West Germany--Treasurer) and
Maurice Williams (Executive Secretary). I sat in the first row with
the US delegation--B. W. Rossiter (leader), Ronald Breslow, R. J. Fawcett, Charles Overberger, Robert Parry and William Spindel (Secretary
to the Delegation). Hwa sat nearby.
Cairns presided and followed the agenda. There was a dispute as
to whether Derek Barton, recently moved from UK to France, is eligible
to be added by the lUPAC Bureau (as he was) for re-election to the
Bureau, this time as a representative of France; Cairns said he will
rule on this later. In his "Report of the President" Cairns mentioned
my proposal for the creation of an international chemical society,
saying that existing national societies and international organizations do not look with favor on my proposal.
During the intermission, I talked to Bozo Tezak (Union of Yugoslav Chemical Societies), who favors the concept of an lCS and gave me
a one-page manuscript suggesting liberalization of lUPAC copyright
practices. I spoke to Dick P. den Os (Secretary, Royal Netherlands
Chemical Society), who said the Royal Netherlands Chemical Society
favors an lCS provided it is formed via lUPAC or the Chemical Societies Presidents' group. He said as a representative of FECS at the lCS
Committee meeting on Saturday, he will be lukewarm to the lCS concept
but as an individual he will support it.
I also talked to K. A. Jensen (Denmark), explaining to him the
status of the 104-105 controversy because of his role on the lUPAC
Inorganic Division's Nomenclature Committee. I told him I disagree
with his Committee's system for naming elements above 105 and described my method.
After the intermission, the meeting continued with the report of
the Treasurer (Horn) and Finance Committee (Barrett).
We adjourned for lunch at 12:30 p.m. I went to lunch with A.
Bielanski (Chairman of the Committee on Chemistry of the Polish
Academy of Sciences and Leader of the Polish lUPAC National Committee
and Professor of Chemistry, Jagellonian University, Krakow--founded in
1364) and Boguslawa Jezowska-Trzebiatowska (a friend from my 1967
visit to Warsaw and wife of the President of the Polish Academy of
Sciences). We rode, in a heavy rain, in a Polish Academy of Sciences'
car (a Polish-built Fiat), to Srodmiescie (Old Town), where we had a
typically heavy Polish meal in the Restaurant Bazyliszek (situated in
the town square where Parry and I stopped for orange juice yesterday).
We discussed her work on electronic structure of uranium, her visit to
Cunningham in Berkeley in the 1960's, my concept of an lCS (which they
like), my proposal for designation of chemical symbols of elements
beyond 105 using their atomic numbers, etc.
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Friday, August 19, 1977 (con't)
We returned to the Palace of Culture and Science and joined the
IUPAC General Assembly in Warsaw Hall, already in session, at 2:30
p.m. The presidents of the following commissions made their reports:
Physical (R. N. Jones), Organic (Zollinger), Inorganic (Malatesta),
Macro-molecular (Overberger), Analytical (West reporting for Tanaka),
Applied (Egan) and Clinical (Per Lous).
During the intermission, I·talked to Malatesta (he told me the
problems of expense made the proposal for a Division of Nuclear and
Radiochemistry difficult to accomplish--he recalled his work with me
at Berkeley in 1950), Glynn Michael (he is a member of ICS Committee
that meets tomorrow who told me that the plans are to expand the
Commission on Analytical Radiochemistry and Nuclear Materials, V7, of
the Analytical Chemistry Division, to encompass Nuclear and Radiochemistry--Idescribed the Interciencia Association to him), Georges
Duyckaerts (colleague of Jean Fuger of the University of Liege),
Wolfgang Fritsche (he isa negative on the ICS, thinks this might take
place in 10-15 years--I said I was flexible but not that flexible),
Dieter Behrens (Secretary of the European Federation of Chemical Engineering--he is a negative on the ICS; he thinks action should only be
taken on national levels by national chemical societies--I used the
'Djerassi proposal as an example of a desirable activity that couldn't
be accomplished by this method).
'
We went back into Warsaw Hall and continued with the meeting.
Ourisson gave the report of the Committee on Publications; Tezak
talked on the need to liberalize IUPAC copyright restrictions (his
proposal was referred to the Committee orr Publications). The Canadian
recommendation for the formation of a Commission on Radiation Chemistry in the Physical Chemistry Division was referred to an Ad Hoc
committee for study and report. Cairns then ruled provisionally that
Barton can be placed on the list of nominees for the Bureau. We
adjourned a little before 5:00 p.m.
I talked further with Malatesta about the nomenclature for elements beyond 105 and described my idea (he said that the use of the
atomic numbers gives trouble in indexing and abstracting) and about
the concept of an'ICS (he is worried about the cost).
We then had a caucus of our National Committee to discuss our
vote (an abstention) on item 18, the ratification of minutes, etc.; we
decided to change our vote to one in 'favor. We decided to substitute
Barton for Lavie for our slate, of seven candidates for the Bureau.
I walked in a heavy rain with Overberger and Fawcett to the Forum
Hotel, then took a taxi to ,the Grand Hotel, where I had a,bite to eat
in the dining room. (The waiter offered me 120 zlotys per dollar.)
At 7:00 p.m., I boarded a special IUPAC bus to go to staszica Palace
to attend a reception given by the Polish- Academy of Sciences.
Michalski and Bielanski were in the reception line as hosts. At 8:00
p.m., we went 'into an adjoining room :to.hear a music program by the
Warsaw Quartet--Maria Brylanka (first violin), Michael Trojanowski
(second violin), Janusz Nosarzewski (viola) and Zbigniew Liebig
(cello). They played music by Mozart, Moniurzko and Bacewicz.
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Before and after the music program, I met and talked to a number
of people. These included R. M. Kunz of Switzerland, who will be the
organizer of the 1979 IUPAC General Assembly in Switzerland (he
indicated approval of ICS), Tadeusz Urbanski (whom I met at the 1957
IUPAC Conference), S. Nagakura of Chemical Society of Japan and who
will represent Japan on the ICS Committee meeting in Cairns's office
tomorrow morning (he expressed himself in favor of ICS), Dick P. den
Os (I told him about my ancestors who lived in-the 1500's on Warmoesstraat in Amsterdam), Ahmed Kamel of Egypt (whom I met during my visit
to the National Research Council in Cairo in 1965), R. C. Kapoor
(University of Jodhpur, Jodhpur, India), Sylviane Raimbault of IUPAC
(who had me sign the letter of invitation to Gvishiani in Moscow
inviting him to speak at the CHEMRAWN meeting in Toronto), Boris
Myasoedov of USSR who has been working on IUPAC business (he said it
is somewhat boring work), C. Simionescu of Romania (who was a recipient of an ACS Centennial Foreign Fellow Award, presented to him by
Bill Bailey in Bucharest), C. Sandorfy of Montreal, Canada, (who
occupied my Latimer Hall office during his stay at Berkeley in 1975),
D. Lavie of Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovat Israel (he reminded
me that we met in New York at the ACS Centennial meeting), A. Kjaer of
Denmark (he said he favors ICS), Maurice (Mo) Williams (Executive
Secretary of IUPAC--whom I met at the 1973 IUPAC Conference in Hamburg) and Ann Trqutin (Secretary in IUPAC office in Oxford, England).
Parry and I rode with Mrs. Jezowska-Trzebiatowska in the Polish
Academy of Sciences' car back to the Grand Hotel, arriving there about
10:30 p.m.
Saturday, August 20, 1977 - Warsaw - Lafayette
I had breakfast in the hotel restaurant with Ron Breslow, then
rode with him to the Warsaw Airport in the Polish Academy of Sciences'
car (since my hotel bill was prepaid, I did not have to check out).
After an extensive set of checks of passport, US money report, luggage, etc., we boarded Polish Airlines (LOT) flight #341, which left
at 9:30 a.m. and arrived in London (Heathrow) Airport at 11:00 a.m.
Here we transferred by bus to Terminal No. 3 and eventually boarded
Pan American flight #121, which left at a little before 5:00 p.m.,
about 4 hours late due to an air traffic controllers' slowdown.
Breslow introduced me to Professor and Mrs. Emanuel Vogel (University of Cologne) on the plane to attend a scientific conference in
San Francisco that Breslow has arranged. We arrived at San Francisco
International Airport at 7:15 p.m., a little more than 3 hours late.
I went through passport and customs control and met Helen, who drove
me home. She gave me the bad news that Don Cooksey died yesterday.
Dennis Byrne and his friend, Jenny, were at our horne. Eric and
Ruthie Olson had just gone out to pick up some tacos for dinner. They
all had attended Clark Bailey-Tricia Nielson's wedding in Danville
this afternoon. Dave came late last night and spent the night.
Sunday, August 21, 1977 - Lafayette - Asilomar
I took a hike on the Rim Trail (clockwise) around Lafayette
Reservoir. Some 50 or more runners had just finished the "Rim Run" as

---------
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I ar·rived. I had lunch with Dave, Eric and Ruthie ·in the kitchen.
Eric and Ruthie planned to go to Las Trampas to take pictures for his
article 'on the Golden Loop Trail.
..
I
At a little before 1:00 p.m., Helen (driving) and I started, in
the station wagon, for Asilomar, where I was scheduled to give the
Keynote Address at the 19th Annual Asilomar Summer Conference of the
California A~sociation of Chemistry Teachers on "The Transuranium
Elements:"
We arrived at 4:00 p.m. and checked into Room 20 of Whitecaps
(Asilomar Conference Center) and immediately met Vic Schmidt, whom we
had telephoned from Pacific Grove. We spent about one hour with him
in our room. We then went to a reception in Scripps where we met
Janan Hayes, President of CACT, and a number of other participants in
the Conference.~ We had dinner with the approximately 160 participants
and their families in Crocker Dining Room. We sat at a table with
Janan Hayes, Denni·s L. Fox and a number of children. Fox is a Professor of Marine Biochemistry (Emeritus) at Scripps Institution of
Oceanography.· He attended Berkeley as a Chemistry major during
1921-25 and kriew all. of the chemistry faculty at that time. He told
me that Charles Gilman was a storekeeper in Old Chemistry, Brooks the
storekeeper in.Gilman Hall, Harry N. Cooper, the curator with an
office in Old Chemistry, that Cummings had an assistant glass blower,
Harold Betts, and that Nelson was in charge of the shops. He said
that there is available somewhere an "old solution room book" with the
signatures of many of the people who worked in the College of Chemis~ .
try including him.
Among the other people that Helen and I met were Sister Agnes of
Immaculate Heart College in Los Angeles (a friend of Yoshi Kadota that
we met. at the ACS San Francisco Centennial meeting), Robert Keller of
the College of San Mateo; Bea Page of Antelope Valley College (who met
me at:the time of the dedication of the MMRD building iIi the summer of
1965), and Leigh A. Wilson, a Lynbrook High School teacher of Cupertino, California, who taped my lecture and 'asked if he might receive
copies of my slides.- We also met George Goth who received his Ph.D.
in 1971 (under Cerny) and who has been working as a post-doc on
identification of element T18 with Art· Wahl at Washington University
at St. Louis.
• I was introduced by Janan Hayes for my 'lecture and spoke for an
hour (8-9 p.m.), illustrating with 46 slides. My talk was very well
received ,and was followed by a number of questions, both from the
floor and by people approaching me afterward. Helen and I then drove
home and arrived about '12:20 a.m. Dave spent the night with us.
Monday, August 22,"-1977 - Berkeley
I went over my mail with!~ Pat as soon as I arrived this morning at
8:35 a.m. I then attended the schr~uling.m~~5ing at Buildin~4~8.
Williams was scheduled for 67-Mev
B plus
U to look for
Bk on
swing shift Tuesday, May '30. (She is visiting at Oregon State University this week.) I discussed with Otto my referee's re~ort for
Physical Review Letters on the paper "Reaction between 238 U and 238 u
,at 7.24 Mev/Nucleon" by K. D. Hildenbrand' et al at GSI.
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I had lunch in the cafeteria with Otto, Morrissey and de SaintSimon to discuss progress in writing, etc., during my absence in
Poland.
At 2:00 p.m., I walked down to Gilman Hall to pick up my campus
mail. Soon after my return to my LBL office, I received a call from
Tom Martens, Contra Costa Times, requesting an interview for a story
on me as a resident of Lafayette. This I agreed to and will meet him
tomorrow at 2:00 p.m. I also returned a call from R. J. Alsmiller,
who told me that Dr. H. W. Bertini (formerly of the Physics Division
at ORNL) is on other work now and therefore Alsmt~ler will make the
Monte Carlo calculations for us on the 25.5-GeV
C on Pb reaction
(they cannot do the uranium target because their code doesn't handle
fission). He will send me the output on this within a couple of weeks
and then we can decide whether the information is useful enough for us
to suggest that he continue with other systems.
Paul Fields called to say he has found, in Winston Manning's old
files, some C-1 Met Lab papers covering the period 1944-46. These are
with Robert Hewson in ANL security, bldg. 5, ANL. We made arrangements that I would drop by ANL on Friday, August 26th while I am in
Chicago. He also told me that Don Webster is working in the Chemical
Engineering Division of ANL.
I talked to Frank Oppenheimer, Director of the Exploratorium,
about Jane Kingston's qualifications for a position with them.
I was invited to speak at the Open Forum of the Fourth International Congress of Cybernetics and Systems to be held in Amsterdam in
August 1978 by J. Rose (Blackburn College of Technology, Lancashire,
England). Since I have another speaking engagement in California at
the time scheduled for the Forum, I declined (Kamen Symposium).
I talked to Bernard Harvey to get up-to-date on his contacts to
try to get the High Intensity Uranium Beam line item into the DOE
supplemental appropriations bill.
At 4:00 p.m., I attended the Nuclear Science Seminar in 70A
(3377). Catherine Thibault of Orsay spoke on "Mass Measurements and
Nuclei far from Stability."
I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. Helen prepared my dinner
and then went in to Berkeley for a YWCA affair. Eric and Ruthie went
with her to Berkeley to have dinner with Janet Rosati, then went to
Eric's place where Ruthie will stay until she leaves on Thursday to go
home to Sanger. Dave returned to his Berkeley place today.
Tuesday, August 23, 1977 - Berkeley
I went by to see otto and Morrissey to discuss progress on our
writing program a£~6to go over the draft of our paper on the search
f~E SHE fro~65he
Xe.plus U reaction and its relationship to the
Xe plus
Gd react~on.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Baisden. We discussed the U
plus U work at GSI and its effect on her research program.
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Tuesday, August 23, 1977 (con't)
Torn Martens (Contra Costa Times) came to the office for our
interview at 2:00 p.m. As background material, I gave him a copy of
my biography, the C&E.News editorial "Towards an International Chemical Society" and my Saturday Review article, "Finding A New Approach
1:,0 Energetics."
We covered my work on trails for the EBRPD, my
interest in an ICS and the energy problem (including President Car- .
ter's views on the breeder reactor, the time scale for the breeder
reactor, nuclear fusion, solar energy and the current interest over
the "loss of uranium"). After the interview, we went to Room 203,
Bldg. 70, where Eric Rehkonen (photographer with the Times) took my
picture along with Baisden and one with Baisden and Nishida in front
of a chemical set-up in the hood. He took more pictures outside of
Bldg. 70 and 70A and irr the office during the interview.
Dan Andes, LBL security, straightened out the misunderstanding
regarding my security clearance ~t Argonne National Laboratory to
examine documents pertaining to the Met Lab History. Two people in
security at ANL, Mr. Hewson and Bill Shaw, discovered that, through a
computer error my security clearance had been dropped. It is now
reinstated.
I called Alexander Zucker (ORNL) about the high intensity uranium
beam project and gave him background on our attempts to get the item
reinstated in the supplemental appropriations bill. He said that he
will contact John Andelin and will make his approach on the basis of
self interest of ORNL in Tennessee.' He said that, worldwide, excluding the Soviet Union, there are now about $250M worth of heavy ion
accelerators projected.
During a conversation with Lew Keller (ORNL), I transmitted a
message for him from Myasoedov whom I saw and talked with in Warsaw.
The message concerned information on waste disposal, and Keller
believes their, waste disposal site,is near Dimitrograd (Melekess). I
told him that Mrs. Balukwa at the Institute for Physical Chemistry is
working on waste disposal. Keller will get word to Myasoedov, during
a meeting they will both attend in Toronto, to give me the documents
in Uppsala. Keller also told.me that Elijah Johnson, of ORNL's
Chemistry Division, has African contacts in Nigeria and Kenya who
might be interested in an international chemical society.
President Saxon asked me for'suggestions of people to nominate
for the position of Head of the Office of Basic Research in the Office
of the Secretary of the Department of Energy. We discussed a number
of people and ways of presenting their names to Secretary Schlesinger.
Saxon is a member of a committee of the Association of University
Presidents that is concerned with this matter.
Gary Higgins (LLL) said that he would be happy to give a talk at
the January 23, 1978 symposium for the 25th anniversary of Es and Frn.
At 4:30 p.m., I went by room 209/70 where de Saint-Simon was
describing his research and writing program to Catherine Thibault, who
is ,his boss at Orsay.
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I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. Helen and I had dinner
alone in the playroom watching the news on TV.
Wednesday, August 24, 1977 - Berkeley
I worked on the material for my talks at the Chicago ACS meeting
next week.
I called Torn Martens at the Contra Costa Times at 11:30 a.m. to
ask him why the story on the front page of the Times this morning was
so different from his stated objective of the interview with me. Torn
said that his editor had extracted the portions of the interview that
dealt with the missing uranium news story (to coincide with the recent
release of news on this subject) and that another story would be run
in the Sunday edition dealing with the broader content of our interview. He apologized for this situation and said that he intended to
"talk to his editor about it."
Jerry Kent (EBRPD) called me to ask if I would be available to
attend the public hearing tomorrow night regarding the Briones/Las
Trampas Trail. I told him that I could not attend due to my trip to
Chicago tomorrow. We discussed the trouble over the Walnut Creek
trails, opposition to the Briones/Mt. Diablo trail system, Proposition
2 funding and efforts to get the support of potential users of the
trails to attend the hearing. I told Kent I would try to attend the
September 6 hearing at BART headquarters in Oakland.
I declined an invitation from Philip Handler (President, National
Academy of Sciences) to participate in discussions regarding the
United Nations University on October 24-25, 1977, but suggested he
contact Henry Hill.
During the morning, I wrote several letters about my European
trip to Gunter Herrmann (West Germany) and Siv Lindkvist, Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Tersmeden and Olaf Bloom in Sweden.
The regular biweekly meeting of the SHEIKS was held in my office.
Present were Otto, Morrissey, Marsh, Diana Lee, Cynthia Lee, Nishida,
Leber, de Saint-Simon, Yashita, Thomas, Sebesta, Somerville, Baisden,
Gott~~Oin.
som~38ill~ reported on his observation of the 3.8-nanosecond
Pu from
U ( He, 2n) determined by the DecaY-in-a~ight
method. Morrissey reported on his correlation of data on
Ca bombardments of heavy targets (Ag, Ce, Tb, Pb, U); we decided to prepare a
description of this for publication. Otto reported on the U plus U
results from GSI and their optimistic implications for the production
of SHE. I emphasized again the importance of our getting on with a Pb
plus Cf bombardment to look for SHE.
At 3:00 p.m., Barbara Jacak, my student assistant for the freshman cluster group, arrived to talk about plans for the first meeting
of the group for Fall Quarter 1977. Barbara will meet with the group
in my absence on September 19th or 27th. My first meeting with the
students will be on October 4 in the Latimer Hall Dining Commons. We
agreed to meet again on September 8th to discuss further plans.
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At 4:00 p.m., I- walked up to the HILAC Building to talk to Leber,
Cindy Lee and Sebesta. I said goodbye to Leber, who is leaving for
Washington in a couple of days to take up his AAAS Congressional
Internship.
I went by room 203/70 to talk to Nishida about her future plans;
I will see if I can obtain funds to pay her to continue to work for
me. She plans to start graduate school somewhere next year. I also
talked to Baisden about her summary of transuranium yields found in
heavy ion bombardme~ts of actinide targets.
_ I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. Helen prepared a quick
dinner for me, then drove to San Francisco Airport to pick up Ben
Orlove. They 9ame back at 9:00 p.m. and Ben spent the night with us.
Thursday, August 25, 1977 - Berkeley - Chicago
Ben Orlove had breakfast with us and left soon after.
I talked to Otto, Morrissey and Baisden soon after arriving at my
office at 8:30 a.m. I spoke with them regarding preparation of slides
for my talks at GSI and Marburg. Otto's calculations give optimistic
outlook for production of SHE from Cf plus Pb ions.
Pat-told me about a call from John Fialka (Washington Star) who
wants to interview me by .telephone regarding the Z. Shapiro/NUMEC
episode which took place during my tenure as Chairman of AEC. She
told Fialka,that I was about to depart on a trip and would contact him
in a couple of weeks; She asked him to put in writing the questions
he wished to_discuss and he will do so before my return from Chicago.
I received a telegram from Lennard Bickel, a writer living in
Australia, .who wishes to interview me in Paris for a book he is
writing. I replied, setting:!,the date on September 19th at the Hilton
Eiffel.
I met with Williams 'at. 9:30 a.m. to discuss ~2ogress ~£ her
thesis research'. ~he will rontinue to look for 2 Bk and
Bk from
bombardments of 23 U with 1 Bk.. Her thesis title is "Radiochemical
Studies ·of Actinide Isotopes."
I declined an invitation to speak at Monmouth College's Convocation on September 14, 1977, transmitted to me by President DeBrow
Freed. I wrote to Gosta Rudstam (Swedish Research Council's Laboratory, Nykoping, Sweden) to say that we,would be-pleased to have Kjell
Aleklett come to work at LBL for a year if he should succeed in
getting a fellowsh{p to cover his needed support salary.
Eric_ and Ruthie dropped in at a little before noon and had lunch
with me in the cafeteria. We were soon joined by Al Ghiorso. Al is
recovering nicely from his hernia operation last week at Peralta
Hospital. Eric was confronted with a stripped screw in the rewind
mechanism as he was trying to rewind Dave's Nikon camera so we went
down to Building 88 where Dick Perkins (a mechanic) succeeded in
fixing it.
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I checked there with Ghiorso, Somerville and Yashita who were
testing (they have 3 shifts at the 88" cyclotron) AI's new idea for a
Gas Transport System (GTS) for collecting recoils from heavy ion reactions.
Eric, with Ruthie, drove by his apartment to pick up Ruthie's
things, then we drove to San Francisco Airport where I boarded American Airlines flight #248, which left at 4:15 p.m. (Ruthie left about
an hour later to fly south to visit with her parents at their home in
Sanger.) I arrived in Chicago at 10:00 p.m. After a 25-minute wait
for my luggage, I took a taxi to the Palmer House. I went to the
Towers where I was pre-checked into Room 2351W.
Friday, August 26, 1977 - Chicago
I went to Parlor G (on the sixth floor) to attend the 7:15 a.m.
breakfast meeting of the ACS C&EN Editorial Board. Present were
Robert Parry (chairman), Gardner Stacy, Bryce Crawford, Mary Good,
Anna Harrison, Gordon Nelson, Ernest Eliel, Rodney Hader, Albert
Plant, Michael Heylin, Edgar Piret, Charles Kimball (University of
Edinborough) and Ernest Carpenter (C&EN writer). Parry and I emphasized the need for more emphasis on international activities in C&EN.
We adjourned a little before 9:00 a.m.
---Piret told me that, during his visit to Paris, he found Kaddoura
(a physicist), Sidney Passman (a chemist, formerly of NSF) and Ingmar
Eneberg (a chemist from the University of Gottenburg), all of UNESCO,
are much in favor of an international chemical society.
I talked to Parry about the meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee on an
International Chemical Society held in Warsaw last Saturday (attended
by Cairns, Hwa, Parry, Barrett, den Os, Nagakura, Michael and Spindel). Parry said Barrett and Michael were strongly opposed, Nagakura
was noncommittal and den Os didn't speak. However, there was general
agreement that there is a need for additional international cooperation in chemistry.
I then went to Parlor C to attend the meeting of the Board
Committee on Education and Students. Present were Gardner Stacy
(chairman), Patricia Figueras, Gordon Nelson, Clayton Callis and Moses
Passer. We voted to reaffirm to the board the proposed ACS statement
on additional modes for scientific research. (I had mildly protested
the inclusion of profit institutions but decided to approve the
statement subject to further consideration by the full board). We
endorsed and approved 1977 funding, up to $2,500, for a conference in
chemical education for high school teachers to be held in Philadelphia, August 20-27, 1978.
Ray Mariella dropped in to tell us that only 50% of university
chemistry faculty who direct Ph.D. research are members of ACS. I
suggested that Mariella give a list of non-ACS faculty members to an
ACS faculty member at each university so the ACS faculty member could
contact his non ACS faculty colleagues. Mariella will do this. Dave
Wetstone joined us at 11:15 a.m. and we discussed the dispute over the
role of inorganic chemistry as a part of the core material in the
university chemistry curriculum. We adjourned at 12:30 p.m.

-
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I had lunch with ACS Board and staff in Parlor B. I sat at a
table with Robert Cairns, Robert Henze, Rodney Hader, John Crum,'
Francisco Marin-Price and others.
I then met Joe Katz on Wabash Street and rode with him to Argonne
National Laboratory. In his office, I went over with him the status
of the revision' of "Chemistry of the Actinide Elements." We wrote to
Ahrland of the University of Lund asking him to write Chapter XXI on
"Solution Chemistry and Kinetics of Ionic Reactions."
Winston Manning joined, us and we went to Don Stewart's office.'
Don gave me a xerox copy of 'the personnel records of everyone (in the
file) who worked at the Met Lab before the middle of 1946.
-

We then went to Paul Fields's office. Mel Friedman gave me a
copy of a report by Bansaku Arakatsu on "Yield 'Observation at Hiroshima on the Radioactivity Induced by Atomic Bombs" dated November 25,
1945. Fields, Stewart, Manning, Katz and I went over the Al Florin
snapshots of December 24, 1943 to identify as many people. as possible.
Katz and ~ields then drove me to Building 5 to the security area of
documents where Guy Van Horn (extension 3803) showed me some documents
from Manning's and my file of 1943-46. After Katz and Fields' left, I
picked out a number which Van Horn will mail to me. Katz then came
and drove me back to the Chemistry 200 Building to his office. He
gave me four· old Met Lab pictures which Stewart had found for me.
Stewart will send'me some others. Katz then drove me back to the
Palmer House where I_arrived about 6:15 p.m. I learned from Parry and
Bailey that our lAC items were approved by the Board Finance Committee.
this afternoon.
I went down to Parlor F (sixth floor) to attend the joint reception and dinner of the ACS Board of Directors and the Committee on
Professional Training (CPT). I sat at a table with Polly Newrnan, Bob
Fox, Pat Figueras, Brad Stanerson, Art Campbell, Ed Piret, Bob Neuman
and Steve Quigley., Polly brought me up-to-date on the actions of the
Committee on Grants and Awards. After dinner, ACS President Henry
Hill made some remarks, including reference to the dispute over the
CPT recommendation that inorganic chemistry be left out of the university chemistry core curriculum. Harry Gray asked ACS Presidential
candidates Bryce Crawford and Gardner Stacy to describe their views on
this dispute. E. E. McSweeney and Bill Bailey also made some remarks.
During dinner, Art Campbell told me that Robert Maybury (UNESCO,
Scientific Office, 'Nairobi, Kenya) is in the process of ;'trying to set
up an African association of scienti£ic societies and Dean Odhiarnbo·of
the University of Nairobi is helping him. He told me Odhiarnbo is
Director General of UNESCO in Paris.
I took a

~alk

in the loop area before retiring.

Saturday, August 27, 1977 - Chicago

.

I had breakfast in my room, then attended the meeting of the ACS
Board of Directors in the Monroe Room (sixth floor). Henry Hill
presided in the absence of Herman Bloch who missed the meeting as a
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Saturday, August 27, 1977 (con't)
result of his recent heart attack. Present were all members of the
Board (except Bloch) and a number of ACS staff and others. Charles
Kimball of the United Kingdom also attended. We approved the statement on additional modes of scientific· research. Polly Newman (Committee on Grants and Awards) reported th~t the new directions program
(providing PRF research awards to chiefly young chemists engaged in
new directions of research) has been started; the Committee recommends
that the G. D. Searle Co. be invited to continue to fund the Nuclear
Applications Award when the present arrangement expires in 1979.
Parry, in his report for the Publications Committee, said they
are considering the possibility of the ACS's becoming a co-sponsor of
the European Journal of Chemical Research.
I reported in my role as chairman of the International Activities
Committee. My four items were approved:
1. policy with respect to political non-discrimination in
international scientific activities .(the Taiwan matter),
2. policy with respect to UNESCO,
3. invitation by ACS to serve as host for the 1979 Meeting of
Presidents of Chemical Societies and
4. publication of Chemical Education Orientation Guides for
Foreign Students (the Brasted proposal).
We adjourned at noon and went to Parlor H for the reception and
luncheon of Board and staff and others. I sat at a table with Newman,
Fox, Wetstone, Figueras and Fred Tate. I told Wetstone that Parry
will recommend him to George Pimentel for a position with NSF and that
I will respond to any questions that Pimentel might pose to me.
During lunch, Mary Good gave humorous paper medal awards to Tim Hansen
and Bill Butler for their success in getting a tax refund from the
IRS.
After lunch, we went#back to the Monroe Room for the Executive
Session of the Board. Board members (except Bloch), plus Cairns, and
Hader, Wetstone, Mariella and Tim Hansen were present. We decided to
submit additional names (besides Arthur Bueche) as candidates for
membership on the NSF Board; we should send suggestions to Hader by
September 15.
President Harrison said she intends to work on ways that chemists
can serve society, e.g., (1) role of regulatory agencies, (2) international affairs (especially regulatory) and (3) educational component
(espe0ially students). Hill complained about his lack of'support from
headquarters' staff. Harrison also spoke of problems of dealing with
the Department of Chemistry and Public Affairs. As a resu~t of thes~
remarks, I spoke strongly in support of the ACS staff and the fine
support they have given me. Parry also took this point of view.
Others were less positive or less negative in their appraisals.
I then went up to Suite 2400 (on the 24th floor), Cairns's apartment, for a meeting with Cairns, Mariella, Par.ry and Vladimir Haensel
to discuss the future of the US-USSR Cooperative program on research
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in catalysis. Haensel wants Maria Snow to be the Program Administrator, reporting to Gordon Bixler. I told Cairns I will make a decision
on this by Monday. This program is supported and administered by NSF
through Oren Williams. Haensel is the Scientific Director (replacing
Baldeschweiler), and the key members of his team are John Stille and
John Grubbs (U.C. man) .
•1

I then went with Parry to Parlor D, where we met with 'Bixler,
Piret and Elizabeth Bull to discuss the agenda for Monday's meeting of
the IAC. (Before this meeting I talked to Alan Nixon who said he will
support my international activities program; I suggested enlisting the
support of Attila Pavlath also.) We went over the agenda, item by
item. I will appoint a subcommittee on the 1979 meeting of presidents
of chemical societies--Bailey (chairman), Hwa, Bob Fox (non-member
IAC) and Bryant Rossiter (non-member IAC)., We also decided to appoint
J. Roberto Ramirez (of the University of Puerto Rico) as an outside
member of the ICS Subcommittee of IAC; he is connected with a Latin
American Association of Chemical Societies. We may also find tasks
for Francis Bonner (Zurich), E. A. Matzner (Monsanto) and H. H. Irwin
(Borg-Warner Chemical) " who have offered their services.
After this, I met with Ed Piret. He-realizes that his consultantship with ACS expires this year when-Bob Cairns retires and seems
resigned to it.
I had dinner in Miller's Pub (on Adams between Wabash and Mich~
igan) with Joe and Sonia Katz. We discussed some events of the Met
Lab Section C-I era. Joe and Sonia were married on October 1, 1944 in
Grand Rapids, Michigan (her horne town). They met in the Met Lab
Library in Eckhart Hall a year or so earlier. Sonia worked as Luther
Arnold's secretary for a while, visited us by going through the air
lock into New Chemistry (to see Joe) and worked in the same office as
Hogness 's secretary, who wasn't very bUsy.- Thomas Drugstore was on
the NW corner of 53rd and Blackstone, next to the YMCA that was on the
north side of 53rd Street between Blackstone and Dorchester. The
University Tavern was on the SW corner of 55th and University.
Morton's was on the east side of Lake Park Avenue just north of 55th
and Schall's was on the east side a little further north. The Hitching Post (where Helen and I had sweet rolls) was on the north side of
53rd Street,_ betwe-en ~~~ark and Kenwoo-d. On their second trip to
Clinton to recover Np
, Magnusson reported to the police that Katz
and Walter Beard were missing; actually, they arrived in Knoxville on
an earlier section of the train. Jonathan Dixon prepared plutonium
acetylacetonate. Joe shared a cubicle in room 2 with Isabella Karle.
Hagemann also worked in room·2. Katz made an early sample of plutonium iodide. We parted at a little before 9:00 p.m. I returned to my
room at the Palmer House.
SundaY,··August 28, 1977 -. Chicago
At 8:00 a.m., I attended the joint breakfast meeting of the Board
Committee on Education and StUdents and the officers of the Division
of Chemical Education in Parlor 5 (third floor). Present were Gardner
Stacy_ (who presided), Patricia Figueras, Gordon Nelson, Clayton
Callis,- Moses Passer, R~ W. Ramette (Chairman, Division of Chemical
Education and with Manufacturing Chemists Association), Henry Bent
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(son of my·friend Henry A. Bent and at North Carolina State College,
and Chairman-elect, Division of Chemical Education), Derek Davenport
(incoming Chairman-elect of Division of Chemical Education) and James
J. Hazdra (Chairman, Council Committee on Chemical Education). We
discussed the proposed conference for high school chemistry teachers,
to be held in Philadelphia in August, 1978. Jay Young joined us at
9:00 a.m. I made the suggestion that the ACS take the initiative to
start additional annual regional meetings of high school chemistry
teachers patterned after those of the California Association of
Chemistry Teachers and the New England Association of Chemistry
Teachers. I described my experience with the CACT last Sunday at
Asilomar and my favorable impression. We decided the soon-to-be-established ACS Commission on Chemical Education should take on this
assignment. Henry Bent will be a member of this commission and will
bring the word to them. I also suggested there should be some incentives for high school teachers to join ACS similar to the SANDS
program for high school seniors. I was told the Council Membership
Affairs Committee would oppose this. I then went up to my room to do
some reading.
I had lunch in the coffee shop at the I lower arcade level with
Henry Hill. He described to me the piece he is publishing in C&EN
which proposes a $1 contribution from ACS members toward aninternational chemical society. We discussed general progress and problems
with the·ICS. I also told him about my idea to give incentives to
high school chemistry teachers to join ACS.
After lunch, I ran into Bob and Kay Cairns and passed on Helen's
greetings to Kay (she will call Helen next Thursday evening while they
are in San Francisco en route to Japan to attend the IUPAC Congress).
I suggested they have lunch in the coffee shop and I joined them for
dessert and tea. We discussed progress and problems with ICS. I then
accompanied Bob and Kay to the Art Institute of Chicago where we
viewed a Native American Heritage (Indian) Exhibit and French Impressionist painting.
I then walked to the Conrad Hilton Hotel to hear the first part
of the so-called Public lecture (the analog of my New Orleans lecture)
by Theodore L. Cairns (du Pont) on "Surviving the Petroleum Shortage,"
in Parlor C (third floor). Only about 15 people were present in the
audience. The Council Committee on Public Relations, who sponsors
this lecture, doesn't know how to do it!
I walked to the Field Museum of Natural History. Here I viewed
Bushman (for old times sake) and saw the extensive American Indian
Exhibit, dinosaurs, the Chinese Exhibit, display of gems and rare
minerals, numerous mounted animals, etc. I bought postcards of
Bushman, souvenir rings and a souvenir pen.
I took a taxi back to the Palmer House and went up to my room. I
called Howard W. Lange, who was curator of New Chemistry and Chemistry
Annex in the Met Lab. He is now 70 years old. He started at the Met
Lab in June 1942, worked in the pile group until December 1942, then
moved to New Chemistry, moved to Chemistry Annex when it was completed
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and stayed there until the move to Argonne site. He remembers he was
scheduled to move into the south end of Room 16 (when it was partitioned) but never was allowed to because it was needed for laboratory
space; he thinks he.• remembers that du Pont people used Room 16 as a
training site before Ghibrso moved in. He has two pictures of ChemistrYcAnnex and will send me copies.
I 'rode with Stacy in a 'taxi to the chicago Sheraton Hotel and
went up to the seventh floor. to the general,ballroom to attend the
testimonial dinner in honor of Ray Mariella given by the Illinois
Institute of Chemists and_American Institute of Chemists. During the
reception, :I met and talked to Ernest Thiele (friend from Met Lab
days), Warren Lowe (of Chevron Research who thinks he was in my
Chemistry 1Alaboratory section in 1944), Florence Wall (whom Helen
and I talked to at the New Orleans ACS meeting), Helen Free and her
husband (I>gave her some ,tips on how to get people out to the ACS
Public Lectures her 'Committee on Public Relations is sponsoring),
David Roethel (AIC Executive.Secretary), Ernest Gilmont (he wants some
ideas for CSSP meetings )" "·Ben Luberoff (who said my article for
Chern-Tech is being processed) and others. I sat at a table with Bob
and Kay Cairns, Rod Hader, Milt Harris and Jim Schoffner (of the
Chicago ACS Section). After dinner, Roethel, Hoylande Young and o. A.
Battista spoke about Mariella-and his career of service, after which
Battista presented him with the Illinois Institute Honor Scroll Award
and the AIC Members and Fellows Scroll._' Mariella then gave his
address "Progress on the Professional Front," which was the 43rd AIC
Members and Fellows Lecture.. Afterward, I greeted Hoylande Young (she
sent her greetings to Helen) and congratulated Mariella, then took a
taxi back to the Palmer House with Hader and Justin Collat.
I', '

I went to-the Staff-Board party in '"Cairns's suite. I talked to
Patricia Morgan (Managing Editor of Chemistry who wants me to send her
an article)" Henry Hill and Polly Newman (who were colle'cting $1 per
person tQ~launch the international chemical society), Dorothy Smith
(who liked my article on ICS for the New York Journal of Commerce and
has made ~t available to the news media), Art Poulos (who said the
tapes on the Physical Chemistry Milestone symposia, New York Centennial meeting, are selling well)-and others. I retired for the night
at midnight.
Monday, August 29, 1977- - Chicago'
I had breakfast in my room, then walked to the headquarters of
Illinois Bell Telephone Company (232 Washington Street). They told me
they no longer have old telephone books and referred me to the Chicago
Public library (425 N. Michigan Avenue). I walked there, went up to
the twelfth floor and looked up in microfilm copies addresses for Roy
H. Beaton, Spofford B.English, the Hitching Post and Del Prado Hotel.
I was interrupted by a £ire which made it necessary for most visitors
and staff to vacate the Sociology and History Department but I managed
to get back in and continue my research. After, I took a taxi back to
the Palmer House. I went to Room 783 to attend the luncheon meeting
of the Ies Subcommittee of the lAC. Present were Stanley Kirschner
(chairman), Minoru Tsutsui, Jesse Hwa,Robert Cairns, Robert Parry and
I, plus Gordon Bixler, Edgar Piretand Raymond Mariella. We decided
to test a s,ort of grassroots opinion about forming an ICS by writing
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letters with enclosed questionnaire to 100 to 200 active research
chemists throughout the world; I will sign the letters which will be
prepared in the ACS International Activities office in Washington; the
text of the letter and questionnaire will be worked out by Kirschner
and Bixler; each of us is to send suggested names to Bixler.
I then went to Room 786, where I presided over the meeting of the
International Activities Committee (lAC). Sixteen of the seventeen
members were present--Ronald Breslow, Pauline Newman, Robert Parry,
Cyril Ponnamperuma, Robert Brasted, Howard Gerhart, Vladimir Haensel,
Milton Harris, Jesse Hwa, Stanley Kirschner, William Bailey, Glenn
Brown, Ellis Fields, John Sheehan and John Wotiz. Also present for at
least part of the meeting were President Henry Hill, Presidentelect
Anna Harrison, Bob Cairns, Ray Mariella, Harry Szmant, Francis J.
Bonner, David Wetstone, Dick Lemmon (who is acting as liaison with the
Long Range Planning Committee), Aaron Wold, Fred Wilkes and numerous
others. I followed the agenda, starting at 2:00 p.m. and finished at
5:15 p.m. (including a short executive session). We approved a
cooperative program in solid state with France, a US-India workshop
(like the forthcoming US-Egypt workshop) and a cooperative research
program with Sri Lanka; I agreed to appoint Subcommittees for each of
these. We approved the program recommended by the ICS subcommittee to
write to get opinions of some 100-200 chemists around the world. On
the assistance request for Romania, Bixler is to draft a letter for me
to send to Ambassador Barnes or Scientific Attache Sidney Smith to aSK
for more information as to what they could use that we can realistically send. We turned down a request from John Wotiz that lAC endorse
a trip by him to The People's Republic of China to investigate their
educational methods (because we do not believe this would be well
received by the Chinese). We will draw up a suggested program for the
1979 UN Conference on Science and Technology for Development on the
basis of what we learn from the US-Egypt Workshop to be held in Cairo
in November (Parry, as chairman of this workshop, will work with
Cairns on this program).
I attended the Presidents' Dinner, and preceding reception, in
the Red Lacquer Room (fourth floor). President Henry Hill presided.
I sat at the head table with Hill, President-elect Harrison, Charles
Overberger, Inata Brubaker (ACS Chemistry and Public Affairs Fellow;
she heard my seminar at Ohio State University in 1961), Bryce Crawford, Raymond Mariella, Ellis Fields, Claude Lucchesi (Chairman, ACS,
Chicago Section), Alan Nixon, Gardner Stacy, William Bailey, Pauline
Newman and Jordan J. Baruch (Assistant Secretary of Commerce for
Science and Technology). Hill gave his Presidential Address, "The ACS
and Interactions with Government," illustrated with many historical
slides. (In this connection there was, in the Red Lacquer Room, a
gallery of large portrait photographs of ACS members who had, over the
years, served the government in some capacity; my photograph was
included). Hill then introduced Baruch who 'spoke rather humorously on
the subject of "Science, Technology and Government." I sat between
Harrison and Overberger and had a long talk with Harrison about what
she should do for Presidents' Night next year at the fall ACS meeting
in Miami. I suggested she try to get Mike McCormack as speaker, but,
if she does, she should start now. She may want to have a Science and
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Society symposium (afternoon) followed by a wine and cheese reception.
I went up to my room after dinner and soon retired for the night.
Tuesday, August 30, 1977 - Chicago'
I had breakfast in my room, then walked to the Pick-Congress
Hotel (Congress and Michigan Avenues) and went to the Windsor Room.
Here I talked to John Willard, Bill Carnall, Dave Karraker, Dan Miller
and others. Carnal I presided over the opening session of the symposium, on Radiation Effects in Honor of John~E. Willard, sponsored by
the ACSDivision of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology. After opening
remarks by Carnall, he introduced me and I spoke for 20-25 minutes on
"John E. Willard: Pioneer Nuclear Chemist," illustrated by 23 slides.
My talk covered his Met Lab and Hanford days during the period 19421945, some comments on pre Met Lab _correspondence with him, his June
1945 letter to me from the Olympic Hotel in Seattle and the Symposium
on the 25th Anniversary of the Weighing of Plutonium (Sept. 10, 1967).
After my talk, I spoke further to John Willard (he wants copies
of the letters I showed on my slides) and to Dan Miller (I 'asked him
to try to get the LBL High Intensity Uranium~ Ion project into a FY78
supplemental). I also talked to Earl Hyde and Dick Hahn. I then went
to the Buckingham Room and heard part of the paper by Joe Cerny on
"Initial Studies with the On-Line Mass Analyzer System RAMA." Afterward, I walked back to the Palmer House. I met Peter Gray. He is now
working with Phillips Petroleum in Bartlesville; Oklahoma, in charge
of analysis. His Aunt Dorice Brown lives in Detroit.
-

I went to Parlor G to sit in on the last part of the morning
session of the meeting of_the Council Policy Committee. I then went
to the Committee lunch in Parlor E. I learned from Mariella that he
has set aside some money in his budget for my use as chairman of lAC
to cover travel expenses of special envoys, etc. I sat at a table
wi th Hill, .Cairns, Jay Young, William Sheppard, Pauline Newman and
Fox. Newman told_me that, as chairman of lAC, I will be asked to
suggest names of 3 members, of which one will be chosen, for membership on the new ACS Science Commission; she thinks I should include my
name among the three nominees.
I took a taxi to the Hyde Park area. At Hyde 'Park Boulevard
(51st Street), just east of Blackstone, the closed Picadilly Theater
is apparent, but there is no sign of Isbell's Restaurant (there is a
restaurant just west of the Picadilly, the area east is occupied by
what seems to be new buildings). I walked to 53rd Street and Hyde
Park Boulevard (which turns 90° toward the south just east of the I.C.
station) to check the Del Prado Hotel, which is on the SE corner of
Hyde Park Boulevard and 53rd street; it is now a rather seedy place.
I walked west on 53rd Street; on Harper Avenue, just north of 53rd
Street on the west side of the street 'is the "Hyde Park Theater."
This is apparently the former Harper Theater. The former Hyde Park
Theater, on Lake Park Avenue, has disappeared because Lake Park has
been widened to a boulevard with grassy areas on each side. I continued west on 53rd Street, going one block to the corner of 53rd and
Blackstone. There on the NW corner is "The Great Frame Up," a picture
framing business, that looks as if it could have been the Thomas Drug
Store (it still has that kind of an entrance).' I continued west on
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53rd Street and in the block between Blackstone and Dorchester, on the
north side of the street, still stands the Hyde Park YMCA (1922 AD).
I continued walking west on 53rd. Between Kenwood and Kimbark Avenues
(nearer Kenwood) on the north side of 53rd, at the spot corresponding
to 1342, is a parking lot for a McDonald's which is just west of the
parking lot. The area between Kimbark and Woodlawn on the ,north side
of 53rd is now a wide Kimbark-Woodlawn Shopping Center and Kimbark is
blocked off. Also the area where Kimbark Avenue used to be between
53rd and 55th is now a huge Chicago City Park. I walked to Woodlawn
Avenue, then south past 5418 Woodlawn which is unchanged. I walked to
Woodlawn and 55th Street. only the wartime store building on the NW
corner still remains (a cleaning establishment). 55th Street is now a
wide boulevard with wide open space on each side and new tall buildings. I walked further south on Woodlawn, then took a taxi past 6128
Woodlawn (still there unchanged), the drugstore at 61st (?) 62nd (?)
and Woodlawn (NE corner) is gone (open space at 61st, huge old-looking
building at 62nd.) The taxi proceeded to 63rd Street, then headed
east; the remaining buildings here are all boarded up and by the time
one reaches Dorchester the buildings have disappeared and it is all
open space. However, the Elevated Train is still in operation.
I took the taxi to the Chicago Public Library, where I found, in
the Classified Directories (Red Book, on microfilm), under Drug
Stores, the entry "R.W. Thomas, 1426 E. 53rd," in the September 1943
and March 1944 editions; this address seems to correspond to 53rd and
Blackstone. I looked up the Hitching Post in the March 1943 Classified and found the entry "Hitching Post, Waffle-omelet-flapjack-open
all night," at address 1342 E. 53rd Street. However, there was no
Hitching Post entry in the September 1943 Classified book, and, in the
March 1944 and September 1944 classified books there were Hitching
Post entries for 1552 E. 57th Street but none for 1342 E. 53rd Street
(1552 E. 57th Street would be close to Lake Park Avenue). I took a
taxi back to the Palmer House.
I attended the reception for new members in the Chicago Room
(lower level arcade), met many new members talked to John Nelson, whom
I met when he was chairman of the Sierra Nevada ACS Section at Asilomar in January, 1975.
I had dinner at Miller's Pub (on Adams street) with Alan Nixon
and Cheri W. Nelson (Ashland Chemical Co. and member of the ACS
Younger Chemists's Committee). I described to Cheri my ICS proposal
and my suggestions regarding high school chemistry teachers. She may
bring these ideas to the attention of the Younger Chemists' Committee.
I spent the evening in my room going over my material for my talk
to the Miller Symposium tomorrow.
Wednesday, August 31, 1977 - Chicago - Lafayette
I had breakfast in my room, then went to the Ballroom to attend
the meeting of the ACS council. Before the meeting started, I checked
with Bixler on my appointments to the three lAC subcommittees: (1)
Cooperative solid state program with France (Sheehan, chairman, Aaron
Wold of Yale and Neil Bartlett), (2) workshop with India (Ponnamperuma, chairman, Bailey and Brasted) and (3) cooperative research
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project with Sri Lanka (Ponnamperuma, chairman, Bailey and Brasted).
Bailey;has been informed and has accepted; the others will be contacted by Bixler. (I offered Bob Fox membership on the 1979 Presidents'
meeting subcommittee of the lAC and he accepted). I also checked with
Bixler on the appointment of Francis Bonner, Henry Hill and Bob Cairns
to the ICS Subcommittee. We agreed to set September 14-15, 1979 as
the date for the meeting of Chemical Society Presidents in Washington.
The Council meeting began at 8 :.45 a.m. President Hill presided
and the agenda was followed. In his President's report, Hill referred
to his visit to Cologne where he talked to Professor Vogel (after
which, coincidentally, I met Vog~l on the airplane on my way back home
from IUPAC meeting in Warsaw). I stated that I had no oral report to
add to my written report (attached) as Past President which was
printed in the council agenda. Mariella read a resolution of commendation for retiring Bob Cairns which was passed with a standing
ovation.
I left the council meeting at 10:15 a.m., took some papers to
Bixler in the International Activities Office, for mailing to me in
Berkeley, checked out of the hotel (by signing my bill), took a taxi
to the Pick-Congress Hotel, checked m~bags and went to the Buckingham
Room to-hear the last'papers in the morning session of the J. M.
Miller Symposium on Nuclear Reactions. I talked to Leo Yaffe, agreeing to speak on the early history of fission, transuranium elements,
etc., at the symposium in honor of Soddy at McGill Unive'rsity in
November. I also saw Luther Arnold, who passed on warm regards to
Helen. He said his sister went to Russia as planned.
I walked back to the Palmer House and went to the State Ballroom
to join the sandwich luncheon of the council members. I sat at a
table with Elliot Pierce, Bob Fox and Bob Cairns, joined later by
Polly Newman~ She wants me to consent to stand for election as Chairman of the soon-to-be-created Science commission. She said, if I
would dO.this, she and Bob Fox would do as much of my work as I
wished, I might have Deputy or Vice Chairman, a good ACS staff man
could be assigned to the Commission (perhaps Mike Passer) and there
would only bel two meetings a year (at the time'of the national ACS
meetings); I told her that, under these circumstances, there is a
50-50 chance I would accept if offered the position.
I talked to Peter Lykos who wants ACS lAC sponsorship of an
ongoing but sporadic series of US-Soviet conferences on computer
usage; I told him to send his requests to me via the lAC in the
National ACS office in Washington. I then met with David Wetstone,
this year's Vice Chairman of CPC, and Arthur Hale, former Vice Chairman of CPC; we constitute the statutory committee to nominate two
candidates to be Vice Chairman of CPC next year; we chose Dick Lemmon
and Bob Fox.
I then walked to the Pick-Congress-Hotel and met Professor Hyuk
Yu of the Department of Chemistry, University of Wisconsin, who wants
a copy -of-.-my remarks on John Willard delivered yesterday; I don't have
a written text but will send him copies of my slides. I then went to
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I am repo+ting to you in a dual capacit:y today":"'-as
Immediate Past President of the Society and also as ch~irman
of the Joint Board-Council Committee on International Activities.
The International Activities Committee's .report appears later.
in these pages, and it is inevitable. that. there. should be some
duplication between that report and this one. .However, here I
want to emphasize chemistry's international nature and why and
hO~l we should improve internat:ional exchanges among chemists.
Accordingly, I have chosen to discuss three of the committee's
proj ects which also are covered formally in its report •.
As I wrote in Trends in Biochemical Sciences last
October, "I do not share the pessimistic vie": of the future
that seems to be in fashion.
It is a yiew t~at shows too little
faith in the power of knowledge and in the potential for mankind.
The world is demonstrably a better place than it was a century
ago, and comparable progress can be made in the century to come.
The key is broad dissemination and humane, intelligent applica- .
tion of knowledge of all kinds. The achievement of such a goal'
in a world that is evolving steadily' toward a social and physical
whole will require international teamwork of many kinds at many
levels. In fostering this te·amwork and in building confidence
in the power of knowledge, the. worldwide technical community is
in a sound position.to take the lead."
International cooperation among scientists produces both
scientific and cultural benefits.
In 1973 while chairman of the
board of the American Association fc·r the Advancement of Science,
I called for AAAS to expand its international activities. One
concrete result was the formation that year of Interciencia
Association, which is a federation of associations for the advancement of science in North and South 'America. 'Last year, Interciencia
Association began publishing a journal, Interciencia, in Spanis~,
Portuguese, and English, and the Association in this and in other
ways is increasingly fostering interchanges among scientists in
the Americas.
Organizations such as Interciencia Association serve
regions and many different disciplines. When we focus on chemistry,
we also cari see an impressive network of international ties. They
range from mul tilaterc.l ties through the International Union of
Pure and Applied Chemistry to bilate:ral ties such .as those the
ACS has with The Chemical Society anc1 the Internat.ional
Dokumentationsgesellschaft fur Chemie wit~ respect to Chemical
Abstracts. What we do not yet have for chemistry, however, is
an international organizo.tion bcised on individual memberships.
In recent months, therefore, I have been suggesting that formation
of an Int.ernat.ional Chemical Society be e>:plorec.. The suggestion
has evoked a generally favorable response, and I have been par-
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ticularly pleased that last fall, tte ACS~s International Activities Committee appointed a subcommittee to investigate and report
on the possibilities.
This subcommittee, under the chairmanship of Dr. Stanley
Kirschner of Wayne State University, has drafted proposals for
several ways ,in which an Internationa"l Chemical Society might
be formed, including starting from scratch, building on the biennia
meeting of chemical -society. presidents that Dr. Charles Overberger
initiated when he was ACS president in 1967, and modifying the
st~ucture of the International Union of Pure and Applied·ChE:mistry.
The subcornrni ttee' s ideas have bE"~en disc:ussed with the presidE;nts
of chemical societies, who met this past June, and with IUPAC
officials during I~PAC's,meeting in mid-August.
An International Chemical Society would certainly
number among its acti vi ties thE: publication of an int.ernational
journal of chemistry and holding, international chemical conferences
In addition ,to other typical scientific society activities, however, an especially-effective activity would be for an Internationa
Chemical Society to serve as a focal point for helpin~ developing
countries with projects that would hasten the development of
chemical research_and the application of chemistry in such countries.
Another project of the ACS's International Activities
Committee is a prime example of such an international effort.
Somewhat more than a year ago, Prof. Carl Djerassi, in an article
in the Bulletin of' the Atomic Scientists, noted that scientific
societies in developed countries have done vf:::ry little to improve
research in their disciplines in developing countries. HE! al.so
noted that thE: gap in sci.entific research and compet.ence between
developed and developing countries is widening r~ther than
narrowing. He therefore propose,d that scientific societies in
developed countries should join in a cornmon effort, select a few
developing coun:b::'ies' as a. st.art.; and each commit itself ·to support
for a meaningful period one of its country's outstanding scientists to direct a research project jointly with an experienced
scientist in the selected developing country or countries.
.

.,

,

. An' lAC subcommittee, under, the leadership of Dr. Pauline
Newman of FMC Corp., is seeking to initiate such a program amon~
chemical societies of developed countries. The program i t envisions would operate as follows:
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1.

Cooperating chemical societies in developed
countries would sE:lect one developing country
, in which tcstart the program.

2.

Each developed country chemical society would
select the outstanding scientist from its
country and secure his agreement to participate in the program.
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: .... : : ~ ,":' ~hE: - selected outstanding scientist is expected
..!. '
..: , ..... to. participate fcr 'a minimum of, say, five years,
. . ; .. ,.:. during. which time he" would· travel. te·.' the developing
.. . .'. ·\::i country at least two times a year fe·r.at· least a
.. ' .... _.. ;', '-:' week each time. During these visits, as well as
.'
!.-;:':; . :: •.: at other times by correspondence, he would assist·
. : ...... :the experienced scientist' in' the developing coun••. J':"': - .: try with whom he is paired in dir ect,ing
a" rele" '~-;'.:. ". yant research project,-in the .d~~veloping country.
_.. , -:
. - . ...... .
-...... -.. ....
' . .
. ..... 4. . Each developed country chemical society would
. ... . '. ":" ,agre(: to arrange to finance. its participation
! ' in the pre.gram.
Detailed ·costs are still to be
.. ' . .
developed, but Prof. Djerassi estimates a total
of about $15,000/year/society should be adequate
support. Of this annual total, about $5,000
would be to defray t~e travel and subsistence
..:.'.' expenses of each outstanding scientist from tl:e
.developed country and about $10,000 would be
: used b~' the experienced scienti st in the developing
._. country to buy equipment and supplies not avail.-able, in his country.,
:~

•

...

#

...

""

"

.

I"·

If there were an International Chemical Society, such
project would be natural for it. Since no such ors-anization
ists, -th~. ACS is attempting teo form an informal group of ch€:mi-,
l.societies.~o undertake. the project •. The main need at this
ne is 'for a sufficient nmmler of chemical societies in developed
un tries to commit themselves to the program and'to agree to
range, financial support. for the:ir participation. Once those
nmitments. and agreements have been made, the necessary next
eps can then be taken to select the developing countries, to
nd the outstanding chemists from developed countries who would
ree to become part of the program, and to secure the coopera:m of uni versi ties in the selectE·d developing countries.
Shculd the project succeed, there will be benefits beto the participating developing countries, since such
ternational cooperation among chemical societies could well
t into the concept of an international chemical society •
:ld.:tho~e

. . ~.. In;'ai1other effort to improve internatiqnal exchanges
:mg chemists, several of my colleaguE:s on the International
:i vi ties Committee and I have been working close].y for some
ne now wit~ the committee on Scholarly Communication with the
,pIe's Republic of China to increase contacts between chemis-ts
the People's Republic and the u.S. I was fortunate in 1973
be a member of the first delegation of scientists who visited
tna to discuss arrangements for future group visits under the
:rns of the agreement between this Committee and China's Scien:ic and Technical Association. By the end of this year, 23
'0958
'7

(over)
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groups of American scientists will have visited China, while 30
groups of Chinese scientists will have visited the U.S. Chemistr~
has been represented twice in·these 53 exchanges--steroid chemistry and biochemistry from the U.S. in 1976 and catalytic, polymE
and analytical chemistry' from China this year. Prospects for·
having an American 'group of chemists' included in the 1978 exchangl
are promising in-light of this year's visit by Chinese chemists.
Probably more important for the future, however, is the Committee
on Scholarly Communication's plan to negotiate a chctnge with the
Chinese that would. expand the: present program of reciprocal
group visits to one in which cooperative relations are establishe
and continue between individual scientists in each country. The
reception and luncheon that lAC gave (as described in the committ
report)--and indeed the hospitality the Chinese chemists received
throughout their mCJl1.th-'long tour--should hc.ve advanced our relationships with chemists in'-China a great deal, and substantive
scientific cooperation between chemists' in Chinc-. and the U. Sr. is
now a much more likely prospect •

.

':

I.

Forming an, International Chemical Society, improving
chemical research and competence in developing countries, and
increasing contacts between chemists in the u.S. and in such
countries as China are only three of the projects on the International Activities Committee's agenda. As I ,noted at the be-'
ginning, IAC' s programs are discussed in more detail elsewhe:re
among these reports to the Council. 'They are· part of the Societ
overall effort to f~lfill its charter objectives, which may be
generally summed up as to advance chemistry in all its aspects.
Equally important, however, these and the Society's other international activities complement .the general u.S. national policy
of improving understanding among countries and peoples. Much
of the national effort involves numerou~ assistance and exchange
programs that function'on a government-to-government basis. As
the State Department's Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affail
has observed in one of it.s publications~ however, liThe tone and
content of u.S ••••. ~elations ,ar~ set increc<singly by. the
greatly expanded informal contacts which occur between Americanl
and othe:r peoples. To an unprecedented degree, the problems
which governments confront" the means they choose to' resolve
them, and·the perceptions one country has of.another evolve out
side off icial channels. II Cooperative rese:arch proj ects formed
and administered by the ACS, programs of technical consultation
using the experience and knowledge of ACS members, and fosterin
the international exclfange of .chemical technology can each be
numbered among such informal contacts and thus·contribute 'impoI
tantly to improved international' .relations ~
!' • • "
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the Windsor Room and talked to John Willard. He told me Adelaide is
with him here, but I missed seeing her. They, too, have no grandchildren yet. I also saw Leonard Katzin; they have four grandchildren.
I then went to the Buckingham Room where I was scheduled to be
Chairman of the second, afternoon, session of the J. M. Miller Symposium on Nuclear Reactions. I started the session on time at 2:00 p.m.
and followed the planned program (proisam attached). As the last
speaker I spoke on "The Reactions of
Ca with Medium and Heavy Mass
Targets," illustrated with 16 slides. The session ended at 5:15 p.m.
I took a taxi to O'Hare Airport, boarded United Flight #135, which
left at 6:50 p.m. and arrived at San Francisco International Airport
at 9:00 p.m. I was met bY'Helen and Dianne (who had just returned
from Washington on United Flight #57).
The three of us drove to Dennis Byrne's place (he is now in law
school) in San Francisco to pick up Eric, who had had dinner with
Dennis. Eric rode home with us. He has moved out of his Oakland
apartment and will stay with us until his departure for ~urope with me
on September 12.
Helen told me that Jeanette called to tell us that David Clauss,
12-year-old son of Lloyd Clauss (son of my cousin Ethel Clauss), was
killed on Thursday in an accident in Saudi Arabia. Dianne told us
that, during her visit to Washington, she and Bob Puppa (20-year-old
brother of Pete's friend, Bill Puppa) have fallen in love. Helen told
me that Ty Jenkins returned home on a Monday night plane nearly a week
ahead of schedule.
Thursday, September 1, 1977 - Berkeley
I went over my accumulated mail with Pat Quinn upon arrival at my
LBL office.
In the late morning, I went by room 203/70 to show the letter
from Harry Gove, associate editor for nuclear physics of Physical
Review Letters, rejecting for publication our article "~gwered2n~sion
Cross Section in the Quadruply Magic Heavy Ion System,
Ca +
Pb."
We also discussed progress in writing our papers, preparation of
slides, etc. I ,talked to Baisden in room 204; she is fi~~~ng, as a
result of her analysis of data, some cross s~gtions for
Cf, etc.,
in old samples from heavy ion bombardments ( Ca plus U). She is also
preparing some summary slides for me giving yields of actinide isotopes from heavy ion bombardments.
Robert Silva started to work in the new Earth· Sciences Division
today. I had lunch in the cafeteria with him, Nitschke and Baisden.
After lunch, I talked to Otto to suggest that Carolyne Gottstein,
who has been working with him recently, should not take Chemistry 194H
with me next quarter; she has not been working with the energy and
enthusiasm consistent with continuation after so many quarters in the
past.
I received a letter from Carl Johan Herrlander, Research Institute of Physics, Stockholm, Sweden inviting me to stay in the Insti-
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Division of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology
P~skanzer,

A. M.

Chairperson

.T. T. Sugihara, Secretary·
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON----------------------------------------"~S~e-c-t~i-o-n~A~

J. M. Miller Symposium:
G.

TC

Nuclear Reactions

Seaborg, Presiding

2:00 - 56.

,

Charged Particles Emitted in Reactions of 720 MeV
~6Kr with Au •.

J. Miller, D. Benson"G. Catchen,

L. Kowalski, D. Logan,
M. Rajagopalan, M.
2:25

57.

N~

Kapla~,

Lu,J. Alexander, T. Debiak,
M. Zisman.

Coincidence Studies for 4He and Heavy Products from
Reactions of 720 MeV 86Kr·with Au.

J. Miller, G.

Catchen, D. Logan, M. Rajagopalan, J. Alexander,
M. Kaplan, M•. Zisman.
I

2:45

58.

Monte Carlo Calculations as Compared to Experiments
for 4He Emission from Reactions of 720 MeV 86 Kr with
Au.

J. M. Miller, rL· Logan.

Intermission.
3: 10

59.

,
"
Format~on

d
an

D~cay

0

f 194 Hg a t "
H~g h

"t a to~on
Exc~

Energy.

J. Miller, D. Logan, G. Catchen, L. Kowalski,

.

M. McMahan, M. Rajagopalan, J. Alexander, M. Kaplan,
J. Ball, M. Zisman.
3:30 ~ 60.

Coi~cidence Studies of Heavy Fragments Fo~~ed in

Reactions of 720 MeV 86 Kr with AU.'

J. Miller, D. Logan,

L. Kowalski, G. Catchen, M. Rajagopalan, J. Alexander,
M. Kaplan, M. Zisman.
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Wednesday Afternoon,
3:50 - 61.

A, continued.

What is Limiting Complete Fusion between Complex

.

Nuclei?
4:40 - 62.

~ection

M. Lefort.

The Reaction of 48 Ca with Medium and Heavy Mass
Targets.

G. T. Seaborg, D. J. Morrissey, W. Love-

land, R. J. Otto, D. Lee.
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tute's guest apartment September 21-22 while I am in that city to
lecture at the Institute. I wrote Dr. Herrlander to accept the
invitation. I mailed the nominating letter for Sergei Polikanov for
the 1978 Tom W. Bonner Prize in Nuclear Physics to Gerald T. Garvey,
Argonne National Laboratory. I also wrote to V. Druin (Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Moscow) to thank him for information on
Polikanov.
At 4:00 p.m., I went up to the cafeteria to attend the reception
honoring Raymond Wakerling on his 35th anniversary of service to LBL.
Dick Diamond dropped in at 5:15 p.m. He has just returned from
his seven-month sabbatical in Australia and his subsequent fifteen-day
visit to The Peoples' Republic of China, on which he was accompanied
by his wife, Marian, daughter, Cathy (who speaks Chinese), and John
and Louise Rasmussen.
I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. Eric went to Marin. The
Marin Energy Examiner (newspaper) appeared today. He is the co-editor
and has worked on it off and on during the last month or two.
Friday, September 2, 1977 - Berkeley
I dictated several letters early this morning to: Sidney Passman
(UNESCO, Paris) to get an appointment with him during my upcoming
European trip; Leo Yaffe (McGill University, Montreal) regarding my
speech during their Soddy Centenary in November 1977; Robert H.
Maybury (UNESCO Regional Office of Science and Technology for Africa)
regarding the establishment of an international chemical society,
including reprints of articles on the subject of US/African cooperation; David Eckroth (John Wiley & Sons, Inc.) with corrections for
"Actinides and Transactinides;" Philip Powers (Purdue University)
regarding my acceptance to membership on the Council of New Directions; and John Willard (with copies of letters containing information
for the Met Lab history written in 1944 and 1945).
I spoke with Marian Reeve at 10:00 a.m. regarding the environmental impact report of the EBRPD. Sue Watson is drafting a letter for
me. Sue called me at 10:30 a.m.; Roger Reeve will stop by with the
draft letter today.
At 11:00 a.m., I went to room 204/70 to talk to Baisden about her
latest calculations of her data on actinide yields, then to room
203/70 to talk to otto and Morrissey about a possible paper we might
write corre+ating yields from the various kinds (quasi-elastic, deep
inelastic, complete fusion) of heavy ion reactions, then to room
209/70 to discuss with Williams her evidenc~ for the new isotope
242 Bk , from llB plus 235 U•
I had lunch with Pat Quinn. Roger Reeve came by at 1:30 p.m.
with the draft letter from Sue Watson. It was typed and mailed today.
At 2:00 p.m., Dave Templeton came by to pick up the extra gown I
got from Public Ceremonies for his use at the Uppsala SOOth Anniversary Convocation.
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At 3:00 p.m., I walked up to the HILAC Building to talk to Cindy
Lee (I gave her some souvenirs from the Field Museum--a ring and pen),
Sebesta and Nitschke.
At 4:00 p.m., Jerry Kent of EBRPD returned my call. He wants me
to attend the EBRPD Board meeting next Tuesday afternoon to speak for
the Land Use Development Plan for the Briones to Las Trampas Trail.
On this matter, I sent a letter to K. D. McCloskey, Chairman, Environmental Committee, EBMUD, regarding the "Final--Environmental Impact
Report on the Reclassification of the Temporary Emergency Distribution
Facilities in the Oakland-Berkeley Hill Area," expressing the views of
some of us in CUWA (attached). Copies were sent to Helen Burke, Roger
Reeve, Thomas Bowman, Joyce Burr, Susan Watson, Robert Witser and
Assemblyman Thomas Bates.
.
~
I was shocked to learn from Mrs. W. Q. Smith (when I placed a
call to "Q" to ask him a question regarding my Met Lab Section C-I
book), that "Q" had been seriously injured in an automobile accident.
He has been holding his own, and Mrs. Smith said that his vital signs
were good.
At 4:15 p.m., I-went to room 203/70 to confer with: otto and
Morrissey about o~B October bombardments at the SuperHILAC and the
revisions of our
Ca plus Pb.paper and progress on other papers; with
Thomas about his chemistry to separ~4g Am, Cm and trans Cm fractions
to look for new beta emitters from
Cm plus heavy ion bombardments;
with Baisden and Nishida about calculations and interpretations of
yields of Ac, Th, U and trans U isotopes from U plus various heavy
ions.
I took a hike at the Lafayette Reservoir.
and I had dinner in the kitchen.

Helen, Eric, Dianne

Saturday, September 3, 1977 - Lafayette - Brookdale
Helen and I had breakfast at home. With Helen at the wheel, we
left at 9:15 a.m. and drove, via Highways 680 and 17, to Los Gatos,
then via Saratoga to the parking lot of Castle Rock State Park on
Highway 35 (Skyline Drive). We hiked to Castle Rock and continued on
Castle Rock Trail to the waterfall platform (the waterfall,was dry),
then back to our car where we had our picnic lunch.
After lunch, we hiked on Castle Rock Trail to Castle Rock Camp,
then on a road up to Highway 35 and across, finally on Summit Rock
Trail (on Santa Clara County Park property) back to our starting
place. This loop hike was a total of about six miles. Across Highway
35 from the Castle Rock State Park parking area there are a number of
trails on Santa Clara County Park property. One of these is the
Skyline Trail running parallel to Highway 35. About 2 miles south,
Skyline Trail connects with Sanborn Trail which goes 3 miles down the
mountains to Sanborn Park (a county park). To reach Sanborn Park by
car, drive off Highway 9 on Sanborn Road; Sanborn Road comes into
Highway 9 just opposite Saratoga springs Resort which is about 1/3 the
way, on Highway 9, from Saratoga to Highway 35. After our hike, we
drove back to Highway 9, then on Highway 9 to Brookdale, where we
checked into Brookdale Lodge (Room 30).
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,

l'lr. K. D. HcCloskey

Chairman, Environmental Corr~ttee
P. o. Bo:x, 24055
Oakland, Califo.1;nia, 94623
Dear ·I:ir.

,~lcCloskey:

This letter is to acknovTledge the receipt of
t!1e docll.Ttlent'entitled;. IfFinal~- Envirorunental Impact
Report on t~e Reclassi£icatio~ of the'Ter:J.porary .,
Em.e.rgency Dist:ribut.ion Pacili ties in the OaklandBerkeley Hill· Area" by various ineW.ber grou~s of
,',
Citizens for Urban Wilderness Areas (CLHvA.).
_ At this time, l,qe have met once on the subj ect
of this Re:;?ort and shall me-e'c several !nore times for
cons:llta'!:io:l ~;ith ourselves and \.;itb. others before
·,your scheduled ·hearing date.
v'~e are grav'ely concerned over the procedural
irregularities and' the' substa':::ltive errors·, and inconsistencies contained in your documents entitled
"Draft" ~nd ~:f,inal It.,
., ~
\'

.;
CUWA and its member'organizations expect to
be ~in further correspondence vli th you before; the
hearing'date,:and shall speak at'the hearing.
,,
,

-

,
~

'.

.'

~

Glenn T. Seaborg
cc:

Mr'. John Harnett i General 1-1anager, :CB!-1uD
!-Ir. C. R. Hitchcock, Presi·lent, Board of
Director.s, EB~roD
.'
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We had dinner in the Lodge Coffee Shop - a very reasonably priced
meal. After dinner, I dictated to Helen the text for my talk "John E.
Willard - Pioneer Nuclear Chemist" to meet the request of Professor Yu
of the Department of Chemistry, University of Wisconsin.
Sunday, September 4, 1977 - Brookdale, Santa Cruz Mountains
Helen and I had breakfast in the Brookdale Lodge Coffee Shop,
then drove on Highways 9 and 236 to Big Basin Redwoods State Park.
Here we hiked on Howard King Trail (about 6 miles including a good
climb and several portions of the hike on the Hihn Hammond Road) on to
Lower Berry Creek Falls (which had a good flow of water).
McAbee
Mountain Overlook (also called Carl I. Wheat Overlook) on the Hihn
Hammond Road includes a view of the Pacific Ocean at the place where
Spanish explorer Portola camped in 1769 (and was the first European to
look up the Redwood-studded watershed).
We had our backpack lunch at Lower Berry Creek Falls, then hiked
on the Berry Creek Falls Trail about 5 miles, back to our starting
point at the parking lot. Helen bought some redwood bowls, etc., for
use as gifts.
'
We drove back to Brookdale and managed again to find lodging at
Brookdale Lodge (this time in Room 33). We again had dinner in the
Lodge Coffee Shop. We spent the evening reading in our room. We had
to rearrange the furniture in order to find adequate light from the
single lamp.
[Today's Contra Costa Times carried the articles on me written by Tom
Martens (copy attached).]
Monday, September 5, 1977 - Brookdale, Santa Cruz Mountains
We had breakfast in the Lodge Coffee Shop; this is in a room
adjoining the Lodge Dining Room.
We drove south on Highway 9 to Felton to Henry Cowell Redwoods
State Park. Starting at park headquarters, we first made the one-mile
marked tour of Redwood Grove; this gives a very interesting and
worthwhile view of a large assortment of redwood trees and other
natural growth.
Next, we hiked on the River Trail (and Pipe Line Road), Eagle
Creek Trail, North Powder Mill Trail and Ridge Trail to Observation
Deck (which afforded a 360 0 view of surrounding territory). We then
continued on Ridge Trail, then Rincon Trail to Cathedral Redwoods,
where we ate our back pack lunch. We then continued on down Rincon
Trail nearly as far as Big Rock Hole. (There is a parking area on
Highway 9 near here which would provide a good starting point for a
hike on Rincon Trail, connecting to other trails.)
We then turned back, hiked on Rincon Trail, a service road, River
Trail and Pipe Line Road, through Redwood Grove, back to our starting
point. We hiked a total of 6 or 7 miles.

L~fayette's
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:-::_--There Is an Energy (:.risis,
- -. By

ToM MARTENS
:': Dr•. GIeIll;l'Seaborg of Lafayette,
·th~.l$o~I·L~~ate whO co - Qiscovered·plutOnium·in the early 1940S re;:inatns; at 6~""a '1?usy researclie:r,
· ·_~~~er.~d·spe~er.... ' . .' .
.: He ~as '9ack mJh~·n~~s agam re-.
; -.cenlly. whep. W~~l}. ~.C:, n~ws: pa~e~~ !,epoi1~d 1Dlssmg uraDlum
: d~.his.U:n~, unda;-theKennedy
· administration, as :chamnan of the.
· rio)V .~~ct:Ato~c'!tnergy €o~:..

. -;-.!ENERGY CRISIS: President: range' impact .on onr nnclear
catter based on a Central Intern. research?
.. '.
'genceAgencyreport,haSproelaimed
. "I g~nerally agree with Carter's
:<aD'energy cnsis and declared war on stand on nuclear po.Wer," said SeaiH.~et-arepOrtbystanfordReseaI'ch. bol,'g, who was pro· nuclear power
~te;and a study by United ·Na~. during his AEC tenure, "aQcl I don't
tioual both ~y the problem is·iri·~d.; think· that slowing down the breeder
.~.-e~.ener~ ~nrces. ~·~~.re. program a year,· two"" or three will
:iea1Iyan"energr.cnslS?·
.'
I havemuch~ffectonresearch."
:~... :..'*T~ere d~~~ly is an energy cri-· ;. Bret!der reactors use enriched ui-:
sis ',In the immediate future the coun- anium as fuel, producing radioactive
tr..i:~ust slow fro~ the !!urrent four plutonium which is recycled through
DllSSlOn. ':: '. '.
.' . ,
:P$'·cent annual.energy use growth to the reactor. Current reactors use urDes,:ribedby·his ~e, Helen, as an :two per cent.
amum only once.
early nser who:works 14.-Pours a ~ay, . '; ~!The age of cheap energy is gone,"
.Compared to present reactors
Seab~rg .add?:,ess~d ~he American. 'he ·said. "We. will simply never ~ though, flie breeder would still pro~
Cheml(~aI;soClety m Pittsburgh"Pa .
.-' '" .,'\
I to .
hi h' uld
· ·in late.AUgUst. This month he will
abl~ ~~ take energy for granted, uce more I?lU mum, w c wo
· to SWeden.as keynote speaker at Up- I agam.
'"
....
.' . ha~e to be dispos~.,
,
.
. >.sala UmveJ.'Sity's 51lO-year anniversa- ..' Seaborg ~ald sCIentists are stu!!y.Carter has saId, g~ slow, and not
· -: ry•. : . :--.
'. mg. sep.arating p.ydrogen from wa~r, m~e any more p!utomum," Sel!borg
': ~ A speaking tour·taking him to Par- which c~uld be used.to power genera-' ·s!lld. "He's wo~ed about prolifera·
:;is, Brussels and other .European cit- tors, drive automobiles and for other tion oftb:e p:ta~naI. He wanted to use
:res' 'win~follow the Sweden energy-related ,!ses.
. ' . that deCISIon as a model for the rest
· ;e~agement"
'''Hydrogen mIght be the substitute of the world to follow, but some coun.: ~ ~'Vihen I, travel, I l.iD.e up all the for natural gas,'~ he s~id.
.tries must continue (wit~ br~eder
'speeches'end"to end· so tliere's' no ' .• SOLAR:ENERGY: Seaborgsaid .resear~h).
: :wast~ tim~." he said iIi a re~ent in- -there are two aspects of s!Jlar energy
-:terview. "I.always-try to carry a full . that· must be developed ~ the 'next
: .~aching l~ad and consider my stu-. deca.de - the us~ of sol~ en~rgy for
> :derits fitSt whe~ traveling.~'
_.. :
heating and cooling.
.
::: : ~IW~, '\yh.)"'w~sc~ancellorofthe '''It's going to take a10tofresearch,
~~Up1~ersltY of CaIiforma at Berkeley but scientists ,must keep the' energy
'from August, .1959, to January, 1971, balance. in mind at all times. You'
.is_~ enthqsiastic outdoorsman, fo:ot- must know whether the cost of using
· .ballfan~a.cons~rvationist.
"energy to pump water through the
.; 'As chairman of Citizens for Urban system offsets the ·gain 'from solar
:Wiliiemess Areas, Seaborg said he is energy." .
- :.:exc;.ited about.develoPlD:ent !>f !in
• NUCLEAR POWER: President
,:E~t Bay ~gIonal Parks PlStriCt Carter has withdrawn support for
, :.tran that will !orm' an ~mile lQOp breeder reactor research at Clynch
· .thJ'~Jlgh .th-= hlll~ o! Contra Costa River, Va.·Will this decision, if sop· ,County, linking eXISting parks. . ' ported by Congress have any long · ~ ..He often spends weekends walking
"
: aloiIg .East Bay Parks trails with
· .friends.
.
· ... .'~ hope to see the day when ~ers
·can walk along·the park-trails m two
· ·o~' tQree day trips," he said. "Per· . haps there will even be hostels · .some sort of overnight rest and
· 'camping areas - along the way."
'. .Seaborg, who helped write the East
:BayParkS' 2O-year master pl,!n, was
· . referring' to' plans to establiSh the
· -'}Golden .LoQp" hiking trail connect· ._~ WIldcat Canyon Park (adjacent
· to Tilden 'Park)" Briones' 'Regional
; :P.ar~ Mt. Diablo State Park, Las
: ~mp~ Regional Wilderness Cha· ~bot ~egIona:I Park, a section of East
· ~'~ay, hills, Redwood Regional Park
- : anil Sibley Regiona:I Preserve.
:---: Ifhe park district's board of direc:-:to~:Will decide on funding for the
· ·;first'part of the trail...!... ~riones to Las
: .Trampas-on Tuesday. '.
: ,Seaborg alSo touched on the follow: -int.subjects: .
.

fly .:

I
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Says .Nobel Laureate
.'
"On the Manhattan Project, sciene' NEUTRON BOMB: President
tists were concerned with developin~ Jimmy' Carter, who' endorsed rethe bomb before Hitler in Germany, Se:t.Nti on the neutron bomb as a ~.
where the atom was discovered." sible weapon to repel a Russian
Seaborg worked with 12 other scien- . attack in West Germany, has been
tists in developing the atom bomb subjecUo severe European pressure
~d said he signed a pact in June, because of the decision. Is such a
1!J45, which asked President Harry bomb a significantly new weapon? : ~
Truman to test the
on an
d bomb
trate
. unpo"Not really~". Seaborg' said:
pulated area to emons
Its pow- "Research has oeen going on willi,
. er:
.these kinds .of weapons' for som~
'~But our suggestion was not actime.' The cUITEint direction (in ~
cepted," Sea borg recalled. "The search) is to produce a bomb with:
world won!d have been better off, I minimum blast and maximum ne~:"
suspect, WIthout the ato!D bomb.. but tron production.
now w~ must work for mternational
"Others it seems (referring to op-·
control of nuclear weapons.
ponents of the neutron bomb), "for
"Gettin~ all ~ountries t.o sign the some reason want· a little blast along
!l0n - proIiferat}on treaty IS daIl!-ned with their neutrons. I think the weapImp<!rtant In,~ls age when war IS ~o on would work as a tactical weapon
unthinkable.,
because it leaves the remaining
Seaborg n~ted that even though structures free of radiation after a
many countries have nuclear power
.
"Oh, I'm a little more. optimistic plants - and the capability of mak- relatively short period."
The neutron bomb, a low - yield
than those people '(doomsday crit... ing atom bombs - none have useq
atom bomb, is desimted to explode
ics). I think we're going to survive," plutonium for weapons.
aooveJhe ground at a'target and kill
Seaborg said.
'
Plutonium can only be produced in- people, le~vingbuildings untouched.
. a research reactor
a'by - prod;:
• CURRENT RESEARCH: What
uct of a power plant.
_-, research are YOD doing now? "
.
"India's bomb was made With eli.
"I'm currently working on an inriched U-235 using a Canadian
ternational chemical organization,
search reactor," Seaborgsaid. ''That sort of a group of elite chemists, to set
was possible because nuclear agree- up a mechanism of exchanging informents were not tight enough."
mation," he said.
e MISSING URANIUM: You've . ''In Warsaw, the idea was favorabeen qDOted as 'sayin'g that uranium bly accepted. At the (Lawrence
coold have been missing during the Berkeley) lab, we are experimenting
19605. Any change in that position?
with finding more heavY elements.
"There has always been a problem We are trying to find whether some
in monitoring nuclear fuel pJ;"oduction have a half - life long enough to be
because of the mechanics of the pro- declared elements."
duction process," Seaborg said, addIn the future, 'Seaborg said he exing that a certain amount of loss of ~tl? to see great advances in th~ ~e
uranium during the enrichment pro- of computers as a research aid m
cess is alw~ys experienced."
bipchemistry. He believes· the study
Referring to the month - old report of molecular and cellular structures,
of missing fuel from a Hanfor~, a!ded by com~ay lead to the
Conn., processing plant, Seaborg said creation of life, elimination ofdisea$e
the uranium unaccouit'ted for was and 'the development 'of artificial
probably due to administrative error. eyes, eais and hearts.
'
"To liijack enough material for a
bomb, you would have to spend an
entire day working your way through
locks," he said. "The material is
guarded better than Brinks. There
are' always reports about uranium
going to Israel. I can't imagine what
Israel is doing with all that uranium.
"Why, they don't even have the
capability to store the 100 tons of nuclear material that is supposed to be
there."

e NUcLEAR FUSION POWER:
How far off is fusion power?
(Nuclearfusionpowerresultsfrom
creating heat by joiping, rather·than
splitting, radioa'ctive elements like
deuterium and tritium. Like current
nuclear power plan~, the heat is converted to steam,. wl;iich 11lDS ,generat ors •
'. '
" 'm not sure' whether fusion nuclear energy is possible at all,"-Seaborg said. "And certainly, at the
outside it will be a minimum Of 30
. years before anyone will approach
generating electricity.
.
"We are plainly just a long way off
on fusion."
eNUCLEARWEAPONRY:Newspapers are repO~ that South Africa is about to join some 30 coantries
in producing an atom bomb. Are we
heading for a 'nuclear doomsday?
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A~'~ge 65; Dr. Glenn Seaborg, the Nobel Laureate who co-dJsco~ered plutonhmi, r~~alns a busy researcher, teacher and speaker. He resides In Lafayette with his wife, H~len.
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·Seaborg·: His. Credits ·Are Many
Glerin T. Seaborg was born April California at Los Angeles in 1934 and
19,1912, in the iron mining city of Ish- was awarded a Ph.D. in chemistry
peming, Mich., the son of a machin~ from the University of California at
1st.
. .. Berkeley In 1937.
.
His accomplishments fIll10 'lriches'
_ lit 1940-41 seabor~' co-discovof double-column print in the Ency,
clopedla Britanica and eight inches ered plutonium and the f rst 10 heavier-than-uranium elements on the
of squinty-sized print In the 1976 edl· periodic chemical chart.
tlon of Who's Who.
.
Here Is a partial biography:
- During World War II he headed
- He received an A.B. degree In a research group that resulted in a
chemistry from the University of chemical process for making pluton-

lum In the super-secret Manhattan
Project, whlcli resulted In the first
atom bomb.
.
- In 1951 he was awarded the ;N'o::
bel ·Prize for chemistry with· E.M.
McMillan for work. with transuranlum elements.
- He served as chancellor of the
Berkeley campus from 1958 to 1961. ,
- Appointed by President John F.
Kenneay, he served as chairman of

the now-defunct Atomic Energy
Commission f\,om 1961 to 1971.
- Since 1971: he has worked as asslstaht: dlr~,(fto't' of the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, teaches chemIstry In Berkeley. 'and has helped
wifte,:.-the' 20-year master plan for
East- Jjlty Regional Park District.
He lives In Lafayette with his wife,
Helen. The Seaborgs have six children, most of whom are interested in
biological ~clences· and conservation.
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We then went into the Gift Shoppe where Helen bought a number of
redwood candlestick holders, vases, etc., trivet with embedded abalone
shells, a descriptive brochure on redwood trees, etc., for use as
gifts (such as on my forthcoming visit to Sweden). There is also a
snack bar here (like the one at Muir Woods).
We then drove back to Felton, drove about a half-mile east in the
Felton-Empire Grade Road to the parking lot for the Fall Creek Unit of
the Henry Cowell Redwoods State Park. We hiked in about a third of a
mile to the Fall Creek North Fork Trail, which leads to other trails.
This is an interesting undeveloped unit (no buildings at the dirt
parking lot), and the trails appear to be relatively level.
We left for home (with Helen still at the wheel) a little before
4:00 p.m. We drove on Mt. Herman Road (passing the region of the
Lutheran Camp where Lynne spent a week in about 1959), then on Highway
17 (passing Santa's Village, where we took the kids when we came down
to pick up Lynne). We continued on home on Highways 680 and 24,
arriving at 5: 30 p.m. '/
Eric and I hiked up Monticello Road, the water tank road and the
road on Percy Jennings property up toward Lafayette Ridge so he could
take some pictures of chaparral, trees, grass, etc., some including me
as a hiker, for 'use in his article on the Golden Loop Trail.
Helen, Eric, Dianne and I had a waffle supper on our patio. I
read the final Environmental Impact Report "Briones to Las Trampas" in
preparation for tomorrow's EBRPD Board meeting.
Tuesday, September 6, 1977 - Berkeley
I made telephone calls regarding information for my Met Lab
Section C-I history to: Roy Howard Beaton, Don Stewart (regarding
Helen Peterson), Bernard Abraham (also regarding Helen Peterson) and
Merlin Peterson (regarding his home address in 1943). I also talked
with Alan Pasternak regarding his upcoming talk before the uc Berkeley
Foundation at the Lawrence Hall of, Science.
I sent St. Mary's Church in Oak Ridge a copy of my book, Nuclear
Milestones (autographed) to be auctioned off at the '!Fall Festival."
My correspondence today included a letter to Harrison Brown in
reply to his request for me to make comments on his book. I said that
I would not have time to do this until October (because of my Europe
trip) but that I would be most happy to make some comments. I also
wrote A. M. Dowden in regard to two changes in my manuscript on the
trans uranium elements. I sent copies of my talk, "Knowledge and
Survival," which I will present at the 5th Centenary Celebration of
Uppsala University on September 31, 1977, to Torgny Segerstedt at
Uppsala and Michael Heylin at the ACS.
At 9:05 a.m., I spoke with Hyuk Yu at the University of Wisconsin
regarding my speech at the John Willard Symposium. He requested a
copy of the text for publication in the alumni quarterly magazine.
Although I did not have a prepared speech, I agreed to put something
together and send it to him with pictures of the slides I used.
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Tuesday, September 6, 1977 (con't)
I wrote to Frederick Seitz (President, Rockefeller University) a
note explaining that I believe the formation of a Council on Science
and Technology for Development is a good idea and gave him infdrmation
about an international chemical society.
I attended the scheduling meeting for the 88" cyclotron in the
Building 88 Conference Room from 10:30-11:00 a.m. Since the cyclotron
had a water flooding accident last week, the users were II-scheduled
for the next period
williams was scheduled for 69-Mev
B plus U (to
look for and study 242 Bk) for the day shift on Monday, September 12.
I went by room 203/70 to talk to otto and Morrissey about the
papers we are writing, my slides for my GSI and Marburg talks on
September 14, 15, etc. I also discussed with Baisden some slides for
these talks.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Otto, Morrissey, de SaintSimon and Nitschke. We compared notes on Bay Area hiking (including
Santa Cruz mountains), sailing on lakes and bay, other sports, etc.
I left the office a little before 3:30 p.m. to join Eric in front
of International House and he drove us to the Hayward City Hall (22300
Foothill Blvd.) where we attended the regular meeting of the EBRPD
Board in the Hayward City Council chambers. We were interested in the
agenda item concerned with the adoption of the Land Use Development
Plan and Environmental Impact Report for the Briones to Las Trampas
trail. All seven Board members were present--John Leavitt (Chairman),
William Jardin, Howard Cogswell, Paul Badger, Mary Jefferds, Harlan
Kessel and Walter Costa.
Bill Gries made the presentation for this agenda item after which
its adoption was immediately moved by Costa and seconded by Badger.
Costa then made some remarks in support of his motion. This was
followed by a slide presentation by Jana Olson, showing many pictures
of the whole route including alternate routes. Chairman Leavitt then
took note of my presence and asked if I had any comments. I came
forward and spoke in support of the resolution. I described my interest over the last six years in this project, my participation in.many
field trips with EBRPD staff and with the Lafayette-Moraga Trails
Committee, indicated that approval of this section would close and
complete the golden loop trail and said that, although I have had some
different ideas as to the best route, I have corne to the view that the
staff has corne up with the best overall route.
Following this, David W. Long, representing horne owners on 4th
Street, spoke in opposition to the trail, followed by G_ T. Duffy,
owner of the property at the top of Elizabeth Street who also spoke in
opposition to the trail going through his property and suggested
alternate routes such as going through the Gelhaus property.
This was followed by effective down-to-earth pithy remarks by Ken
Brown, owner of property over which the trail would pass, strongly in
favor of the trail and decrying the number of people with negative
attitudes that have moved into Lafayette. Following this, Jeff Davis,
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who was a schoolmate of some of my children and_is now an Oakland
fireman, spoke in opposition to the trail in a rather long and tedious
presentation that included suggestions of alternate routes, such as
using the north side of Deer Hill Road, which did not seem very
feasible. This was followed by remarks by Norm Sims, Kay Petersen and
Lee pfautch strongly in favor of the trail. Pfautch made the suggestion of a one sentence addition to the Environmental Impact Report
which would promise to have attention given to the maintenance of
environmental qualities of private lands near which the trail would
go. Donn Black, attorney for EBRPD, then suggested an addition to the
resolution,: 'introducing some flexibility in the exact route of the
trail. Following tnis, the resolution was adopted unanimously by a
7-0 vote.
The meeting adjourned shortly thereafter. I pointed out to Jana
Olson, Wally Costa, Hulet Horribeck, Jerry Kent and Paul Badger the
desirability of a connection from the water tank road at the end of
Monticello Avenue either through the Percy Jennings property or the
panhandle to- ,the west to the -Lafayette Ridge trail. This would make
the trail accessible to all the people in Happy Valley Glen and
environs. - Olson will look into this. Badger seemed especially interested and wants me to bring it to his attention later.
- Eric and I then drove horne, arriving about 6:30 p.m. Helen,
Dianne, Eric and I had dinner on our patio. It was a warm evening,
following a warm day.
Wednesday; September 7, 1977 - Berkeley'
My correspondence today included a letter accompanied by a
contribution to the Santa Cruz Mountain Trail Association and a
congratulatory letter to Principal George W. Keatley of the Princeton
High School in Princeton, West Virginia for receiving the annual
Bellamy Flag award.
At 10:00 a.m~, I received a telephone call from David Cristwell,
Executive Director of the Lunar Space Center Proposal Panel in Houston, Texas. He inquired if I would review a proposal by Ed Anders
regarding superheavy element origin. I agreed to do it in October
(because of my trip to Europe).
We held tlie regular biweekly-luncheon meeting of SHEIKS in my
office. Present were Ghiorso, Nitschke, Thomas, Nishida, Nurmia,
Baisden, Marsh, Gottstein, Morrissey, Diana Lee, Cynthia Lee'lIashita,
2~50' de Saint-Simon and Williams.
Williams reported on her
B plus
U bO~~2dment which2~Iems to have yielded an 18-minute electron
capture
Bk (and/or ,Bk). Marsh re£~rted on2fris computer work on
the fireball model heavy residues from
C (and
Ne) Bevalac bombardments of U, P, Au and Ta. Morrissey reported on Diana Lee's and his
work on the new computer terminal for gamma ray 'fitting and Baisden on
her summary of data on actinide yields from heavy ion bombardments of
heavy targets.
otto came by at 3:00 p.m. to inform me that he would like to seek
permanent employment' at LBL. I made several suggestions where he
might apply.
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I had to decline an invitation from Lt. General H. C. Donnelly
(Ret.), of Presbyterian Hospital Center Foundation in Albuquerque, to
attend their ninth annual awards dinner to take place when I am in
Europe.
I made calls regarding the high intensity uranium beam facility
line item to James Kane (Division of Physical Research in ERDA) and
Michael Crisp (Senator Howard H. Baker, Jr.'s office).
Lars Ortgrem (Swedish Embassy, Washington, D.C.) called to
inquire about the possibility of my giving a talk at the Royal Academy
of Engineering Sciences in Stockholm during my stay there September
22-30. We agreed that I would speak on Thursday afternoon, September
22, and my topic is to be "Energy and The Environment."
I went by room 203/70 at 5:00 p.m. to talk to Otto, Morrissey and
Thomas about their work.
Eric came by, having spent some time at the UC library referencing his Hetch Hetchy article, rode home with me, stopping en route for
a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. Helen, Dianne, Eric and I had dinner
in the patio.
I called Ken Brown to check on Reid Laitner as a possible realtor
to handle our (Seaborg-Segre) Orinda land. He gave no adverse comments. He is torn between selling his land to EBRPD for a low offer
and selling through Reid Laitner for an offer more than twice as
great; he hopes I can help him get a more equitable offer from EBRPD.
I then called Emilio Segre to suggested we go ahead with an agreement
with Laitner.
Eric showed us his slides taken at Las Trampas. Steve called
from San Diego. He likes his apartment and finds his school work not
too difficult but voluminous.
Thursday, September 8, 1977 - Berkeley
Carolyne Gottstein dropped in to ask me if I would serve as a
reference for graduate school (UCLA, UCSD, etc.); I agreed to do so.
Andrew Sessler came by at 9:00 a.m. and we discussed plans for
the visit of the Prince of Wales on October 28th. LBL will have a
35-minute spot in the afternoon to describe our work on energy and
environmental research. Speakers will include Bob Budnitz, Paul
Witherspoon, Art Rosenfeld and Jack Hollander. Andy told me that Jack
will return to LBL next month to be one-half time associate director
for planning and one-half time on energy policy work.
Ken Hulet called to say that N. B. Mikheev will be here today and
asked if I could find office space for him. I said that I probably
could find space in 203/70.
I wrote to A. M. Dowden regarding Flerov's refusal to sign
permission forms covering his articles for the Benchmark volume.
(This refusal affects articles 31 and 32 only since his and Zvara's
other articles predate 1973.)
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I also wrote to F. C. Gallais (Centre National De La Recherche
Scientifique in Toulouse, France) about meeting with him and Professor
Horeau while I am in Paris.
Paul Lochak called from Paris to confirm some of our plans for
the trip. He asked me to contact George Mil~y and ask about areas of
progress made by Geomet during the year. (I tried to reach Milly
today but he was on a field trip in Colorado.)
I had lunch at the table outside the lower level of the cafeteria
with Norman Edelstein, Jerry Bucher, Rodney-Banks, Bob Silva, Fred
Weidl, Alex Avdeef, Allan Zalkin, Dave Morrissey and Michel de SaintSimon.
After lunch, I talked with Jane Kingston about her future program
with me. This will be half-time after October 1, probably working on
some writing project covering my AEC days. She is disappointed~that
she did not get the position at the Exploratoriurn.
At 4: 00 -p.m., I went over to see,_ Otto to discussSour paper, in
preparation, on the search for SHE from 13 6Xe plus l3 U.
I ran into Neil Bartlett and invited him to accept membership on
the US-France_IAC subcommittee on a cooperative program in solid
state, which he accepted. I asked if he ha~ written Professor Glemser
(in Gottingen) about theICS (he hasn't but will do so tonight).
I wrote a letter to Robert Fox regarding representation on the
Science Commission_for the Joint Board-Council Committee on the International Activities Committee. I sent ,a list of suggested names for
appointment as the representative.
I spoke with Terry Simkin in Engineering here at LBL regarding
material for my talk to the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering
Sciences in Stockholm which is comi~g up.
I took a hike at the Lafayette Reservoir. Eric and I had a quick
dinner in the kitchen, preparatory to the party Helen is giving this
evening for Lee and Iz Perlman and many of our mutual Lafayette
friends. Dianne ate a few minutes later.
Present for dessert,~ coffee, tea and lemonade were Iz and Lee
Perlman, Victor and Annamary Peery, Albert and Marjorie Alexander,
Parker and Dorothy Haydon, Marty and Jane Duffy, John and Kay Bauer,
John and Maryann Gilcrest, Harold and Mary Paige, Yehuda and Cathy
Sherman and daughters, Yehudit and Tammy, Eric, Dianne, Helen and I.
Iz and Lee stayed on a while after the others left; they will leave
for their return to Israel about October 1, so I won't see them again
during this visit.
Friday, September 9, 1977 - Berkeley
At 9:25 a.m., I talked with Gordon Bixler on the telephone
regarding several items of International Activities Committee business
(subcommittee on ICS, 1979 meeting of Chemical Society Presidents,
etc.). I also'talked with George Milly who returned my call of
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Friday, September 9, 1977 (con't)
yesterday. Rodney Hader and I spoke on the phone regarding nominations for the National Science Foundation Board and I suggested Neil
Bartlett and Melvin Calvin as new members_. Shortly thereafter, Ben
Loeb and I talked about our book on the limited test ban treaty. ·He
has two readers lined up to go over our material. Later in the
morning, I met with Candy Voelker and gave her material on the manuscript. I explained the rough draft nature of the material which she
will pass on to Little, Brown & Company. She suggested that I should
meet Milton Johnson, San Francisco representative of Little, Brown &
Company when I return from Europe.
Pat Quinn called Lars Ortgrem at the Swedish Embassy in Washington to accept their invitation to speak to the Royal Academy of
Engineering Sciences (September 22) and made further arrangements for
my visit with them.
At 11:00 a.m., Reid Laitner brought in the two agreements ("exclusive right to sell") for our orinda property. These agreements are
for a period of six months. One agreement is joint with Emilio Segre
for the fifty-one-acre parcel and the other agreement is joint with
Helen Seaberg for the two-acre parcel. He then went to our horne in
Lafayette to have Helen sign the second agreement. We had discussed a
couple of matters dealing with the property over the telephone last
night. We agreed that the road that runs through the property should
be moved to allow a better division of the property; we also agreed we
could add the two-acre parcel in the NW corner of the property to fill
out the offering to 10 acres.
Earl Bolton called to request that I grant an interview to his
firm, which has a contract with IBM to do a study involving interviews
with twenty-five distinguished scientists. I said that I would do
this and will wait to hear from eastern offices of Booz, Allen &
Hamilton.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Thomas, Morrissey and de SaintSimon, who wi!O be finished with his draft of the iodine isotopes
yield paper ( Ar plus U) next week. Both Morriss~S and I h~Og heard
from Walter Loveland. He wants to try to get our
Ca plus
Pb
paper published in Physical Review Letters despite Gove's rejection.
I talked to Frank Oppenheimer about a possible position for Jane
Kingston at the Exploratoriurn.
I arranged to have Matti Nurmia put on my budget for 10% of his
time (the remainder, 50%, he will be on Al Ghiorso's budget) for FY78.
At 3:00 p.m., I met with Barbara Jacak, my student assistant for
the Freshman Cluster Group. She will meet with the group,the week of
September 19th and I will meet with them for the first time on October
4. Since she is interested in doing research with me later (she is
beginning her junior year), I took her around to meet Morrissey (who
was her TA in Chern 1A), Otto, Gottstein, de Saint-Simon and Marsh.

------
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I wrote to the Minister of Foreign Affairs in Prague, Czechoslovakia on behalf of Professor Drahoslav Lim at the suggestion of Philip
Handler (NAS) and Jesse Hwa (copy attached). I also wrote to Senator
Sam Hayakawa and Representative Barry M. Goldwater, Jr. to urge their
support for ou~ high intensity uranium beam facility budget item
(copies attached). I answered an inquiry from Vitalii Goldanskii,
saying that I would very much appreciate receiving an updated list of
his selected papers including a self-survey article and suggesting
means by which he might attend the Welch Conference in November 1977.
I then wrote to Pat Walsh (ANL) to ask her help in identifying
some old photographs for my Met Lab Section C-I history.
, _ Norman Glendenning asked if I would serve as a reference for a
Guggenheim Fellowship for him and I said that I would be happy to do
so and would send-a.strong letter of 'support.
Sheila called at 5:00 p.m.

She is enjoying her new job.

I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. Helen; Eric, Dianne and I
had dinner 'in the kitchen. I then read-proof on the index of Volume
III of Travels in the New World and on the typed version of my article
"John E. Willard - Pioneer Nuclear Chemist."
Saturday, September 10, 1977 --Lafayette.
Helen, Eric and I visited our land in Orinda, then drove to
Redwood Regional Park. We 'hiked Orchard, French and Stream Trails (a
loop) and took a 20-roll of Olympus and half a 36-roll of Nikon color
slide pictures, including various combinations of the three of us, for
possible use by Eric in his article on the Golden Loop Trail for
Backpacker Magazine. We then drove to Tilden Park, eating our lunch
en route and hiked on the Skyline National Recreation Trail, where we
took more pictures with the Olympus and Nikon cameras. It was quite
foggy, which mayor may not have led to good pictures. We returned
home at 4:00 p.m. Eric, with the Nikon, and I, with the Olympus, took
-pictures of Adolph Eriksson's (my grandfather) medal, awarded him in
1900 for his more than 25-years work with the Grangesberg Iron Mine.
I am going to give the medal.to Uncle Karl Adolfsson (my mother's
brother) when I visit him in Kopparberg later this month, at his
request. (Mother had bequea~hed the medal to_our son Stephen but we
are acceding to Karl's request.)
Sheila Saxby dropped by at 6:00 p.m. and spent an hour with Helen
and me over coffee, tea and cake. She was on her way to have dinner
with Beverly Liss in her apartment at-Rossmoor.o' Sheila is enjoying
her new job.
.
Helen, Dianne, Eric and I had dinner in the kitchen. In the
evening, I worked on the final draft of our paper "Recoil Range
Distributions of Heavy Mass -Products in Deep Inelastic Reactions with
Gold and Uranium Targets"l~gda draf gf "Search for Superheavy
Elements P~oduced in the 13*e plus
U React~onandAn Upper Limit
Cross SectJ.on for the Gd (
Xe"X) 212 Pb ReactJ.on."

z3
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200 Lim, D.
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September 9, 1977

Minister of Foreign Affairs
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Prague, Czechoslovakia
E.."'Ccellency:
I am writing on behalf of Professor Drahoslav Lim
because I a~ concerned about him and his fa~ily. I have
learned from mutual friends about his stay at Stanford
University as a visiting scholar and professor during the
years 1971-74 and his excellent research per~orP.4nce.

These friends have told me Professor Lim has not
been able to find employment to carryon his scientific
research activities in Czechoslovakia. This is verv
surpr~s1ng in view of the fact that he has an outstanding
reputation in the field of ~acromolecu1ar Chemistry and
especially in the bionedical aspects of this field.
Professor Lim has been offered research aD~oint~ents
in the United states. ! strongly urge that he he"allowed
to leave Czechoslovakia to accept such employment. A man
't'lith hi::; unusual ability should be in a position to contribute
through his research to the overall benefit of r.1ankind.
Sincerely,

Glenn T. Seaborq
Professor of Chemistry
and Nobel Laureate

GTS/scd
cc:

bce:

Mr. John-C. Kornblum, U. s. Representative to
Belgrade Conference on Human Rights
Professor Paul J. Flory
Dr. Philip Handler, NAS
Hr. J. C. H. Hwa

-------
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Extension 5661, 5670
September 9, 1977
The Honorable Sam Hayakawa
United States Senate
6221 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator !Iayakawa:
I would like to draw your attention to a matter of
great importance to our research in nuclear physics and
chemistry ate Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.

The FY'7S President's Budget for ERDA's Basic Sciences:
Nuclear Physics Program requested $6,000,000 for construction
of a High Intensity uranium Beams project at LB~. I enclose a
copy of the relevant part of the .ERDA budget submission. The
project was authorized by the nouse and Senate but to our great
disappointment, no funds were appropriated for FY t78.It is
my understanding that-failure to appropriate was done nwithout
prejudice."
Nuclear research with heavy ions is a field in which
Our position is now threatened by
~~e-existence of a much more modern accelerator in Germany
and by projects on the drawing boards in Germany, Japan, France
and the aSSR. This comes at a time when- new and exciting
\' scientific ideas are waiting to be tested with the improved
facilities that ~~e Uranium Beams project would make available
to u.s. sci~~ce. Some flavor of the fascinating new possibilities comes through in the enclosed note by Dr. Bernard Harvey,
Head of the LBL Nuclear Science Division. It is my own judgment
that an early start on the Uranium Beams project is vitally
important to maintaining momentum in this vital research field.
LBL has led the world.

I have spoken to Senator Howard Baker about this and
he llas an interest in reinstating ~~is project in a Oepart~~nt
of Energy supplementary budget request for FY '78.
Dr. Harvey or I would be happy to assist you or your
staff in any way ~~t you would find useful.
Sincerely yours,

Glenn T. Seaberg
Enclosures

500 Nuc. Sci Budget
200 Goldwater, B.
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Extension 5661, 5670
September 9, 1977
The Honorable Barry M~lGoldwater, Jr.
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Mr. Goldwater:
I would like to draw your attention to a matter of
great importance to our research in nuclear physics and
chemistry at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
~he FY'78 President's Budget for ERDA's Basic Sciences:
Nuclear Physics Program reques.ted $6,000,000 for construction
of a High Intensity Uranium Beams project at LBL. I enclose a
copy of the relevant part of the ERDA budget submission. The
project was authorized by the House and senate but to our great
disappointment, no funds were appropriated for FY '78. It is
my understanding that failure to appropriate was done nwithout
prejudice. It

Nuclear research with heavy ions is a field in which
LBL has led ~~e world. Our position is now threatened by
the existence of a much more modern accelerator in Germany
and by projects on the drawing boards in Germany, Japan, France
and the USSR. This comes at a time when new and exciting
scientific ideas are waiting to be tested wi~~ the improved
facilities that the Uranium Beams project would make available
to u.S. science. Some flavor oftne fascinating new possibilities comes through in the enclosed note by Dr. Bernard Harvey,
Head of the LBL !~uclear Science Division. It is my own judgment
that an early start on the Uranium Beams project is vitally
important to maintaining momentum in this vital research field.
I have spoken to Senator Uow'ard Baker about this and
he has an interest in reinstating this project in a Department

of Energy supplementary budget request for FY '78.

Dr. Harvey or I ~'lould be happy to assist you or your
staff in any way that you would find useful.
Sincerely yours,

Glenn T. Seaborg
Enclosures
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Sunday, September 11, 1977 - Lafayette
I worked further on the two papers that I worked on last evening.
In the afternoon, I took a hike, clockwise, around Lafayette Reservoir
on the Rim Trail, including the wooded trail portion on the southeast
side. I also organized my papers and slides for the European trip
that Eric and I will start tomorrow.
We had a delayed high school graduation dinner for Dianne--Helen,
Eric and. I with Dianne. Helen baked an angel food cake. We gave her
a book of Robert Frost's poems for a present.
Monday, September 12, 1977 - Berkeley
Otto, Morrissey and I had a half-hour telephone conversation with
Walter Loveland in Corvallis, Oregon, regarding revisions of our paper
"Lowered4Eusion28Boss Sections in the Quadruply Magic Heavy Ion
System,
Ca +
Pf." We will revise it and submit for publication
in Physics Letters.
I sent several letters urging support for our high intensity
uranium beam facility line item; these went to: Representatives John
J. McFall (copy attached), Yvonne Brathwaite Burke, Edward P. Boland
and Edward Roybal. I also talked to Joe Overton, in Barry Goldwater's
office, regarding this line item and alerted him to the arrival of my
letter to Goldwater with the attached narrative description of LBL's
uranium beam capabilities.
I answered a letter from Professor James E. Boggs (University of
Texas) in which he offers his services to the International Activities
Committee of ACS. I thanked him for his interest and referred his
letter to Gordon Bixler for consideration when assignments to subcommittees are made. I also answered an invitation from Father Ted
Hesburgh, Notre Dame University, for a dinner honoring Senator and
Mrs. Hubert Humphrey on October 3, which I had to decline due to my
trip to Europe.
Pat Somerville and I attended the 88" cyclotron scheduling
meeting with Al Ghiorso1~t 10:302fibm. We were scheduled as follows:
Ghiorso for two shifts
N plus
Pb to-test 25~oil systems on
September 26 and . 27; Ken Hulet for alpha plus
Es to st~1¥ Md
chem~j~ry on September 21; and .Somerville for alpha plus
U to look
for
Pu (S.F. isomer). on September 14.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Otto, Morrissey and de Saint~
Simon. We discussed the content of Otto's NSD talk scheduled for
Monday, October 3.
In my office, Otto, Morrissey and I then went over the transparencies given me by Walter Loveland for use in my GSI and Marburg talks
(covering C plus U, Pb, Au data).
N. B. Mikh~ev came by, with Ken Hulet, about 2:15 p.m. and I took
him by room 209/70, where he could have a desk (in the room with de
Saint-Simon and Williams).

500 l~uc. Sci Budget
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Extension 5661, 5670
September 12, 1971
The Honorable John J. McFall
United States House of Representatives
2346 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington.. D.C ......... 20515
Dear Congressman McFall:
would like to draw your attention to a m~tter of
great importance to the future of research in ?luclear Science
at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
I

The FY'1S President's Budget contained a request for
funds in the amount of $6,000,000 for improvement of the
capabilities of our SuperHILAC and Bevalac accelerators.
I enclose a copy of the relevant part of the ERDh Basic
Sciences: Nuclear Physics budget request., where the construction project is described.
The requested r~nda were authorized by both Eouse
and Senate, but no money was appropriated for FY ' 18. It is
my understanding that this action was taken "without prejudice. n
I believe this project to be of the utmost importance
to our work at Lawrence Berkeley Lat~ratory and, indeed, to
the whole national effort in nuclear science research. Its
timely conpletion \-1i11 all~.r us to r.taintain our position of
leadership in the vital field of heavy ion physics, a position
that is rapidly being undermined by a new accelerator in
~er.many and further threatened by projects on the drawing
boards or under construction in Franca, Japan and the USSR.
The enclosed note by Or. B. G. Earvey, Read of the L~L Nuclear
Science DiVision, gives some flavor of the breakt~oughs in
research and technology that we anticipate from the upgrading
of our accelerators here in Berkeley.

If you or your staff would be interested in more
information, I or Dr. Harvey would be more t~an willing to
be of assistance.
Sincerely yours,

Glenn T. Seaborg
Attachments
GTS/sce
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Eric and Dianne came by in the station wagon at 4:30 p.m. Dianne
drove us to the San Francisco Airport. Eric and I boarded Pan American flight #120 which left at 7:00 p.m., nearly an hour late. Mr. and
Mrs. David Ridgway were aboard; he was on a trip that includes discussions in Gottingen regarding translation of the Chern Study text into
German. I read material for my GSI and Marburg talks en route and
Eric worked on his article on the Golden Loop Trail for Backpacker.
Tuesday, september 13, 1977 - London, England - .Frankfurt, Germany
We arrived at London's Heathrow Airport at a little before 1:00
p.m. We were met by Paul Lochak, who helped us through passport
control (there was a long line) and customs (our bags which we had
checked to London were not inspected).
We then rode with Lochak in a UKAEA car to Stones Chop House on
Panton Street in the Haymarket district. (This is an old restaurant,
extending back hundreds of years in this or other nearby Panton Street
location, is one of few that specializes in English type foods.) Here
we met Paul's long time friend, Annabelle, and had a good lunch.
After lunch, we took a taxi to 11 Charles II Street, the headquarters of British'Nuclear Fuels, Limited (BNFL). (We went first to
11 Charles Street, some distance away, because Lochak gave the taxi
driver the wrong address, then returned to 11 Charles II Street, which
turned out to be just around the corner from Stones Chop House.)
We were issued our passes and went up to the 6th floor to a
conference room. Here Paul and I met with John Waddarns, BNFL Director of External and Technical Services, and Calvert W. Armstrong, BNFL
Geologist. (I also briefly greeted Donald Avery, Deputy Managing
Director of BNFL, whom I met first in Washington, D.C., when he was
Scientific Attache at the British Embassy.)
Waddarns described to us-the operations of BNFL. He told us BNFL
is responsible, together with 'Central Electricity Generating Board
(CEGB), for· the procurement of nuclear fuels. The procurement program
contemplates diversification of supply--geographically, by many
companies and in the time dimension. They have ongoing uranium supply
contracts (e.g. with Australia), exploration contracts with mining
exploration groups and want to be share holders in established mining
ventures. They have been in" business for three years. They want to
undertake cooperative ventures-with exploration groups and we said
this is the way Geomet wants to operate. Under such ventures they
wquld look at new, unexplored areas in the world (outside of North
America, South Africa, Australia).
Waddarns and Armstrong then went on to describe an exploration
arrangement they had two yea~s ago with Urania which used Geomet as
the contractor for exploration. This venture used the radon method in
the Basinaud Range in California and Nevada, uncovered anomalies
which, after substantial drilling proved to be barren. Neither Lochak
nor I had heard about this before.
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Paul Lochak, GTS, Annabelle, Eric Seaborg-entering taxi in front of Stone's Chop House.
London, England--September 13, 1977.
GTS, Sir John Hill, Eric Seaborg--11 Charles II Street.
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Lochak and I described the Geomet success at Crooks Gap, being
exploited by Texas Gulf, and the apparent impending success foreseen
by this summer's exploration northeast of Rawlins, Wyoming.
Lochak agreed to send Waddarns (with copy to Sir John Hill) a
document describing the results of various Geomet explorations and
outlining the terms for a joint venture between Getex and BNFL plus
CEGB. Waddarns said he would welcome this, saying that an agreement
for such a joint venture could be.consistent with BNFL (and CEGB)
operations.
We then went to the nearby office, on the sixth floor, of BNFL
Chairman, Sir John Hill. This is the same office where I met in the
early 1960's with UKAEA Chairman Sir Roger Makins. UKAEA Chairman Sir
William Penney also used this office. Craig Ash, Hill's executive
assistant, joined us here.
Waddarns summarized the conversation he and Armstrong had just
finished with Lochak and me and described the proposal that Lochak
will make for a joint venture. Hill said he will look forward to
seeing the proposal.
Hill and I then had a discussion of the status of nuclear power
in the US, UK and ,worldwide. He thinks President Carter's recent
emphasis on the need to tighten controls over plutonium and proliferation is a welcome and needed contribution, but his method for doing so
is wrong and doomed to failure. He thinks the rest of the world must,
and will, use plutonium as a nuclear fuel and develop nuclear fuel
reprocessing. He thinks that all the talk by 1~3ter about developing
an alternate fuel cycle, e.g., using thorium-U
,represents nothing
new and holds little hope for improvement over the uranium-plutonium
cycle in preventing proliferation; it signifies that it is the thinking of naive amateurs.
We also discussed the role of the fast breeder reactor. He
thinks the UK program is doing well, is actually better than the
French program and that the time scale worldwide is such that very
little electric power (perhaps 4,000 MW) from fast breeders will be on
the line by the year 2,000. However, such a program will put the
world in a position for widescale use of the fast breeder at the time
when the fueling of new light water reactors for their lifetime will
be limited by the uranium supply.
He said that the development of practical electric power from the
fusion reaction, although possibly it will be shown to be feasible
from the standpoint of powering light bulbs within ten years, is
proving to be extremely difficult and may, in fact, turn out to be
impossible.
During these talks, Eric was in a neighboring room working on his
article on the Golden Loop Trail.
Hill then accompanied Lochak, Eric and me, in his car with his
driver, to the London Heathrow Airport. We continued our conversation
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on the nuclear power situation on the way. He fears that wars may
very well result from the competition for the limited worldwide supply
of oil, especially if oil-rich countries try to shut off the supply.
He thinks Sigvard Eklund is doing a good job as Director General of
IAEA, that he would be difficult to replace and it is good that he has
agreed to serve for a fifth term. He mentioned again his interest in
the radon method for exploring for uranium.
Hill saw us to the passport control and left us as we proceeded
with Lochak to the boarding area. (Lochak was scheduled to fly to
Paris on an Air France flight.) Eric gave Lochak his manuscript on
the Golden Loop Trail, which Lochak will mail from Paris to Helen in
Lafayette, after making a xerox copy.
Because our flight departures were delayed, Lochak, Eric and I
had a bite to eat in the buffet area. Eric and I, a little later,
boarded Lufthansa flight #037, which left at 8:15 p.m. and arrived at
Frankfurt Airport at 9:30 p.m.
We found that the handle on my three-suiter was pulled out when
our baggage carne, which made it difficult to bring our luggage out
through customs. We were met by Glinter Herrmann with a GSI driver and
car and rode with him to the Weinrnichel Hotel in Darmstadt. (I left
my three-suiter with the driver to get it fixed tomorrow at the GSI
Lab). Eric checked into room 306, I into room 402. I retired at
11:00 p.m.
Wednesday, September 14, 1977 - Frankfurt, Germany
Eric and I had breakfast in the Weinrnichel breakfast room then
rode with Jens Kratz to the GSI Laboratory. Here we met with Kratz,
Herrmann, Helmut Ahrens, and later Heinz Gaggeler, in Kratz's office
where they described to us the results from their experiments.
In the Xe + Au bombardments, they separate Au isotopes into two
charge dispersion curves: (1) quasi-elastic transfer, which includes
2- states, comes in below barrier and has z150 MeV less energy than
inelastic transfer (as observed by recoil range and angular distribution studilj~ and1~~) inelaf~~c transfer which includes 12- states
(they use
Xe,
Xe and
Xe projectiles). The products at Z>2
from Xe or Au show only deep inelastic distributions. They see products at (Zt + Z2)/2,z50 microbarns, that are due to deep inelastic
reactions they are side peaked and do not follow 1/sin9 distribution). They see a few mb of isotopes A=80-100, Z~40, due to fission
of Au which increases sharply with increasing Xe energy. The Z
distribution is perfectly symmetrical--hence no charged particle
evaporation, only neutron evaporation. In the mass balance, they find
a minimum of missing mass at Xe, Au and strongly rising at greatest
distance, e.g. Dy (66), Ho (62), indicating correlation of number of
neutrons emitted with12~ergy transfer in the deep inelastic process;
this is for 5.9-MeV/A
Xe--here they are only 25 MeV above the
barrier so loss of 15 neutrons must be due to deformation of fragments
(i.e., lowering of coulomb barrier in this region of high deformability). Moretto h~~9arriy~~ at the1j~e conclusion from counter data.
Plots of N/Z for
Xe,
Xe and
Xe bombardments demonstrate that
there is complete N/Z equilibration except for the region close to Z =
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79, (due to too short a reaction time). Their recoil range and
angular distribution studies show strong side peaking near Z = 54, Z =
79 and still side peaking at point of symmetry Z ~ 68.
Next we discussed the U plus U reaction. They have finally
learned how to remove all Ra and Ac from the actinide fraction and can
now do it in an hour (using-high pressure chromatography). They look
for Z
126, N
228 in the actinide fraction--all negative results so
far. Their 60% QET - 40% DIT may be due to the fact they are only 10%
above the barrier (average energy) where QET predominates. In the
goldfinger, there is an 8-neutron evaporation at Au and 2-neutron
eva~o:atio~s at Th as ~how~4gn the_W8ss ~is~5bbutio~2gurv1.
For

=

=

~5~~~~~~_¥uel~g4~~~ro~3~~ 253;~51~s=3x~~-j1, 255~!~3X10~W2;
257Fm<2~10-j2; 258 Md <2.10- 32 cm 2

They compared their actinide yields with Sikkeland rn/rf values
and found good agreement. Heinz Gaggeler made these calculations
using the mirror extrapolation of the goldfinger to get the number of
neutrons emitted in the primary reaction and the consequent excitation
energy. They will publish the U plus U mass distribution (perhaps in
Physical Review Letters); here they will only'mention t£~6actinide
yie1gs. 2Their !~mit on the 150-day S.F. activity from
Xe on U is
10cm (2X10
particles total for two runs at 7.5 MeV/AMU). They
found zero counts in 80 days for both chemistries. The kinds of
chemistry were: (1) wet chemistry with bromide complexing and diethyldithiophosphoric acid extraction (Baden Baden paper) and (2) Eichler
volatilization chemistry . . The Marbur~5gro~p also did chemistry with
CdS precipitation with a limit of'10~
cm.
Gaggeler, who just came from a visit to Dubna, said D~na now has
29 S.F. events (without chemistry), for a total flux of 10
and 6.2MeV/Amu over 350 days, which decay with a half,of 150 + 200 - 60 days.
This means GSI should have seen only 4, events in 60 days. Oganessian
claims that their lower energy is the key factor because the production has a narrow energy window. Dubna finds, in 11 events,S events
with 0 neutrons, 3 with 1,2 with 2, 0 with 3, l'with 4 and 0 with 5
with.23% efficiency for detection of all neutrons, corresponding to
~ = 4.5 ± 1. ,'In Xe on U recoil fragment measurement (titanium catchers wi~h mica detection) they find a mean range from 8 events of 5 mg
per cm , which corresponds to a mean total energy of 185 MeV. They
claim it is not Cf because, in the early experiment, they found 6 S.F.
in CdS and 1 in actinide'frac~~~n. It appears.that this can be expI~in~~4by ~~e p~oduction of.
Cf which has.a measured cross section
of 10
cm.
.
,.
. '
Gaggeler g25~ me the f~11ow~g~ Yie~ds_~O' a~gbnides f~~W U plus U
~1~5 MeV /AmUI~l 2~O 3.1x10 -jo' 2~~ 4x10
, -29 Cf 2x10', ,
Cf 3. 5x10
.;
Cm. 1. 6x10
....'
em ·1. 6x10
,
243,244 cm 4. 3x10- 28 ;. ~4IAm 5x10-~8 i 243 Am 6x10- 27 cm 2 • He also gave
me a copy of Flerov's Tokyo talk on superheavy.elements.
I then made a tour of radiochemistry laboratories, with Herrmann,
Kratz, Ahrens, Gaggeler and Eric. I saw Kratz's high pressure ion

-
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exchange system; this uses 30 lbs. pressure. Gaggeler next showed us
his high temperature volatility apparatus for separation of SHE based
on the Zvara-Eichler system. I met Mrs. Heidi Gaggeler, who works
with her husband. I next saw the electroplating and molecular plating
(from organic solvents) apparatus; they plate all their samples for
final S.F. and alpha counting.
We went to a room upstairs where Kratz has moved his counting
apparatus; neutrons from Unilac bombardments interfered with his
previous counting room location. They have eight solid state counters
for actinide alpha and S.F. detection and four double-chamber (coincidence) counters for S.F. detection of SHE mounted on vyns foils.
Gaggeler mounts his samples from high temperature separation on
thin-nickel foils for coincidence counting.
We went to another room where an equal number of alpha and S.F.
coincidence counters are being set up in transparent chambers so the
samples can b~ seen as they are being counted.
Eric and I went to meet Christoph Schmelzer, then had lunch with
Schmelzer, Herrmann, Ahrens, Gaggeler, Kratz, Reinhard Brandt and
Herman Wollnik (who is from the University of Giessen, works with
Brandt on the He jet apparatus) in the GSI cafeteria. We discussed
the Dubna work on SHE; there was much skepticism voiced.
After lunch, I visited the He jet set-up with the Giessen-Marburg
group. Erich Georg, Peter Lernmertz and Rainer Foss, all from the
University of Giessen, and Hartrnut Jungclas and Reinhard Brandt from
the University of Marburg showed me the system and described it to me.
(They will give me some diagrams and data charts tomorrow when I visit
Marburg.) They have a collection efficiency of =60%. Aumann (of
Munich) uses this for his work on volatile products. They also showed
me their apparatus in the neighboring room to measure alphas and time
of flight of alpha recoil nuclei to gg~ the masfo~ithin 10%. With the
He jet transport, they have used the
Kr plus
Rh reaction to find
new alpha emitters and delayed proton emitters in the new neutron
deficient TI region.
Next Peter Armbruster and Ernst Roeckl sh6we~1we their ma3§
apparatus. They have used this up to =
Fr. From
Ni
plus
~lothey flBg a new region of alpha and delayed proton emitters
around
I and
Te.
separg~or

Herrmann and Armbruster showed me "Das Heidelberg Fass;" a huge
vacuum tank about 3 meters in diameter and 3 meters high, with a huge
scattering chamber for use in high geometry detection of S.F., alpha,
etc. This will be applicable to more than 2 particles in coincidence.
After a short stay in Herrmann's office, I went with him down to
the entrance area for the pre-seminar tea, coffee and cookies. Among
the group here was Volker Metag, who came over from Heidelberg. He
said he could work with me at LBL for a 1~ year stay starting sometime
between October 1978 and March 1979. He and Habs cannot leave Heidelberg at the same time and Habs plans to come to Berkeley next spring
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Eric Seaborg, Glinter Herrmann, Helmut Ahrens,
Jens Kratz and Heinz Gaggeler, GSI, Darmstadt,
Germany--September 14, 1977 .
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Eric Seaborg on the second level of Eiffel
Tower, Paris, France--September 16, 1977.
,,.-
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(perhaps to work with Diamond and Stephens). Habs is at the University of Heidelberg and Metag at the Max Planck Institute; both work for
Hans Specht who ,is Professor at Heidelberg and needs at le~st one of
them to help run his classes. I also talked to Manfred Dietrich; he
now believes his explanation for our recoil range results is untenable ge was qU±~7 interested, however, in the two component range in
the 13 Xe plus
Au results.
We then went to the full, neighboring auditorium where Herrmann
introduced me for my talk on radiochemical investigations with heavy
ions and search for superheavy elements. I used the 29 slides (but no
transparencies) • The talk was followed by' a question-and-'answer
~griod.
T~OBe was interest in the lowered fusion cross section of
Ca plus
Pb.
.
After my lecture, I talked to Wolfgang Norenberg. He will send
me his latest calculations on nucleon exchange in deep inelastic
scattering. He is interested in finding a shell structure effect.
(Kratz told me he finds a small shell structure effect at Z = 50 and Z
= 82 from Xe plus AU.)
4wetag tol~owe about his interesting result~8that see~3~o confirm
our
Ca plus
Pb results. He has bombarded
Ca with
U near the
barrier and finds an asymmetric distribution of fission products with
peaks at Z1 ~ 82,Z2 ~ 30, peak to valley ratio = 3, which he believes
to be due to fusion-fission, using counter (E-~E) technique~ogt higher
~gergy this distribution becomes symmetric.
However, with
Pb plus
Ca near the barrier, or higher energie~, he finds no products close
to Z = 50, indicating no fusion-fission within accuracy of his experiments. Metag gave me 4 reprints.
Eric had walked back to our hotel after lunch. Ahrens, with
Herrmann, drove me back to our hotel. We picked up Eric, then drove
to Herrmann's home in Mainz. Here the dinner group consisted of Dr.
and Mrs. (Ellen) Herrmann, and their daughter, Eric and me, Dr. and
Mrs. Kratz, Peter Armbruster, Dr. and Mrs. Ahrens, Dr. and Mrs.
Norbert Trautman, Dr. and Mrs. Gaggeler, Dr. Schmelzer, Dr. and Mrs.
Roeckl, Dr. and Mrs. Helmut Ringsdorf (he is a polymer chemist at the
University of Mainz) and Dr. and Mrs. Klaus Beyermann (he is head of
Chemistry Department at University of Mainz, in charge of translating
Chern Study text and films into German, which are used at College
freshman level in Germany).
Gaggeler told me Zvara can't get any bombardments at Dubna; he
surmises he is unhappy and may leave •. He and his wife spent 1~ years
at Dubna, living in a one-room apartment. He said that Flerov insists
that all bombardments be directed toward SHE and other transuranium
elements.
Kratz said he would be glad to come to Berkeley for another stay,
starting about 2 years from now. He and Herrmann said Metag is an
extremely good man, maybe the best in Germany in his field in his age
group (he is a physicist).
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Eric and I rode back to our hotel with Dr. and Mrs. Jens Kratz.
He told me he will send me a copy of their latest chemical separation
scheme which finally separates Ra and Acand the German address of a
source of cation exchange resin that is as good as Dowex-50 used to
be. Kratz g ave me copies of the Hildenbrand article on "Reaction
between 23 8 U and ~ 3 ~U at 7.42 MeV/N" and his article "Charge Asymmetry
Equilibrium in.Reaction of Xe with ·Au near Interaction Barrier" both
submitted to Physical Review Letters. I retired -at about midnight-.
Thursday, September 15, 1977 - Frankfurt, Germany - Marburg, Germany Paris, France
Eric and I had breakfast in the Weinstube, then checked out. I
paid for our room ($228.50 marks, to which I applied the 200 marks I
received for my lecture yesterday). We then rode with a University of
Marburg driver in the president's Mercedes along with Dr. Hans Joachim
Becker and Brandt to the University of Marburg. Eric then went
sightseeing in Marburg with Mrs. Marie-Lou Esterlund.
On the way. to Marburg, we discussed the planned stay of Becker at
LBL to work with me. He will apply ,for a NATO fellowship to start in
August 1978. The University of Marburg will support him. 2-3 months
before that and, if he comes still earlier, LBL will support him
(z$1,100 a month). His coming is contingent on his not getting a
tenure job in industry. His NATO fellowship will,give his research
project ti·tle as "Radiochemical Investigation of Reactions Induced by
Relativistic Heavy Ions (RHI)." He will also work on SuperHILAC
bombardments. He will learn gamma spectroscopy and He jet-technique
before leaving Marburg.
Brandt gave me 350 marks for-my talk. We then had tea, coffee
and cookies with the staff in the commons-room.
I met with Bob Esterlund, Anna Marie Haberstadt, Alex Boos,
Wolfram Westmeier and Paul Patzelt in Esterlund's office. I will add
patzel s name to the SHEIKS preprint mailing5~ist. They have finished
Fe plus U. Ulrich Reus is now doing
Fe plus Au for his
Ph.D. thesis.
(Bombardments done at Manchester.)56They gav ,e a
preliminary mass distribution curve from 538-MeV
Fe plus 9 A~b (We
put their points on our H.I. plus U plot of cross sections for
Fe
plus Au. I gave them copies of our 3 plots.) Thev are now using the
Unilac at GSI. They have done 3 bombardments of 13 2Xe on nat Fe (599,
779, 944 MeV) and have processed data for 779 Mev
They h36e done
angular distributions for 944 MeV.
For 779-MeV 132Xe on
Fe, they
get z50 mb for crER. Here they have the problem of separating the
fusion-fission component from the deep inelastic components--the peak
yield is Az 88, Zz40. The charge (mass) dispersion curves at Az180-185
(for evaporation residuefj2are verY5Rarrow (FWHM<1.5 mass units).
Westmeier is working on
Xe plus
Fe. They may do Ti on U (to fill
in between Ar and Fe on U) if the SHEIKS do not plan to do this; Isaid we do not plan to. Also, they may begin to bombard thin, rather
than thick, targets; here they may do Fe plus U at near barrier and
higher energies. They would like a suggestion for someone to come to
work with them for a year (e.g., on a von Humboldt fellowship). They
will mail me a gamma ray catalog (up to A = 140). I promised to send
them Binder's gamma ray table.
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I then went to Heinz Duschner's office to discuss with him the
work of Kurt Starke's group. Duschner worked with Born in Munich in
1970-1975.
John McMinn joined us. He worked with Hans Ihle at
Julich on the search for element 114 in nature. (He gave me a reprint
on this.) Duschner described his work in analytical chemistry and
McMinn his work on the search for element 114. (McMinn will send me
his thesis describing this in detail.) .
Duschner then took me on a tour of some laboratories. He showed
me a gas analysis laboratory where I met Wiendt and Schorr. We then
went to the neutron generator area where Karl Heinz Hellmuth (who
worked with Valli in Finland) showed me his jet system, which involves
separation with a centrifuge, and the Phillips neutron generator.
McMinn also works here on neutron activation analysis.
We went to lunch in a commons room. Here I met Mrs. Becker,
Professor Re~nhard Helmbold (a source of giant halo micas for Brandt)
and a number of others--a total of some 20-30 people. We had a
typical German lunch (brockwurst, etc.) with beer. This is the room
in which the members of the Kernchemie Institut (Nuclear Chemistry
Institute or group) have tea every day at 10:30 a.m.
There are only three tenured members (Starke, Patzelt, Brandt),
some postdocs, graduate students, technicians, etc. Professor Wilhelm
Walcher (who worked at CERN on the isotope separator and is an expert"
on gas jet transport) joined us for lunch. Eric and Mrs. Esterlund
also joined us.
BraHdt wants ~g to send him our SHEIKS preprints and wants a copy
of our 4 Ca plus 2 Pb paper; he also wants to be put on list for
Nitschke preprints.
Esterlund gave me several pages of Equations from KINEW (Kinematics from Esterlund and Westmeier) for apP5~cations ~~80ur problems and
copies of mass distribution from 538-MeV
Fe plus
U and correlati02§ of % Fu~~~n-Fis~i~n vs. Zl Z2 and vs. acrit-ainj and calculation
of
Ca plus
Cm cr~t~cal parameters.
I gave copies of three LBL SHEIKS reports to Brandt (LBL 6509,
6527, 6534) so he could make xerox copies. ~ecker gave me a copy of
his thesis, "Kernreaktionen Induziert von 13 Xe in Uran." Esterlund
took a picture of me at the blackboard for their speakers file.
After lunch, I went to Brandt's office. The group at various
times included Hermann Wagner, Walcher, Becker, Brandt, Torgeir Lund,
Vater, Peter Gottschalk, He lrnbold, Dieter Molzahn, Gerhard Tress,
Hartmut Jungclas, Arnal Mazurndar and'Wilhelm Werner.
Wagner described the He jet coupling to an Isotope Separator
(responsibility of Professor Walcher). He works one day a week at the
TRIGA reactor at the University of Mainz. Wagner gave me 3 reprints.
Becker next took me to the "Holy Cow," the neutro~bgetector used
to look for SHE. Here he looks for SHE from CdS from
Xe (925-1140
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MeV) plus U, Allende meteorite, etc. No S.F. with neutron coincidences hav~ been observed. They set a limit on yield of the 150-day S.F.
of 10- 5 cm; this includes work at Flerov's Xe energy and Flerov's low
beams. so no difference in loss of SHE due to volatility should exist.
Lund then showed me hi~-laboratory where Allende meteorite is dissolved and,chemistry is done (sulfide is precipitated after'dissolution) •
Next, we went to Molzahn's laboratory where he is working on
giant haloes. They find some haloes have no detectable radioactivity
in the inclusion. He.has found ~~ S.F. co¥~~s during four months
counting ~b gi~nt-hal~5~· For 2 Cmfrom
Xe plus U (8 MeV/N), they
get 3x10cm, for
Cf they get less than 1 event/70 days (but
chemical yield of Cf was not too high). They have excellent detection
apparatus for long S.F. and alpha counting.
Ina neighboring room, Vater showed me some giant haloes under
microsgopes. He show~d me a 4-prong fission track from U plus U (they
use 1~ U ions per cm directed into mica with U on surface, ~1
mg/cm ).
.
Then we went back to Brandt's office where Peter Gottschalk
described his treatment of time "Siequence in sequential fission (he
works with Professor Grawert).' Ina 3-prong2~r Plus U event, he concludes that the U fission occurs in >3 x 10seconds after the time
of closest approach of Kr to U (this was a quasi-elastic collision).
Next, we went to an applied nuclear technology laboratory where
Tress showed me the production of Mica-sieves produced by heavy ion
irradiations. These can be used to clean air. Perhaps production
cost will be competitive with Nucleopore-Micropore of" California (made
with fission fragments). Such sieves are used heavily in the u.S. fQr
medical purposes., Flerov makes such'sieves as well.
Next we went to Jungclas's laboratory. He' is working on a Timeof-Flight Mass Analyzer for Bio Molecules (like McFarlane of Texas
A&M); he intends to use laser pulses for ionization.
We then went back to the commons room for tea, coffee and cookies
preceding my talk. Most of the luncheon group was there. I talked
with _Hans Becker. He worked 3~ years for his Ph.D. and built the
"Holy Cow,n, based on the S. G. Thompson system. The Beckers have a
1-year-old daughter. He gave me three papers: (1) A xerox copy of
their Physical Review Letters paper "Study of Heavy-ion Induced Reactions on Uranium with Use of Mica Detectors," (2) a manuscript "Search
for Superheavy Elements in the Meteorite Mundrabilla" and (3) a
reprint of "Search for Eka-Gold and Eka-Lead in Nature Using the
Spinner-Techniques."
209 .Brand gave me a2~gpy of their annual' report paper on 136Xe plus
B1 and t3 Xe plus
U.
We went to an auditorium in a nearby building where I gave my
talk "Recent Experiments in Nuclear Chemistry Using Heavy Ions and
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Searching for Superheavy Elements," using the 29 slides (no transparencies). There was time for only one question (on predicting chemistry of SHE).
After my talk, Brandt said he doesn't agree that th~oe is a deep
inelastic (third) component in the iodine isotopes from
Ar plus U
and gave me a reprint "The Production of Iodine and Bromine Isotopes
from Uranium at High Proton Energies;" which he thinks contradicts our
interpretation.
Esterlund gave me t.wo graphs: "Asymmetry Potential: 296116 " and
"Asymmetry Potential: 27~110." He wants a copy of our data on 48ca
plus Ce because they form the same compound nucleus (Pt) another way.
I met Eric, who had spent the afternoon sightseeing in Marburg
with Mrs. Esterlund, using the University of Marburg's president's
car. She presented Eric and me each with a box of Marzipan candy from
her aunt (mother's sister) who was visiting her.
Eric and I said goodby to our hosts, then rode to the Frankfurt
Airport with the driver in the University of Marburg Mercedes. The
bent frame of Eric's back pack (caused by Lufthansa) was fixed at the
University of Marburg.
We boarded Air France flight #747, which left at 7:30 p.m. and
arrived at Paris DeGaulle Airport at 9:10 p.m. We were met by Roxanne
Goldsmith and took a taxi to the Hilton (Eiffel), where Eric and I
checked into room 319. I retired at 11:00 p.m., Eric a little later.
Friday, September 16, 1977 - Paris, France
Eric and I had breakfast in the hotel in Le Coffee
joined us there. She told me she has had a falling out
Lochak, is now actually on sick leave. She drove us to
des Belles Feuilles) and returned home. Eric talked to
then left to explore Paris.

Shop. Roxanne
with Paul
SIT (at 61 Rue
Paul awhile,

Olivier Giscard d'Estaing joined Paul and me. We discussed
Olivier's forthcoming book Social Capitalism in which he quotes from
Man and Atom on nuclear power problems.
At 10:15 a.m., Simone Gregori and Giuseppe Laurenti of Agip, the
Italian Oil and Uranium Exploration Company, joined us (Agip, with 90%
exploration in oil and 10% in uranium, is associated with Italian ENI,
National Agency for Hydrocarbons). Olivier left us after about 15
minutes. Paul recapitulated the results of his negotiations on a
joint uranium exploration in the U.S. conducted during the last two
days with Gregori and Laurenti. The proposed agreement between Getex
and Agip for a five phase uranium exploration program in the U.S. is
as follows: (1) Exploration to cost $700,000, funded 30% by Getex and
70% by Agipi (2) continued exploration to cost $475,000, funded 40% by
Getex and 60% by Agipi (3) exploration and discovery drilling to cost
$3-5,000,000, funded 50% by Getex and 50% by Agipi (4) development and
(5) production. If, in phases 4 or 5, one party (Agip) elects to
proceed alone the other party (Getex) can reenter by paying 50% of
cost to date plus interest on this 50%, plus 15% additional interest.
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They expressed some concern as to whether the u.s. government might
change its present policy of allowing export of uranium discovered in
the u.s. by a foreign country some time in the future; this question
could not be answered.
Pending some remaining problems concerning Getex obligation under
phase 3, the agreement might .be approved by the Italian government
within a few weeks and signed by Agip and Getex soon thereafter (after
October 20). The exploration will probably be in Colorado, Wyoming,
Arizona, or· New Mexico, and could begin before the end of this year.
Eric returned at nqon, then we rode with Paul to Cercle du Bois
Boulogne (a private club) where the three of us had lunch at an
outside table in somewhat chilly weather, with Paul's parents, Boris
and Rose Lochak.

d~

Paul, Eric and I returned to SIT for a while. I lsote a no~U to
otto and Morrissey about Metag's confirmatory work on
Ca plus
8pb
(no observable fusion-fission) and Eric sent his "Golden Loop Trail"
manuscript to Helen.
Later in the afternoon, Eric and I walked to the Eiffel Tower and
climbed to the second level. I did some more climbing by going down
to the first level twice--a total of about 1,500 steps.
I took a taxi back to SIT while Eric did some more sightseeing.
I discussed with-Lochak the text of letters I might write to the
President of Brazil, President of Brazilian Nucleblas and Akbar Etemad
(Chairman Iranian AEC) regarding possible uranium exploration programs
in cooperation with Getex.
Eric came soon ,thereafter and we drove to Paul's apartment.
Francine Caland, joined us for drinks. We then went to Le Western at
the Hilton, where we were joined by Claud Morel and the five of us had
dinner. I met Francine ,when Steve and I visited in September 1973.
Claud is an architect who was involved in the design of the new, high
Hilton Hotel in Paris.
"After dinner, Eric and I went up to our room and retired at about
11:30 p.m.
Saturday, September 17, 1977 - Paris, France

~

Athens, Greece

Eric and I checked "out of our room, checked our two big suitcases, two suits and his pack in the check room at the Hilton (with
considerable difficulty) and joined Paul in a taxi to Orly Airport.
Here we boarded Air France flight #600, which left at 9:15 a.m. and
arrived in Athens, Greece, at 1:00 p.m. We were met by Anthony
Delyannis, President of the Greek AEC, and rode with him and his
driver to the King's Palace Hotel, where Eric "and I checked into room
406, Paul into room 411.
We walked to the nearby King George Hotel and had lunch in the
restaurant on the 7th floor (with a view of the Acropolis). After a
brief return to the King's Palace Hotel to pick up my cameras, Paul,
Eric and I took a taxi to the Acropolis. Here we walked up to the top
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GTS and Eric Seaborg at the Parthenon with
second century amphitheater in background.
Athens, Greece--September 17, 1977.
Eric and GT Seaborg at the Parthenon.
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of the hill, walked around the whole area and especially around the
Parthenon. Paul returned to our hotel at 5:45 p.m. Eric and I walked
down the path to Ancient Agora, viewed the market place ruins, the
Church of the Apostles (restored in the 11th century), Temple of
Hephaistes and the foyer of the Agora Museum.
We then walked back to the Kings Palace Hotel and Paul, Eric and
I rode with President Delyannis's driver to Valsilenas Tavern in
Piraeus for dinner hosted by Anthony and Eurydike (Mrs. Anthony)
Delyannis and also attended by Dr. and Mrs. Roger Morse (he is doing
solar energy research at the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization, CSIRO, Melbourne Australia). Delyannis is a
chemical engineer, specializing in water desalination. The owner of
the restaurant, Vasilenas, was a chemical engineer, one of Delyannis's
students. Delyannis is professor-emeritus at Technical University
(Institute of Technology) in Athens. He is going to a conference on
moving icebergs from Antarctica (First International Conference on
Iceberg Utilization), sponsored by Prince Faisal of Saudi Arabia, at
Iowa State College from October 2 to 6, 1977.
Delyannis was the expert in desalination that met with us when
Jim Ramey and I met with the people at the Pan Hellenic Bank in Athens
in September, '1965. I told him about my idea for an international
chemical society; he thinks it·is a·good idea and will suggest it to
Behrens, executive officer of the European Federation of Chemical
Engineers, of which he ,(Delyannis) is. a leading participant.
We had a 20-course dinner that ran until after 11:00 p.m. This
is a famous (although primitive) restaurant, at which people such as
Churchill have eaten. Paul, Eric and I rode back to the King's Palace
Hotel and retired at 12:15 a.m.
Sunday, September 18, 1977 - Athens, Greece
Eric, Paul and I had breakfast in the hotel restaurant, then took
a taxi to the National Museum. We made a tour with guide Sophie
Soldaton (nee Voyadjozlen). We began with the Mycenaean age (16th to
11th century B.C.) and proceeded through rooms covering later times,
more or less in chronological order. In the Mycenaean rooms, we saw
gold crowns, masks, goblets and jewelry, including the gold mask
thought to be that of Archaean King Agamemnon (16th century B.C.). We
saw vases of all sizes, beads, engraved ivory, some of the 250 known
tablets with syllabic script, including the earliest, from the 14th
century B.C. We saw the findings, in 1927, of King Gustavus of
Sweden, including swords, rings and necklaces found in Beehive Tomb,
corresponding to the 14th century B.C. The Mycenaeans lived on the
Peleponnopoles Peninsula.
We went through the rooms corresponding to the Geometric Period,
the beginning of the iron age, the 11th to 8th centuries B.C. These
include iron, and primitive marble, sculptures. Next, we came to
rooms representing the Archaic Period, the 7th century to 470 B.C.,
and viewed the improved marble sculptures. We saw the marble statue
of Christ, taken by the Germans during World War II and returned to
Athens after the war--this dates from the end of the Archaic Period.
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Eric Seaborg in front
Poseidon Temple on the
Attica peninsula of Greece:
September 18, 1977.

GTS, Anthony Delyannis &
Eric Seaborg on top of
Filopapos Hill with the
Acropolis in the background--Athens, Greece-September 19, 1977.
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We next went through many rooms of marble statuary corresponding
to the Preclassical and Classical Periods and into the Hellenic Period
(which started 284 B.C.). We went.through the room of marble funeral
monuments. We saw increasing mounts of bronze sculpture. We saw
sculpture from the area of the Thermopylae, made of bronze or iron.
We visited a room devoted to display of surgical equipment,
including tools for dentistry. There was evidence in statuary that
operations for breast cancer were performed in the B.C. era. Caesarean operations were also performed. I bought a booklet describing the
exhibits of the prehistoric (Mycenaean and pre-Mycenaean era).
We took a taxi back to our hotel area, then had lunch at Zonar's,
a restaurant across the street from the King's Palace Hotel, at a
sidewalk table.
After lunch, Paul went for a swim in the pool at the Hilton,
while Eric and I took a bus tour to Cape Sounion (site of the Poseiden
Temple), located on the Aegean Sea about 70 km. from Athens. The ride
went through Piraeus, along the Sea past a number of resort towns to
the tip of the Attica peninsula. We visited the Doric columns of the
temple built by the Athenians in 444 B.C. and dedicated to the sea-god
Poseidon. About 15 columns remain standing. It was a beautiful clear
day (as was yesterday). We also walked around on the peninsula.
We returned to the King's Palace Hote~, arriving at 6:45 p.m. We
joined Paul and had dinner at Corfu restaurant, around the corner from
King's Palace Hotel. After dinner, I had a session with Paul in his
room to discuss our meetings scheduled for tomorrow morning with
Professor Michael Angelopoulos, Governor of Public Power Corporation
of Greece, and with the Minister of Industry.
Monday, September 19, 1977 - Athens, Greece - Paris, France
Paul and I had breakfast in the hotel restaurant. (Eric had
breakfast later, then went sightseeing in Athens.) Paul and I then
rode with a driver furnished by Delyannis to the building housing the
Greek Public Power Corporation. We were accompanied by George Zis,
Public Relations Officer of the Public Power Corporation. He accompanied us to the office of Professor Michael G. Angelopoulos, Governor
of Public Power Corporation (PPC). (He is professor of nuclear engineering at nearby Technical University of Athens and is still teaching
there.) We met with Angelopoulos, D. N. Simeon,' General Manager
(PPC), and toward the end, Anthony Livieratos, Deputy Governor (PPC).
I described my connection with SIT and the role of Gibbs and
Hill, after which Paul described the qualifications of Gibbs and Hill
for the role of engineering firm for the 600-800 MW power reactor
proposed for Greece. They told us the reactor is planned for operation by 1986, at a time when Greek electrical capacity will be about
6,000 MW (it is now about 3,000 MW). Paul asked if the PPC would like
Gibbs and Hill to include a European engineering firm as a partner.
Angelopoulos replied that this is not a factor, but they would like to
involve PPC engineers (about 20 would be available). Simeon gave some
indication that inclusion of a European partner could have some value.
The meeting lasted nearly an hour, from 9-10:00 a.m.
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Paul and I then rode to the building housing the Ministry of
Industry and Energy (which shares some of its responsibility with the
Ministry of Coordination). Here we joined Anthony Delyannis and met
with Minister Constantine Conophagos (who is serving as Minister of
Industry and Energy while on leave of absence as Professor of Metallurgy at National Technical University, where he has served as Rector). I described the Gemex process for uranium exploration, after
which Paul and Minister Conophagos discussed, in French, the financial
details under which a cooperative arrangement between Getex and Greece
might be made along the lines of the letter Paul wrote. Conophagos
said that Greek law forbids a royalty arrangement for uranium (oil and
salt are also in this category). A fee arrangement is possible and he
suggested that Paul get in touch with him with such a proposal in some
4 or 5 months, i.e., after the national election in November. (We
also talked to Conophagos's daughter, who is serving as his political
officer; she said the present party in power--that of Premier Constantine Caramanlia--controls 220 out of the 300 seats in Parliament and
is expected to win in November.
After the meeting, which lasted about 30 minutes, I gave Delyannis a copy of my New York Journal of Commerce article on an ICS
which he will forward to Behrens.
Paul, Delyannis and I then met with Dimitros Christophilopoulos
(of PPC), whom I had met at an American Nuclear Society meeting in
Washington in the 1960s. Paul continued meeting with him, and I rode
with Delyannis to Democritos Nuclear Research Center (which I visited
in September, 1965). Delyannis told me that T. Kanellopoulos, who was
Director of Democritos at the time of my visit, left his position a
year or so later and is now a Professor at the University of Gottingen. I met first with George Papadatos (whom I met in 1965),
Director of Administration and Technical Branch (Democritos does not
have a Director at present); Delyannis has his office here.
Delyannis then took me to the building housing the Tandem Accelerator, where I met George Vourvopoulos, Director. He worked with the
Tandem Accelerator at Florida State University from 1967-1974 and returned to Democritos to supervise getting the Tandem operating. It
started operating in 1975, was purchased from High Voltage Engineering
and has a capacity of 5.5 MY. He showed me the control room, the
Tandem itself and the four beam lines with scattering chambers,
particle and gamma ray counters, etc. (there is a room for three more
beam lines).
Vourvopoulos described his present work with 21-MeV 12c. He is
studying subcoulomb fusion in the C plus C reaction using gamma ray
detection. They handle their data with a PDP15 (and auxiliary PDP11)
computer system. He gave me a copy of their 1976 Annual Report (which
Delyannis will presumable forward to me). Democritos ~gssionides
~~scri~ed to me his work on the production of 20-hour
Mg, via the
Na ( Li,2p) reaction, to be used for medical applications.
Delyannis then took me to the Computer Center where the Director,
Dr. Condos, showed me their Control Data 3300, acquired in 1968. We
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then went upstairs in their building where Delyannis and the librarian
showed me the library.
'
Delyannis and I then rode to the Dionysos Restaurant where we met
Paul and Eric for lunch. This re-staurant has a marvelous view of the
Acropolis. Delyannis told me that Irene Dilaris, an organic chemist
at the University of Athens, is President of the Association of Greek
Chemists; he will convey to her my request for support for an ICS and
give her a copy of my New York Journal of Commerce article. He told
Paul that he doesn't think it is necessary for Gibbs and Hill to have
a European partner in order to help' them compete for the engineering
contract for the Greek reactor. Paul suggested that Eric, while he is
in Europe, might interview a broad range of European chemists to get
material for a book on their view on the influence of U.s. chemistry
on the development of European chemistry; Delyannis thinks this is a
good idea and would be glad to help Eric make the necessary contacts
in Athens.
After lunch,' the four of us rode to the top of Filopapos Hill,
where we had a spectacular view of the Acropolis. (Filopapos erected
a monument on this hill in the B.C. era). Eric and I bought a book of
Greek stamps (perhaps a gift for Bengt Adolfsson), a card of old Greek
coins and a blue scarf (perhaps to be used for gifts in Sweden).
We then rode with Delyannis to the Athens Airport, where we
boarded Swiss ,Air flight #355, which left at 5:45 p.m. and arrived in
Zurich, Switzerland at 8:15 p.m. (Paul reminded me that Olivier
Giscard d'Estaing is head of the European Commission for International
Cooperation). We boarded Swiss Air flight, #708, after the x-ray
supervisor insisted on putting my Olympus camera through the x-ray
machine (because the rules require-this) and left at 7:00 p.m. (Zurich
time is two hours earlier ,than Athens time) and arrived in Paris (Orly
Airport) at 9:00-p.m. (Paris time is one hour later than Zurich
time). We took a taxi to the Hilton (Eiffel) Hotel, where Eric and I
checked into room 316 and retired a ~ittle after 11:00 p.m.
Tuesday, September 20, 1977 - Paris, France
Eric and I had breakfast in the hotel coffee shop with Lennard
Bickel (of Australia) who started to interview me about early days of
plutonium for a book he is writing on uranium. Bickel, Eric and I
then took a taxi to SIT where Bickel continued his interview of me, on
tape, for about 15 minutes. He covered my early life and early days
at Berkeley up to the discovery of fission. Bickel has written a
number of books, one about Norman Borlaug and at least one in the Book
of the Month category.
Eric then left to spend the day seeing Paris (he hoped to visit
the Louvre). I met with 'Lochak, Olivier Giscard d'Estaing and Norbert
Beyrard._ Beyrard described his progress in creating a fund through
bankers and others to support uranium mining and then exploration and
further mining. This fund may be centered in France, Switzerland,
Belgium or, most likely, Luxembourg. Part of the money acquired from
mining would later be used to do research to extend the Milly process
to improve the efficiency of -underground uranium mining. The fund,
which would first be used to acquire some mining companies, would be
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about $40,000,000 ($40M). About 20% of this would immediately go to
exploration (in connection with Getex or TEAM). The first mining
company to be acquired is a French manganese mining company (with some
uranium interests) for which control (30%) can be acquired for
$10-$15M. Then control of two other mining companies would be acquired with the remainder of the $32M in other countries. The connection with Getex or TEAM would be through a Management Company centered
in Switzerland (probably), and the Fund would be centered in Luxembourg (probably). The Fund should increase to $100M within about
three years. The Fund will come about 25-33% from bankers, 25-33%
from insurance companies and perhaps 33-50% from the public. First
there will be 2-3 bankers, then insurance companies, then the public
(if this is decided). Perhaps the first two financing stages will
raise $25-40M. As the program progresses, increasing amounts of money
(beyond the initial $8M) would go into exploration and research to
improve the Milly process and extend it to related fields.
I rode with Francine to the Societe Chimique de France (250 Rue
Saint-Jacques), in the College de France region. Here, I had lunch
with Professor P. Horeau (President, Societe Chimique de France),
Professor F. C. Gallais (President-elect), Robert Guillamont (Secretary) and J. Bernard (past President of IUPAC). I described to them
my idea for an international chemical society and the three possible
methods for proceeding. They are all in favor of the idea, provided
we don't start from scratch. Bernard is most strongly in favor and
wants to start with the world biennial meeting of Chemical Society
Presidents (or the FECS), with some ,connection to IUPAC. I showed
them the proposal Jack Barrett mailed me, "An Alternative To A New
International Chemical Society," namely, associate membership in IUPAC
for national chemical societies. I gave Bernard and Horeau copies of
my New York Journal of Commerce article. They are not much impressed
by Fritsche's opposition to ICS; they regard h~m as merely a clerk of
FECS. Horeau and Gallais will present the concept to the meeting of
the Council of the Societe Chimique de France next month (about 30 of
the 50 members usually attend) and give me the results. Horeau and
Gallais think membership in ICS should be contingent on membership in
a national chemical society, otherwise, for example, a young French
chemist would join ICS in preference to Societe Chimique de France. I
told them about the impending ACS invitation to the chemical society
presidents to meet in Washington, D.C., September 14-15, 1979.
Guillaumont and I discussed the present visit of Francois David
and Samhoun to the united States. I took a taxi back to SIT, where
Bickel continued his interview of me for another 40 minutes. He based
much of his questioning on the copy of "Early History of Heavy Isotope
Research at Berkeley--August 1940-April 1942" which I gave him this
morning and which he had been reading during the interim.
He was interested in my reaction at key moments of discovery, my
recognition of the physiological hazards of plutonium, the early
production at Oak Ridge and Hanford, my feelings at that time about
its potential use as a weapon and my feelings today about the problems
of its use as a nuclear fuel. I promised to send him a copy of my Met
Lab Section C-I history.
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At 4:00 p.m., I met again with Beyrard and Lochak, joined by
Roger Godino, to discuss further the Fund, Management Company, etc.,
for the uranium mining, exploration, etc., program. Beyrard has
talked to Banque Lazard (Paris, London, New York) and Banque Rivaud
(Paris) and ,they are interested. We discussed the pros and'cons of
including money from the public in the Fund (I expressed some opposition to ~hls), and the relationship between the Management Company and
th~ Fund.
".'
I walked back to the Hilton and £ound an envelope of mail sent by
Pat (the third I have received at the hotel during the last few days).
I wrote a note to her responaing to a number of questions that have
arisen. I phoned Bernard Harvey who brought me up-to-date on our
efforts to obtain the $6M line item for FY78 (the High Intensity
Uranium Beams facility) and $6M addition to the FY78 national nuclear
physics budget. 'Prospects look somewhat good for the latter and not
so good (but not hopeless') for the former.
Eric and I rode with Paul and his parents to the Beyrard home.
Here'we had dinner with the-Beyrards, their daughter Nicolette and son
Jean Pascual, Olivier Giscard d'Estaing and Roger and Carol Godino.
Paul suggested to Roger.and Carol that they-employ Eric at Les Arcs
(their ski resort in the Alps) for a few months during Eric's European
stay, and they showed some interest. Nicolette'sent her best regards
to , Steye. Arrangements were made,: for Eric to have lunch with Jean
Pascual and some friends tomorrow.
Paul, accompanied by his parents, drove Eric and me back to the
Hilton Hotel and ,we retired at 1:00 a.m.
Wednesday, September 21, 1977 - Paris,

F~ance

-

- Stockholm, Sweden

Eric and I had breakfast in the hotel coffee shop and ,then
checked out. Eric rode part way with Paul and me, then went on to the
Louvre, which he couldn't visit yesterday because it was closed (he
visited Notre Dame yesterday). Paul and I stopped for some breakfast
for him. He told me about ·his disagreements with Roxanne Goldsmith
and that she may leave SIT. I_told him tnat I prefer to be on an
advisory board for the proposed Beyrard-mining and exploration Fund or
Management Company, not on the Board of' Directors.
Paul and I continued to SIT. I met with Francois Kertesz, who is
returning to Oak Ridge (as a consultant) after a two-year stay with
SIT in the nuclear safety documentation section. I told him I will
arrange for him to b.e associated -with the'.ACS Committee on International Activities.
I sent a wire of regret. in response to Cyril Ponnamperuma's wire
inviting me to be a Nobel Lecturer' at the University of Maryland
December 1-5.
I worked with Lochak to begin to prepare letters from me toAmir
Hoveyda (Minister of Court, ,Iran; copy··of letter attached), Akbar
Etemad (President, Atomic "Energy Organization of Iran), Nogueira
Batista (President Nuclebras Corporation) and General Ernesto Geisel
(President of Brazil; copy of letter attached) concerning possible
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Mr. Amir Abbas Hoveyda .
Minister of the Irnperia~ Court.
Tehran
Iran
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Dear Mr. Hoveyda :
My friend Paul Lochak has told ;me about his interesting visit with
you in Tehran in August. I recall "With pleasure my own visit with you
in 1970.
I understand that you found your"· -discussions with Mr. Lochak of
value and that you have initiated. further discussions ·with Mr. Akbar
Etemad, President of your Ato.mic Energy Organization. I hope that
this will lead to a collaboration which will be of .value to your country's
. energy program.

Cordially yours,
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Glenn T.
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September 21, 1977

His Excellency General Ernesto Geisel
President of the Republic of Brazil
Brasilia
Brazil

Dear Mr. Pre sident :
I have asked General Buchalet, whose long attachment to your country
is well known to you, and who is a Director-founder of GETEX S.A ••
one of the GETEX associ~~ed companies, to inform you of the possibilitie s of a new technology Vfhich has recently been developed for
uranium exploration.
This technology is ~n intertwining of radiochemistry and micrometeorology and permits an efficient and, economical detection of totally
buried uranium deposits. The technology is described at some length
in document GXjTB-3 which General Buchalet has available.

:.~

'J ;

• 1
.~

This technology is the exclusive property of GEMEX and is available to
GETEX. Both companies include and ar,e managed by eminent scientists
and technicians whose names appear in the document referred to above.
I wish by this letter to bring my recominendation concerning the seriousness of this technology and ·its effectiveness. We believe that it is particularly well suited. to a country the size of Brazil and that it should allow
rapid and economic exploration of vast land areas .
I hope that this process wiil interest the Nuclebras Organization and can
lead to a fruitful collab'oration between Nuclebras and GETEX.
Please accept, Mr. President, the expression of my highest consideration.

/$in~rely

yq1i'):-s.

Glenn T. Seaborg
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Wednesday, September 21, 1977 (con't)
cooperative uranium exploration programs in Iran and Brazil. I also
wrote a letter of appreciation to Michael G. Angelopoulos for his
hospitality when we visited him last Monday in Greece.
I then met with Norbert Beyrard, Olivier Giscard d'Estaing, Roger
Godino and Paul Lochak to discuss further the new mining and exploration organization proposed by Beyrard. Paul explained my desire to be
on an advisory board and not on the Board of Directors and my reluctance about public participation in the financing. This organization
(Fund and Management Company) will be given names yet to be decided.
In the interim the Management Company might be called "M," the Fund
called "F." The Management Company is a Norbert Beyrard Company (led
by him). In addition, SIT or a new French company such as Getex SA
(SA means French company) will serve as a service company. The stock
in the Management Company will be 50% with Beyrard and 50% with TEAM.
The meetings of Beyrard, Lochak, Olivier and Godino with bankers to
explore this concept will begin next Wednesday.
In the Management Company, I will be president of the scientific
advisory board (perhaps Francis Perrin will be the other member) and a
member of the investment advisory board (of which Olivier will be
president). For the Management Company, Beyrard, Godino and Lochak
will be on the Board, plus three bankers. Some percentage (to be
determined by negotiation) of the Management Company stock will be
held by the bankers, and of the remainder, 50% will be held by Beyrard
and 50% by TEAM (of which I am a member). The Fund Board will consist
of bankers, insurance people, people like Boris Lochak, ex-ministers
of countries like Belgium, etc.
At 1:00 p.m., we all went to lunch at Cercle du Bois de Bologne,
where we continued our discussion.
Beyrard explained that the Management Company would receive 5-10%
of the profits from the 80% ($32M) investment and this would be mostly
consumed in expenses for the first few years; greater profits, at a
different percentage, would come later, from the uranium exploration
activity which would be initially financed by the 20% ($8M). The
remainder of the profit would go to the owners of the Fund (90-95%
from the $32M) and some different percentage of the profits from
exploration (based on $8M investment). The TEAM (Swiss Company)
ownership is Lochak 40%, Godino 40%, SIT 11%, GTS 5%, Olivier 3% and
Jim Gill 1%. This will become effectiv~ in 1978, perhaps in January.
(The value of my share can be established for income tax purposes
sometime in 1978--Lochak will inform me.)
Olivier told me that E. Ernest Goldstein (Coudert Bros., 52
Champs Elysees, 75008 Paris) wants me to speak to the American Club of
France (Paris), of which he is president.
Lochak and I returned to SIT and we prepared and I signed letters, concerning proposed cooperative arrangements for uranium exploration, to Amir Hoveyda (Minister of the Imperial Court Iran), Akbar
Etemad (President of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran), General
Ernesto Geisel (President of Brazil) and Nogueira Batista (President
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of Nuclebras Corporation in Brazil). A letter about and concerning
their proposed nuclear power reactor was sent to Professor Michael G.
Angelopoulos(Governor.of the Public Power corporation in Athens,
Greece) •
Kertesz then drove me to the headquarters of UNESCO (on the left
pank near the' Eiffel Tower), where I met, in his office, with Sidney
Passman, Ingmar Eneberg (from Halmstadt, Sweden, with UNESCO for the '
last 5 years or so) and Jacques Richardson (Editor of the UNESCO
journal, Impact of Science on Society). I described my concept of an
ICS and they agreed with the idea. Passman said he will send me
information on a number of international organizations, including
individual membership organizations, some copies of Impact of Science
on Society and some other UNESCO literature. When I told them about
my idea of seeking financial backing 'for an ICS in Sweden, they
remipded me of the International Federation of Institutes for Advanced
Studies (IFIAS),' supported by and with.headquarters in Stockholm, with
Sam Nilsson as Executive Officer, the international interests of Olaf
Tandberg (Secretary of the Swedish Academy of Sciences) and the international interests of Carl Heden (Carolinska Institute); all are
fri'ends of mine.
Eneberg told me that he will accompany A. M. M'Bow (the Senega-·
lese Director General of UNESCO) to Uppsala next week (where M'Bow
will receive an honorary degree) and that IFIAS will hold a widely
advertised. seminar on the human prospect at Ulriksdal Slott (near
Stockholm) next Sunday and Monday.
I rode back to SIT with Kertesz. Eric was there; he had visited
the Louvre and had lunch at a club with Jean Pascual and a friend of
his. Lochak phoned Godino and learned he is prepared to employ Eric
at Le~ Arcs.
Lochak drove Eric and me to DeGaulle Airport. En route, he told
me that Charles Gottschalk, whom I knew as engaged in public information work at AEC, is a candidate, backed by the u.S. UNESCO Committee,
for the position of assistant to the director of UNISIST (in UNESCO),
world information system for transmission and dissemination of information for growing and developing countries; M'Bow will make the
appointment.
.
Eric and I .boarded Scandinavian Airlines flight #568, which left
at 7:00 p.m. and arr'ived in Copenhagen Airport at 7:45.p.m. We then
boarded Scandinavian Airlines flight #556, which left at 8:40 p~m. and
arrived in stockholm' (Arlanda)· Airport at 9: 45 p.m. We were met by
Carl Johan Herrlander, Director of the Research Institute of Physics.
Eric's samsonite suitcase was lost so we had to fill out a report form
so a search can be made for it. Herrlander drove us to the Research
Institute for Physics where he showed us our rooms and breakfast
facilities. I called Siv Lindkvist and we tentatively arranged to
meet on Friday.
Thursday, ,September 22; 1977 -,'Stockholm, Sweden
Eric and I put together a breakfast with the facilities'in our
apartment area. We then joined Herrlander who helped me make phone
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Thursday, September 22, 1977 (con't)
calls to Karin Moller (in Borlange) and Olaf Bloom (in Stockholm) to
make arrangements for our visiting schedule. Olof told me he is
moving to No. 76 (fifth floor) of the same street and will retain the
same phone number.
I then had a tour of the Research Institute under the guidance of
Herrlander, Hugo Atterling and Wilhelm Forsling. We visited the Beam
Foil Spectrometer (also isotope separator), which was described by
Lennart Lunden (longtime assistant to Manne Siegbahn, who is still
alive at 91 and lives on the Institute ground) and Leif Liljeby. We
next visited the "vascatron," an electron accelerator based on high
frequency deflection technique for application to atomic and molecular
spectroscopy. Finally, we visited the isotope separator (a follow-on
to Ingmar Bergstrom's machine--he was out of town at a meeting), which
was described to me by Manuel Braun.
Their little cyclotron has been dismantled and its magnet will be
used for a beam separator in a new underground building (they waited
20 years for this) connecting the building housing their larger
cyclotron and the Research Institute building. I toured this area as
well and saw their cyclotron (the one they used in 1957 on their work
on element 102); this is being renovated somewhat (but will still not
be an isochronous cyclotron) and will furnish C, N, and 0 ions at 10MeV per nucleon.
I returned to our apartment and joined Eric, who soon set out for
some sightseeing in Stockholm, travelling by subway (a station is near
the Research Institute). I spent some time going over my material for
my talks today.
I had lunch with Herrlander, Atterling and Forsling at nearby
Skarpskylten (a club). After lunch, we visited nearby Lillaskuggan
(near the former village of Husarby) and saw the Fishing Home of
Charles XI (about 1680). Queen Christina (born 1628, daughter of King
Gustavus Adolphus) had a barn, still standing here.
We drove back to the Research Institute and, at 2:00 p.m., I gave
my talk on "Forty Years in Transuranium Elements," illustrated by 62
slides. The lecture hall was nearly full. I was introduced by Herrlander, and my talk, which lasted exactly an hour, was followed by a
short question and answer period.
After my lecture, I talked to Kjell Aleklett (Gosta Rudstam's
protege). He wants to work on SHE with me at LBL, is a physicist, can
start July 1, 1978, is seeking support from Swedish organizations and
Rudstam and may need some additional support from me. I told him to
write me describing his financial balance of support and deficit and
that I could arrange for LBL to pay him a per diem (perhaps $10 per
day). He is married and has one small child. I also talked to Borge
Johansson, a friend of Leo Brewer, who works at FaA in theoretical
considerations of solid state of actinides, which he considers the
most interesting group in the periodic table.

- - - - ----
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Thursday, September 22, 1977 (con't)
I had tea and cookies in Herrlander's office with Herrlander,
Atterling and Forsling. I called Sam Nilsson, Executive Officer of
IFIAS, and told him I couldn't accept his invitation to attend their
conference on the human prospect. I told him about my ICS concept. He
likes the idea and will pass it on to Alexander King, a chemist from
France who is now working 50% of his time as chairman of the Board of
Trustees of IFIAS (since he left OECD). He will be in Stockholm a
week.
Atterling showed me the room' (now divided into 2 offices) in
which Lise Meitner worked when she came to the Institute from Germany
in September 1938;- she stayed at the Institute until 1945, then went
to the Institute of-Technology.
I rode with Herrlander to the Royal Academy of Engineering
Sciences IVA (Grev Turegatan 14). I gave my talk "Energy and the
Environment," illustrated by six slides, and, for the portion describing the nuclear waste disposal project at the Stripa Mine, eight
transparencies (furnished to me by Terry Simkin in the Engineering
Department at LBL). I talked for about an hour, followed by a question and answer period. The session was presided over by Erland
Waldenstromi chairman of IVA and long time president and chairman of
Grangesberg Company (Granges), now retired. ~resent were Goran Borg
(ex-Dean of the Royal Institute of Technology), Herrlander, Lars
Hogberg (Swedish Board of Energy Research), Gunnar Jancke (Swedish
State Power Board), Ingvar Jung (Professor of steam technology at the
Royal Institute of Technology), Gunnar Leman (State Delegation for
Energy Research), Bo Lindell ,(Professor Radiation Physics, Carolinska
Institute), Dick Lundqvist (ASEA), Valfrid Paullsen (Director General
of the National Swedish Environment Protection Board and Undersecretary of State to Prime Minister Tage Erlander, 1964-1967, in which
capacity I knew him), Ernest'Sohns (Scientific Attache at the U.S.
Embassy), Torbjorn Westermark (professor of radiochemistry at the
RoyaL Institute of Technology and a long-time friend)', Ingvar Wivstad
(State Power Board), and, from IVA staff, Gunnar Harnbraeus, Allan
Carlsson, Folke Hjalmers and Leif Olausson.
Eric joined us toward the end of the question and answer period.
He had spent the day walking around Stockholm, including a visit to
Old Stockholm_(Gamla Stan). After Harnbraeus left, the remainder of us
went to a dining hall in the building for dinner. I sat between
Waldenstrom and Westermark. Westermark gave me a copy of a paper, in
Swedish,. describing a method for providing a scrubber tower for an
underground nuclear plant, with provisions for absorption of the
volatile products, for use in case of a meltdown accident. (He had
described this, earlier, after my talk; Wivstad responded that he
thought this would be impract~cal.)
Waldenstrom opened the dinner with the traditional welcoming
toast and I,responded with a toast near the end of the dinner, making
reference to the impending visit of Eric and me to' Dalarna, the
friendship of my great grandfather and the Svedbergs' grandfather at
Hallefors (and the consequent source of my middle name Theodore), etc.
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During dinner, Waldenstrom told me of his long connection with
Granges and said he would contact a Granges official to suggest he
show us around Grangesberg tomorrow.
On the way back to the Research Institute, Herrlander drove us by
the Opera House, Opera Kallerin, Grand Hotel, the King's Castle
(Slottet), the City Hall and the Malaren, to give Eric an opportunity
to see these. We returned to the Research Institute. I tried unsuccessfully to reach Siv Lindkvist to tell her our schedule tomorrow
precludes our visiting Skansen with her as planned. Eric and I
retired at 10:00 p.m.
Friday

September 23, 1977 - stockholm- Frove - KopparbergLjusnarnsjo - Grangesberg - Borlange, Sweden

Eric and I had breakfast in our apartment, then met Herrlander
(who had recovered Eric's suitcase) and rode with him to the Stockholm
Railroad Station. Herrlander said he would call Siv to tell her of
our travel plans.
Eric and I boarded the train to Frove, which left at 8:05 a.m.
and arrived at Frove at 11:00 a.m.; here we changed to a train that
left at 11:10 a.m. and arrived at Kopparberg at noon. (I travelled
for half fare, a privilege for those who have reached the age of 65.)
We were met by Karl and Bengt Adolfsson and rode in Bengt's car to
Karl and Jenny's apartment. Here Eric and I had lunch (meatballs,
different breads, lingonberries and apple pie) with Karl, Jenny, Bengt
and Irene.
We exchanged gifts. Karl and Jenny gave Eric a Ljusnarsbergs
Kyrka Kopparberg thermometer and gave us a hand-made (by Jenny) doily
for Helen. We also received a package from Bengt and Irene for Helen,
a card with a picture from Jenny to Helen and a bottle of lingonberries from Jenny. I gave a trivet to Jenny, a redwood burl to Karl,
Greek stamps to Bengt and book of et~hings of big trees to Karl.
Eric and I then rode, passing on the way the house the Adolfsson's lived in for 33 years, with Bengt and Karl, to Bengt and
Irene's summer place at Ljusnarnsjo. This is a very nice, comfortable
place, fronting the large lake.
They told us the 100-year old carnival
end of September each year will draw 75,000
population of Kopparberg is 3,000 or less.)
Jenny's place. (Bengt and Irene's place is
ters away.) On the way back, we stopped at
and passed by old Kopparberg church.

held in Kopparberg at the
people this year. (The
We drove back to Karl and
only a couple of kilomethe site of Laxbrostugan

At Karl and Jenny's, we had tea, coffee, cakes and cookies. Karl
showed me a book with a picture of Laxbrostugan in Kopparberg taken in
the 1860's ("Ljusnars-Kopparberg, Enhembygdsbok" published by Nya
Kopparbergs Bergslags Hembygdsf6rening--Oriel Blombergs Nya Aktiebog
Lindesberg 1960); the caption states that Laxbrostugan was moved to
Skansen in 1895.
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Eric Seaborg, Bengt and Karl Adolfsson at
former site of'Laxbrostugan (ancestral home).
Kopparberg, Sweden: September 23, 1977.
Karl and Jenny Adolfsson, Eric Seab~rg. and Irene .
and Bengt Adolfsson in Karl and Jenny's living room.
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We gave a redwood burl to Irene. Karl showed us his photo album
covering his 1959 u.s. trip (he said he kept a day-by-day diary) and
his album covering my visits to Sweden.
Jenny and Irene took the train to Borlange, while Eric and I rode
with Bengt and Karl, stopping en route at Grangesberg. We stopped
first at the old Kopparberg copper mine, "Finn Gruve," started around
1600. We rode by the house of our ancestor Lars Bengtson in Skarptagt, where he lived around 1700 (this is shown in the genealogy given
me by Karl; Bengt will send me a picture of this house).
We drove on to Grangesberg, to the offices of Grangesberg Mines,
where we joined Boris Serning, retired President. (He succeeded
Fredenberg in 1957, the man whom I met and at whose horne I had dinner
in 1949.) Serning's daughter, Eva, is an opera singer, sings under
name of Eva Serning in America. He accompanied us to Karl's and
mother's family horne in orntorp, which was built in 1900, replacing
the smaller horne (one room and a kitchen) which stood a few feet away.
No one was horne so we couldn't visit inside. We then drove around
Orntorp to show Eric the various areas inhabited by my mother, her
sister Hilda, brother Oscar, Karl, etc.
We then drove on to Borlange to the MoIlers' horne. We had a
typical Swedish dinner with Karin and Per Moller, with Karl, Jenny,
Bengt and Irene. After dinner, I gave Karin a trivet and Per a
redwood burl. I also gave my grandfather's (Adolph Eriksson) medal
back to Karl and Jenny as they had requested during my visit with them
a year ago. Mona and Bo Forssling came and we went upstairs to the
charming den room. I gave the Forssling's a redwood vase. Karin gave
Eric a birchwood ladle (made by Per) and Helen and me a birchwood
woven basket (made by Per and Karin).
I called Siv Lindkvist to tell her about our plans to visit
Laxbrostugan on Tuesday afternoon. Pavel Kurfurst of the Stripa Mine
called to invite me to visit the mine but, because it is back south of
Kopparberg and not open Sunday, I couldn't accept.
Saturday, September 24, 1977 - Borlange - stora-Skedvi, Sweden
We all had breakfast--Karin, Per, Bengt, Irene, Karl, Jenny, Eric
and I. Karin returned to me the Nobel Symposium briefcase left by
Lynne on the train last September; Karin said she had mailed Lynne its
contents.
In the late morning, we all had coffee, tea, cakes and cookies.
Karl told me Jeanette wanted one of his paintings (of flowers, eye
glasses and a book) which Mother had; he thinks Jeanette should
inherit this. Another of his paintings is of the Orntorp house, which
Karl thinks I should inherit; another pair of pictures is painted on
wood (in the shape of an ellipse) and Mother also had a painting of
the Lindas house and the painting of Elmer, Jeanette and us. Mother
had all of these. Karl wants me to write him if I find these and also
tell him who will inherit them. Eric wants one of these paintings.
Goran Moller and Marie Ivars arrived at 12:30 p.m.
the book California Redwoods and Marie a redwood burl.
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I gave Goran
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Eric Seab~rg, Bengt Adolfsson, GTS & Karl
Adolfsson in front of family horne Karl
Adolfssonand Selma Adolfsson Seab~rg in
orntorp, Grangesberg, Sweden, 9/23/77.
,Bengt Adolfsson, Eric Seab~rg, Per Moller,
Irene Adolfsson, Karin Moller, Mona and Bo
Forssling and Karl and Jenny Adolfsson-Moller horne, Borlange, Sweden--9/23/77.
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Saturday, September 24, 1977 (con't)
We drove down to Stora-Skedvi. I rode with Per and Karin, Eric
with Goran and Marie, and Karl and Jenny with Bengt and Irene. We
went to Vardshus, with the people gathering in front and inside as
they arrived. Gustav Eriksson came in his rebuilt 1926 Chevrolet
touring car. I took movies of the group before we went inside for our
Smorgasbord dinner which started a little after 2 p.m. Attending
were:
Jenny and Karl Adolfsson
,Bengt and Irene Adolfsson
Gosta and Irene Adolfsson
Lena Adolfsson (daughter of Gosta and Irene)
Per and Karin Moller
Goran Moller
Marie Ivars (fiancee of Goran Moller)
Sven and Karin Lindas
Lars Lindas (Sven and Karin's 30-year-old son, who is single)
Gunvor Lindas (Sven and Karin's 24-year-old daughter)
Kerstin Lindas (Sven and Karin's 27-year-old daughter)
Lars Forsner
Sven Forsner
Gustav Eriksson
Karl-Eric Eriksson
Goran Eriksson
Arne Ahlstrom
Barbro Ahlstrom
Maja Lindas (Sven's sister)
Gunhild Lindas (Sven's sister)
Timo Lindas (Gunhild's adopted son, who speaks some Englishi he
is Finnish and is divorced)
Johan (13), Sara (19), Mats (14) (children of Timo Lindas)
Britt Marie Lindas (wife of Timo Lindas)
Nils Lindas (Sven's brother)
Erik and Ingrid Andersson (husband and wife who live in Ludvika-where mother visited them in 1957)
Olof Andersson (Eric and Ingrid Andersson's son who lives in
Solna near Stockholm)
Stig and Margareta Eriksson (husband and wife who live in
Grangesbergi my mother's birthplace)
Carl and Monica Tersmeden
Sanda Strangnas (daughter of Albert Eriksson of Nashulta)
The dinner had a tremendous choice of food for all courses. In the
course of the afternoon, I gave presents as follows: Greek coins to
Gosta, a redwood vase to his wife Irene, a redwood candlestick holder
to Lena and a redwood burl for her sister, Eva, a redwood candlestick
holder to Gunhild, a redwood vase to Maja Lindas, a redwood vase to
Kerstin and a redwood burl to Gunvor Lindas.
After the dinner, Sven Lindas announced that there would be more
coffee, etc., at the Lindas home in Stora-Skedvi (Hasmats). I made a
short talk of thanks, reminded them of Steve's and Lynne's visits,
pointed out Eric's progress in learning Swedish and said perhaps Helen
and Dianne will come with me next year.
.
\
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Monica and Carl Tersmeden, Eric Seaborg,
Goran Eriksson (standing) & Goran Moller
--dinner at Vardhus, Stora Skedvi, Sweden.
Gustav Eriksson, Karl-Eric Eriksson, Sanda '
Strangnas, Maja Lindas, Nils Lindas, Kerstin
Lindas & Gunvor Lindas--dinner at Vardhus,
Stora Skedvi, Sweden--September 24, 1977.
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Relations in front of Vardhus, Stora
Skedvi, Sweden--September 24, 1977.
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Goran Eriksson gave me a hand painted (on cloth) picture of the
Stora-Skedvi church (in a tube container).
We then all rode to nearby Hasmats (except Carl and Monica Tersmeden, Goran and Marie, Karl, Jenny, Bengt and Irene, all of whom
returned home).
We had coffee, tea, cakes apd cookies, extending over a couple of
hours. Eric and Lars Lindas went rowing on Dalalven after dark. Lars
gave Eric a replica of an old Sater coin (Sater Klipping). Margareta
Eriksson gave me a sheet of genealogical information on my mother's
mother's side of the family.
Eric and I then rode with Per and Karin back to their home in
Borlange. Lars, Kerstin and Gunvor Lindas followed in one car, Gosta,
Irene and Lena in another. We all spent the remainder of the evening
in the upstairs den room, having coffee, tea, bread and cheese, cold
meats, etc. The party broke up at 10:30 p.m., with the Lindases and
the Gosta Adolfssons driving to their homes. Eric and I retired at
11:30 p.m.
Sunday, September 25, 1977 - Borlange - Falun - Lake Fladran Svardsjo - Borlange - Uppsala, Sweden
•

Eric and I had breakfast with Karin and Per. I gave the shawl we
bought in Greece to Karin. We then drove to Falun (in their Simca),
where we stopped to see the Stora Kopparberg copper mine. There· is a"
huge pit (400 meters by 350 meters and 90 meters deep), where a
cave-in occurred in 1680. We also drove through old sections of Falun
where very old houses, preserved or reconstructed, on very narrow
streets are found. This is a sort of model preservation project for
Sweden.
We then rode northeast about 15 kilometers to their summer place
on Lake Fladran, a house rebuilt by Per.with nice wood finishing
inside and set in beautiful woods. We then drove on to Svardsjo, on a
country road, to the old school where we saw the bronze bust (with no
identification) of Gustav Daniel Sjoberg (brother of my grandfather).
He had a mustache, long curly hair and a winged collar.
We drove on to the church (where Daniel played the organ) and
went into the social hall on the grounds where a luncheon (refreshments serving) was in progress. We met Anna Bergstrom (nee Backland),
who was a pupil of Daniel in the third through sixth grades around
1898 to 1902 (she was born 1890). (Daniel taught grades 1 through 6
when he first came to Svardsjo, then grades 3 through 6.) She said
she "loved" Daniel; he was strict but fair, and a look from him was
enough to cause a pupil to behave. We were served coffee, sa~dwiches,
cookies and cakes as we talked to Anna.
Anna took us to the Geijer home next door (overlooking Svardsjo
Lake). Here, through an incredible coincidence, we met Erik and Doris
Geijer who, on a whim, were visiting from their home in Gavle. Mother
and I, with Per, had met them (and Erik's Mother) in 1957. Erik
Geijer is the son of Ossian Geijer (1864-1955), a brother of Betty
(another brother was called Mauritz), the wife of Daniel Sjoberg. The
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parents of Betty, Ossian and Mauritz were Carl and Mathilda (nee
Salling) Geijer. We went in the house and saw a duplicate (in plaster) bust of Daniel on the mantle in the living room. We went upstairs where Daniel and Betty lived when he retired (from 1910 to
1922). They had lived in an apartment at the school before this.
We
observed a stove and small wooden cabinet with some utensils they used
and a small wooden rocking horse that they had.
The Geijer house was built in 1827. Erik Geijer, although he was
only five years old when Daniel died, remembers him very well. Daniel
regarded him as his protege, insisted that he accompany him on fishing
expeditions on Svardsjo, taught him about nature (Daniel was a naturalist) and asked him to stand by when he played the organ (sometimes
Erik sang and continued singing when Daniel stopped playing). They
told us Daniel had an original mind, perhaps even could be classed as
stubborn. When it was time for him to play the organ, he sometimes
was a little late, saying they couldn't start until he came so why
should he hurry. He was a rather rugged outdoorsman.
We went out of the house and walked to the nearby grave in the
churchyard. The headstone included information on several Geijers and
Daniel Sjoberg (1845-1922) and Betty Sjoberg (1857-1946). Doris
Geijer told us she was born in Oakland, California and remembers the
address as 2243 E. 22nd Street. The Geijers may not be able to keep
the family home much longer--it stands empty. They said they heard my
talk on the transuranium elements in Lund in October 1949.
We drove back to Borlange and had sandwiches at Per and Karin's,
then drove to Erikslund to visit the Erikssons. We saw Albert and
Maria Eriksson, their sons Goran, Karl-Eric, Stig, and also nephew
Daniel and his friend Margaret (who live in Falkenberg). Karl-Erik
and Stig played the dragspel and we had coffee, tea, cookies and cake.
Albert, who is 85, is becoming mentally confused and Marie is suffering from diabetes. Dan received his bachelor's degree in ethnology
two years ago at the University of Lund.
At 6: 00 p.m., ·we drove to Uppsala. We arrived at Hotel Gillet at
8:30 p.m., where I checked into room 330, Eric into 332. Eric and I
then had dinner with Karin and Per in the hotel restaurant (they were
our guests). They left at 10:00 p.m. for the drive back to Borlange.
Monday, September 26, 1977 - Uppsala
Eric and I had breakfast with David and Lilo Templeton in the
hotel Brasserie. Eric and I then walked across the Fyris River
(formerly Sala River) to nearby Uppsala University and to the University Main Building. We went to the registration office in the entrance area, picked up our folders of programs, badge, tickets and
booklets in a special SOOth anniversary portfolio and an anniversary
plate. Eric then went sightseeing in Uppsala. Before he left, I
introduced him to Stig Claesson, Gosta Rudstam and others.
I went with Rudstam to the Aula (auditorium) in this building.
Here, J. Porath (Uppsala) introduced C. H. Li who spoke on "Chemical
Messengers of the Interior Pituitary: Human Somatotropin and Lipotropin." During the intermission, Stig Claesson suggested I talk to
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Eric and Glenn Seaborg with bust of Daniel
Sjoberg, Svardsjo, Sweden--September 25, 1977.
Erik and Doris Geijer,
Eric Seaborg, Karin Moller & GTS at the
Geijer house where Daniel and Betty Sjoberg
lived, Svardsjo, Sweden--September 25, 1977.
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Monday, September 26, 1977 (con't)
the representatives of Swedish chemistry about my concept of an ICS.
I agreed and he called to arrange for Ragnar Ohlson, President of the
Swedish Chemical Society, to come to Uppsala to meet with me. I
raised with Stig the possibility of centering the ICS in Sweden; he
will give this some thought.
I called Pavel Kurfurst to investigate the possibility of visiting the Stripa Mine, driving up tomorrow afternoon; he will let me
know. Gunilla Lind gave me 240 kronors for expenses in Uppsala and a
check ($1,097) to cover travelling expenses. I talked to Nikolai
Emanuel about my invitation to Gvishiani to talk at our CHEMRAWN
meeting in Toronto; he will check and let me know.
I returned to the Aula where J. Olovsson introduced Dave Templeton who spoke on "Symmetry and Disorder in Crystal Structures." I
talked with Stig Claesson and he will try to arrange for an Uppsala
University car and driver for our visit to the Stripa Mine.
I went by with Gosta Rudstam to pick up my white tie and tails at
the rental place (Widens Hogtidsklader, around the corner from the
Hotel Gillet). I then had lunch with Gosta in the Brasserie of the
Hotel Gillet. We discussed his ideas on radioactive waste disposal
and his mass separator identification of short-lived isotopes at
Studsvik.
After lunch, I went up to my room to work on my slides and text
for my talks tomorrow and Thursday. I met Clark Kerr in the hotel
lobby; he arrived late last night, coming directly from Berkeley. We
went to the nearby jewelers, Guld Smed, to pick up our doctor's gold
rings.
I walked to Uppsala University and went to the Main University
Building. I met Rector Torgny Segerstedt; he lived in Sater and knows
Karl-Eric Eriksson. I went to the Aula and heard Ilya Prigogine's
lecture on "Fluctuations in Chemical Reactions and Non-equilibrium
Phase Transitions." I saw Stig Claesson and he told me he has arranged for a student, Rolf Bergman, to drive Eric and me to the Stripa
Mine tomorrow. I visited the cathedral near the campus.
I joined Eric at the Hotel Gillet and went with him to Widens
Hogtidsklader to rent white tie and tails for him. We changed for
dinner and walked to Uppsala Castle, where, after a reception, we had
dinner in Rikssalen. This is the room in which Queen Christina
abdicated in 1654. I sat at a table with Gosta Rudstam, Lars Melander, Mrs. Gunnar Hagg, K-A. Engdahl, Mrs. B. Flemstrom, Arne Fredga,
Mrs. C. H. (Annie) Li and B. Pederson. Eric was at a table with C. H.
Li, K. Arrhenius, K. Hermansson, H. P. Lundgren (from Davis campus),
K. o. Pederson, Mrs. I. Pederson, J. Porath, J. Tegenfeldt and Lilo
Templeton. There were about 110 people present. We had reindeer meat
for the main course and hjortron berries for dessert. At the beginning of dinner, Lars-Olof Sundelof gave welcoming remarks and proposed
a toast; after dinner, G. Wijkman (executive officer at Uppsala
University) responded. We went upstairs to another room for coffee.
Eric and I walked back to the Hotel Gillet.
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Tuesday, September 27, 1977 - Uppsala - Guldsmedshyttan Eric- and I had breakfast in the hotel Brasserie.
Margaret Mead and I introduced Eric to her.

~errgard

We ran into

We walked to University Main building and spoke to a number of
people. We then went to the Aula, where Gosta Rudstam introduced me
for my talk "The Periodic Table of Today." He gave a survey of the
discovery of chemical elements at or in connection with the University
of Uppsala (22 elements), then a rather complete description of my
career including my Swedish background. I opened my talk with reference to my visits to Sweden, my present visit with Eric (who wants to
remain in Sweden), the connection of my name with that of The Svedberg
and the goal of discovering as many elements as Uppsala people'have
done (22). I illustrated my talk with 33 slides and spoke about 50
minutes. The Aula was nearly filled with people. Rudstam made a few
remarks of thanks following my talk.
I met Lena Gafvert, a cousin and a student at Uppsala University.
Her mother's name is Mrs. Gurly Gafvert. Her aunt's name is Mrs. Emma
Ohrn; she was a cousin of mother's. cHer mother corresponded with both
mother and Mrs. Esther Wells; Lena will send me xerox copies of these
letters.
I introduced Eric to--Sir Frederick S. Dainton, who recalled his
meeting Lynne at the Chemical Society dinner last September. Eric and
I remained in the Aula to hear Dainton, introduced by Stig Claesson,
speak on "What is Science For Anyway?" He spoke critically of the way
Sweden requires her scientists to perform (i.e.,-lack of free choice)
in return for financial support. He advocated the pursuit of scientific truth wherever it leads. He pleaded for a wider dissemination
of scientific literacy.
After his talk, Stig Claesson made come concluding remarks for
the Symposium on Structure and Dynamics in Chemistry.
,Eric and I returned to Hotel Gillet. I found two mail envelopes
sent by Pat. We had lunch in the Brasserie.
At 2:15 p.m., we set out for the Stripa Mine (located at Guldsmedshyttan, between Lindesberg and Kopparberg) in a Uppsala University
car, with Rolf Bergman, a graduate student in chemistry, driving. We
arrived at Stripa Mine about 5:15 p.m. ,and went to the main building
of the rather large complex_to met Pavel Kurfurst. Pavel described
the operation to us using models, then he, Thomas Doe and Richard
Thorpe, all of LBL, took us-on a.tour of the surface operations of the
radioactive waste disposal test--the'drilling of holes, etc. We then
joined Per Axel Halen a Swedish mining engineer on the project, who
worked for years with the Stripa Mine when it was mining iron ore
(iron ore mining stopped last March--the mine started about 1640).
Eric, Rolf and I, under the guidance of Halen, Kurfurst, Doe and
Thorpe then donned rain garb and went down the mine shaft via elevator
to the 330-meter level, where we travelled by train some 700 meters
through the granite tunnel to the area where the waste disposal test
project is. located. We saw the various side bores, the proposed sites
for the heaters and the computer room (just erected during the last
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few days). We returned up to the 220-meter level and saw an abandoned
iron ore mining area. We then returned to the surface by elevator and
all drove to the nearby Herrgard. Here Eric, Rolf and I checked into
our rooms (nos. 7, 8, 9), then joined our tour guides and others for
dinner at Matsalen. Present for dinner were Halen, Kurfurst and his
wife Dana and 3~-year old son David, Mr. and Mrs. Doe, Thorpe, Mr. and
Mrs. Ulf Jacobson, Lars Jacobson (Ulf's brother), Hakan Sellden,
Karl-Eric Alhen, Gosta Millberg and Craig Forster. We had a marvelous
dinner with extraordinarily good apple pie (made from fresh home-grown
apples. )
After dinner, we retired to Salongen for coffee and tea, where we
spent until 10:00 p.m. in pleasant conversation. Pavel's wife and son
had just arrived on Saturday for a week's visit. The other ~BL
representative is Bjorn Paulsson, in Berkeley at present. Ulf told me
that Gastgiveri in Grythyttans, near Hallefors, is an excellent place
to eat.
Today we had beautiful weather on the drive from Uppsala to
Guldsmedshyttan, with striking fall colors on the abundant trees along
the route.
Wednesday, September 28, 1977 - Guldsmedshyttan - Hallefors Skansen - Uppsala, Sweden
Eric, Rolf and I had breakfast with Pavel, Dana and David Kurfurst in Matsalen. We learned we were guests of LBL during our visit
(rooms and meals). We then headed for Hallefors and spoke to the
woman in charge of the office at the police station, asking if she
could ascertain where the Johan Eric Sjoberg family lived in about
1870. She knew of a Carl Sjoberg who lived in Hallefors at about that
time and phoned one of his descendants named Anna but she knew of no
connection with Johan Eric. She gave us directions on how to reach
the old iron mine area and said everything, including the office
building I visited in 1949, has bee~ torn down. We drove to this area
near the railroad track and near the river (Svartalven). Here, I
believe I recognized the general area where the Sjoberg house stood in
1949 near the edge of a disappearing lake. (The old map at the police
station showed a lake here with the name Klockersjon). In 1949, I
visited the mine office headquarters, received some photocopies of
Sjoberg accounts of purchases from the mining company, walked to the
nearby Sjoberg home at the edge of a disappearing lake and talked to
an old resident of the home who apparently knew the Sjobergs had lived
there.
We then headed toward Stockholm, stopping en route in Gyttorp, at
Nitro Nobel AB, to talk to Bertil Enoksson, Director of Research. I
told him of mother's correspondence with Sigard Nauckhoff and his role
in tracing our Swedish genealogy and establishing the connection with
Laxbrostugan. He told us about Nauckhoff's fundamental work on the
melting point of nitroglycerin mixed with impurities, for which he
received a gold medal from the Swedish Royal Academy of Engineering
Sciences. He said Nauckhoff left the Grangesberg dynamite company,
run by his father, about 1905 to join Nitroglycerin Nobel.
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Wednesday, September 28, 1977 (con't)
Enoksson gave me two of his reprints "Gummidynamitvarldens forsta
explosiva gelantin" and "Syneresis of cellulose nitrate gels." He" is
a part-time (20%) professor at Uppsala University and introduced
Professor Weil, one of the speakers in the Symposium on Structure and
Dynamics in Chemistry.
We stopped for a quick lunch in Eskilstuna. We were again
favored with fine weather today and saw many beautiful fall colors
among the trees, but, as we approached Stockholm, the weather darkened. We drove on to Skansen and met our guides, Breata Holmqvist and
Ulla Svensson, at the church ata little before 3:00 p.m. We then
went to, nearby Laxbrostugan, went in and looked ,it over, with explanations and description by Breata. 'She gave us a copy of the brochure
"The Iron-Master's House." ._ Eric bought a dalahest for Ruthie. We
then drove on to Uppsala and the Hotel Gillet where we arrived at
about 4:30 p.m.
At 5:00 p.m., Dr. Ragnar,Ohlson, President of the Swedish Chemical Society, came by and we went down to the hotel bar for a drink. I
told him about progress on the ICS and my idea that perhaps it could
be centered in Sweden. He is very interested in this possibility and
will talk to a number of people in Sweden to explore it further--Sam
Nilsson, Lars-Olof Sundelof, Carl Heden, Olaf Tandberg, Ingmar Eneberg
(UNESCO, Paris), etc. He has been President of the Swedish Chemical
Society for seven years and wants to retire from this position, but I
urged him to stay on. He will write to keep me informed of progress.
He may >look for sources of financial support. He plans to visit a
colleague in Burlingame~ California, next year and give some speeches
in the U.S.; he will visit me in Berkeley if possible, but, unfortunately, he may come in May when I could be in China.
I gave him a copy of my New York Journal of Commerce article on
the ICS; he already had the material Bixler mailed out to Chemical
Society Presidents, signed by me.
Eric and I walked to the University Main Building where we
attended the buffet dinner for ,the participants in the Uppsala University 500 years anniversary celebration. Hundreds of people were
present. We sat next to Margaret Mead and Anna Briget ,Rooth (a
Swedish ethnologist who spent,some time~at Berkeley around 1964 ).
Eric went on with Margaret Mead to attend her meeting with some
students and meet me later in my room. I walked back to Hotel Gillet.
Since Eric has heard from Al Lindstrom that he and Richard Sproul
are arriving,October 5"Eric will stay in Sweden a few extra days. I
phoned Gosta Adolfsson'and arranged for him to visit them Saturday and
Sunday. I also phoned Siv Lindkvist to arrange for him to stay with
her Monday night. He will fly to London on Tuesday.
I went up to Nikolai M. Emanuel's room in the Hotel Gillet to
deliver the ACS Centennial ,Foreign Fellow ,Medal and certificate for
Semenov. I also reminded him to check with Gvishiani about his
CHEMRAWN speech invitation.
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Eric and Glenn Seaborg in front of Laxbrostugan,
Skansen, Stockholm, Sweden, September 28, 1977.
Eric and Glenn inside Laxbrostugan.
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Thursday, September 29, 1977 - Uppsala
Eric and I had breakfast in the Brasserie, then walked in a light
rain to the University Main Building. Here we entered the Aula. Eric
took a seat and I proceeded to the stage and donned my academic gown
(the one worn by Robert Gordon Sproul), hood and cap. After some
opening remarks, by Rector Magnificus Segerstedt, interspersed with
music by the orchestra, I gave my address "Knowledge and Survival"
(shortened from the prepared text to about 20 minutes). It was well
received by the people ~n the full Aula. I sat near Carl Gustav
Bernhard of the Swedish Royal Academy of Sciences and told him of my
concept of an ICS and my hope that Sweden could playa key role.
After my address, the representatives of the University of
Paris-Sorbonne (Maurice Gravier) and University of Copenhagen (Rector
Lange) extended greetings. This was followed by representatives of
academies and universities from allover the world, about 75 in all,
coming forward and extending their greetings and presenting to Rector
Segerstedt various diplomas, old documents, antiquities, etc. Rector
Segerstedt, Pro-rector Holmdahl and Executive Officer Gunnar Wijkman
stood during this ceremonial session, which lasted more than two
hours, to receive the various documents and gifts. (It is a shame
that the University of California was not represented.) The representative of the Wallenberg Foundation announced the gift of 4,000,000
kronor to Uppsala University to build housing for visiting scholars.
After this ceremonial session of the Jubilee Day of the SOOth
Anniversary (today is the actual anniversary day), Clark Kerr, Eric
and I walked to the Hotel Gillet to drop off my gown and pick up our
tickets. (The third envelope sent by Pat to Uppsala had arrived.) We
then continued on to the castle, entered the wrong door and ran into
the King and his party, then left to enter by the correct door (for
us) and went to Rikssalen (State Room) for the lunch given by the City
of Uppsala. About 650 people were present (completely filling the
room). Eric sat, by assignment, at the same table as Clark Kerr; I
was at the very long head table, across from and a few places removed
from the King. I sat across from Amadou Mahtar M'Bow, Director
General of UNESCO. He was familiar with my visit to UNESCO headquarters in Paris (having heard from Eneberg) and expressed interest in my
concept of an ICS. I mentioned that Charles Gottschalk, a candidate
for assistant to the Director of UNISSIST, is known to me; M'Bow
seemed to be familiar with this. I also mentioned the ICS to the
nearby Minister of Education, Jan-Erik Wikstrom.
The lunch began with a formal declaration by the Mayor of
Uppsala, Brita Nordlander, a very impressive person. At the end of
dinner, she again spoke, some in Swedish, much in English, giving the
background of the relationship and history of the University and city
of Uppsala. As the final act, the King made a statement, in Swedish,
ending with a toast; he included a joke about King Charles XIV having
to pay for a similar 'dinner, expressing the hope he wouldn't have to
do the same.
Eric and I then walked with Dr. and Mrs. Walter ~helley to the
University Main Building; they will visit London next week and offered
to give him a bed in their hotel room if needed.
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Thursday, September 29, 1977 (con't)
Eric bought four SOOth anniversary stamps, and had them canceled,
in the post office at the registration office.
We went to the Aula and sat with Gosta Rudstam and his son Sven
(who works for Control Data Company in Sweden) and David and Lilo
Templeton, in our assigned seats. The king and queen entered in a
processional. We then viewed the continuing Jubilee Ceremony. There
were speeches by Rector Segerstedt, Minister of Education Jan-Erik
Wikstrom, Chancellor of the Swedish Universities Hans Lowbeer and the
Rector Magnificus of Lund University' Carl-Gustav Audren. They spoke
in Swedish, but we were given a booklet with their speeches in English. This was followed by a special musical program, the first
performance of Allan Pettersson's 12th Symphony with the Stockholm
Philharmonic Choir and Orchestra, and the Uppsala University Chamber
Choir, conducted by Carl Rune Larsson. We were given a booklet
describing this Symphony No. 12 entitled "The I?ead on the Square,"
which includes the text of this production.
The king and queen left and then the other people on the stage
left in a processional. Eric and I walked back to the Hotel Gillet.
Eric went to the Travel Agency across the street to try to change his
ticket to London to next Tuesday morning, but they couldn't reach the
airlines office by phone (closed).
Eric and I donned our white tie and tails and rode on the bus to
Fyris Hall (the gymnasium) to attend the Jubilee Banquet. I talked to
Sundelof about the ICS concept and its possible location in Sweden and
said that Ragnar Ohlsen will talk to him about it; he thinks it is a
good idea. I also told him to discuss it further with Francis Bonner,
whom I had a chance to see only once (after my talk on Tuesday) during
my stay in Uppsala. Sundelof told me he was pleased with both of my
talks.
As we walked to the banquet rooms in Fyris Hall, I talked to Carl
Djerassi and his friend Diane Middlebrook. I told him about the
progress on his "Modest Proposal" (to help developing countries
through joint research projects).
I sat at the head table a few places removed from the king and
Prime Minister Torbjorn Falldin; I had a few words of a purely social
nature with Falldin and exchanged nods of recognition with the king.
I sat next to Mrs. Birgit Wijkrnan (wife of the executive officer of
Uppsala University) and Lady Gunborg Sutherland (who was born and
spent her youth in Sweden) and near Mayor Brita Nordlander and Governor (of Sodermanland) Mats Lemne. Eric sat at a table next to Carl
Djerassi (Eric reminded Carl of the sea cucumber story). Professor
Rector and Mrs. Bengt Pernow sat at the neighboring table but Eric
didn't meet them.
There were about 1,400 people in the two halls (A and B); Eric
and I were in Hall B. We each received a SOOth Anniversary medallion
at our dinner place. The dinner began in the traditional manner with
the blare of trumpets and a toast by Rector Segerstedt. During the
dinner, following introduction by trumpets, there were short talks by
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Rector Segerstedt (in Swedish), Prime Minister Falldin (in Swedish),
UNESCO Director General M'Bow (in English) and the king (in Swedish),
ending with his toast (which brought the dinner to a close).
Eric and I then proceeded by bus to the Castle where there was
dancing in the Rikssalen. We viewed this in the Rikssalen and from
the room above (where we had our coffee Monday night). Here we joined
a table where Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Li and Dr. and Mrs. Jerker Porath
were sitting. I learned that Porath's parents are originally from
Stora-Skedvi, which led to the remark that we might be cousins. His
mother's name is,Lidman (from Lidmans-garden) in,Vika-Dalarna. Fredga
joined us; his mother was a sister of' Ingve Ohman's mothe'r.
I left at about midnight and walked back to Hotel Gi~let. Eric
stayed on a while; he danced with Mrs. PDrath (who 'claims she has a
beautiful daughter, aged 21, that Eric should meet).
Friday,. September 30" 1977. - Uppsala
Eric and I had breakfast in the Brasserie--he then went to the
Travel Bureau to change his airplane ticket.
I rode to University Main in the Porath car driven by Mrs.
Porath, with Porath, C. H. 'Li, and Yuriy Anatoliyevich Ovchinnikov for
the rehearsal of the Conferment Ceremony for honorary doctors to take
place this afternoon. I told them about my ICS idea and they all
approved of the idea. All the 95 or so honorary doctorates recipients
went through,a rehearsal in the Aula ,for this afternoon's Conferment
Ceremony.
,After the rehearsal, I talked further to Eneberg about the ICS,
then joined Clark Kerr. Kerr and I went with Porath and Sundelof, to
the chemistry building where they showed me the lecture hall in which
I made my talk on the transuranium elements in October 1949; the
interior has been rebuilt somewhat. Porath wants to escort me on a
visit to Ytterby next year.
Sunde.1of told me that Uppsala has'a program called International
Seminar in Chemistry (also one in Physics) in which fellowships are
given each year to 15 post-Ph.D. students from developing countries to
come to Uppsala University to do cooperative research for one year.
Sundelof said this is much in line with my ICS idea, which he will
discuss 'with Ragnar, Ohlson. I told him about the Djerassi proposal; I
willsend him a copy of the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists article.
Kerr and I then visited a ,number of the Student Nations buildings, including Sodermanlands, Goteborg and Vastmanlands-Dala. These
are really nice places. Each student must join one of these student
"clubs." Vastmanlands-Dala has 3,000 members. They were preparing
for tonight's banquets and student balls. Kerr and I then walked back
to Hotel Gillet.
: Eric and I had lunch in the Brasserie at a table with Dr. and
Mrs.- C. H. Li. Eric then went shopping for a bag that I-can use to
carry the extra things (books, pamphlets, etc.) I have picked up
during our "visit to Europe •. He bought a little suitcase for $25.
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Friday, September 30, 1977 (con't)
I rode on a bus to the University Main Building to participate,
in the Aula, in the Conferment Ceremony, at which we were to receive
our honorary doctorate degrees. About 95 degrees were conferred, 30
in the sciences. Eric walked to the University Main Building, bringing the cameras with him. It was raining although not very hard. Our
bus was delayed by Uppsala student and other demonstrators marching on
the central Uppsala street in which the bus travelled.
Demonstrators were also assembled in front of University Main so
Eric had some trouble working his way through them. Many police were
in evidence and the area was cordoned off. For this, as for the other
functions, a special card was required for admittance. The focus of
the demonstrations was the representative from Iran, Seyyed Husain
Nasr.
The academic procession into the Aula began at 3:00 p.m. (I
greeted Finnish President Urko Kekkonnen, an honorary degree recipient, recalling our meeting in Finland some 8 years ago.) Eric tried
to take an Olympus picture but the flash didn't work (batteries down).
The procession included University officials, student leaders, honorary degree recipients, faculty delegates from universities and academies, promotores, and other dignitaries.
We entered to orchestral music and choir singing, with four
trumpets in the gallery adding their contribution. The ceremony was
interwoven with a cantata, with choir, soloists and orchestra, written
by Ingmar Milveden, and including excerpts from statements of Rector
Segerstedt and Linnaeus, with the theme of academic freedom. Honorary
doctorate degrees were also conferred on a number of people who
received their doctor's degrees at Uppsala University 50 years ago-Doctores jubilares.
The science doctorates were conferred last and I was no. 80 in
the sequence. Each recipient stepped forward to the rostrum and the
"promotor" conferred the degree. In the case of science doctorates,
we received a laurel wreath, placed on our heads, a ring placed on our
finger (symbolic gesture because we were already wearing our rings)
and our diploma. A cannon outside boomed as the wreath was placed on
the recipients head. Some recipients bought the empty shell afterwards. Stig Claesson was our "Promotor" and made his individual pronouncements, and opening and closing remarks in Latin. He became
somewhat confused on several occasions in trying to remember his Latin
words as he conferred individually the 30 honorary degrees.
Ninety-year-old Hans von Kantzow (Bruksdisponent, Hallstaharnrnar)
violated protocol, making some kind of a statement which resulted in
some merriment in the audience. As we left the rostrum, we stopped
and bowed to the king. Following the degree conferments, there were
short talks by Frederik Tackholrn, Chairman of the Student Union, and
Urko Kekkonnen, who spoke on behalf of the honorary degree recipients.
The program ran until 6:30 p.m., an hour over the scheduled time. We
left in an academic processional, with the orchestra and choir again
augmented by the four trumpets from the gallery. I greeted Baron Stig
Ramel, of the Nobel Foundation, on the way.
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Friday, September 30, 1977 (con't)
Eric and I walked back to Hotel Gillet in a light rain. We
quickly donned our white tie and tails (I again wore my centennial
Swedish king's medal.) We then rode with the Sundelofs, together with
prigogine"to the "Vastragota Nations" Student Ball held at their 17th
century house •. We met a number of lively and interesting students. I
was assigned to escort Mrs. Amadou Mahtar (Raymonde) M'Bow·to the
table in the festively decorated dining room with murals on the walls.
Eric was assigned to Britta Isen, of Vasteras, a pretty, vivacious law
student with whom he spent the rest of the evening, also in the
company of some other pretty girls.
At dinner, I sat next to Mrs. M'Bow and Mrs. Jacqueline Mislow
(her husband is at Princeton University) and near Frederik Tackho~m,
Chairman of the Student Union, who spoke as representative of the
students at the Conferment Ceremony this afternoon, and Professor
John-Eric, Thun, the "Inspector" (house master) of the Vastragota
house. (Thun is a nuclear physicist, in charge of the tandem accelerator at Uppsala University.)
The dinner began at 9:00 p.m. and lasted until after midnight.
It was punctuated by manY.toasts, remarks by student leaders of Vastragota house, Inspector Thun, M'Bow and others and comedy singing to
guitar and piano accompaniment by a couple of Uppsala faculty members.
There was much singing of students' songs, one standing on our chairs.
All of this was led by an attractive "Mistress of Ceremonies," who
.
thumped the floor with a huge wooden staff in order to quiet the
assemblage to the point we could hear her announcements and introductions.
We went back upstairs for coffee. I sat at a table with'the
M'Bows and Georg and Greta Borgstrom (he is an environmentalist at
Michigan State University consulted by Prime Minister Falldin and
other Swedish officials; they were both born in Sweden and went to
Michigan State some 20 years ago.) Ingmar Eneberg joined us, again
urging me to keep him and UNESCO informed on progress on the ICS
because they (including M'Bow) want to be involved. When I told him
of, Eric's, interest in Sweden, he told me he might get a job (writing
on environmental problems in English) with the newly established
StockhoLm international research institute .on environmental issues,'
which has support from the Swedish government. It will be-headed by
Gordon Goodman. Eneberg will discuss this possibility with Goodman
,-,and Eric should call him at UNESCO when he gets to Paris late in
October.
oI left ,at 1:30 a.m., .soon after the dancing started; Britta and
Eric were on the dance. floor; Eric stayed until about 5:30 a.m.
I walked back to our hotel in a light rain and packed-my various
bags •. Ireceived a call from a student at Sodermanlands Nation house
inviting me ,to come over. and join them, but I had to regret to his
tremendous disappointment. I retired at 2:30 a.m.
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David Templeton and GTS
after receiving honorary
degrees at the SOOth
anniversary of Uppsala
University, Uppsala,
Sweden, September 29, 1977.

Eric Seaborg at the Hotel
Gillet, Uppsala, Sweden:
September 30, 1977.
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Saturday, October 1, 1977 - Uppsala, Sweden - Copenhagen, Denmark Seattle, Washington - San Francisco
I phoned Jack Barrett at his home in Bourton-on-the-Water and
made arrangements for Eric to store his suitcase at the Chemical
Society headquarters at Burlington House (where Lynne and I had dinner
last September) in London during his travels in England. Jack may
also look into the whereabouts of youth hostels in the London area.
Eric and I had breakfast in the Brasserie at 8:00 a.m. He had
only an hour or two of -sleep. (I loaned him $240 for use if he runs
out of money.) I told him about my talks with Ingmar Eneberg last
night (concerning the contact with Gordon Goodman's environmental
organization) and with Jack Barrett this morning. Eric will go by
train to Eskilstuna, via Stockholm, as soon as he gets his suitcase
and backpack packed. He will be met there by Gosta Adolfsson and
spend Saturday and Sunday nights with the Adolfssons, then he will
probably contact Siv Lindkvist and spend Monday night at her home,
first visiting the Vasa ship and Skansen again on Monday. He will
then fly to London on Tuesday morning and meet Al Lindstrom and
Richard Sproul at London Heathrow Airport early Wednesday morning
(October 5).
I checked out of our hotel rooms, paying a bill of 412.60 kronor
which covered our dinner with Per and Karin Sunday night, our lunches
and telephone calls.
I then bade farewell to Eric, boarded a special bus and rode to
Here I boarded Scandinavian Airlines flight
#911, which left at 11:00 a.m. and arrived in Copenhagen at noon. At
Copenhagen, I boarded Scandinavian Airlines flight #933, which left at
1:15 p.m. and arrived at Seattle Airport at 3:00 p.m. I read draft
articles and other material sent to me by Pat, en route. I talked to
Carl Djerassi and Diane Middlebrook, who were also aboard, about
progress in ICS, my itinerary on the present trip, their itinerary
(they left home on August 23), etc.
~rlanda in the rain.

We travelled on three trains at Seattle Airport to reach the
United Airlines area, where we boarded United flight #275 which left
at 4:40 p.m. and arrived at San Francisco at 6:20 p.m. Helen met me
and drove me home. She told me that Dianne has started her freshman
year at Davis and seems to be getting. along all right. Dave is home
with us recuperating from a cold before he starts his next boardand-room job. I spent the evening reading some of the huge stack of
papers which accumulated during my absence.
Sunday, October 2, 1977 - Lafayette
I spent most of the day and evening reading the accumulated
material.
In the afternoon, Helen and I took a hike at Las Trampas Regional
From the parking lot we hiked to the start of Mahogany
Trail. We hiked Mahogany Trapline, Gooseberry, Chamise, and Mahogany
Trails, then returned to the parking lot.

Wilderness~
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In the evening, Reid Laitner came by and Helen and I signed a
purchase contract to sell our 2-acre Orinda land relating to an offer
from Phillip S. Wirthman to purchase it for $20,000 and our counter
suggestion of $25,000.
Monday, October 3, 1977 - Berkeley
I worked with Pat on my accumulation of mail and papers. I
received the following note from Bernard Harvey apprising me of the
latest developments of the High Intensity Uranium Beams project:
"Here's the position on Capitol Hill:
1. LINE ITEM Things look bad for FY'78. House and Senate
Appropriations are both saying "after you." The D. of E.
Supplemental seems to be genuinely only for "emergencies" i.e.
moving to the Forrestal Bldg.
The last hope is Cranston/Forcier. They probably haven't
done much yet since the Senate is all tied up with Gas Deregulation. I suggest calling Goldschmidt and Forcier MON a.m.
2. 6M OPERATING. Apart from Minetta's and Andelin's calls, nothing
has happened. If we can't even get the line item. I see no
hope on an Operating Add-on, so I've done nothing to move this
along. I suggest you call Andelin or Leber.
I've really worked on all this, but can't think of anything
more that could be done. You might want to follow up on the
Goldwater-Bellmon connection by phoning Joe Overton. I'm not
optimistic though. No word from Hiyakawa!"
I also dictated a letter to Stanley Schneider to let him know
that my Uppsala address for the SOOth Anniversary Jubilee was very
well received and enclosed a check for $1,000 as a token of my appreciation for his work on the speech ("Knowledge and Survival"). I sent
A. M. Dowden the biographical sketch for the transuranium elements
volume and a copy of the author's permission letter and informed him
that we do not have a publishers permission form on file in my office.
I replied to Professor Mansel Davies in regard to his inquiry of my
having seen the Bury paper before (I had not).
At 9:55 a.m., I received a phone call from Professor Allan Bromley. He will be in the San Francisco area and wants to meet with
Bernard Harvey and me. He will come to the Laboratory at 10:30 a.m.,
Monday, October 31, 1977.
At 10:30 a.m., I attended the scheduling meeting for the 88"
cyclotron along with Al Ghiorso, Pat Somerville, Ken Thomas and Kim
Williams. somer ille was jgheduled for the owl shift, Th~3~day,
October 13 (for 3He plus 2 U to look, for S.F. isomer of
Pu);
~tlliams ~~g scheduled for the swing shift, Friday, October 14 (for
B plus
U; Ghiorso was scheduled for the sy!ng shift, Saturday,
October 15 and the owl shift, October 16 (for
N plus Pb); and K.
H~~~t and N. Mikheev were schedul g for the swing shift, October 14
(
Es plus 4He for chemistry of 1 6Md). Mikheev has had one experiment on Md chemistry and is pleased to get started. He will be at LBL
for 3 months. I signed Somerville's study list a~d discus~~g his most
recent results--he has found a 30-n.s. S.F. from He plus
U.
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Gordon Halstead dropped by to give me a copy of his thesis to
read in my capacity as a member of his,Ph.D. committee~
Barbara Jacak dropped by to bring me up-to-date about her meetings with the cluster student group for which I am the advisor and to
have me sign some study lists.
I called Pete Goldschmidt, John Andelin, Dan Dreyfus (Senator
Jackson's office), Jim Forcier (Senator Cranston's office) and Jack
Ford (Burgener's office) about the status of our High Intensity
Uranium Beams project.
I attended the luncheon of the Chemistry Department faculty in
the Latimer-Lewis Room. Rollie Myers, who is giving the lectures in
Chemistry lA, and Sam Markowitz, who is leader of laboratory Section 3
(Tuesday afternoons), brought me up-to-date on 'the start of classes
last week.
At 3:30 p.m., I attended the Nuclear Science Division seminar in
70A-3377. Rollie Otto spoke on "New Insights into Heavy Ion Reactions
from Radiochemical Studies". '
I attended a reception in'the cafeteria, from 4:30-5:00 p.m.,
in recognition of art work done by LBL~employees which was on
display. Andy Sessler spoke and then I spoke about my involvement
with the Arts in Education Panel and their output, "Corning to our
Senses".
h~ld

Sheila called to inquire about my European trip and to bring me
up-to-date on her work in the Regents' office.
I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir on the way horne. Helen and
I had dinner in the playroom and were joined by Dave. We watched
Monday Night Football--Oakland Raiders vs. Kansas City Chiefs. The
Raiders won 37 - 2 8 '.
Tuesday, October 4, 1977 - Berkeley
Helen drove me to my LBL office so she could take the station
wagon to Berkeley Tire Company to purchase some new tires.
I continued to work with, Pat to get caught up on my correspondence. I dictated a letter to Professor Samuel Devons expressing my
regret and declining his invitation to attend the Symposium on the
occasion of the 50th Anniversary of the Pupin Laboratory, at Columbia
University, due to a previous commitment to the Welch Foundation in
Houston, Texas. They will also include recognition of Professor
Isidor Rabi's fifty-year association with Columbia, so I wrote:
"I have had the privilege of being associated with
Professor Rabi in a number of ways during the last thirty
years, including our membership in the First General Advisory Committee of the Atomic Energy Commission, and in our
mutual involvement with the International Atomic Energy
Agency. I have found him to be a man of extraordinary
vision and wisdom and have benefitted much from my associa-
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Tuesday, October 4, 1977 (con't)
tion with him. He has played a notable role in the overall
development of science policy in the United States and
throughout the world. I would like to join his many friends'
in paying my respects and expressing my affection for him.
I am sure that he will continue to make important contributions during the second fifty years of association with
Columbia University."
I sent a check ($100) to Benjamin Loeb for his distribution to
Walter Leight and Francis Duncan ($50 each) for their analysis of our
draft on Test Ban negotiations. I replied to Robert Weast, Editor-inChief of CRC Press, Inc. in Cleveland, Ohio regarding competing claims
of the discovery of elements 104 and 105 between Berkeley and Dubna.
I informed Bernard Abraham that a search committee had been formed and
that I was supporting his nomination as Head of the Energy and Environment Division. I also dictated a short thank you note to Arthur
Norberg, in the General Library, for the four stamps commemorating the
centenary of the Royal Institute of Chemistry he sent to me.
I went by to see Rollie otto in room 203/70. He told me he has
been offered a position .in the LBL Earth Sciences Division. We will
have to discuss further when he might start, to be consistent with our
planned bombardment schedule and paper writing program.
I gave otto and Dave Morrissey the reprints and other data I
gathered during my visits to GSI and Marburg on September 14 and 15 to
read and return to me. We also discussed plans for Wayne Marsh; he
will do undergraduate research with me this quarter (his last before
graduation). He will do graduate research with Professor Prussin.
I learned that Kim Williams got a pretty good lOB plus 235 u
bombardment at the 88" cyclotron on the swin g shift yesterday. I dis4 Ar plus Pb (to study X)
cussed1~~th patri~!g Baisden her plans for a
and a
Xe plus
Cm bombardment (to study heavy isotopes) at the
Superhilac.
I discussed with Olivia my tentative FY 1978 budget allotment,
pointing out the additional requirements for salary support.
At 10:40 a.m., I received a telegram from Dzhermin Gvishiani
declining (with regret) my invitation to attend the Conference (World
Conference on Future Sources of Organic Raw Materials-CHEMRAWN).
From 11:10 a.m. to 12:00 noon, I attended the Chern 1A lecture in
PSL given by Professor Rollie Myers.
I had lunch at the Faculty Club at a table with Alexander Pines,
Leo Brewer, Donald Noyce, Andrew Streitwieser, Neil Bartlett, Joel
Hildebrand, Robert Connick, William Dauben and others.
I attended the pre-lab section 3 meeting of Chemistry 1A instructional staff in Latimer 328, then met my laboratory section in room B
from 1:10-1:50 p.m.; we gave them a quiz. I have Pat McGaughey as a
Teaching Assistant in Room B, James A. Roe in Room C, Steve Treon in
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Room D and David Goodin in Room E. I covered these rooms until 3:00
p.m., when I was relieved by Barbara Garrison.
~

I

"'-

From 3:10-4:10 p.m., I met, in room 444, Latimer, with 20 students in my cluster group for whom I am serving as advisor. We had a
satisfa9tory discussion on superheavy elements, nuclear structure,
etc., in addition to philosophy of undergraduate research, etc. Two
of the group, Don Ino and Richard Davis walked up the hill with me and
visited briefly in my LBL office.
, I met Pat Somerville ,in room 203/70 and arranged to have his 235 U
target isotopically ftnalyzed by Maynard Michel; I also gave him some
reprints on delayed, S.F. isomer work.
_'

'_.

.'

t""

. Helen and I had dinner in the playroom watching the National
League baseball playoff game between the Los Angeles Dodgers and
Philadelphia Phillies.- Alice Thomps9n joined us; after a while, Alice
and Helen went to Berkeley to attend a ,club meeting on investment
techn~~es. ,The ~~illies won--7-5.
Wednesday, October 5, 1977 - Berkeley
I called Bryant Rossiter at 8:45 'a.m. to inform him about the
I received. from Dzherrnin Gvishiani declining our invitation
to participate in th~ CHEMRAWN Day I p&nel. Rossiter suggested
Professor Dieter Behrens from Frankfurt as a replacement. I agreed to
contact Behrens and extend the invitation.
tel~gram

I walked down to the campus to attend the Chern lA' lecture by
Rollie Myers in PSL. I then attended the meeting of Chern 1A teaching
staff at which Robert Connick and Leo Brewer went, over the laboratory
work in room 124 Lewis.
?

As I ,was entering my LBL office, after walking back up the hill,
I received a phone call from Bill Bevan: I agreed to write a letter
(attache~) of recommendation to Norman-Hackerman recommending Bill for
appointment to the National Science Board.
We held the regular meeting of my research group (SHEIKS) in my
office from 12-1:15 p.m. Present were Nikolai Mikheev, Bob Silva, Al
Ghiorso, Dave Morrissey, Rollie otto, Trish Baisden, Michel de SaintSimon, Diana Lee, Bonner Nishida, Kim Williams, Sabu~o Yashita, Ken
Thomas and Pat Somerville. Somerville.reported on his observation of
a 30-nanosecond ~j~. activity ~determin1~5by time of flight) produced
from alpha plus
U and from He plus
U, Williams on her obs1~2
vat~~£ of a 18.i1± 2.5-m~~~te electron-capture -activity (due to
Bk
or
Bk) from
B plus
U (observed via' Cm Ka. and Kf3 x-ra¥§), otto
on plans for SuperHILAC bombardments (Pb plus Pb or Bi, and
Ca plus
~48cm to look for SHE and actinides), Baisden on her plot of actinide
yields and other heavy isotope'yields from HI on heavy targets and
Morrissey on recoil behavior-of products from 400-MeV/nuclear 2UNe
plus Ta (with x-ray detection).
At 1:30 p.m., I received a call from Tim: Moder with GASP asking
me to chair an active campaign support committee. My schedule would
not permit me to spend a great,deal of time on it, but I said I would
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october 11, 1977
Dr. Uor.man Hackerman .
National Science Board
National Science Foundation
Washi~gton, D. C., 20550
Dear Norman:
I am ~~iting in support of Professor William Bevan of
Duke University for appointment as a member of the Natio~al
Science Board.
~
Bill Bevan is William Preston Few Professor of Psychology
at Duke University. He is an experimental psychologist with
an outstanding record of publications in the fields of perception and other cognitive processes, vision and other sensory
processes I and hU!'.1an engineering. ·and human factors research.
I ,became very <;;ell .acqQainted with Bill dnring the three
years (1971-73) in ~·lhicb. I served as President-elect, President
and Chairman of the Board, and during '\Thich he served as Execu·tive Officer of the Anlerican Association for the·Advancement of
Science. I have also participated in the Round ~able on Science
and Publ~c hffairs ,·,hich he initiated and irlplemented so successfully at Duke University.
On the basis of Ely opportunity to "-'7atch him in action,
I believe that 3ill 3evan is very lllell qualified for r.leffibership
on the l';ational Science Soard. He possesses a I'are combination
of scholarly backgro.:mtl, executive abil·ity and arlr.liilistrative
experience ,.;i th a special interest and conpetence on the questions of sociology and national policies for science and technology. He is a very dynamic person, energetic, very articulate,
has a pleasant personality, relates well to people.
Bill Bevan has been very active in,a number of scholarly
and scientific ;'.ssociations. These include the &>n.erican Association for the~ Advc.ncement of Science (~'lhere he serves on the
Co~~ittee on Scientific Freedom and Responsibility), An1erican
Council on Education r fu~erican Psychological Association,
American Psychological Foundation, Association for the Advancement of Psychology, National Institutes of Health, National
Institute of Hental Health, and others. He.has been active

-2-

Dr. Norman Hackerman

October II, 1977

in the National Science Foundation and is currently serving on
the National Science Board Task Force on Science Applications.
I believe that Bill Bevan is very well qualified for
a position on the National Science Board, and I feel I can
give him the highest recommendation.
Cordially yours,

Glenn T. Seaborg
GTS:pg

•
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consider being a co-honorary chairman with Linus Pauling on the
advisory committee. He agreed to send me a description of the duties
that would be required of me.
At 3:00 p.m., the Nuclear Science Division staff had a birthday
party for Bernie Harvey. In attendance were Sharon Date, Kathy Van
der Haeghen, Pat Quinn, Eileen Eiland, Olivia Hansen, Frances Mann,
Wanda Smith, Paula Bjork, Harvey and I.
Kenton Moody, an incoming graduate student in Chemistry from the
University of California at Santa Barbara, came by at 3:40 p.m. to
discuss my research program as a possible choice for his Ph.D.
research. I described my program, gave him some reprints and took him
to building 70A to meet Morrissey, Thomas, de Saint-Simon and Lee, to
the HILAC Building to meet Ghiorso, Nitschke and Sebesta and to see
our equipment (FAKE, FAMSY, etc.).
I dictated a letter of support for the admission of Richard
Sankary to the Bowman Gray School of Medicine in Winston-Salem, North
Carolina.
I went-to Baisden's office to discuss her research program.
I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. Helen, Dave and I had
dinner in the playroom, watching on TV the second National League
baseball playoff game--the Dodgers won, 7-1.
Thursday, October 6, 1977 - Berkeley
I dictated to Pat a response to A. DeVolpi at Argonne National
Laboratory on his comments on New Directions and a letter to Paul
Lochak in France, indicating the amount of $2,336 as my travel
expenses (my recent Europe trip) for which I would like reimbursement.
At 9:10 a.m., I spoke with W. o. Milligan with the Welch Foundation about several matters in connection with the foundation and the
upcoming conference.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Michel de Saint-Simon.
Reinhard Stock has just returned from a visit to GSI and CERN,
during which he tried to arouse interest in providing funding for
relativistic heavy ion capability at CERN.
I worked with Otto and Morrissey on the rev~s~on of our 48 Ca plus
208 pb paper for submission to Physics Letters because of its rejection
by Physical Review Letters.
I went down to Building 88 to talk to Mikheev, Hulet and Baisden,
busily at work on mendelevium Ch~w!stry in prepar~~ion for their
bombardment on Monday ( He plus
Es to produce
Md for tracer).
At 3:00 p.m., Michael Crisp of Senator Baker'S office returned my
call of yesterday. He told me that the markup would be made next
Wednesday (October 12). He suggested I contact Kathryne Bruner
(Senator Hayakawa's office) and Jim Forcier (Senator Cranston's
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office) to have them attempt to have each senator contact key (or all)
members of 'the Appropriations Committee to enlist their support for
the High Intensity Uranium Beams facility and request that it be added
to the Senate Appropriations Bill. I told Crisp that I had spoken to
Dan Dreyfus (Senator Jackson's office) and suggested that Crisp call
him to encourage his help.
I dictated a letter of appreciation to Aristides Pinto Coelho for
sending me a copy of his book, "Energia Nuclear." I then walked down
to Latimer Hall and back to <pick up my mail.
When I arrived home we received a call from Lynne, who was in
Moline, Illinois, with Bill at his mother's home. She said she did
well in defending her Ph.D. thesis plan before her 4-man committee at
Purdue in Lafayette, Indiana, earlier this week. Bill has had-an
interview for a possible internship at Vanderbilt, with Iowa State
coming up. They are coming to California next week; Lynne to arrive
here on Monday and Bill a little later following some interviews at
West Coast schools.
Helen, Dave and I had dinner in the playroom. We watched the
American League baseball playoff game between the New York Yankees and
Kansas City Royals. After dinner, as usual, I worked in the study.
Friday, October 7, 1977 - Berkeley
At 8:30 a.m., I spoke with Kathryne Bruner (Senator Hayakawa's
office) on the telephone regarding the High Intensity Uranium Beams
Project and its inclusion in the supplemental budget appropriation
bill. Mike Crisp (Senator Baker's office) suggested that I contact
her and request Senator Hayakawa to send a letter to members of the
appropriations committee in support of its inclusion in the bill •. She
agreed to make sure this was done and if necessary have it hand delivered (Bellmon was the only name she mentioned). She said that Ann
Wrayis the most influential'person in Senator. Cranston's office
(Crisp mentioned James Forcier who, as it turns out, is Ms. Wray's
assistant). Bruner agreed to call Wray prior to my calling her, and I
informed her that I would try to reach Ms. Wray before 9:00 a.m. our
time.
I 'called Ann Wray at 9:00 a.m. She said that Forcier was the
person handling the staff work and that a letter has gone'out from
Senator Cranston to the Chairman of the full Senate Appropriations
Committee with copies to all members voicing his support for the
project and urging restoration'of the funds. She will talk to
Cranston to ascertain.thebe~t Senator ,to approach on offering the
amendment or resolution to the Senate Bill to restore this item in the
budget. She will keep in touch with me.
At 9:50 a.m., I walked down to Latimer Hall and held my office
hour from 10-11:00 a.m. in my office, room 446. I then taught my
Chemistry 1A discussion section (students from Section 3 laboratory
room B), in room E from 11:10 a.m. to noon. Pat McGaughey, my teaching
assistant, was present.
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Friday, October 7, 1977 (con't)
I walked back up the hill and had lunch at the table outside the
lower level of the cafeteria with Ghiorso, Nitschke, Diamond, Bucher,
Edelstein and Banks.
At 2:30 p.m., I spoke to John Fialka, a reporter for The Washington Star. I had previously received a letter from him inquiring about
the NUMEC Corporation and the missing enriched uranium during the mid
1960's (during my tenure as Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission).
In today's mail I received a copy of a letter from Senator Alan
Cranston to Senator John C. Stennis, dated October 4, 1977, supporting
the High Intensity Uranium Beams facility project and urging Senator
Stennis to support and urge restoration of the funds.
Edelstein dropped in at 3:00 p.m. He told me that Banks finally
succeeded yesterday in obtaining an x-ray diffraction pattern on
protactinium borohydride.
A little before 4:00 p.m., I walked down to Latimer Hall where,
in room 120, I attended the weekly Inorganic Chemistry Seminar. Ken
Raymond spoke on "Microbial Iron Transport".
I walked back up to my LBL office and learned that Bonner Nishida
signed her consultant's contract today to start research work, for a
6-month's period, at LBL with Trish Baisden.
I went to room 203 where otto and Morrissey were talking by phone
with Walt Loveland. I also talked with him and told him about some of
my conversations at GSI and Marburg. We discussed progress on writing
our papers.
I also discussed with otto and Morrissey my conversation with
Rasmussen earlier today regarding the possibility that I might participate with him in the teaching of Chemistry 123 next quarter. Otto
told me he would like to have a freshman chemistry student work with
him to help prepare vyns films, etc.; I said that one of my "cluster"
students might be interested.
The operators at the SUPZOHILAC are attempting to get a 208 pb
beam and we have a target of
Pb ready to be bombarded.
My correspondence today included letters to G. N. Flerov and Yuri
Oganessian in regard to Flerov's' refusal to allow us to include some
of their papers in the Benchmark volume on Transuranium Elements
(letters attached) and I also sent Amadou Mahtar M'Bow some reprints
of articles regarding my visits to scientific research establishments
in Africa in January 1970.
Helen, Dave and I had dinner in the playroom while watching on TV
the American League baseball playoff game of the New York Yankees vs.
the Kansas City Royals--the Royals won, 6-2. They are now leading the
series, 2-1. The Dodgers won this afternoon, 6-5, and now lead the
Phillies 2-1 in games.
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October 7, 1977

Professor G. N. Flerov
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research
Post Office Box 79
101000 !1.0SCO"1, USSR
Dear Professor Flerov:
This is in response to your letter of June 1977 whichwe have just received and \'lhich fol10v1eo your telegram of
September 2, 1977 in which you refuse1 permission to include
soree of your papers in the Bencp~ark volu~e on Transuranium
Elements for which perwission for publication ,·1as requested
in my letters to you of Narch 22 and April 26, 1977.
"

Actually, since the USSR entered the International
Cop:yr ight Agree.'I!l~:mJc on :'fay 1, 1973, i-t ,.is only necessary to
request pernission for the use of Russiab. material published
since that date.
o The book was already in production when I received
your letter. It vlillinclude the reprints of 123 articles
ana so, in any case, it would have been difficult to add
additional reprints.
.
Eo~:ever r I included re£erenc6s to your ,·:ork in addition
to the reprints. l"or exan~?lG, on ele::lent 102, I refer to the
article in SOV.AToEHERGY 22, 93 (IS67). I also cite tne paper
by Zvara, et al c.eali,ng with the 'chemic.:tl properties of
element J:O~ I SOV .RA.DIOCHE!>1,14 ,. 1.15 (1972) r and papers by Zvara
et al on the chemic~l properties of elenlent 105, JINR report
#P1.2-5l2~ and JINR =eport ii:P6-874Q., ..
Sincerely yours,

Glenn T.
G':'S:pq

cc:

Dr. J. Kaufman
Dr. W. Koski
Dr. Y. T. Oganessian

Seab~rg
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October 7 I 1977

Professor Y. T. Oganessian
Joint Ip.stitute for !~uclear Research,
Post Office Bo~ 79
101000 i"-lOSCO~l, USSR
Dear Professor oganessian:
This is in reply to your letter of June 1977.

In

vimo, of the telegram fro!U vrofessor Flerov of SepteIllber 2 f
1977, refusing l?er.uission for the publication of your t~~o
articles il-4 the 3e~..cl~ark book on the ?rans~raniu..~ Elements
for \olhich permission was req-.lested in ray letter to you of
A~ril 26, 1977 r ti'J.e .?~.lblishe::-s !).ay decide that these blO
articles s1"lo:.l1ti not. ba incl~C!~d. I!l thi::; case I I gila11
incli.l1e a state::lent i:l tile book indicating that Flerov
refused to grant perzuission to do so, but ,\olill cite in the
_ text references to JEPT Lett. 20, 265 (1974) and JEPT Lett.
23, 277 {lS76}.
('I'hese are thet"lo papers forO which I
would have included reprints had pe~ission been granted.
Space ~..ould not per••lit the in-::lusion of pa?ers as long as
your lecture notes for ele.ll{=mt 106 or ~!ucl. Phys. '].273,
505 (1975) for ele~ent 107.)
The book is already i:l production b:lt, in any case,
I would not s;:tb::~i t the te}~t to you for editing.
Sincerely yours,

Glenn

GTS:pq
cc:

... Kaufman
Dr. u.
Dr.

~.jC"

Koski

Dr. G. N. Flerov

,."

Jo_

Seaborg
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Reid Laitner called to inform us that he showed our 2-acre Orinda
land to the potential buyer (a plumber) who appeared very interested;
he will call me with his decision Sunday night. This buyer also has
associates back east who might be interested in the 51-acre Segre-Seaborg land.
Saturday, October 8, 1977 - Lafayette - Santa Cruz
Helen and I, with Moses, drove to the Forest of Nisene Marks
State Park. We tried to enter at the Santa Rosalia Ridge by going off
Highway 17 via Summit Road and Highland Way but we missed the turnoff
and drove on through Corralitos and Aptos to the main entrance.
We all hiked on the Center Loop Trail, then took a new trail
along the stream to the end of the trail, turned back, climbed up a
hill and had our backpack lunch. We then hiked back to the Center
Loop Trail, hiked along to China Camp, then up to the West Ridge Trail
and back to our parking place (near the Porter Picnic Area).
We then drove to Santa Cruz and checked into room 15 of the Mardi
Gras Motel (on Riverside Avenue). We had dinner in the Coffee Shop of
the Surf Bowl (bowling), then took a walk along the Santa Cruz Beach
Boardwalk at the waterfront.
Sunday, October 9, 1977 - Santa Cruz

~

Lafayette

Helen and I had breakfast in the Surf Bowl's Coffee Shop (across
from the Casino), checked out of our motel and drove on Soquel Old San
Jose Road and Olive Springs Road. We parked our station wagon at
Olive Spring Quarry; then Helen, Moses and I started our hike going
down the dirt road across Olive Springs Road a few hundred feet beyond
the Quarry.
We intended to hike directly into Forest of Nisene Marks State
Park, but, by mistake, we took the road to the right, which turned out
to be on private land. We hiked this road to its end (it had obviously been improved to permit logging operations), then further on up
along a swarth cut by bulldozers until we reached the top of the west
ridge of the Park, where we bushwhacked our way (about a half-mile)
through underbrush until we managed to find the West Ridge Trail. We
followed this trail to Trail Camp, where we found a water faucet. We
hiked to Sand Point Overlook, then about a mile on Aptos Road toward
Santa Rosalia Ridge and then back to Sand Point Overlook, where we had
-our backpack lunch. After lunch, we hiked down Aptos Road about a
mile, hiked a side trail a few thousand feet toward what we thought
might be White Lagoon, then hiked back to Trail Camp and then on down
the dirt road to. Olive Springs Road, where our station wagon was
parked. We crossed a creek (Soquel ?) four times as we approached the
end of our hike.
We then drove home, with Helen at the wheel, along Olive Springs
Road, Laurel Glen Road, Mountain View Road, Vine Hill Road and Highways 17, 580 and 24. We arrived home at 5:30 p.m. Helen, Dave and I
had dinner in the playroom.
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We watched on TV, during and after dinner, the fifth American
League playoff game--the Yankees won, 5-3 and thus won the series and
the American League pennant, 3-2. The Dodgers won the National League
pennant yesterday, beating the Phillies for the third time.
Monday, October 10, 1977 - Berkeley
I attended Rollie Myers's Chemistry 1A lecture in PSL from 9:1010:00 a.m.
I walked back up to my LBL office and found that Kathryne Bruner
(Senator Hayakawa's office) had called to say our attempt to reinstate
the High Intensity Uranium Beams facility is now hopeless because Dave
Lohman, Minority Counsel for the Senate Appropriations Committees,
feels he cannot support it.
I went down to Building 88 t~ attend the scheduling meeting.
Ghiorso is scheduled for 103-MeV 4N plus Pb on the swing shift on
Tuesday, October 18 and the oWa shift 0~5~ednesday, October 19; Hulet
and Mikheev are scheduled for He plus
Es on Friday, October 21
from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. I talked to Ghiorso and he thinks maybe
we should look for SHE in geothermal waters to check Dubna results.
Matt Renkas took my picture for inclusion of the Building 88 picture
gallery. Mikheev told me about the results of their la§~ experiment.
In ethyl alcohol solution with SmCl 2 as the reductant,
Y
1~2,15~EU, l~0Frn coprecipitate with SmF , while l50 Md and 137 cs apparently do not. This is good evidence fo~ Md(I).
1 met with George Moynihan, Bill Davis (the new LHS Director for
Development) and Mac Laetsch (in his LHS office) for lunch. We discussed plans for the formation of a Development committee for LHS.
Jim Forcier (Senator Cranston's office) called and relayed to Pat
that the reinstatement of funds for the Uranium Beams project looks
very bleak.
At 1:45 p.m., I called Roger Reeve, CUWA, to discuss setting up a
planning group of EBRPD members working on a shoreline trail plan.
Roger will keep in touch with me.
From 2-3:00 p.m., I met with Rose Marie McFarland, an incoming
graduate student from the College of Idaho. I explained our research
program, gave her reprints, and took her to meet Otto, Morrissey,
Thomas, Williams, Marsh, Lee and de Saint-Simon in Building 70,
Somerville in the HI LAC Building (where I showed her the SuperHILAC
and our experimental area) and also Edelstein and Banks in room
70A/1145.
Today I received a reply from Dieter Behrens--he agreed to
participate on the panel for CHEMRAWN, Day I.
At 3:00 p.m., I met with Joseph H. Penrose, Jr., Vice President
of Booz Allen & Hamilton, who was in the Bay Area interviewing forty
outstanding scientists on behalf of IBM to get their opinions of IBM
and its contributions to research. In terms of contributions to basic
research, I rated IBM in the upper 25% of industrial firms. I have a
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high regard for the_qu~lity of their research personnel but said they
-would do better if IBM were diversified. I told him that I had not
been particularly impressed.with the lack of help from IBM while I was
Chancellor and trying to set up a computer center on the Berkeley
campus. I suggested that IBM might provide grants for post-doctoral
students and graduate students (and particularly for their equipment).
From 3:30~4:00 p.m., I met with incoming graduate students
Michael D. Cable (from Iowa State University) and Lee D. Sobotka
(University of Michigan) to explain my research program and gave them
some reprints. I'll see them again a week from tomorrow.
At 4:00 p.m., I attended the NSD seminar in Building 70A conference room where Professor Walter Meyerhof of Stanford spoke on "Positrons from Heavy Ion Collision".
Today I dictated a letter to Richard Merrill, Mt. Diablo Unified
School District, urging him to accept membership on the Advisory'
Committee of the Lawrence Hall of Science.
I took a hike_at Lafayette Reservoir. Lynne arrived at San
Francisco Airport this afternoon; she was met by her. -friend Nathan
Loucks, who had dinner with us anq spent the night. Steve called from
San Diego; he is getting along fine, but needs some money.
I did my usual reading of papers after dinner, then at 10:00
p.m., Helen, Lynne, Nathan, Dave and I gathered in the living room to
look at slides that Dave took during his.visit to Yosemite last month;
he had some very good slides.
Tuesday, October 11, 1977 - Berkeley
At 8:35,a.m., I started making a number of phone calls regarding
the High Intensity Uranium Beams facility project. I first called
James Forcier (Senator Cranston's office); he agreed to call Senator
Magnuson's Office. At 8:40 a.m., I spoke with Jack Ford (Representative Clair Burgener's office); he will also call Magnuson's office.
He also agreed to get in touch with Mike Crisp (Senator Baker's'
office). I spoke with Crisp at 8:45 a.m. and he agreed to ask Baker
to speak with Senator Henry Bellmon before the markup meeting and to
ask Sasser who could make such an amendment to put the project in the
Appropriations Bill. -Crisp suggested that-I contact Mike Walker in Jim
Sasser's office. I called Forcier again at 9:00 a.m. and related my
conversation with Ford; W~ discussed the possibility of Cranston's
also talking to Sasser this morning.
In between calls, at 10:00 a.m., Michael Cima, one of my Cluster
Group students came in to discuss his program with me.
I spoke with Mike Walker -(Sasser's office) at 10:45 a.m. I
described the history of the uranium beam project and he will request
a "fact" sheet on the project. from Crisp. He will contact me after he
receives the information and has had a chance to go over· it.· I called
Crisp again at 10:55 a.m. and he will see that the informational
material is prepared and hand delivered to Walker today.
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At 11:30 a.m., I called Bryant Rossiter to tell him that Professor Dieter Behrens has accepted our invitation to be a panel member on
Day I of CHEMRAWN in July. The National Committee of the IUPAC met
(October 8) and discussed the ICS concept. Rossiter appointed a
subcommittee to investigate the possibility of IUPAC reorganizing to
fill the need for ICS. Rossiter and I agreed Bob Parry is the best
person to Chair the Committee.
I met Kristen Jean Johnson, Pat's 18-year-old daughter.
I had lunch at my desk, then walked down to Latimer Hall to
attend the Chern lA pre-lab session at 1:00 p.m. in room 328. I then
went to room C to give the quiz and the pre-lab discussion and circulated among rooms B, C, D and E until relieved by Barbara Garrison at
3:00 p.m.
I met with my cluster advising group in room 71 Evans Hall.
About 10 students showed up. I answered questions on superheavy
elements and the modern periodic table and gave them copies of the
AEC "Nuclear Milestones" pamphlet and modern periodic table (up Z =
168). After my meeting with the group, Simon Chin, Andrew Shapiro and
Don Ino accompanied me back up the hill, visited my LBL office and
went with me to Building 70 to meet Otto and Morrissey. Chin may do
some research work with otto.
At 4:00 p.m., I met with H.R.H. Prince Mohammed Al Faisal in room
154 of Building 50. Also in attendance were the following: Luis
Alvarez, John Harte, Edward Lofgren, Arthur Rosenfeld, James Alvarez,
Richard Muller, Andrew Sessler, Hermann Grunder; and from Saudi
Arabia: Prince Faisal; Haten Azzam, Aide; Salah Galal, Science Chief
Editor of Al Ahram. Prince Faisal spoke informally about his idea of
moving icebergs from the antarctic to places like Singapore to give a
source of fresh water. He made it seem technically and economically
feasible.
My dictation today included a letter of recommendation for
William Bevan of Duke University to Norman Hackerman of the National
Science Foundation for appointment as a member of the National Science
Board. I also wrote a letter to Russell W. Peterson, President of New
Directions, thanking him for some miscellaneous material he sent me.
From 5:30-6:15 p.m., Helen and I attended the reception marking
the opening of "An Exhibition on Peru: The Archaeological Work of Max
Uhle" at the Lowie Museum of Anthropology in Kroeber Hall •.
Helen, Dave and I ate dinne~ in the playroom and watched on TV
the first World Series-baseball game--the New York Yankees beat the
Los Angeles Dodgers, 4-3, in 12 innings. Lynne and Nathan went to
Davis to visit with Ben Or love and Dianne.
Wednesday, October 12, 1977 - Berkeley
I went by to see Morrissey and learned that it has proved impossible to accelerate Pb ions at the SuperHILAC so we cannot have a Pb
plus Pb bombardment as planned •

. .
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Wednesday, October 12, 1977

(con't)

I attended Rollie Myers's Chern 1A lecture in PSL from 9:10-10:00
a.m. I then went to room 124 Lewis to meet with Chern 1A laboratory
instructional staff from 10:10-10:45 a.m.
At 10:45 a.m., I spoke with Gordon Bixler about a number of items
pertaining to the International Activities Committee, including the
following: summary of my discussions in Europe regarding the International Chemical Society, the lAC questionnaire, the Egyptian Workshop,
Thailand Workshop, Yugoslavia Workshop, Peter' Lykos's suggestion for
institutionalizing of conferences, Bixler's acknowledgement to William
T. Watson, Puerto Rico Conference, 1979. Presidents' meeting, India
Chern-Tech Exhibition, Wotiz letter, Brasted proposal, lAC membership
list, Francis J. Bonner regarding ICS, Emanuel Vogel letter, Richard
Lemmon letter regarding China Trip, India Workshop and Japan Meeting.
At ,11:20 a.m., I met with S. K. Runcorn, a planetary astronomer
from the united Kingdom. We discussed his interest in the theory of
primeval melting of the moon and the effect of radioactive elements
and possibly superheavy elements on this. He gave me two reprints:
"The Ancien't Lunar Core Dynamo" and "Primeval Melting of the Moon." I
agreed to send him a copy of my Annual Review of Nuclear Science
article when it becomes available ("Chemistry of the Transactinide
Elements") •
I had lunch at my desk, had a short look at the solar eclipse,
then attended the Actinide Chemistry seminar in room 191/70. Present
were Norman Edelstein, Kenneth Raymond, Andrew Streitwieser, Allan
Zalkin"David Templeton, Gordon Halstead, Jerome Bucher, Charles
Eigenbrot, Rodney Banks, Neil Bartlett, Patricia Durbin-Heavey and
others. Durbin-Heavy spoke on experiments to remove plutonium from
physiological systems, performed in Donner Laboratory. She told me
she started working with Joe Hamilton in July, 1946.
At.2:00 p.m., Patrick McGaughey, incoming graduate student from
Augsbery College in Minnesota and my T.A. in Chern 1A laboratory room
B, came by to discuss my graduate student program with me. I described my research program, gave him some reprints and took him by
Building 70, the HILACbuilding and Building 88.
Wayne Marsh told me he has been admitted to graduate school in
the UCB Department of Nuclear Engineering to work under Stanley
Prussin, possibly doing his research with me. Seoesta told me he is
terminating next June at the Masters degree level to accept an industrial position. This raises the question of whether we should have
some other graduate student from the Chemical Engineering Department
carry on"his work with FAKE. I talked to Otto and Morrissey about our
PubliI~~ions plans.
The article on the search· .for 150-day SHE from U
plus
Xe will be issued as LBL 7104 and submitted for publication in
Journal of Radiochimica Acta; the:article "Calculation of Primary
Product Mass and Charge Distributions from a Stochastic Fireball" will
be issued as LBL 657.9. and our revised article "Lowered Cross Section
in the Quadruply Magic Heavy Ion System" will be issued as LBL 6539
Rev. and submitted to Physics Letters.
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At 3:30 p.m., I met with Joan Warnow of the American Institute of
Physics. She was visiting here from the AIP Archival Project regarding starting an Archival Project at the ERDA National Laboratories. I
agreed to help if an archival project is started at LBL and I showed
her my Met Lab volumes, Met Lab records, my records and my journals
for the last 15 years.
During the course of the day I talked with Bill Davis at the
Lawrence Hall of Science to inform him that Luis Alvarez has declined
my request that he serve as chairman of a LHS development committee.
I also spoke with Paul Witherspoon regarding my visit to the
Stripa Mine on September 27, 1977 and told him that Pavel Kurfurst is
doing a marvelous job.
I wrote to Alan Nixon, Project SEED Decennial Celebration Committee, and agreed to serve as a sponsor of the Celebration.
I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir. Helen, Lynne, Dave and I
had dinner in the playroom and watched on TV the second World Series
game in which the Dodgers beat the Yankees, 6-1.
Thursday, October 13, 1977 - Berkeley
I talked to Dave Morrissey from 10:00-10:45 a.m. about a schedule
for finishing his Ph.D. program. It may be feasible for him to finish
by next June. This will raise a problem with respect to overlap of my
key people if otto and Baisden both leave next summer as planned.
I went to talk to Baisden and Thomas about their research program
and will meet with them later today. I also talked to Williams about
her program and will meet with her again soon to discuss it further.
I had lunch at the table outside the lower level of the cafeteria
with Hyde, Edelstein, Bucher, Diamo~d, Stephens, Banks and Avdeef.
I attended the meeting of the LBL Scientific Program Council from
2:10-3:45 p.m. Present were Andrew Sessler, Earl Hyde, Alan Searcy,
Hermann Grunder, Frederick Goulding, David Scott, Edward Bennett, Luis
Alvarez and others. Sessler told us the Laboratory Program Panel of
the Office of Basic Energy Sciences will meet at LBL on November 10
and 11. Gert Friedlander is chairman and John Deutch, new head of the
DOE Office of Basic Energy Sciences, will attend.
Sessler called for a discussion of general problems or ideas
concerning the operation and future of LBL. We discussed the problem
of controls on equipment funds and whether we might approach DOE to
have these controls removed. Goulding reviewed the problem of how to
use Director's Funds for new projects. Grunder spoke about the problems attendant with choosing people for senior scientist status.
Scott described the p'roblems caused by moving illustrators (who
prepare slides) off the hill down to Berkeley. The meeting was still
in progress when I left.
.
I met in my office from 4-5:00 p.m. with Baisden and Thomas to
help plan their i"orthcoming bombardment at the SuperHILAC. I then
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went by to se,e 0i~o in -'203~1g to discuss his planned bombardment at
the SuperHILAC ( Ca pl:us _ Cm) .
Cathy We~b dropped in to my office -at 5:15 p.m. to request a
letter of recommendation for a Fulbright Fellowship to spend a year
studying German Literature in Germany.
I stopped at Lafayette Reservoir for a hike on the way home.
usual these days I hiked up toward the Rim Trail and on to Sunset
Reservoir-and back.

As

Bill, who had been ·to San Diego for an interview at UCSD Medical
School, was home when I arrived; he had dinner with Steve last night
and the night before spent the night with him--he said Steve is
getting along fine. Ben Or love was also at the house. Helen, Lynne,
Bill, Dave, Ben and I had. dinner in the patio; it was a balmy evening.
Kay Petersen called to invite me to explore a trail connection
between the Panorama Way entrance to Lafayette Ridge across Lafayette
Reservoir via the. Rim Trail to the Lafayette-Moraga Trail on Sunday
morning, October 23; I accepted._
Friday, October 14, 1977 - Berkeley
At 9:05 a.m., I called Darleane Hoffman -at Los Alamos. She· told
me she has applied for-a Guggenheim Fellowship and I am one of her
references. , The fellowship is ~o help support her stay at LBL, (9-12
months beginning the Fall of 1978. She has accepted an invitation
from Dubna to attend the Conference on heavy ions in December. She
agreed to,make some Calculations on actinide isotope. concentrations in
regard to Flerov's claim of reported discovery of superheavy elements
in geothermal wat~rs.
I went by to see Morrissey and otto before I walked down to the
campus; ,we went over some sugge~Sions for their experiments. I suggested a recoil experiment for
Ar plus U to distinguish the mechanism of formation of the iodine isotopes near the barrier. ,I also
talked to Thomas, suggesting he Qonsult with Bob Silva about his
actini~e chemical separ~tion procedures.
_
I ,walked down to campus and held my office hour in room 446
Latimer from 10-11 :'00 a.m. - I then taught my Chern 1A discussion
session from 11:10 a~m. to-noon in RoomE, Latimer Hall.
I walked to the Alumni House for the UC Berkeley Foundation Board
of Delegat~s Annual-Meeting and luncheon. I sat at a table with Sis
Collins, Guy D. Manuel, LouisH. Heilbron and others. / E. Morris Cox,
President, gave a report ,to the Delegates and introduced Vice Chancellor Heym~n who talked on the Berkeley Academic Plan.
I walked back up to my LBL office, where I met with Thomas to
discuss-his research program-and with Morrissey and Otto to discuss
revisions to,our article "A Search-for-Superheavy Elements ••• ,"
submitted for publication in the Journal of Inorganic and Nuclear
Chemistry.
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Friday, October 14, 1977 (con't)
Simon Chin, a freshman from my Cluster Advisory Group (and a
native of Burma) started to work with Otto this afternoon as a laboratory assistant.
At 4:30 p.m., I met with Irena Radunskya (accompanied by Noel
Bransford) in my office. She represents publications such as PRAVDA
and will write an article about me~ I took them to the Bevatron where
Fred Lathrop and Dave Morrissey met them and showed them around. She
requested a picture of me which will be used with her article.
I went by to see otto and Michel de sa!ijt-Simon to check on
progress on writing and made plans for our
Ar plus U recoil experi~unt to help. clarify mechanisms of production of iodine isotopes from
Ar plus U for our interpretation in our papers.
,
At 6:00 p.m., I went down to Building 88; I found Ghiorso, Hulet,
Lougheed, Wilde, Baisden and Mikheev working on the Md chemistry
experime~~5and Ghi~Oso, Nurmi a , Williams and Th~~~s workin~4~n Williams's
U plus
B bombardment (to look for
Bk plus
Bk).
We learned that Bing Crosby died today on a golf course in
.Madrid.
My correspondence today included letters to Joseph Katz at
Argonne with additions to our article "A Search for Superheavy Elements with Half-l~ves B2~~een a Few Minutes and Several Hundred Days,
Produced in the
Ca +
Cm Reaction," Patricia Walsh, also at
Argonne,'expressing my appreciation for her help on the illustrations
for the Met Lab Section C-1 History and to Harold Kirby regarding his
book "History of Uranium."
Helen came by at 6:30 p.m. and we went up to the cafeteria to
attend the UC Berkeley Foundation reception and dinner. After the
reception, we sat at a table with Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McGuire (he was
the UCB quarterback on the 1955 football team), Ludy Langer and Dick
Erickson. After dinner, Erickson made a number of introductions,
including three who have received the Alumnus of the Year Award (Don
McLaughlin, Rudy Peterson and me). He then called on E. Morris Cox,
President of the UC Berkeley Foundation, who introduced Amelia (Segre)
Terkel for a few remarks (as a representative of Emilio Segre); she
spoke on her work at the Lawrence Hall of Science while in Berkeley on
a sabbatical leave from her professorship at Tel Aviv. Cox then
called on the Nobel Prize winners present to describe their present
activities--Luis Alvarez, Donald Glaser, Edwin McMillan and me. I
began by referring to the illuminating talks by Alvarez, Glaser and
McMillan, my interesting conversation with Hugh McGuire and my experiences as UCB Faculty Athletic Representative including my trip with
the football team to the 1954 game with Ohio State at which Hopalong
Cassidy was instrumental in beating us, my reentry as a professor at
UCB in 1971 after an absence from teaching of more than 13 years, the
present role of LBL in heavy ion research and my part in this program
with graduate students and post doctorates and the continuation of
work in the transuranium elements including our present search for
"superheavy elements." .
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Helen and I drove home, arrlvlng a little before 11:00 p.m. Ben
Or love was there and spent the night with us. Dianne had come with
him and was visiting at the Sherman's.
Saturday, October 15, 1977 - Lafayette
Bill, at the wheel, Lynne, Ben, Dave, Helen and I drove to Big
Basin Redwoods State Park.- (Dianne stayed home.) We hiked the Howard
King Trail, stopped at the Carl I. Wheat Overlook for our backpack
lunch. We continued on to the Lower Berry Creek Falls, then hiked the
Berry Creek Falls Trail back to the pqrking lot. We drove home,
arriving at 7:30 p.m.
Helen, Lynne, Bill, Ben,' Dave and I had dinner in the dining
room. A telephone call 'came through from Bob Puppa (at Hobart College
in New York) for Dianne and she spent about an hour on the phone with
him.
I had a talk with Dianne as she was eating her dinner in the
playroom. She is enjoying her life at Davis and seems to be doing
well. She works' four hours a week in her co-op dormitory and says she
likes it.
Ben Orlove spent the night

~ith

us.

Sunday, October 16, 1977 -Lafayette
Ben Orlove drove home to Davis at 9:00 a.m. I read accumulated
papers from my LBL office and read proof on the final version of June,
1943 for my Met Lab C I history and summaries of lab work, etc.
Steve Quigley called me at about noon to say that Bob Cairns is
in the process of firing him and plans to announce this tomorrow
afternoon. He says Cairns will not-disclose the reason and therefore
he is asking for "due process." He_is calling all members of the ACS
Board of Directors. I was noncommittal and told him I have heard
complaints about the way he runs his office and his relations with his
office staff. He told me there is much more behind these complaints
than I know and he actually has done very well in this and other
aspects of his job.
I watched on TV the football game between the Oakland Raiders and
Denver Broncos; the Broncos won, 30 -7. : .'
Lynne, Bill and I took-a hike at Lafayette Reservoir-on the
wooded trail on the southeast side and back on the Rim Trail.
room.

Helen, Dianne, Lynne, Bill, Dave and I had dinner in the dining
Helen le-ft at 9: 30 p.m.' to drive Dianne back to Davis.

Monday,- October 17, 1977

~

,Berkeley

Bill, accompanied by Lynne, went to UCSF for an 8:00 a.m. appointment this morning for interviews in connection with his application for an internship. They will spend the day and evening there and
in Palo Alto (with Nathan).
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Monday, October 17, 1977 (con't)
I had Pat send a message to G. K. Skriabin, Chief Learned Secretary, USSR Academy of Science, declining his invitation to attend the
60th anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolution.
I attended Rollie Myers's Chemistry 1A lecture in PSL from 9:1010:00 a.m., then went to a scheduling meeting in Buil~ing 88 w~lg Kim
Williams and Ken Thomas. Williams was scheduled for
B plus
U for
the day shift on Monday, October 31.
I talked to Joe Cerny, in his capacity as chairman of the Chemistry Department, about the advancement of Dave Shirley and Bruce Mahan
to above scale salary status. I also discussed the possibility of
Dave Morrissey's finishing his Ph.D. in 3 years. (He sees no problem
with this.)
At noon, I attended the weekly luncheon meeting of the Faculty of
the Chemistry Department in the Lewis/Latimer Room of the Faculty
Club. I discussed Vitalli Goldanskii's nomination as a foreign member
of the National Academy of Sciences with Bill Dauben.
I returned a call from Walter Loveland (at Oregon State). He
will come down to confer with us during each of the next two weekends.
He also plans to spend next summer at LBL. We discussed the problem
of the continuity of our research program when Otto and Morrissey (if
he does) leave next summer.
At 1:25 p.m., Henry Hill called to advise me of the possibility
of a special meeting of the Board of the ACS regarding the recent
firing of Steve Quigley by Bob Cairns. I voted in favor of having
such a meeting.
I returned Gordon Bixler's call at 1:35 p.m. We discussed a
written or oral report to" the ACS Board meeting in December and the
expenditure of approximately $2,500 toward a reception and dinner
during the Egyptian Workshop.
At 1:40 p.m., I received a call from Arthur Livermore at NSF
regarding Senate Bill 991 which provides for the establishment of a
Department of Education in the Cabinet and would thus transfer Science
Education from NSF to the new department.
I received a call from Dorothy Schriver at 1:55 p.m. regarding
her upcoming visit to San Francisco. She said everything looks fine
for the December 2 Board meeting in Washington.
At 2:30 p.m., I went by to see Morrissey; I told him that June
is a good target date to finish his Ph.D. I suggested Moretto
and Price for his committee. I told him that it may be possible for
him to stay on here awhile as a post-doctorate if he doesn't find a
satisfactory position elsewhere. I also talked to Diana Lee to let
her know about the various post-doctoral and sabbatical people who may
join us next year. I had a short session with Baisden to tell her
about Darleane Hoffman's plans to work with us next year and about
Walter Loveland's plans.
1~78
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At 3:00 p.m., Paul Lochak called to discuss some items regarding
GEOMET and my affiliation with them.
I dictated a letter today to Leonard Dreher to be enclosed with
three snapshots taken at the Met Lab Section C-1 Christmas Party of
1943 and asked him to help me to identify some of the people and a
letter to Harry Drickamer regarding Vitalli Goldanskii's proposed
nomination for membership-in NAS on an Intersectional basis.
I attended the NSD seminar at which Marie Deleplangue spoke on
"Nuclear Spins at High Angular Momentum."
After the'seminar, Rose Marie MCFarland said she would like to do
her graduate work with me; she wants to work in the nuclear field but
perhaps start in inorganic chemistry. I said I would consider this
possibility.
I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir on the way horne. Helen and
I had dinner in the playroom and watched part of Monday night football--Cincinnati Bengals vs. Pittsburgh Steelers.
We received a postcard from Eric today. He told us he visited
the Gosta, Adolfssons at Eskilstuna, spent a night with Siv Lindkvist
and met Richard Sproul and Al Lindstrom in London and they went to
Scotland and visited the Isle of Skye, Loch Ness, etc.
Tuesday, October

18, 1977 - Berkeley

Bernard Harvey dropped in.to .talk about the problem of finding a
scientific leader for the Bevalac program--such names as Arthur
Poskanzer and David Hendrie were discussed.
At 10:00 a.m., Lee Sobotka and Michael Cable, incoming graduate
students, dropped in to discuss my research program to ascertain their
interest in working with me. After talking in my office awhile, I
took them to Building 70, to the HILAC Building and to Building 88. We
finished our tour at 11:45 a.m.
I had lunch at my desk, then went to room 191/70 to hear Richard
Diamond and John .Rasmussen give a talk on their recent visit to the
P,eoples Republic of China. "
I walked down to the campus to attend the pre-lab session in
Latimer 328 from 1-1:10 p.m. I then went to' room D (Steve Treon,
teaching assistant), to help administer the quiz, give the discussion
and circulate among rooms B,C,D, and E until '3:00 p.m.
From 3:10-4:00 p.m., I met, along with Barbara Jacak, with my
freshman chemistry-students cluster advisory group in room 71 Evans. I
Seven students were present and we talked in general about chemistry
courses, planning of curricula, etc.
,I then.walked up the' hill to my LBL office. I dropped by Building 70 to see Baisden, Nishida and de Saint-Simon at 5:00 p.m.
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During the course of the day, I dictated letters to William J.
Davis, at the Lawrence Hall of Science, regarding suggestions for
members of the LHS Development Committee and Bill Perkins acknowledging receipt of a copy of Russell Peterson's speech at the Second
Alternatives To Growth World Conference. I also mentioned my disagreement with New Directions' policy on plutonium.
I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir on the way horne. Helen,
Dave and I watched the sixth game of the World Series on TV in the
playroom during dinner. The Yankees won, 8-4, and hence won the
Series, 4 games to 2. Helen left before the end of the game to go to
her class on antiques. Lynne and Bill spent the day in Davis and had
dinner at Ben Orlove's apartment with Dianne also present.
Wednesday, October

19, '1977 - Berkeley

I attended Rollie Myers lecture from 9:10-10 a.m. in PSL. At
10:10 a.m., I attended a meeting with 1A instructional staff in 124
Lewis. This meeting concluded at 10:40 a.m.
I walked back up the hill to my LBL office, then went to 204/70
to talk with Ken Thomas about his progress on developing a chemical
method of separating Am from heavy ion bombardments of actinide
targets.
The regular SHEIKS' lunch was held at noon In my office. Present
were Ghiorso, Nitschke, Nurmi a , otto, Thomas, Morrissey, de SaintSimon, Baisden, Lee, Somerville, Williams and Nishida. Pat McGaughey
~!fo2~~tended. 2~~1Iiams IrPorted on her production of 20-minute
,
Bk from
U plus
B; Ghiorso on 2~s S.F. T~ ~hotomultiRlier
tube apparatus which he
tested w~i~ 2 mAm fsom 4 Pu plus
Nand
used to look for 20-m.s.
104 from
Bk plus
~; and Somerville on
his fission isomers from U isotopes plus 4He and He.

qgB

staye~f~~rt~h~i:~~~!n~ia~~ ~~~~o~;m248~~lp~~~eigc~U~~~a~~e~~~aUghey
schedule for November 11, 12, and 13.
Ted Vermeulen and Ed Sebesta dropped in to discuss Sebesta's
Master's thesis covering his work on FAKE. He will write up his work,
which will also be issued as an LBL report. Vermuelen, I and one
other (Donald Hanson, Scott Lynn, Edward Grens or Malcom Williams)
will be on his thesis committee.
I went by to see Otto, Morrissey, Thomas, and Williams on my way
down to the campus to address the participants in the Executive
Program in the Graduate School of Business Administration in the
Lipman Room. The title of my address was "Energy Sources for the
Future." The participants, who came from various.parts of the world,
were very interested in the subject.
Helen, Bill, Lynne, Dave and I had dinner in the kitchen and
spent the evening in conversation.
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Thursday, October 20,1977 - Berkeley
Helen drove Lynne and Bill to the San Francisco Airport where
they set.off by plane for Moline, Illinois to visit Bill's mother over
night. Tomorrow and Saturday they will drive back to Washington in
their Volvo, which they left at Moline on the way out to California.
William Laidig, incoming graduate student from UCSB, dropped in
at 10:30 a.m. to discuss my research program and thus determine his
interest in it. I described my program, gave him some reprints and
took him to.Building 70 and to the HILAC Building. I showed him our
experimental areas and equipment.
Walter Loveland arrived at 11:30 a.m. I brought him up-to-date
on our program, writing, planned bombardment', etc. We then joined
Morrissey and went to the cafeteria to have lunch th
at a tab!S
with Lougheed and Nitschke to discuss plans for our 2 Cm plus
Ca

is

bombardment~.

I met with Elizabeth Rauscher at 1:30 p.m. She gave me her
thesis outline and abstract. She said her thesis is about halfwritten.

.

I joined Loveland, Morrissey and Otto in room 203/70 from 3-4:00
p.m. for the discussion of our writing program, plans to give papers
and for bombardments. 24g.lso,talk2~8to Willt~S and suggested she
calculate her yield o.f
,Bk from
U plus
B.
.

.

I went by Building 88, where Baisden was preparing for tomorrow's
bombardment to continue the study of Md chemistry.
I walked down ,to Gilman Hall to pick up my mail.
My correspondence today included letters to Frederick Goulding of
LBL regarding the,upgrade and expansion of TI-960A based MCA system
for my group here at the Lab and Richard Frankel, President of Kevex
Corporation, along with copies of articles about me which appeared in
Time and Newsweek in 1961.
There was a farewell party in the office for Bea Ramsay who is
leaving to take a new position in the Personnel Division. Today is
her final day in the Nuclear Science Division. '
.
Helen helped Dave move to his new live-in (board-and-room) job in
Oakland today.
.

-

At 6:30 p.m., I attended the dinner honoring former Regents and
Officers of the University of California. UC President David and
Shirley Saxon hosted the dinner at their home, Blake House. I sat
next to David Saxon at the dinner. Also at the'same table were Emil
Mrak, Vilma Martinez, Bernard Sisco, Angus Taylor, Joseph A. Moore,
Robert Reynolds, Elmo Morgan, DeWitt A. Higgs, Owsley B. Hammond,
Robert M. Underhill and Michael S. Salerno. (A total of 58 people
attended. )
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Friday, October 21, 1977 - Berkeley
I went by Building 70 to discuss with Loveland, otto, Morrissey
and de Saint-Simon progress on writing data treatment.
On the way down to the campus, I stopped at the 88" cyclotron to
watch Hulet, his post-doc Robert Franklin, Delano Lundqvist (from
Sweden) and Baisden prepare for this morning's experiments on the
chemistry of Md.
I held my office hour in room 446 Latimer. Richard Davis, one of
my cluster students, dropped in. He wants to work with me on a
volunteer basis this summer. I gave'him a periodic table and "Nuclear
Milestones" pamphlet.
I taught my Chemistry -lA discussion section in room E, Latimer
from 11:10 a.m. to noon.
I walked back up the hill to attend the luncheon meeting of the
NSD Program Committee in room 191/70 from 12:20-2:00 p.m. Presentwere Bernard Harvey (Chairman), Earl Hyde, Arthur Poskanzer, Luciano
Moretto, Norman Glendenning, John Rasmussen, Joseph Cerny, David
Scott, Hermann Grunder, David Hendrie, Frank Stephens, Dick Diamond,
Homer Conzett and Wanda Smith.
We elected Poskanzer Scientific Director of the Bevalac; we
learned from Glendenning that the UCB Department of Physics is likely
to appoint Stephen Koonin, a nuclear :physicist from Cal Tech, to a
tenure position and therefore we voted to invite him to-be a Faculty
Senior Scientist in NSD; we discussed the plan to choose a chairman of
the NSD (internal) Advisory Committee at the next meeting of the NSD
Program Committee (November 18); we also discussed the forthcoming
meetings of the national Nuclear Science Advisory Committee on December 12, 13 and on January 26, 27, 1973 (the latter at LBL) , plans to
choose members for the NSD Visiting Committee at the next NSD Program
Committee meeting (November 18) and voted to invite Herb Steiner and
Lee Schroeder to accept indefinite appointments in NSD.
At 3:00 p.m., I went to Building 70 to visit with Loveland, Otto
and Morrissey and to help write abstracts for the six papers we are
going to give at the American Physical Society meeting in San Francisco in January. I also discussed with de Saint-Simon a title for
his talk to the NSD seminar on Monday, November 7.
I went down to the 88" cyclotron and found Hulet, Jerry Landrum,
B~isden and Mikheev busy zrying to reduce the Md from their
Es plus He bombardment with sm+ ; they were having some trouble
with oxidation of sm+Z-to sm+ 3 • I asked Nicolai Mikheev to talk at
our Actinide Ch~mistry meeting on November 23 and he accepted.
~g~gheed,

I went back to Building 70 and talked to Simon Chin (busy at '
work), Diana Lee, Ken Thomas a~~lK~~2williams2~~ho is h~ying trouble
treating her data on possible
'
Bk from
U plus
B) and again
spoke with Loveland, Otto and Morrissey on their APS abstract writing.
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I dictated a letter to Edward Anders thanking him for sending me
copies of preprints covering the work of Flerov's group on their
searches for superheavy element~.
I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir on the way home. Helen and
I had dinner in the playroom. We are alone in our house for the first
time since a few days last summer..'

Saturday, October 22, 1977 - Lafayette - Berkeley
Helen and I met Kay Petersen at the end of.Cambridge Road; we
hiked up Quail Ridge and on.to Highway 24 to explore the proposed
"Wally Costa Trail,." We hiked back by a more westerly route on an
alternate route for the trail.
We then left Kay at Happy Valley School, parked our station wagon
and hiked up Panorama ·Drive and on into the McKee Property (Live Oak
Park). We hiked along the fire road to the top of the ridge and then
along the ridge above the Pete~sen home. (which fronts on Deer Trail
Road). Here, under 2 oak trees overlooking Happy Valley and more, we
had our lunch. We then hiked along the ridge to the point where
Lafayette Ridge Trail connects (near the entrance to Briones Regional
Park). We hiked back on the road at the east end of the McKee Property, past Valory Reservoir, on down to Panorama Drive and nn to Happy
Valley School. We then drove home, arriving at 3:30 p.m.
, A little b~fore 5:00 p.m., we drove to the Bernard Harvey home in
Berkeley (95 Plaza Drive) to attend his reception for Nuclear Science
Division sta~f. Here we met Pat Quinn, her attractive daughter
Celeste Johnson and Celeste's boyfriend, Bert Schurr. We left after
about an hour and drove home .to Lafayette.
Helen and I had dinner ,in th~ playroom. After dinner, we listened on the radio t~ the UCB-UCLA football game played in Los Angeles. U~LA won, 21-19. ~.
'f

•

Sunday, October 23, 1977 - Lafayette
I-went on·atrail exploration with Kay Petersen, Mr. and Mrs.
Wally Costa, Barbara Langlois, Lavaughn Craig and Don Good. We met at
9:00 a.m. -at the Mormon Church, just off Moraga Road. We hiked
through the Sky Hy development on to the Lafayette-Moraga Trail across
Boise Cascade property. We then hiked back-tolour starting-point.
This will be a leg of the trail from Happy Valley School, via Lafayette Reservoir, to the Lafayette-Moraga Trail. I then continued with
Don Good on into the Lafayette Reservoir area to explore this portion
of the trail link.
I returned home at 1:00 p.m. I had lunch, then spent
ifie afternoon working'on our paper on iodine isotopes from
Ar and reading che~istry 1A material. .

Z~g

rest of
U plus

Helen and I had dinner in th~ playroom; we watched the TV program
"60 Minutes." I read more articles and papers in the evening.
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Monday, October 24, 1977 - Berkeley
At 9:15 a.m., I attended the meeting of LBL Associate Directors.
Present were Andrew Sessler (Chairman), Earl Hyde, James Bassham,
Edward A1pen, George Pappas, Robert Birge, Raymond Wakerling, Mike
'Wahlig, Luis Alvarez, Robert Hinckley, Conway Peterson, Bernard
Harvey, Edward Lofgren and Karl Olson (representing Paul Witherspoon.
Sessler reported that the DOE meeting of Laboratory Directors was
attended by most of the Laboratory Directors and most DOE officials
who had program responsibility--Thorne was absent; Liverman present
only briefly. There will be a Research and Development Coordinating
Council chaired by John Deutsch. Sessler said it was a good meeting.
John Deutsch showed his Office of Energy Research breakdown: Bateman,
Deputy Director; Adler, Assistant for Administration; Dave Israel,
Field and R&D Coordination; Roger LeGassie,Program Analysis; Joel
Snow, Research Policy; and James Kane, Basic Energy Sciences, including Nuclear Physics, High Energy Physics. LBL will report broadly
through Joel Snow. There are rumors Joe La Grone will be appointed
Manager of SAN. Even "informal" visits by dignitaries should involve
the Director's office.
Attendance at the LBL Colloquium should be improved. Requests
for Program Development Funds that go directly to_the Director will be
discussed with Division Directors before the money is allotted. Earl
Hyde is serving as interim Director of NRCC. I left the meeting at
10:25 a.m.
I went down to Building 88 for the scheduling meeting for the .88"
cyclotron with Williams, Thomas and Mikheev. Each of them received
bombardment time. Mikheev gave me copies of two of his papers that he
has in preparation for me to read.
I went to Building 70 and discussed with Williams the results of
her experiment, with Thomas, his results, and with Otto and Morrissey
progress on our writing of meeting abstracts.
I walked down to the campus to attend the regular luncheon
meeting of the Chemistry Department faculty in the Lewis-Latimer Room.
I walked back to Latimer Hall with Joel Hildebrand. John Rasmussen and I went to Hildebrand's office where he showed us his latest
results on the correlation of fluidity and viscosity of molecules in
the liquid through gaseous range; this will be published in the
Journal of Molecular Physics.
I went by building 70 to see Otto and Morrissey about a letter to
Jens Kratz and Robert Esterlund concerning treatment of errors in our
radioanalytical data. I also discussed our APS abstracts (Jan 1978
San Francisco meeting).
At 3:00 p.m., we had a birthday party for Pat. I presided over
the NSD seminar at which physics graduate student Michael Robel
(working with Glendenning) spoke on "Fermi Jets in Heavy Ion Collisions." The seminar was held in the conference room of 70A.

~--

-----

-------
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My correspondence today included the following: to J. B. Rhine,
Executive Director, Foundation for Research on the Nature of Man,
declining his invitation.. to attend their annual dinner meeting because
of my plans to be in Texas;~ a letter (attached) to Kenzo Sugimoto
thanking him·for forwarding to me the summary report and full report
describing the NUMATRON:accelerator in Japan and expressing my support
for the NUMATRON proposal; a letter (attached) of nomination of
Professor Gregory. Choppin for a "Senior u.S. Scientist Award"; a
letter to Tony Gabriel regarding the Monte Carlo calr~lations of the
product distributions from the reaction of 25.2-Gev
C ions with Au;
a reply. to Tina May Walton who requested biographical material and
personal answers to a few questions; a cover letter to Lynne and Bill
to. accompany a.coPy of my journal covering the European trip with
Eric; and letters to go with copies of Volume II of my Travels in the
New World to:Sheila Saxby, Arthur Norberg, Lynne Cobb, Keith Glennan,
Howard Brown, Arnold Fritsch, Justin Bloom, Myron Kratzer, Gerald
Tape, Stanley~Schneider and Herman Pollack.·
.

I went by to see Baisden, otto and Morrissey in Building 70 as I
was leaving. I stopped at Lafayette Reservoir for a hike on my way
~home.

I had dinner in the playroom watching the first half of Monday
night football, the .Los Arigeles Rams 'vs. the Minnesota Vikings. Helen
~ent to Berkeley to attend a YWCA dinner meeting.
Tuesday, October 25, 1977 -:Berkeley
At 8:45 a.m., I received a telephone call from Eric Leber in Mike
MCCormack's Office in Washington, D.C. He called to request a recommendation for Thomas Pigford,' Nuclear Engineering professor at UC
Berkeley, .as a possible replacement for Kent Hansen in the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission •
. During the course of the morning, I sent a contribution ($100)
for the I. I. Rabi Chair at Columbia University to Samuel Devons.
At 9:50 a.m., I spoke with William Dauben regarding Vitalii Goldanskii's nomination.to membership to NAS. He suggested that someone
in the Physics Section be asked to nominate Goldanskii. At 10:00 .
a.m., I called Harry Drickamer at the University of Illinois. He
agreed to contact Hans Frauenfelder who may be willing to nominate
Goldanskii in the Physics section.
Pat McGaughey came in at 10:00 a.m. to discuss further the
possibility of doing his graduate research with me. I again took him
by room 203/70 to talk to Otto, Morrissey and Thomas. He then told me
he has decided to work with me on Bevalac research.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with de Saint-Simon, Nishida and
Diana Lee; I then walked down to Latimer Hall to meet in room 328 for
the pre-lab session for Chern 1A from 1:00-1:10 p.m. I then helped
administer the quiz and gave the pre-lab talk in room E (where the
T.A. is' David Goodin). I circulated among rooms B, C, D and E until
3:00 p.m.
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october 24, 1977

Professor K. Sugimoto
Physics Department
Osaka University
Toyona}:a, Osaka
JJl.PAN
--

Dear Professor Sugimoto:

I appreciated very much receiving the surmnary
report and the full report describing the NUHATRON
accelerator Vlhd:ch you hope to build in Japan. I have
looked at these reports and found the project to be
very ~lell conceived, and, in -fact, very' exciting.
'I'he 'field of heavy ion nuclear science, and
especially that aspect which includes relativistic
her.wy ions, is one of the most important areas of nuclear
science today. I ~elieve that many important discoveries
will be I:lade in this field ;.,yhich is now the center of
attention of laboratories in many of the countries vTho
are the leaders in scientific research. I believe tha.t
the capability to accelerate ions as heavy as uraniu..i1,
Yihich th-2 m)?'Ij"~':'ROH '.-1iJ.l be aD-Ie to do, offers the
op:::.'ortuni ty to \"ork at the very fore:=ront of nuclear
science.
I strongly endorse the r!W-l1\.'l'RON -proposal and 'i'TOuld
very rn:J.ch 1i];:e to see this accelerator b-.ril-t and pu'c into
operation.
Sincerely yours,

Glenn T. Seaborg
GTS:pg
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October ,.19, 1977
Dr. Hellmut Hanle
Alexander Von H~~oldt-Stiftung
Schillerstrasse 12
D-5300 30nn - Bad Godesberg
West Ger;uany
Dear Dr. HanIe:
I am ,"vriting in su!)port of "Cile n07~ination of Professor
Gregory R. C!1oppin for a HSenior u. S. Scientist. Award. ff.'

Profes30r Cho?pin has a.distinguisl"led record of ace omp1islh-aent in the fi-s:lds of :!luclear chemistry . and inoraanic
che.r.-nistry and !"las specialized i;n investiga't.ions of the actinide
and lanthanide elc:t;,ents.

-

~

I have knO";.!:l ~i::l since 1953 \·;hen he starte:1 a three year
study ~'li t:l us as a 7;-le::l!.}sr of t.he ~-!uclear Chemistry Division in
the Radiation La.boratory of the UniVersity of California, Derkeley.
He did, oU:i.:stanaing vlork on rJ~ny of the heavi·~r transuranimu
ela-aents. ?erh~~s his greatest contribution ~as as co-discoverer
of -ehe ele..""lent, :'··IBno.elevium, \·rhich is t.he transuranium element
\·;rith the ato!!tic nu;::ber 1010 . This eleI!1ent \-ras Droduced and
ident±fie~l on an ','atO::-:I-by-a'ton basis, the firs~ - element for \'lhich
this ,·,c.s done.
r::::1is invol . . .recl thc_ introduct.io~1 of im:oortant r.le'tV"
teG::':li c.::'le 3 , ,;-hic::. ~la.VG serVeC' as t!lC basis 7:0r the c11sco Jery of
all t;lC -;:ran!>'lra:'!iu~:l .=:18:r'3enti beyoad mcndeleviuIJ in tho !?eriodic
system.
T

Professor Choppin ,~as also involved in -::~e p:::-ogra.~ of
intense !le:ltron bo::lbar&:le.:lt of p1ut01!iu.m t:-!at led. . to the productio:l of tb.e i!-:;~)"J:::-ta:;'lt isotope, berksli'Gr.i-2~ ') rand Jche important
califor:-~i~:1 isot.o:.),.=;s: califo:::-nium-249 I cali=orni:'ln- 25 {),
califo:::-niu:':1-251 ~:':ld. califorl1i~m-252, a.s ~;ell as einsteiI!ium-253 I
einsteiniura-254 I and. ::er::::d.u:-.1-255. T~lis "Tork <::lso involved other
.L___ -L-Um... i.::o-+-c,-:;As
_ _ to. _ ,.......
___ "Gec t~e """eC4~ ntc.....
-os+-.; ncr hr-av"'; +-"""":>';'lc::"'r27'1-i
""no _i .•"1r,1
sure:n2!lt of raaioac;t.~ive an~ o"ther nucJ_c:l~ .?!:"o::e:;:-t.. ies of nost
of 'i:~l.ese isot.opes. Ee also participnted i:l ti:.~ first definitive
,."orJ::: 0;"1 t!~e stuc.y of '!:l1e che;:nical ,t:>roperties of einsteinium
ana f ermi:.lm.
-

_ _ _ _ -l.o .... ..,

_

~

.........

~

........ , . . . J _

..

•

;".c.

....

He has mac!.e partic~la.rbT im')8:::-tant contributions. in the
iO;l eXC!l~ngc b~hQ'.Tior of the i:!.~tini.J.,~ aiemcnts, and played i:!.
key rol~ in .:!eve3.Q.~)i:1g t:nc iL"mort,:Glt. clu'ciT!<! ;:lg'.:::nt. allJhv..-hydroxy
isol;;atyric acid. ~his h~~ been a key che:ni(;al reagent.- in the
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separation of the chemically very similar actinide elements
from each other. His '\\Tork on the thiocyanate complexes of
the actinides and lanthanides has also played an important
role in the chemistry of these elements.
Professor Choppin has displayed a great versatility in
his experimental progrma, both in the chemical and in the
nuclear aspects. This has continued in his program of research
at Florida State University where he has been on the faculty
since 1956, and has held the title of Professor since 1963.
He has carried on a strong research progr~~ of investigation
of the thermodynamic stabilities of complexes of the tripositive
lanthanide - and to a lesser extent actinide - ions. P~ofessor
Choppinls approach has been based upon a combination of ion
exchange, potentiometric and calorimetric techniques for obtaining free energy, enthalpy, and entropy data, using a number of
simple methods.
He has an impressive list of publicat:ions among ",hich
are four v7idely used textbooks, II Introductory Chemistry, n
"Experimental Nuclear Chernistry I " Nuclei and Radioactivity, If
and "Chemistry, Science of r·1atter, Energy and Change. n
If

Professor Choppin has played an important role in the
professional aspects of chemistry& Be served for nine years
as Chairman of the Chemistry Department at Florida state Uni~
versitY1 he has served on the Editorial Board of the Journal
of the ..il.merican Chemical Societ"! ~.~_ S,e~retary-Treasurer of the
Inorganic Chemistry Divisio.fl 4~b·<::f:'&!~~:i?..za4~Nuclear Chemistry
and Technology Division of the p..merican Chemical Society; and
he has served as a me~iller of the Committee on Nuclear Science
and Chairman of the Subcol!mlittee" on Radiochemistry of the National
'1
•
1 _>!.cao_amy
~
- 0:1:,.. S· c~enCe.
•
.Kescarcn C'ounc~_--Nat:...ona
1

7"'1

•

Professor Choppin is very articulate and has an unusual
ability to write clear, concise and undarstandable scientific
articles.. He has a pleasant personality and is ~:ell liked by
his co-workers ~nd colleagues.
I believe that Professor Chopp in is very well qualified
to receive a Senior u.s . Scientist Award frohl the Alexander von
flu-wold t-Stif tung.
Sincerely

yours,

Glenn T. Seaberg
University.Professor and
Associate Director
La'd-rence Berkeley Laboratory
GTS:pq
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I met with my cluster advisory group from 3:10-4:00 p.m. in room
71 Evans Hall. After the meeting, I happened to meet Jean Severinghaus who asked to use my name as a reference for her job with the u.s.
Geological Survey Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory in Menlo Park. She
was in my Chern 1B laboratory in the Winter of 1975. I agreed to serve
as a reference.
I went by to see Baisden and Nishida. The former expressed her
concern'with the lax monitoring qf radioactive spills in the area in
which she works in the HILAC Building. I expressed that I also am
disturbed with this situation.
I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir on the way home. I had
dinner in the playroom. Helen went to a meeting of her Antiques Class
at Acalanes High School. As usual, I spent the evening in the study
reading and working on my bri,efcase of papers.
Wednesday, October 26, 1977 - Berkeley
I met with John Rasmussen to discuss the outline and distribution
of lectures (between us) for Chemistry 123 for next quarter when I
will share the teaching with, him.
I walked down to the campus with Luciano Moretto and went to PSL
to hear the Chern 1A lecture by Rollie Myers from 9:10-10:00 a.m. I
attended the meeting of Chern 1A laboratory instructional staff in room
124 Lewis from-10:10-io:40 a.m~ I then walked back up to my LBL
office,. Betty Robinson from'the Executive Program of the School of
Business Administration came to my office at 11: 45 a .m.' to get my
signature on the certificates (31) 'which will be given to the participants of the Executive Program.
I ,had lunch at my desk, then attended the biweekly m~eting bf the
Actinide Chemistry group. Present were Edelstein, Raymond, Templeton,
.Bucher, Conway, Shalimoff, Avdeef, ~ikheev and others. Eigenbrot
reported on his work on 5f orbital bonding in U compounds with Cp and
William smith on attempts to synthesize organo-uranium compounds.
I talked with Rodney Banks. He will give me a copy of his JACS
letter describing his work on actinide 'borohydrides.
Mikheev came by and I gave him copies of the following papers and
miscellaneous,material he requestedi some of this for his son: a press
release from ERDA dated July 24; 1975 regarding nuclear generating
units in the U.S; The Nuclear Industry-1971; Peaceful Uses of Nuclear
Energy; Nuclear Milestones; Plowshare; Heavy Element Properties.
At 3:00 p.m., Roger Parry came by to discuss with me his forthcoming talk on "The Study of Neutron-Deficient Holmium Alpha-Emitters
with RAMA" at the Graduate Research Seminar.
I sent a copy of Volume II of my Travels in the New World to
Betsy McFadden today.
I went to Build~ng 70 to talk to Morrissey and Thomas. On the
way home, I stopped at the HILAC Building to talk to Ghiorso, Somer-
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ville and Yashita, who are getting ready for their 40Ar bombardments
at the SuperHILAC starting on Friday.
I took a hike at Lafayette Reservoir.
the playroom.

Helen and I had dinner in

Thursday, October 27, 1977 - Berkeley
I went by to see Morrissey, Thomas and Williams at 11:00 a.m.
Walter Loveland arrived soon after to start his weekend with us.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Ghiorso, Otto, Morrissey, de
Saint-Simon and Loveland.
David Goodin, an entering graduate student from the University of
Oklahoma, came by at 1:00 p.m. I described my research program to him
and gave him some reprints, then took him to meet everyone.
I went by room 203/70 to talk to otto, Loveland, Morrissey,
Tho~as and Williams.
Williams finds that my suggestion of the use of
Hg+ as a catalyst for dissolving Al ~~5HN03 wOlfs very well. She
uses Al to catch her Bk recoils from
U plus
B.
During the course of the day, I received a telephone call from
Dan Bornstein, a journalism student at UCB. I declined his invitation
to appear in a documentary on the Berkeley Smoking Ordinance due to
lack of time. He also inquired into my affiliation with "GASP."
My correspondence today included the following: a letter to Dean
Horner Neal declining the invitation to speak at Indiana University; an
acknowledgement to Jim Heneghan expressing satisfaction with his
translations; a reply to Russell Peterson of New Directions regarding
his grant application letter; a letter to Robert Maybury of UNESCO
Regional Office of Science and Technology of Africa regarding my visit
to the UNESCO headquarters in Paris; and a reply to Robert Budnitz, of
LBL, regarding his interest in visiting the People's Republic of
China. I also continued to send copies of Travels in the New World,
Volume II to various friends as follows: Harry D. Smyth, Robert E.
Hollingsworth, Marie Janinek, Isidor I. Rabi, Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, Richard G. Hewlett and Julius H. Rubin.
On the way horne, I stopped by the HI LAC Building to watch
Ghiorso, Yashita and Somerville prepare for their Ar bombardments.
I had dinner with Helen in the playroom and spent the evening in
the study reading mail, articles and Chemistry 1A material.
Friday, October 28, 1977 - Berkeley
I called Rod Hader at Washington ACS.
the steve Quigley matter.

He has heard nothing about

I went by Building 70 to talk to Morrissey, Thomas and Williams.
I dictated letters to Jens Kratz (letter attached) and Robert
Esterlund requesting feedback on our current research.
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October 28,_ 1977

.Dr. Jens V. Kratz
Gesellschaft fur
Sch..;erionenforschung mbH
6100 Darrastadt 1
Postfach 541
Darn:.stadt
Federal Republic of Gernany ..
Dear Jens:
Our group has recently been concerned about the
accuracy and precision of product l~ass distributions
measu~ed by radioch~~ical and radioana1ytica1 techniques.
We are t~Jing to devise an impartial, statistically valid
means of estimating the uncertainty in any total mass
yield inferred from the measurement of an independent or
clli~ulative radicnuclide yield.
We are very interested in
hearing how you and your cclleages treat ~~ese problems.

Our approach to this prpbl€m in the past has not
been, totally sc:i:isfactory. \'7e h~ve ?lssumed the fractional
uncertainty in the yield of any Eass is merely equal to
the fractiol12.1 uncertainty in the r~8asured radionuclide
~ndependent or cumulative yield from which the mass yield
was calculateQ~ This procedure, of course, underestimates
the uncertainty in any nass yield because it neglects any
uncertainty contributed by the correction of the measured
yields for precl1rsor decay, _the fitting of charge dispersions to the calculated independent radionuclide yields,
and the integration of the charge dispersio~ curves to
yield mass yields.
In recent years I ~1e attemp"ted to improve upon this
procedure by fitting the data \vi th several al ternati ve
chc:.rge dispersion curves {which \ojere judged to gi"lre
flacce?table" fits to the data} ana using t.ile resulting
variation in the deduced. m3.SS yielcls and .their unoertainties
as a r:"!easure of the tru::= uncertainty of the mass 'yield value.

,'.
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In all cases, the deduced true fractional uncertainties
are larger than the fractional uncertainties in the
measured radionuclide yields. UnfortllLi.ately this proe ..:!
cedure is not rigorous and is subjective because it
depends upon a definition of what is an t:acceptable"
fit to the charge dispersion data.
Very recently we have done a fully rigorous
propagation of errors treatment of these uncertainties
and the results of such a treatment do not seem reasonable, although they ere mathematically .correct. vie find
that if 'tole assume that the most probable fragnlent
charge, Zp, is uncertain to 0.1 Z units and the Gaussian
v:idth pe..ra:neter, (J, is uncertain to 0.1 Z units, that a
rigorous propagation of errors treatment assigns
extremely l~rge uncertainties to the rr.ass yields of
nuclides whose Z is far different from Zp. This results
in finding that the only statistically meaningful mass
yields are those deduced from radionuclides at or near
Zp.

We are verJ interested in your thoughts on these
matters and vre would appreciate it very much if you
cculd tell us hOvl you and your col-leagues treat this
problem of estir.~ting the lliLcertainties in mass yields.
tve have recently recalculated mass yields from
the measured· radicnuclide yields fro~ the reaction of
~ 0 ... ,.. + ~ 3 Su n'~!"'"
oj c:!'l-",r! -in p~~l"'"
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~nd "ivO axe puzzled by the results.
Our values of the
isobaric yields agreed ~;ri thin experilr:.ental uncertainty
in most (bu";: not all) cases "...i th t..~ose you reported t
bt!t ,\<ie are u:01f..ble to "U.l'"1dersta'nd the discrepancies in the
~~cer'tainties in the mass yields.
In particular, we
ca~~ot w~derstand how any mass yield (such as the A=16l
yield) can have a sn;al1.er uncertainty (7%) hhan the
measured r~~c.ionuclide yield u:::1certain-t:y (50%) upon which
i t is based
He wo~ld feel t!Ult no smoothing or
aver-aging procedu=e can result in a reduc~ion.in the
unce:ctair.t~{ o£ t:he datao
Does the anSvler lie in an
inc~eased uncertainty in the mass nurrber associated with
the smoothed or averaged mass yield?
~)._

~.J",.1':1

\,4,II."I _ _ _

J...

~~_

-=.J.ll."-\,,,.c..

10 ....... _ ' - .....

__

~_."'"

.&.:Io..,! : : : .
•

_"';

,-.,,-,,~.t..:.

~_

0

We loo}:;: for..Jard to hearing your thoughts on these
questions.
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Dr. JGns V. Yuatz

October 28, 1977
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I enjoyed very much my visit to G.S.I. last month
and v;ish to express my appreciation for the hospitality
ShOi-·;rIl by you, Gunter Herrmann and the others.
Cordially,

Glenn T.
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Friday, Octaber 28, 1977 (can't)
-

walked down- to campus for my affice hour in my-Latimer Hall
affice (446 Latimer) from 10-11-:00 a.m.
T

-

--

During-the course of the day, I also dictated a memo to Kenneth
Raymond approving the draft-of a_praposed inorganic informatian letter
and a letter-: to: G.-Melese-d'Hosprtal, Office af the Executive Vice
President, General:: Atomic International, declining an invitation to
participate in a seminar inhoriOr-of Pet.er Fortescue's 65th birthday,
as I shall -be out of - the country-.
Joe Engbeck called __ and -I.nvited me to attend a field trip on the
Claremont Canyon Project on'Saturday, November 12; I accepted.
I taught-my Chemistry 1A discussion section in room E Latimer
from 11:1-0 -a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
At 12: 30 p-.in., -I -went to the -University House where I met Helen
and we conversed_~witt a riumber of the ioo people who had been invited
to. haV'e lunch w~th Prince Charles (the Prince-of Wales).- We talked to
a number of people; -including ~rudy Martin (President of ASUC), Don
-- and Sylvia_ McLa:uglilin, Mayor and Mrs. Lionel -Wilson (Oakland), Don
-Mulford-- (Chief of Protocol of the City -af Oakland), Leslie Lipsan _
(Palitical Science Department), Regent Joseph Moore, Regent William
Coblentz, Garff-Wilson,:vice Chancellor Michael Heyman, Vice Chancellor_Robert Kerley~ Provost~~e9rge~Maslach and Gene Trefethen.
The Prince arrived at 1:00 p.m. and went around and shook hands
with each of us individual-lyand talked _-to many. He and I discussed
my tenure as Chairman of-the US-Atomic Energy Comrriission, my frieridship with Sir John Hill (UKAEA), my work on transuranium elements and
the planned briefing fo~ him on energy this afternoon.
We went _tiownstairs--to .lunch. I sat at a table with Doris Hough,
Sue Hone __ (Vice Mayor of Berkeley), Regent Moore, Jim Hart, Mike
Heyman, Sylvia McLaughlin and Lady Moreton.
,As the lunch--was completed -, _Chancellor -Bowker -made some-welcoming
remarks to the-Prince alluding to-Sir Francis Drake's visit to the Bay
Area in 1579, the effects of the visit (the Drake Plate) and then
proposed a taast ~to-Queen Elizabeth, for which we all stood. Bowker
presented a "Golden Bear" tie-to the Prince.-Prince-Charles then
responded,- in a humoraus vein, alluding to the convenience he finds in
_the _common language between the United Kingdom and America, perhaps
aided by _Sir Drake's discovery of the Bay Area. _ In general, he is
satisfied with his visit to America. He mentioned that he has been
elected Chancellor of the University of Wales (he defeated a-Communist
miner in the eiection); the position resulted from nepotism, since his
f ather had -preceded him. Prince Charles left at this point and went upstairs with Chancellar Bowker. They then left immediately out the front door of University House. Andy Sessler :and--I caught up ,and -followed a few feet
behind them. The entire walk to California Hall was accompanied py
many students chanting slogans such as "Charlie get aut af Ireland."
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Friday, October 28, 1977 (con't)
When we arrived at California Hall we went to the Chancellor's
Conference Room. Here Chancellor Bowker sat at the head of the table
with Prince Charles on his left and Andy Sessler on his right. Others
on the right were Bob Budnitz, Paul Witherspoon, Wulf Kunkel, me and
Jack Hollander. On the opposite were Lady Moreton, Sir John Moreton,
Mrs. Kinnear and Mr. Kinnear. Continuing down the table on both sides
(each was full) were members of the United Kingdom entourage. Garff
Wilson and others sat on the side.
Chancellor Bowker called on Sessler, who said that the program
would consist of a discussion of conservation and energy. Sessler
gave a brief history and description of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
He then called on Bob Budnitz who spoke about 5 minutes on conservation, illustrating with projections the importance of this in a home
for saving energy and money. Paul Witherspoon spoke next on "Nuclear
Waste Isolation and Storage" and described the joint US-Sweden waste
storage project at the Stripa Mine i'n Sweden. Kunkel spoke on "Controlled Fusion Energy" with projections to illustrate the nuclear
reactions involved.

Left to right: Jack Hollander, GTS, Lady
Moreton (back to camera), Wulf Kunkel,
Sir John Moreton (back to camera), Paul
Witherspoon, Bob Budnitz, Prince Charles
(back to camera) and Andy Sessle~.
Because Prince Charles made an inquiry about the fast breeder
reactor, I described the role of the nuclear breeder and how it
relates to conventional nuclear power and to nuclear fission. I said
that development of the breeder will increase our available nuclear
fuel resources so that nuclear power could be used for thousands of
years.
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Jack Hollander then gave a summary of our energy supply problems
between now and the year 2020. He explained that the fuel supply may
not be adequate even with stringent conservation measures. Prince
Charles: asked intelligent questions throughout the presentations.
After the meeting with the Prince, Sessler and I went by the new
office facilities (off-site) at 1947 center Street and 2000 Hearst
Street. I looked over the facilities and returned to my LBL office
after stopping by my Latimer Hall office.
I went to the HI LAC Buildi~8 at 6:00 p.m. and found that Ghiorso
and Nurmia had just finished,a
Ar plus U bombardment and Baisden had
chemically isolated X, which was brought down to Building 70 for
Maynard Michel to make a mass spectrometer determination.
Helen drove to Davis after the lunch,with Prince Charles, picked
up --Dianne -and drove her -home to Lafayette.Dorothy and Oliver Schriver came by and Helen and I had dinner
with them'at the Norsemen Restaurant (Smorgasbord) in Lafayette. It
was rai~ing.
Saturday, October 29, 1977 - Lafayette
Helen and I took a hike up to Lafayette Ridge via the Jennings
property to check on this route as an access trail. We then drove to
LBL where I went to room 203/70. I found Loveland and Morrissey at
work on the measurement of gamma rays of the480ld region (recoil range
measurements) from U targets bombarded-with
Ar ions over a range of
energies. I went by Maynard Michel's room and found that the mass
spectrometric measurement of "X" failed because the sample was not
properly inserted. I went by the HILAC Building where Ghiorso was
working on the detection apparatus for his test of the TKE measurements of fission products using oxygen bombardments.
Helen and I walked down to International House and attended the
luncheon of Robert Gordon Sproul Associates. We sat at a table with
Rose Mary Shepard, Myer and Sally Kahn and Sherry Warrick.
We then went to Memorial Stadium to see the UC Berkeley--USC
football game. The stadium was a "sellout," the first non-Big Game
"sellout" since the 1953 UCB-USC game. Berkeley won 17-14.
We walked back up to LBL. I went by room 203/70 and found
Loveland and Morrissey still working. They seemed to be finding the
gold region products have recoil ranges corresponding to deep inelastic and not compound nucleus reactions. I went up to the HI LAC Building and found Ken Hulet and his crew busy testing their apparatus for
detecting gaseous SHE, to be collected together with radon products
from Pb plus 0 reactions.
Helen and I drove back home to Lafayette and found Dianne on the
phone talking to Bob Puppa. Helen and I had dinner in the playroom.
Dianne ate later. Helen drove in to pick up Dave who is moving back
to live with us because his live-in board-and-room job didn't work
out.
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Sunday, october 30, 1977 - Lafayette
I went on a trail scouting expedition at Lafayette Reservoir from
9:00 a.m. to noon with Kay Petersen and Barbara Langlois. Starting at
the parking area of the dam, we hiked on the Rim Trail about 3/4 of a
mile to the cutoff point to head for the Mormon Church. We hiked to
Rheem Reservoir, then along the top of Rheem (Campolindo) Ridge to the
Point just above Campolindo High School. We hiked back along the top
of Rheem, then along its side to the Rim Trail of Lafayette Reservoir,
and then back to our starting point.
In the afternoon, Helen and I went to a reception at the home of
Horace and Joyce Burr in EI Cerrito to celebrate our success in
getting EBMUD to turn down the request for the use of the emergency
water tanks on Skyline Drive in Oakland for use in a housing development in that area. Present were Hans and Jean Jenny, Roger and Marian
Reeve, the Paul Badgers, Mary Lee Jefferds, Helen Burke, Tom and Marge
Bowman, Ed and Elsie McMillan, the Sills, the Grossenbacks and the
Reid Inddenhams (UC Psychology Department).
Helen and I had dinner in the playroom. Dave ate in the kitchen
and Dianne ate later because of her displeasure at Dave's moving back
home. Helen drove Dianne back to Davis.
Monday, October 31, 1977 - Berkeley
My morning dictation included correspondence to Lennard Bickel in
regard to a number of questions he posed in a letter regarding events
during my tenure at AEC.
I went by Building 70, room 203 ~Bd found that the Loveland-OttoMorrissey recoil experiments (U plus
Ar) over the weekend seem to be
successful; the 28ld region products seem to be due to deep inelastic
reactions. The
Ar beam is at a high i~sensity (several microamperes) so Thomas's experiment (U plus
Ar to look for Pu isotopes)
and Baisden's experiments (to ±denti.fy X, etc.) are planne~4~or today.
Williams also has her U plus 1 B bombardment (to look for
Bk)
today.
I attended Rollie Myers's Chemistry 1A lecture in PSL from 9:1010:00 a.m., then walked back up the hill.
.
At 11:15 a.m., Allan Bromley came by and Bernard Harvey and I met
with him in my office until noon. I then took him by Building 70 to
meet Morrissey, Thomas, Williams and Marsh. We then went to the
cafeteria and had lunch with Harvey and Dick Diamond. Bromley told me
he is serving as Vice President of IUPAP. I again took Bromley by
room 203/70 where we gave him copies of a number of our mass yield
curves for use in two talks he will give next year. Diamond and I
then walked with him up to the HI LAC Building where we showed him the
Diamond-Stephens experimental setup and the various experimental
setups in the Ghiorso-Nitschke area.
I attended the NSD seminar in the Building 70A conference room
wh~re ~orggn W~zniak spoke ~n "Evi~u9cIO~or A£gglar MomI~7um Fractiona t~on ~n
Kr- ~nduced React~on on
'
Ag,
Ho and
Au. II
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After the seminar, Kenton Moody (of UCSB)' carne into my office to
tell me he would like to do his graduate work with me; I indicated I
might accept him.
The stanley Thompson. (2 volume set of reprints--6 copies)
appeared today.
I received a telephone call from Minoru Tsutsui of the Department
of Chemistry at Texas A & M University. We discussed my ideas for an
International Chemical Society.
I also received a call from George Milly of GEOMET inquiring if
it would be possible for me to visit the Dennison Mines in Toronto,
Canada to meet Stephen B. Roman. He will try to arrange a visit for
me to coincide with a Board meeting.
During the course of the day, I dictated correspondence to:
Francois David at Oak Ridge acknowledging receipt of two preprints he
sent me, o. Bertrand Rarnsay at Eastern Michigan University thanking
him for a copy of his "Periodic Table That Might Have Been, •.. " and
J. R. Grover forwarding the abstract for my talk "Research on. the
Transactinide Elements" for the ACS National Meeting in Anaheim in
March, 1978.
I went by to see Baisden and Michel de Saint-Simon in Building
70. They had just come from the alpha counter and had found that "X"
(10.3-MeV, 11.~1~ev and 6. 28-MeV alphas) can be as~~gned to mass no.
212, hence to
Bi. It was produced from U plus
Ar this afternoon
at the SuperHILAC and put through Michel's mass spectrometer.
He·len and I had dinner in the playroom and watched the first half
of Monday night football (New York Giants vs. St. Louis Cards). Dave
took care of handing out the treats to the kids that carne around for
"Trick or Treat."
Reid Laitner carne by at 9:30 p.m. and Helen and I signed the
necessary papers for the sale of our 2-acre Orinda land to.Wirthrnan
for $25,000 ($5,000 down, 4 annual payments to follow, 10% interest).
November 1,1997.- Berkeley
At 8:30 a.m., I received a call from Milo Dowden regarding the
Flerovarticles for my volumes on the transuranium elements. We
decided to delete articles 31 and 32. The proofs should be ready in
approximately 6-8 weeks.
At 9:00 a.m., Lwent to Building 70 where I learned from Baisden
that they made two more mass spectrometric determinations of X
(A=2~2); I suggested she report this res~lt at the ACS Anaheim meeting
in next March. Morrissey showed me ·Marshi5 analysis of iodine isotopes yield from our. 0..• 4-GeV per nucleon
Ne on U bombardment; these
will help us interpret our data.
At 9:30 a.m., Ray Commerford-carne by with correspondence from my
secret files at SAN so I could refresh my memory on the NUMEC uranium
loss case.
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Rod Banks dropped in at 11:45 a.m. to give me a progress report •
•

I received a telephone call from Minoru Tsutsui in the Department
of Chemistry at Texas A & M University. We discussed the possibility
of encouraging forty or so individual chemical societies in various
countries to support my idea of an international chemical society.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Morrissey. I then walked down
to Latimer Hall to attend in room 328 the pre-lab meeting of Chern 1A
instructional staff. After the quiz had been given, I circulated
among my laboratory rooms B, C, D and E (on the second floor of
Latimer Hall) until 3:00 p.m.
I met with my cluster group of chemistry freshmen in room 71,
Evans Hall from 3:10-4:10 p.m., then I walked back up the hill.
I discovered that Abraham Friedman is no longer in Mexico and
that he has been transferred to West Germany. I redirected a copy of
Volume II of my Travels in the New World to him.
At 5:15 p.m., I went to Building 70 to talk to Thomas, Williams,
Otto and Morrissey.
At 5:30 p.m., I received a call from Joseph Hamilton, Vanderbilt
University, regarding my upcoming visit to present the first Francis
Slack Lectures. We discussed the title of my speech and the arrangements which had been made for my visit on November 30-December 1.
Wednesday, November 2, 1977 - Berkeley
I dropped by Building 70 to see Morrissey and iBomas on my way
Ar on U experidown to the campus. Morrissey told me the 220-MeV
ment seems to have yielded measurable yields of gold region isotopes-this is the important energy, near the barrier, for distinguishing
between the fusion-fission and deep inelastic mechanisms in these
recoil range experiments.
I attended Rollie Myers's Chern 1A lecture in PSL from 9:10-10:00
a.m. I then attended the meeting of Chern 1A lab instructional staff
in room 124 Latimer until 10:40 a.m.
I walked back up the hill and met in my office with Nils Wessell
of the Swedish Council of America at 11:00 a.m. We discussed three
main items: (1) membership of the committee I have agreed to join, (2)
the newsletter they want to start publishing and (3) his retirement as
chairman and inquiry into my becoming chairman.
At noon, Cyril Ponnamperuma called regarding information he had
sent me for the Welch Conference. We also discussed the India workshop.
I held the luncheon meeting of my research group in my office
from noon-1:15 p.m. Present were Morrissey, Otto, Somerville, de
Saint-Simon, Diana Lee, Cindy Lee, Nishida, Williams, Thomas, Baisden
and also Pat Q~bnn, Pat McGaughey and Bob Silva. Morrissey reported
on our U plus
Ar bombardments that took place over the weekend. The
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recoil ranges for gold region products for 221, 237, 250-MeV 40 Ar are
consistent with deep inelastic, not fusion, type reactions. This is a
very significant result! Control experiments with 259-MeV, 40 Ar on Au
shows gold-region products due to deep inelastic and rare earth
products due to fusion reactions followed by fission. Otto spoke on
the interpretation of these and related results. Baisden spoke on the
mass spectrographic and chemic~O identification of "X," over the
weekend (produced from U plus
Ar), 6-minute 121~-Mev alphas and 25minute 10.3-MeV and 6.28-MeV alphas, as due to
Bi an~4gecay prod~8ts.
Somerville reported on his practice experiment,
Cm plus
Ar, at the 88" cyclotron, to test the Decay in·Flight Detection
Systems.
After the meeting, I discussed ~bth Otto and Morrissey plans for
the early publication of our U plus - Ar rec~~g data ~~g with s~w~rville our abstract on the. S.F. isomer work (
Np or
Np and
Bk)
for presentation at the APS meeting in San Francisco in January. I
talked with Diana Lee about some of her thoughts concerning transfer
to a group in the Energy and Environment Division and assured her that
she is needed in my group. I also told Morrissey I want him to stay
on for a year as a post doc after he gets his degree in June and he
agreed to do so. I then had a talk with Baisden about various interactions within my group.
I spoke with Pauline Newman, FMC Corporation, regarding the
Petroleum Research Fund Initiative, the Japanese session planning
meeting in Honolulu and the meeting of the Grants and Awards Committee
in Washingtoq on December 1 or 2.
Today I dictated letters to A. M. Dowden at Dowden, Hutchison &
Ross, Inc. and enclosed with the letter the biographical sketch he
requested for m~ volume on the transuranium elements and Mansel Davies
replying-to his inquiry if I had previously seen the Bury paper. I
replied that I-could not recall seeing it.
At 3:15 p.m., I met with Mac Laetsch at the Lawrence Hall of
Science to prepare for the Advisory Committee meeting. I opened the
meeting in the Conference Room at 3:45 p.m. Present were committee
members Marian Diamond, Sherwood Washburn, David Schlegel, Keith
Sexton, David Gale, David Miller, Donald Savage, David Auslander,
Richard Merrill, Stuart Linn, E. Lee, David Cudaback, Laetsch and I.
Also present were staff members Robert Karplus, A. Laubmann, Herbert
Thier, George Moynihan, Bill Davis and Moira Kinney. We discussed the
Executive Committee I appointed (Sherwood Washburn'agreed to serve on
it), the Development Plan for LHS and the NSF grant excluding funds
for evaluation. I requested members to send me comments on the annual
report. We then went to the auditorium to view the film, "Spaceborne"
(1977), by Philip Dauber, edited by Torn Valens.
Thursday, November 3, 1977 - Lafayette - Waco, Texas
Helen drove me to San Francisco airport where I boarded United
Airlines flight #1054, which left at 10:15 a.m. and arrived in Dallas
at '3:00 p.m. I was met by Kenneth Busch, who drove me to Waco, where
I checked into the Sheraton Inn at 5:15 p.m.
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At 5:50 p.m., Kenneth Busch and his wife Maryanna came by and
drove me to the nearby Baylor University campus where Kenneth and I
went to the Student Union to attend a dinner preceding my GoochStephens Lecture. Present at the dinner were W. o. Milligan, Dr. and
Mrs. W. R. Stephens (one of those whom the Gooch-Stephens Lecture
honors), with me at the head table, and Dr. and Mrs. John Belew (he is
Dean of Arts and Science and an organic chemist), Dr. and Mrs. William
Toland (he is Dean of the Graduate School and a philosopher), Dr. and
Mrs. Willie Lunsford (he is a biochemist), Dr. and Mrs. Jack Bond (he
is Chairman of the Chemistry Department), Dr. and Mrs. Garrett Hill
(retired, he used to work for American Cyanamid Company), Jim McAtee
(x-ray chemist), Dr. and Mrs. Tom Franklin (he is an electrochemist),
Dr. and Mrs. David Pennington (he is' an inorganic chemist), Malcolm
and Francis Dole, Leone Cockerell (retired from the chemistry department) and Dr. and Mrs. Virgil Tweedle (he is an organic chemist).
After dinner, I walked with Milligan to the Marrs-McLean Chemistry-Physics Building, where we went to the lecture hall, which was
full (about 300 people). Busch made some welcoming remarks, then
Milligan introduced me and I spoke, for about an hour, on "The Energy
Problem," illustrated with 27 slides. I started with reference to my
talk at Baylor ten years ago and my contact with Baylor in the 1950's
when their football team came to Berkeley and beat us with players
such as Cotton Davidson. My lecture was well received.
Just before my talk, I spoke with Dolores Coker (professor of
Education at Baylor), sister of Luis Muga. My talk was followed by a
question and answer period of about twenty minutes. We then went
upstairs where refreshments were served and talked to a number of
people and signed a number of autographs. Busch then drove me back to
the Sheraton Inn where I spent the night.
Friday, November 4, 1977 - Waco - Houston, Texas
I had breakfast in the Coffee ~hop and checked out. I then rode
with Kenneth Busch to the Chemistry-Physics Building where I held a
press conference in the conference room. There were questions on: our
energy supply, short and long range; nuclear and its safety; danger of
high-jacking; and nuclear proliferation. Present were Jack Thornton
(Office of Public Affairs, Baylor University), Doug Williamson (Waco
Tribune Herald), Darleane Lewis (radio station WACO), Linda Solomon
and Rush Field (KCEN-Channel 6) and Ben Blalock and Rich Bradfield
(KWTX-Channel10). I made individual statements for Channel 6 (Linda
Solomon) and Channel 10 (Ben Blalock).
I then went up to W. o. Milligan's laboratory area where he has
about six rooms. He showed me his excellent electron microscopes, xray diffraction apparatus and x-ray fluorescence equipment (including
a recently acquired Kevex detector). In his. office, he has an extraordinary collection of early editions of books (non-scientific),
including one of the world's best collections of Lewis Carroll.
We then went to the Student Union where I had lunch with a group
on the second floor dining room (the same room as last night).
Present were Baylor University President Abner McCall (president since
1961), Albert Pincus (organic chemist at Baylor), Gordon Teal (Texas
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Instruments),.Malcolm :Bole, Brian Slimp (a McAtee student now in
industry), Dr. and Mrs. Garrett.Hill, William Toland, Willie Lunsford,
Jack Bond, Tom Franklin, Leone Cockerell, David Pennington, Maryanna
Busch and Charles Ruder (Chemistry Department). I sat next to Dole
and Teal. In my conversation with President McCall, we talked about
Baylor and UCB football fortunes.
I then walked with Bond ~nd Teal to the Marrs-McLea~ ChemistryPhysics Building and visited the library awhile. Then we proceeded to
the' auditorium. Mil<ligan introduced me for my lecture "Modern Alchemy," which was illustrated with 45 slides. Again the auditorium was
full and my lecture was very' well received. Afterward, Busch presented me with a plaque inscribed "Glenn T. Seaborg, Gooch-Stephens
Lectures,_Baylor University, 1977."
Busch drove Milligan and me to the Waco-Madison Cooper Airport.
Here Milligan and I boarded a small Texas Aero plane (a twin-motored
Cessna)" with Garry Tarpley and Mr. Weaver as co-pilots. We left at
4:00 p.m. and arrived at Houston Air Center at Houston Hobby Airport
at 5:00 p.m. We then rode in Milligan's car to Houston and went to
the Houston Club, Governor Hogg Room, to attend the dinner of the
Scientific Advisory Board of the Welch Foundation. Present were
George Beadle, Carl Marvel, E. J. Corey, W. o. Milligan and I. (Henry
Eyring and William Baker were absent, Eyring talking to the local
Sigma Xi group and Baker scheduled for later arrival.)
After dinner, -the five of us walk~d to the Bank of the Southwest
Building and went to the 20th floor, Welch Foundation, for the meeting
of the Scientific Advisory Board. We went over the renewal proposals
and voluntary proposals in a preliminary way. "After the meeting,
Milligan drove us to the Shamrock:Hotel, where I checked in.
Saturday, November 5, 1977 - Houston, Texas
I had breakfast in my room, then rode in a taxi with W,. o. Baker
and Henry Eyring (Marvel, Corey and Beadle were in another taxi) to
the Bank of the Southwest Building. Here the six members of the SAB
met at the Welch Foundation Headquarters with Milligan~ beginning at
8:00 a.m. A photographer took some pictures of the board members in
Jack Josey's office.
We considered further the renewal proposals an~ voluritary proposals to cutout some of the former to accommodate some of the latter.
We then walked to the nearby Lamar Hotel to have lunch in the San
Felipe Room. We stayed awhile after lunch-to reminisce about historic
people in science, political-figures of now and pr~vious times, etc.
We then walked back to the Bank of the Southwest Building gnd-continued the meeting of the SAB with Milligan. We discussed speakers for
the next Welch Conference (Nov. -11-13, 1978) ,-"Chemistry of Future
Energy Resources,"-to be chaired by Eyring, topics for future Welch
Conferences (chemistry in medicine, suggested by me, chemical structure<by x-ray diffraction and other methods) and completed discussion
of renewal and voluntary proposals.
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The seven of us had dinner at nearby Massa's Restaurant (on Rusk
Street), then the board members returned by taxis to the Shamrock
Hotel. I spent the evening in my room reading Chern 1A material.
Sunday, November 6, 1977 - Houston, Texas
I had breakfast in the Terrace and Pavilio.n Restaurant with E. J.
Corey. I later rode in a taxi with Henry and Winifred Eyring and Bill
Baker to the Houston Club. (I met Mrs. Baker [Frances] and their son
Joe as we were coming out of the Shamrock Hotel.) At the Houston
Club, in the Bluebonnet Room, we held the joint meeting of the SAB
with the Welch Foundation Board of Trustees. Present were the six
members of the SAB, Milligan and Trustees Jack Josey, Roger Wolfe, E.
L. Wehner,' Marvin Collie and Robert Doherty and Secretary-Treasurer
Robert Wise. We presented our written report to the Trustees and it
was accepted.
Wehner showed me a letter from Texas A & M University Executive
Vice Chancellor John C. Calhoun, Jr. requesting money from the Welch
Foundation for renovation of equipment and upgrading of their 88"
cyclotron. Wehner said they are considering annual grants of $200,000
for each of five years to come out of the 15% of Welch income which is
controlled by the Trustees. Josey joined us and I told them both that
I support such aid.
Josey asked me if he should write Baron Stig Ramel to inquire
about the status of attendance of the Collies and Dohertys at the
Nobel Ceremony this year and I said yes.
After the meeting, we went into the dining room to pick up our
food which we brought to the Bluebonnet Room. (The Eyrings left
toward the end of the meeting to fly to Puerto Rico where Henry is
scheduled to give the Union Carbide Curme Lectures.) Mrs. Elva Josey,
Mrs. Nancy Collie, Mrs. Ada Doherty and Mrs. Jo Alice Wehner joined us
for brunch.
After our brunch, Corey and I walked back to the Shamrock Hotel-about 4.5 miles--in an hour and 20 minutes. During the afternoon, I
read Chern 1A material and other work papers.
At 6:30 p.m., I took a taxi with Corey, Marvel and Beadle to the
Esso (Humble) Building, then went up the 43rd floor to the Petroleum
Club. Eyring and Baker didn't attend. Here there was a reception and
dinner for the Trustees, Regents and grantees, and their spouses, of
Rice University and the University of Houston, given by the Welch
Foundation. About a hundred people were present. From the University
of Houston were Dr. Philip Hoffman, Dr. and Mrs. Jerome Peschke and
Regents Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Rauch, Mr. and Mrs. J. Davis Armistead,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee Grainger and Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wells. The
grantees from the University of Houston present were Dr. and Mrs. Ivan
Bernal, Dr. and Mrs. Stanley Deming, Dr. and Mrs. Douglas Dyckes, Dr.
and Mrs. Joseph Eichberg, Dr. and Mrs. Russell Geanangel, Dr. Karl
Kadish, Dr. and Mrs. A. P. Kimball, Dr. and Mrs. Harold Kohn, Dr. and
Mrs. Donald Kouri, Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Matcha, Dr. Simon Moss, Dr. and
Mrs. J. Wayne Rabalais, Dr. James Richardson, Dr. Randolph Thummel,
Dr. Marvin Vestal, Dr. and Mrs. Steven Welch, Dr. W. W. Wendlandt, Dr.
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and Mrs. Wayne Wentworth and Dr. and Mrs. Mark Willcott. Present from
Rice University were Norman and Gene Hackerman, Dr. and Mrs. Frank
Vandiver and Trustee E. D. Butcher. Grantees from Rice University
present were Dr. and Mrs. John Allan Stewart Adams, Dr. and Mrs. C. D.
Armeniades, Dr. Jorge Awapara, Dr. W. E. Billups, Dr. and Mrs. Philip
Brooks, Dr. and Mrs. Robert Curl, Dr. and Mrs. Graham Glass, Dr. Paul
Engel, Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Franklin, Dr. Joe Hightower, Dr. Huey Huang,
Dr. and Mrs. Neal Lang, Dr. and Mrs. Edward Lewis, John and Mary Lou
Margrave, Drs. Kathleen and Randall Matthews, Dr. and Mrs. Rex
McLellan, Dr. and Mrs. John Olson, Dr. and Mrs. Graham Palmer, Dr. and
Mrs. Florante Quiocho, Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Rossini, Dr. and Mrs.
Frederick Rudolph, Dr. George Schroepfer, Dr. and Mrs. R. E. Smalley,
Dr. and Mrs. R. F. Stebbings, Dr. and Mrs. Frank Tittel, Dr. and Mrs.
James Walker, Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Wall, Dr. and Mrs. Ernest Wenkert
and Dr. Lon Wilson. Elva Josey, Nancy Collie, Ada Doherty, Jo Alice
Wehner and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wise were also present.
I sat at a table with Rice President and Mrs. Norman Hackerman,
Houston President Philip Hoffman, Dr. and Mrs. Leonard Rauch and Dr.
and Mrs. R. F. Stebbings (he is a space scientist at Rice).
Josey made a few welcoming remarks; he called on Wolfe, Doherty,
Collie and Milligan for brief remarks. He then called on Wehner, who
introduced Beadle, Marvel and Corey who made brief remarks. After
dinner, Wehner called on me to give the address of the evening. I
recalled my 1940 visit to Houston and Rice University, my attendance
at the 1957 Welch Conference (when I joined the SAB), the growth of
and present role of the Welch foundation in supporting basic chemistry
in Texas (so that Texas is now the.envy of the country), the importance of bas~8 res~~rch13~racti~~g applications of some of my basic
research (Co , Tc , I
and
Pu and its use in cardiac pacemakers, potential ~~!er source for an artifici~52heart, source of power
on the moon, Am
in thyroid diagnosis, Cf
in analysis, cancer
therapy, etc.), my talk at the SOOth Anniversary. of Uppsala University
on "Knowledge and Survival" and many examples from that talk on the
need for knowledge and ending with
statement about the contributions
of Welch-supported research in Texas to this needed knowledge bank.

a

I talked to Dr. and Mrs. Randy Rapaport (he was a Rapoport Ph.D.
student in the late 1960's), who asked me to give their greetings to
Rapoport. I rode back to the Shamrock Hotel in a taxi with Corey (who
is returning home tomorrow morning) and Beadle.
Monday, November 7, 1977 - Houston, Texas
I had breakfast in the Nile Room with the speakers and discussion
leaders for Welch Conference XXI, "Cosmochemistry." Present were
Claude Arpigny, William Fowler, Cyril Ponnamperuma, John Reynolds,
Richard Atkinson and John Wood--all speakers. Charles Townes, one of
the scheduled speakers, was absent. Also present were Edward Anders,
Jean Audouze, A. G. W. Cameron, A. H. Delsemme, Fred Hoyle, Richard
Lemmon, Arno Penzias and G. J. Wasserburg who comprised the table
discussion leaders group. Hans Mark was not in attendance. Also
present were W. o. Milligan, Robert Wise, George Beadle, Raymond
Mariella, Carl Marvel, Melba Gibson and Milligan's people who run the
slide projectors, etc. Anders gave me a copy of his letter to Lew
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Monday, November 7, 1977 (con't)
Keller suggesting that ORNL (especially Stoughton and his neutron
counter) work on verification of Flerov's report of SHE in meteorites
and geothermal water.
I went to the ballroom, where I met Vitalii Goldanskii and-we
made arrangements for him to make some comments following Ponnarnperurna's talk tomorrow morning. The conference started-at 9:45 a.m. with comments by Milligan and
Wolfe. I then made my introductory remarks, using my prepared text,
and introduced the -first speaker, Claude Arpigny, who spoke on "On the
Nature of Comets." Since his talk ran until noon, I postponed the
discussion of _it until after Fowler's talk this afternoon.
I talked to Oscar Sarabia about my talk to Houston area high
school teachers and students which couldn't be arranged this time; he
wants me to schedule this for a future trip to Houston.
I went to the Venetian Room to attend the luncheon for speakers
and discussion leaders. Present were thoseJat breakfast this morning,
plus Vitalii Goldanskii and staff working for the Welch Foundation to
help with the conference. I talked to 26-year-old Maria Pessier, a
chemistry-biology major at St. Thomas University (located about two
miles from Rice University).
I sat next to Anders and Reynolds at lunch and we discussed the
interpretation of Xe isotopes in'meteorites. Anders wants to check
Flerov's results on SHE in the Allende meteorite. I told him that
Maynard Michel might make a mass spectrometric separation of a chemical fraction produced by Anders and Ghiorso might use this for heavy
ion scattering. Anders will make a chemical separation and will be in
touch with Michel and Ghiorso.
For the afternoon session, I introduced William Fowler, who spoke
on "Nucigarcosmo Chronology." He said the age of the solar s¥stem is
4.8 x 10 years. The time element synthe§is is about 6-7 x 10 years,
so the age of the galaxy is about -, 12 x 10 years.' Fowler's talk was
followed by a period of comments, questions and answers, lasting about
an hour-and-a-half, until 5:30 p.m.
Vitalii Goldanskii carne up to my room and we had an interesting
talk lasting about an hour. We discussed the ~lerov situation, my
Benchmark book on the transuraniurn elements and the Harvey-Seaborg
Benchmark book on nuclear chemistry (he will send some reprints),
information to be used in my nomination of him for membership in the
National Academy of Sciences, etc.
I attended the dinner in the Nile Room for speakers and discussion leaders. - The Welch Foundation Trustees (except Wehner), Mrs.
Josey, Mrs. Collie, Mrs. Doherty, Mrs. Wise, Milligan, Baker, Marvel,
Beadle, Mrs. Anders, Mrs. Milligan and Goldanskii were present.
During and after dinner, Josey called on the Trustees, SAB members,
many speakers ~nd discussion leaders, Milligan, Wise and Goldanskii to
make some remarks. Fowler and Wasserburg made very critical remarks
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about the way the Welch Foundation distributes its research funds.
They said the funds should be used to create Centers of Excellence.
They also criticized the way the University of Texas is operating.
Josey responded with some rather harsh language. In my remarks, I
defended the concept of helping a broad spectrum of educational
institutions; I said we have also used some funds to build up Centers
of Excellence using the Texas A & M cyclotron as an example. Goldanskii spoke humorously, making reference to Russia's conspiracy in
selling Alaska to the U.s. 110 years ago so that Texas would become
the second largest state (or even the third largest should Alaska
split in two). He suggested a bilateral treaty between the Soviet
Union and Texas so they could share some of the money.
I watched on TV in my room the second half of Monday night
football. The Baltimore Colts beat the Washington Redskins, 10-3.
Tuesday, November 8, 1977 - Houston, Texas
I had breakfast in the Pavilion and Terrace Room with Paul
Bartlett (now at the T.C.U.), George Beadle and Carl Marvel. I then
went to the ballroom to preside over the Welch Conference. I introduced Cyril Ponnamperuma, who spoke on "Cosmochemistry and the Origin
of Life." This stimulating talk was followed by short remarks by Dick
Lemmon and Vitalii Goldanskii (who spoke on his low-temperature
tunneling readings and their application to the origin of life out in
space at low temperatures).
I had lunch in the Belvedere Room at a table with John Reynolds,
Claude Arpigny, W. o. Milligan and Melba Gibson. Carol Triebel, a
straight-A, junior year, chemistry major from Baylor was also present.
Melba Gibson told me that the Welch Foundation has heard from Stockholm that the Collies and Dohertys can attend the Nobel Ceremony in
1978 (not this year).
I started the afternoon session at 1:30 p.m., a half-hour early,
because of the many requests for time to speak as discussants and the
need to vacate the ballroom at 4:00 p.m. to make ready for tonight's
dinner. For the first half-hour, I held the discussion of Ponnamperuma's talk of this morning. Fred Hoyle, Edward Anders, A. G. W.
Cameron, Arno Penzias, Jean Audouze and some audience members made
comments. I then introduced John Reynolds, who spoke on "Isotope
Cosmochemistry: The Rare Gas Story and Related Matters." He said he
does not believe Anders's theory that the enormously high concentration of xenon isotopes in the Allende meteorite is due to an extinct
SHE. After Reynolds's talk, I called on Anders (who defended his idea
on SHE), Oliver Manuel (who attacked Anders's idea), Clayton Cameron
(Rice University), Audouze, Wasserburg and Fowler.
After we stopped at 4:10 p.m., I talked with Andy Suttle, who
told me that, partly on the basis of my luncheon meeting with them a
year ago (with Helen), they have decided to buy a 42-MeV proton
accelerator costing $6-7,000,000.
I attended the reception (in the foyer) and conference dinner in
the ballroom. About 1,030 people were present. I sat at the head
table with Robert and Ada Doherty, Roger and Mrs. Wolfe, Jack and
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Elva Josey, Frances and William Baker, George and Marion Beadle, E. J.
and Claire Corey, Henry and Winifred 'Eyring, Carl and Alberta Marvel,
Robert and Mrs. Wise, Claude and Mrs. Arpigny, William and Ardiane
Fowler, cyril Ponnamperuma, John and Ann Reynolds, Richard and Rita
Loyd Atkinson, Charles and F.rances Townes, John and Mrs. Wood, Edward
Anders, Jean Audouze, A. G. W. Cameron, A. H. Delsemme, Fred Hoyle,
Richard Lemmon, Hans Mark, .. Arno Penzias and G. J. Wasserburg. Josey
introduced the Welch Trustees and their wives and the SAB members
present. Milligan introduced the speakers and discussion leaders and
then introduced Richard Atkinson, Director of the National Science
Foundation, who spoke on "Research and Development and their Impact on
Economic Progress. II. It .was a good speech.
I talked to Anders and Wasserburg about Runcorn's preprint on the
melting of the moon by a SHE; they don't agree with this. I told
Anders that I don't want to sign his letter to Lew Keller urging ORNL
to work on checking Flerov's .report of a SHE in the Allende meteorite;
I said I will talk to Michel and Ghiorso about working on his chemical
concentrate of the meteorite. I also talked to Donald Clayton (and
his wife Annette) of Rice University . . He did his work with Willie·
Fowler and has been at Rice since about 1963. I spoke to Anne Bogel
of Houston, a long-time friend of Anna Carlson (of Ishpeming) beginning with her stay in Charlestown, West Virginia.
Wednesday, November 9,

19~7

- Houston, Texas - Lafayette

I had breakfast in the Pavilion and Terrace Restaurant with
Vitalii Goldanskii. We agreed that I might send Alexandrov, the
President of the Soviet Academy of Sciences (his term ends in November
1979),a.telegram on the occasion of his 75th birthday on February 12,
1978. Goldanskii told me that Khokhlov, at that time Rector of Moscow
State University, was in line to succeed Alexandrov as president, but
died on August 8, 1977 as the result of an overly ambitious attempt to
scale and ski on a very high mountain. Goldanskii hopes that I will
accept an invitation to visit the Soviet Union as a guest of the
Academy of Sciences during Alexandrov's presidency. He told me that
Alexandrqv and Markhov are very interested in Flerov's claims to the
discovery of heavy elements including SHE.
I went to the auditorium where I introduced Charlie Townes for
his talk "Isotopic Abundances in the Galaxy of the More Common Elements." His talk was followed by comments from Penzias, Audouze,
Cameron and Wasserburg, some of whom spoke several times with responses by Townes, Dieter Heymann (of Rice University) and Goldanskii.
I had lunch in the Belvedere Room. Present were the speakers and
discussion leaders and Wolfe, Wise, Milligan, Mrs. Anders, Goldanskii
and members of the Welch Foundation staff and people helping run the
conference. I visited the exhibit of guinea pigs.and the exhibit of
rabbits of the Rabbit Growers Association, who were holding a meeting
at the Shamrock Hotel this-week.
I checked out of the hotel and went to the auditorium where I
introduced John Wood who spoke on "Ancient Chemistry and the Formation
of the Planets." He c~~ed results of Wasserburg's that indicate the
presence of excessive
Mg in some Allende inclusions proving that
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this meteorite came from a supernova of the order of a millio~6years
ago (because of the presence of one-million year radioactive
AI).
After the talk, there were comments by Cameron, Anders and Manuel. I
made some closing remarks, thanking the participants and suggesting
the conference was interesting and successful.
I took a taxi to the Houston International Airport with Charles
Townes. We discussed the claim by Gould to the laser patent. We also
discussed the University Professor situation and decided that they
should meet once or twice a year to discuss ways in which we can give
advice to President Saxon. Townes was scheduled for an American
Airlines flight. I boarded National Airlines flight il17, which left
at 5:15 p.m. John Reynolds was also aboard. We arrived at San
Francisco Airport at 7:00 p.m. Helen met me and drove me horne. I
spent the rest the evening reading the large stack of papers from my
LBL office.
Thursday, November 10, 1977 - Berkeley
I went over my accumulated mail with Pat and then went to the
opening session (in Room 4205, Building SOB) of the Nuclear Science
Program Advisory Committee meeting on the Bevalac/Bevatron program.
Arthur Kerman, chairman of the committee, presided and members present
included Fred Goldhaber, Bogdan Povh, Reinhard Stock, C. J. Waddington
and L. S. Schroeder. Bernard Harvey made the opening remarks a~d
announced the appointment of Arthur Poskanzer as Director of the
Bevalac/Bevatron research program. Poskanzer then spoke and described
the bombardment schedule that has been worked out in cooperation with
the bio-medical research group. After all the other competing claims
for time had been allotted, about 2,000 hours of time for nuclear
science remained for the fifteen groups. Therefore, he asked the
committee to review the already scheduled bombardments. George Igo,
Chairman of the Bevalac Users Association, then made a report on
behalf of the association. Hermann Grunder then reported on Bevatron/Bevalac development. He mentioned design work on the third
injector (low betaL1Bot really a Wideroe) and the low vacuum in the
Bevatron (2-4 X 10
mm).
I went by Building 70 to talk to Morrissey, Thomas, de SaintSimon, Diana Lee and Matti Nurmia. Morrissey told me that de SaintSimon was attacked by Reinhard Stock et ale after his talk at Monday's
NSD2f~minar.
Nurmia described their successful identification of "X"
as
Bi. I also saw Maynard Michel and told him Ed Anders will get
in touch with him regarding mass spectrometric separation of SHE from
the Allende meteorite.
I attended Rollie Myers's Chern lA lecture in PSL from 11:10 a.m.
to noon. At 12:30 p.m., I talked with Pete Goldschmidt. He called me
to inquire if I would be willing to loan my "Spirit of St. Louis"
award to the Medallic Art Company so they could design a new cast. He
said I would be contacted by Ray Ruete. Pete also advised me that,
since the first breeder reactor bill was vetoed, we would have to
start allover with authorizations with the Department of Energy. Ray
Ruete called later; I agreed to loan the award to them.
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I had lunch at the _lower.level of the cafeteria with the members
of the Basic Energy Sciences Panel of the Department of Energy and
others"including Leo Brewer, Gus Donough, Gerhart Friedlander (Executive Secretary), Richard Taschek, Alex Zucker, Martin Blume, Kenneth
Kliewer, Albert Narath, Michael Nevitt and Julian Nielsen, plus James
Kane, Daniel Miller, James Coleman, Elliot Pierce, George Rogosa,
Rysza~~ Gajewski, and EarL.Hyde, Joe Cerny and David Shirley.
Kenton Moody.came by to: get signed up to work with me as my
graduate student. '
I met with Ken Thomas in my office for about an h~~B to di~~~ss
his Ph.D. thesis research program. He will emphasize
U and
Cm
target~ bombarded with Kr_and Xe ions to get yields of actinides
produced by deep inelastic reactions,- at the same time looking for new
beta-emitting isotopes produced mainly by quasi-elastic reactions. We
also discussed interpersonal relations within my group.
Walter Loveland and Robert Kraus arrived by car from ~regon State
University at 4:00 p.m. to participate in this weekend's 4 Ca bombardment experiments.
My correspondence today included: a letter (attached)' to Joe
Cerny in support of the adva'ncement of David Shirley to Professor,
Step VI; a letter to Francis Bonner regarding my visit with Ragnar
Ohlson, President of the_Swedish Chemical Society, about the formation
of an international chemical society; a letter to Lincoln Constance
indicating that I would not be able to attend a meeting (November 30)
of Faculty~Mentors of the Freshman Cluster Program as I will be
lecturing at Vanderbilt University; and a letter to S. K. Runcorn
saying that I had received the manuscript he sent me.
I attended a.reception in)the
at the Inn Season Restaurant (1921
the Basic Energy Sciences Panel of
Asaro and the same, people as those
exception of Joe Cerny). I sat at
Daniel Miller, James Coleman, Alex
Kliewer and Frank Asaro.

director's office and'then dinner
Grove Street) for the members of
the ~epartment of Energy. Frank
at lunch were present (~ith the
a table with Gerhart Friedlander,
Zucker, Michael Nevitt, Kenneth

Friday, November 11, 1977,- BerkeleyI conferred with Margie Hollander about Met Lab Section C-I
history questions.

At 9:00 a.m., I attended, in the Building 70A conference room,
the Round Table Discussion of the Bevalac/Bevatron Program Advisory
Committ~e.
Arthur. Kerman, Fred Goldhaber, Bogdan Povh,Reinhard Stock
and C. J. Waddington as -PAC and Round Table members were introduced by
Arthur Poskanzer. Doug,Greiner first-gave a summary of heavy ion
peripheral colli~ions, then Andres Sandoval spoke on heavy ion central
collisions.
I walked down to campus' for my office hour from 10-11:00 a.m. in
446 Latimer Hall. I taught my Chemistry 1A discussion section in Room
E, second floor of Latimer, from 11:10 a.m. to noon.

"
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In Strict Confidence

November 10, 1977

Professor Joseph Cerny, Chairman
Department of Chemistry
University of California
Berkeley, California
Dear Professor Cerny:
I am writing to sppport the advancement from Professor
Step VI to Professor, Special Salary as a promotion for
David A. Shirley.
Professor Shirley has been a pioneer in using hyperfine interactions of radioactive nuclei to study nuclear,
solid-state, and chemical properties, employing weak, strong,
and electromagnetic interactions. He played a major role
among American scientists in the development of low-temperature
nuclear orientation, Mossbauer spectroscopy, and perturbed
angular correlations of gamma radiation. Shirley and his coworkers extended low-temperature nuclear orientation throughout the periodic table of the elements by the introduction of
novel approaches such as quadrupole coupling, pseudoquadrupole
coupling and the Sternheimer effect. They oriented transplutonium nuclei for the first time, using the lanthanideactinide similarities.
Shirley and his associates discovered and explained
the systematic variation of induced hyperfine fields at solutes
in ferromagnets including the dramatic sign reversal in p
shells. They determined many excited-state nuclear magnetic
and quadrupole moments. Among nuclear symmetry properties,
they were the first to observe alpha particle anisotropy from
oriented transplutonium elements, conversion-electron anisotropies, and parity-violating asymmetry by inner bremsstrahlung.
They developed gamma-ray thermometry near absolute zero. The
method of nuclear magnetic resonance on oriented nuclei was
first developed at Shirley's laboratory, leading to the discovery of constant relaxation times in metals at l~2 deg
Kelvin and their theoretical explanation.
Shirley was 'the first chemist to do Mossbauer spectroscopy, and he explained the isomer shift in terms of
detailed nuclear theory. His definitive ar,ticle on isomer
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-2-

shifts has been widely quoted. Shirley, with his associates,
discovered relaxation in Ferrichrome A and explained it using,
the Bloch Equations and they developed its large isomer shifts.
Shirley logged many IIfirsts" in gamma-ray perturbed
angular correlations. mhe¥nd his associates,discovered the
random-fields effect. They developed the digital analysis
method, a very early application of digital Fourier transform methods in spectroscopy. They were the first to observe
magnetic resonance via PAC and later extended it to in-beam
nuclear reactions. In collaboration with J. D. Baldeschwieler,
Shirley first applied PAC to biological systems. The most
profound mheoretical insight of Shirley and his group in the
PAC area appears in their NMR paper which generalizes the
Torque E~ation to arbitrarily high multipolarity and explains
nultipole splitting. With Haas, Shirley presented an experi~
mental ~our de force of PAC applied to chemistry, answering
many long-standing questions. More recently, his group has
used PAC to study supertransferred hyperfine structure.
His contributions have been widely recognized by numerous
requests to present· invited talks at international confer~nces.
In 1967 he organized, together with E. Matthias, the important
International conference on Hyperfine Structure and Nuclear
,Radiations, and co-edited the Proceedings. This was the first
conference that brought together the practitioners of nuclear
orientations, Mossbauer spectroscopy, and angular correla~ions,
'and it h~s proved to:be the first in a series of such conferences.
In 1966, Shirley's laboratory became the second in the
world, after Siegbahn in Uppsala, to do· x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (ESCA). He has maintained 'the leadership position in this field among American scientists. He and his group
introduced the study of ,valence-band density
states in
metals by x-ray photoemission, an extremely important and
widely-used method. Later he ~xtended it to high-resolution
studies and to studies of important insulators and semiconductors, such as diamond,' silicon, and germanium.

0=

Shirley·s·group first observed multiplet splitting in
photoemission from solids and applied it to observe local
spins above the CUrie point of iron. Later they observed
correlation states directly. They were also the first to
compare ESCA shifts with rigorous theory. Later they played
a leading role in developing accurate "potentia1 model"
theories for these shifts. They first showed that reliable
atomic charges can be derived from ESCA shifts and they
discovered the important relation between ESCA shifts and
acidity.
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Dr. Shirley single-handedly organized the first major
international conference on photoelectron spectroscopy in 1971
and later introduced ultra-high vacuum methods to x-ray photoemission, using it to determine densities of states of atomically clean surfaces, including the definitive electronic '
structure study in amorphous semiconductors.

A major advance was Shirley's discovery of large "extraatomic relaxation" energies in condensed phases and adsorbates.
This effect greatly enhances the value of core-level binding
energies an~ incidentally, renders all past tabulatmons conceptually o~solete.
As his entree into ultraviolet photoewission, Shirley
introduced high-temperature techniques (lOOOoC), which allowed
him to make the first direct observation of peaks due to
"initial-state configuration interaction" (i.e.~ electron
corre+ation), affording unique, new insight into the major
problem of quantum chemistry.
Sensing the need for laboratory photon sources at
energies between the conventional ultraviolet and x-ray sources,
Shirley and co-workers have employed' the active metals sodium
and yttrium as anode materials. This has allowed them to
study energy-dependent cross-sections of molecular orbitals
in small molecules and determine their (s or p) atomic orbital
symmetries directly.
Most recently, Shirley has turned to synchrotron radiation at the Stanford electron storage ring. Again he and his
group is playing a pioneering role, this time in the use of
photon beams of energies from 20 eV to 200 eV and above. They
have studied absorption and fluo~escence in atoms and molecules,
angle-resolved photoemissionfrom SOlids,' and molecular
orbitals of aBsorbed molecules. They have shown that carbon
monoxide Ustands up" when aBsorbed on the catalytic metals
nickel and platinum. They w.~~fu~ritla' R~s~'of experiments
designed to answer other significant questions in surface
chemistry and physics.
David Shirley is recognized as a brilliant and productive
scientist of broad dimensions. I believe that he is richly
deserving of a promotion to Special Salary status.
Sincerely,

Glenn T. Seaberg
GTS:pq
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Friday, November 11, 1977 (con't)
I-then walked back up the hill and attended the closing moments
of the Bevalac/Bevatron PAC Round Table Discussion.
I ,had lunch in my office, with Walter Loveland, Dave Morrissey,
Rollie Otto and Bob Kraus in preparation for Otto's report scheduled
for 1:15 p.m. at the Bevalac/Bevatron PAC meeting. We then went to
Room 4205, Building 50B, where Otto presented to the PAC our Proposal
#422H, "Mass Yield and Recoil Range, Distribution Measurements with
Relativistic Heavy Ions and Heavy Target" and described our Bevalac
result~ obtained, over the last, year.
'
I agreed to write a letter of support for Bob Kraus's application
for an NSF Fellowship. He will send me a copy of his application.
From 2-2:20 p.m., I met with Nikolai Mikheev. He gave me three
books related to the 60th ,Anniversary of the Communist Revolution:
USSR Science Over the 60 Years, USSR '77 Sixty Soviet Years and
Bolshoi's Young Dancers. I gav~ him the names of some people he might
contact regarding actinide chemistry (Norman Edelstein, Kenneth
Raymond, Neil Bartlett, Andrew Streitwieser and Bob Silva). He
expressed his interest .in att~nding the meeting of> the American
Nuclear Society in San_ Francisco, November 27-December 1. I will try
to arrange an invitation for ,him.
)

Patrick McGaugh~y came by to fill out his papers and to start
work with me as a graduate student.
I went by Building 70 and the HILAC Building to see Otto, Morrissey, Loveland, MCGa~gh~s' Kraus, Thomas and Baisden in connection with
their preparation.for .Ca bombardments now getting under way.
Williams showed me her results~ Sh~35inds a ~ufinite 6-7-minute
B bombardments,
Cm Ka x-ray decay 1~~ponent in her last
U plus
apparently due to
Bk! She will report on this at her ~SD Seminar
on Monday, November 21.
At 4:15 p.m., I met with Cliff Flower and Mike Gryszkowiec of the
General Accounting Office regarding the allegation that large amounts
of highly enriched uranium-235 were diverted to Israel by Zalman
Shapiro of the Nuclear Materials and Equipment Corporation of Apollo
Pennsylvania during the' 1960's. A summary of our conve~sation is
attached.
My correspondence for today included: a letter to Joseph Dietrich
requesting him to arrange to have an invitation to the American
Nuclear Society meeting in San Francisco sent to Nikolai Mikheev; a
letter to Berta Karlik regarding Gerhard Winkler's desire to spend a
year at Argonne--I said that I was not sure I could be of much help
since most of my c'ontacts in the Department of Energy have left the
organization; a letter to Elliot Berman at the Center for Energy
Studies at Boston University regarding his letter to me referring to
an ad in Business Week by a number of eastern utility companies in
support of nuclear power in which I am listed as orie of the supporters--in my reply I indicated (although my specific consent was not
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MEMO TO THE FILE
Subject:

Appointment with Cliff Fowler and Mike Gryszkowiec
November 11, 1977
4:15 p.m.

From 4:15 to 5:15 p.m. I met with Cliff Fmvler and Mike Gryszkowiec
of the General Accounting Office who wanted to talk to me about
allegations that Dr. Zalman Shapiro of the Nuclear Materials
and Equipment Corporation of Apollo, Pennsylvania, diverted large
amounts of highly enriched uranium 235 to Israel in the 1960's.
They gave me a list of questions (attached) which I answered for
them approximately as follows:
(1)
I answered that I had rather complete knowledge and
participated in many discussions.
(2)
I believe that there is no evidence whatsoever that
Zalman Shapiro diverted uranium to Israel. The losses were due
to the intracacies of chemical processing and relaxed attitudes
towards losses in waste streams because they felt the need to
save money in order to have a profitable operation. Losses from
one job were charged to a subsequent job until it all caught up
with them on the Westinghouse job in thet 1960' s.
_',I;.1.~':,!.
(3)
I said I met many times with Richard Helms to discuss
many agenda items and recall only one meeting at which the
NUl·1EC matter was discussed.
This was probably in the late 1960's.
Helms seemed to be convinced of the theory that Shapiro was
diverting material to Israel. When I asked if he had evidence in
addition to that which I had, he said that he did not.
(4)
I said that I never met with a President on this
matter but I did discuss it with Attorney General John Mitchell
and National Security Advisor Henry Kissinger. This was at a
later stage in 1969, 1970 and 1971 when the Department of Justice
opposed a requested upgrade of Shapiro's clearance required
because Shapiro was changing jobs. This led to a difference of
opinion between John Mit.chell and me. My talk with Ki_ssinger
was in order to appraise him of this difference of opinion. I
also talked with Secretary of State William Rogers because of the
international implications involving US/Israeli relations.
(5)

1-1y answer to this question was "no ".

(6)

My answer to this question was "no".

(7)

My answer to this question was "no".

----~------~--
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(8)
I said I did not know whether the ABC was getting
all'the relevant information, certainly the Department of Justice
was drawing different conclusions than the ABC. The AEC
Commissioners were always unanimous in their position of disagreement with the Department of Justice.
(9)
There was insufficient evidence to pull Dr. Shapiro's
security clearance and he ,was regarded by the ABC as innocent
until proven guilty.
(10)
There were three reasons why the ABC continued to
grant contraqts:
1. , There was insufficient evidence to prove any
'wrong-doing;
2. Dr. Shapiro and ,his co-workers were very
competent in handling complex jobs, and
3. In some cases, ~~~ffiC was the sole source of
supply for the services.
(11)
I said I feel that a comprehensive and thorough
investigation was made by the ABC.
Fowler and Gryszkowiec said that they are also planning
to interview John Mitchell- and Richard Helms. I urged them to
interview Dr. Shapiro._ -They said -that he is peing represented
by Edward Bennett Williams.
I told them that Williams was
representing Shapiro during our discussions with Attorney General
Mitchell and that I ,had talked with Williams by telephone a couple
of t~mes.They said that Dr. Shapiro refuses to have a meeting
wit~ them.
I ,indicated that I would be willing to help get in
touch with Shapiro or Williams to try to convince them that such
,a meeting would be to Shapiro's benefit.
They said that they will let me check for accuracy their
transcripts of our interview today.
Glenn T. Seaborg
GTS:pq
Attachments
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QUESTIONS FOR DR. GLENN SEABORG
re:
1.

NUMEC Incident
-

Could you please discuss your knowledge and involvement in the
...

Nut1EC matter duri ng your tenure as Chai rman of the Atomi c Energy

...-'

,'

Commission?

f:"--';~~

2.

What are your beliefs regarding the alleged NUMEC diversion?

If you can recall, what specific evidence supports your beliefs?

3.

About when did your meeting with Richard Helms, Director of the

Central Intelligence Agency take place? Could you please discuss what
when on at that meeting?

Was there only one meeting or more? Specifics:

4.

Did you have any discussions or meetings ,with any other top level

Government people about the NUt1EC matter (e.g., President, Attorney
General, National Security Advisor)?

-

." ..
~

",

,,'

If so, please discuss specifics:

.

,

':.

..'

5.

To your knowledge did any officials of the U.S. Government ever

attempt to limit the scope of investigative work being done by the CIA,
.

FBI, or AEC into the NUMEC matter? Specifics?

6.

Did you ever have any
irldication that (1) the U.S. Government
.
~
l.cfZ.y
acqui.~~ in any ~ with a diversion of nuclear material at NUMEC or
(2) that the NUMEC facility was a conduit for getting nuclear material
to Israel?

7.

Did you ever have any 'indication that the NUNEC facility was an

Israeli backed .organization established to get'material to Israel?

8.

Did you feel that the AEC was getting all of the relevant information

on NUMEC from other Government sources like the FBI, CIA, and the
'White House? Specifics?
'.

°
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o.
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9.

Why didn't the AEC ever question or pull Dr. Zalman Shapiro's

security clearances?

10.

Why did the AEC continue to grant contracts involving weapons grade

nuclear material to NUMEC in the. face of the questions and problems
surrounding the facility and its President, Mr. Shapiro?

11.

Do you feel that a

N~MEC

,;1:: if,.

-..

and thorough investigation of the

diversion possibilities has even been done? Specifics?

6/
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given for this ad) that I support all forms, "including nuclear
energy," that will have to be used to solve our energy problem. I
also sent to Spencer Weart, Director of the Center for History of
Physics, copies of the following: "Early Heavy Isotope Research at
Berkeley, August 1940 to April, 1942" and "History of Met Lab Section
C-I, April, 1942 to April, 1943." I also wrote that I did not know
the whereabouts of Fermi's notebooks.
On the way home, I went by Building 70 and found Morrissey,
Loveland, Kraus, Moody, McGaughey and de Saint-Simon watching ige
gamma ray spectrum from a successful, just completed, Au plus
Ca
bombardment at the SuperHILAC. I t2gn went by the HILAC Building
where Baisden was getting a U plus
Ca bombardme~~ to look for more
"Bi isotopes and Thomas was about to get a U plus
Ca bombardment to
look for N~48Pu, poss!~IY Am, isotope yields. I learned that we will
now get a
Cm plus
Ca ~gmbardmeni to look for SHE. Hulet et ale
were getting ready for a 2 Cm plus 8Ca bombardment to look for
short-lived volatile SHE.
I had dinner in the playroom with Helen. Dave returned home ill
from Davis where he has been spending a couple of days.
Saturday, November 12, 1977 - Berkeley
Eric called at 8:30 a.m. from Paris (Roxanne Goldsmith's apart-ment). He said his friends Richard Sproul and Al Lindstrom have
returned home to the u.S. He will see Roger Godino about a possible
job at his ski resort next Wednesday and then go visit his friend in
switzerland. He, Richard and Al spent some time at the Goldsmith
house i~ southern France. He has been getting along very well.
George Cardinet called about my'talk on trails at the course he
is organizing for Davis on March 9 and 10; we agreed to schedule my
talk for the afternoon of Thursday, March 9.
Helen and I drove to Berkeley; near the Claremont Hotel, to join
a group to explore a possible Claremont Canyon Park. Present were Joe
Engbeck, Fred Weekes, Tony Sargent (who works with Tom Budinger in
Donner Lab), Robert Hotzapple, Harlan Kessel (EBRPD Board member),
Karen Faircloth, Hulet Hornbeck and Hugh Richmond (UCB English Department). We hiked up the east side of the canyon and walked on to near
the Marg home. We walked to the Chaparral Hill area and walked on
University of California and State of California property (leased to
EBRPD) to a hill overlooking the California School for Deaf and Blind,
where we met Judy Haensel (and her 16-year old daughter and Weekes's
son) who had a buffet lunch set up on card tables with wine, coffee
and tea for us. (En route we had views of the Jordan trail, or fire
road, in the Strawberry Canyon area.)
I told Joe Engbeck and Harlan Kessel I would talk to Chancellor
Bowker about getting University of California's cooperation in including University property in the Claremont Canyon Park concept if they
would get, with the help of Hulet Hornbeck, a written definition.
Helen and I walked with Joe Engbeck down a fire road to Stonewall
Road and then on to Claremont Avenue where our car was parked •

.
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We drove to LBL where in Building 70 I fou~g Otto, Morrissey,
Kraus and Loveland. They told me their U plus
Ca recoil experiment
was successful and showed that the products in the gold area are due
to deep inelastic reactions not fusion-fission reactions. Bob's
mother and father were also there visiting with Bob. (Williams was
also there working on her data).
I went up to the HILAC Building and found Nitschke and Hulet and
people 2Hsy looking for S.F. from SHE from volatile fraction from
Cm plus
Ca; no S.F. have been observed but the bombardment was
proceeding.
~!~

Helen and I then drove back down to the campus and stopped at
Memorial Stadium where we saw the last few minutes of the UCB-USF
soccer game, which USF WON, 3-2, in overtime. We then drove back home
to Lafayette.
I had dinner with Helen in the playroom while watching news on
TV. Dave, still ill, had dinner in his room. During the evening, I
read proof on Met Lab Section C-I history (September 1943) and worked
on the de Saint-Simon, Otto, Seaborg paper, "Iodine Isotopic Ma~j8
Distributions from 212-340-MeV Ar Induced Reactions on a Thick
U
Target."
Sunday, November 13, 1977 - Lafayette
In the morning, I worked on the de Saint-Simon "Iodine Isotopic .
from 212-340 MeV Ar Induqed Reactions on a Thick
U Target" paper.

~~~s-Distributions

In the afternoon, Helen and I took a hike at Las Trampas Regional
Wilderness. We hiked on the Mahogany Trail in the loop to the Chamise
Trail, the Hiker's Trail, the Grassland Trail and the Valley Trail
back to the parking lot.
Dianne called to make arrangements for Helen to pick her up at
Davis Friday night to spend the weekend with us, including going to
the Big Game at Stanford on Saturday.
During the evening, I worked on the ~inal vI3~ion o~3gur pape:
"Search for Superheavy Elements Produced ~n the
Xe +
U React~on
and an Upper Limit Cross Section for the nat Gd (136 xe ,X)212Pb Reactions" and the manuscript for one of my Slack Lectures.
Monday, November 14, 1977 - Berkeley
I met with Otto to discuss the papers I worked on over the
weekend. otto told me that he, Baisden and Diana Le~4Have chem!gally
separated a SHE fraction from recoils from the long
Cm plus
Ca
bombardment over the weekend. I also met with Simon Chin.
I attended the 88" scheduling meeting from 10:30-10;50 a.m.
Hulet and Mikheev were scheduled for ~~5chemistl1 on the swing shift
Monday, November 28 and Williams for
U plus
B on the owl shift
Tuesday, November 29.

----
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At 11:00 a.m., Norm Edelstein and I met with Robb Grover to
discuss with him his beam work on astatine chemistry. I, introduced
Grover to Morrissey. Grover and I then walked down to the campus and
attended the Chemistry Department lunch in the Lewis-Latimer Room of
the Faculty Club. Here Grover talked with Neil Bartlett and Kenneth
Pitzer about radon and astatine chemistry planned for his atomic and
molecular beam apparatus.
_
Grover and I walked back up the hill. I r
ived a phone call
from Darleane Hoffman and we discussed whether Z50 Cm S.F. from the
Mike Test can account for the S.F. the Dubna people observe in geothermal water and attribute to SHE; we decided this is possible.
otto came in at 2:45 p.m. and we discussed his termination as a
post doc with me sometime next spring. He wants to stay on at LBL in
the Energy and Environment or Bio-Medical Division and this seems
possible.
~
I talked with Williams in my off~~r ~~~m 3:15-4:00 p.m. about her
results (observation of a 6-7-minute
'
.Bk) and her plans to
discuss this.at next Monday's- NSD Seminar. -,We also discussed her
plans to look for a position~-she plans to get her Ph.D. next spring
or summer.
I attended the NSD Seminar at 4:00 p.m. Alfred Goldhaber presented a talk on "High Energy Collisions of Nuclei: Bang or Burst?"

.-'

The Executive Committee of the Advisory Committee to the Lawrence
Hall of Science has been formed. Members of the committee are Luis
Alvarez, Martin Covington, Sherwood Washburn, Stuart Linn and I.
My correspondence today was composed of the following: I sent W.
o. Milligan ·-expense information in connection with my trip to Texas
for the Welch Foundation Conference and SAB meeting and a corrected
version of my introductory remarks for Charles Townes; I accepted an
invitation to give the plenary lecture at the Actinide Separations
Symposium at the Pacific Chemical Congress in-Honolulu in April 1979
in a letter to James Navratil at Rockwell International; and I wrote
to L. F. O'Donnell at the General Atomic Company, declining an invitation to participate -in a seminar in honor of Peter Fortescue's 65th
birthday, as I shall-be out of the country.
Helen and I ;had dinner in the playroom and"watched the Dallas
Cowboys-St. Louis Cards football game. st. Louis won, 24-17. Dave
ate in his room.
Tuesday, November 15, 1977 - Berkeley
I wrote to Alexandr Gussev at the Soviet Encyclopedia Publishing
House in Moscow with a slight alteration in my article on einsteinium
for inclusion in the Great Soviet Encyclopedia. I sent six copies
"Scientific Progress, the-Universities, and the Federal Government" to
Robert Wise. I received today a number of letters from Robert Brasted
which had been prepared for my signature. The letters were sent to
the following coordinators and referees for the development of the
"Chemical Education Orientation Guide-A Resource >for Foreign Students
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Tuesday, November 15, 1977 (con't)
Studying in the United States:" Douglas Skoog (Chemistry, Stanford
University; letter attached), Robert Osteryoung (Chemistry, Colorado
State, Fort Collins), Lockhart Rogers (Chemistry, University of
Georgia, Athens), Albert Lehninger (Physiological Chemistry, Johns
Hopkins), David Metzler (Biochemistry and Biophysics, Iowa State,
Ames), Emil Smith (Biological Chemistry, UCLA), Theodore Brown (Chemistry, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), W. T. Lippincott
(Chemistry, University of Arizona, Tucson), Emil Slowinski (Chemistry,
Macalester College, St. Paul, Minnesota), F. A. Cotton (Chemistry,
Texas A & M University, College Station), James Huheey (Chemistry,
University of Maryland, College Park), Stuart Tobias (Chemistry,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana), Donald Cram (Chemistry,
UCLA), Joseph Bunnett (Chemistry Board of Studies, UC Santa Cruz),
Leallyn Clapp (Chemistry, Brown University, Providence., Rhode Island)
and William Eberhardt. I also wrote Bob to let him know that I had
done so.
I dictated a letter to John Bellama, Department of Chemistry,
University of Maryland, in reply to his letter asking me to make an
evaluation of Henry Heikkinen (for his possible promotion to Associate
Professor). I said that I could not make an evaluation because of
time constraints and therefore was returning the supporting material.
I composed a letter to Daniel Wilkes at Lawrence Livermore to thank
him for sending me the Jon Brenneis picture. I wrote a letter to
Ionel Purica stating the I did not feel that I was well versed enough
to express my opinion on the contents of his book The Laws of Modal
Thought on Which Are Founded the Experimental Sciences. A letter was
sent to N. N. Semenov, Academy of Science, MOSCOW, regarding the
nomination of Britton Chance, Vitalii Goldanskii and Hans Frauenfelder
for the Nobel Prize in Chemistry. I said that I think they are good
candidates and that I shall make my opinion known to the Nobel Committee. The last of the correspondence was to Joseph Berg at the National Research Council regarding the exclusion of Science News reporters
from the Periodical Press Galleries. I wrote that I am asking Ted
Sherburne to put it on the agenda for discussion at the next board
meeting.
Baisden came in at 10:00 a.m. to discuss her research program and
its deviation from my interests.
At 11:00 a.m., I went to room 203/70 and talked with Otto,
Morrissey and Thomas about location of desks for our three new graduate students. We will add a desk to each of rooms 203 and 209, making
a total of four in each room. otto, Morrissey, Thomas and Rose Marie
McFarland will be in room 203 and Williams, Marsh, Pat McGaughey and
Ken Moody will be in room 209.
Pat Quinn drove me up to the Lawrence Hall Science where I met
Harvey White, George Moynihan, Bill Davis and Mac Laetsch in Laetsch's
office over a sandwich lunch. I asked Harvey to serve, at least for
the first year, as the chairman of the LHS Development Committee that
we are putting together. After considerable persuasion by Laetsch,
Davis, Moynihan and me, he accepted. I then rode with Davis down to
the campus; he was driving Laetsch to the San Francisco airport.
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American Chemical Society
1155 SIXTEENTH STREET. N.W.

INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
COMMITTEE
•

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20036
Phone (202) 872-4600

November 15, 1977
Douglas A. Skoog
Department of Chemistry
, Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305

Dear Profess-or Douglas' A. Skoog:
As ~n action of th~ American Chemical Society, a combined Council and Board
Committee on International Activities was established a few years ago. It is my
p'rivilege to serve as Chairman of this Committee. One of our subcommittees is
charged with investigating- various facets and aspects of education of foreign
students in this country. This subcommittee is chaired by Professor Robert C.
Brasted of the University of ¥innesota.
Many of us interested in and heavily involved with the education of young
people from abroad have been concerned fo'r the student who is admitted to either
undergraduate or graduate programs in chemistry in this country, inadequately
prepared6i even worse, misinformed. The student may be Unaware of the chemical,
as well as math~atical and physical prerequisites ot courses, there may be a
lack of understanding of the i~terisity of study that is required to master materia
he or she may know little of the actual duration of courses, there may be confusic
by our different and often unique-instructional-methods, there may be a lack of
familiarity ot" th~, role that the laboratory plays in certain of our courses, he
or she may be unfamiliar with the problem solving ,technique that is part of our
usual chemistry course, there may
co.nfusion in the grading practices (the
differences between our literal and numerical systems). I have mentioned only a
few of the factors. You, yourself may think of others.' Although a student may
obtain some of this information from the ~yriad of catalogs and bulletins usually
available upon request from our colleges and universities, I think you would
agree that many of our students find such bulletins less than lucid. To expect
a student froe another country to have at hand and to interpret properly, scores
of· these doc~ments is unreasonable. Therefore, a recent action of the American
Chemical Society's Board of Directors provided the necessary funds to produce
a "Chemical Education Orientation Guide==a Resource for Foreign Students Studying
in the Unit-ed States." Hereafter, I'm going to' refer to this document as "Guide",

be

Several points should be stressed before I attempt to explain the mechanics
and what I sincerely hope will be,your-part in this production. First, this
docUZlent Will in no way attempt to describe or otherwise infer a "system" of
education adaptable to or suggested for other countries. The introduction to
this Guide will make this point perfectly clear. It is for those students who
on their own, or at their own country's suggestion, ~re considering chemical edu=
cation in the United-States. Its utility should be evident'whether the student
desires a major in chemistry or in a curriculum that includes chemistry among the
several prerequisites. Second, the International Activities Committee would like
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to think of this document as a service and a help to our friends abroad on behalf
of the ~~erican Chemical Society. ACS funding is therefore more appropriate than
funds from a government or industrial source (as welcome as such funds might be
for other purposes), to prevent foreign governments, ministries of education, or
universities from feeling that the document is other than a truly altruistic
gesture: One scientific society, the American Chemical Society, providing something helpful to the societies or educational systems of other countries. Finally,
we feel that such a document potentially can diminish the number of students
coming from abroad who do not have the proper prerequisites for our chemistry
curricula. A better prepared and oriented student would be a happier student
while here, and perhaps as important, one who will return to his or her own
country with a warmer feeling for the United States, its people, and its educational system.
You as a distinguished educator, known for your expertise not only in the
United States but abroad, realize that one of our strengths in education, in a
sense, lies in the lack of regimentation from one institution to another. We do,
however, strive for a certain commonality within the disciplines. It is these
similarities that the Guide will attempt to portray for the foreign student.
An introduction by Professor Brasted, Editor of the Guide, will include some
of the major philosophies of chemical education, at both undergraduate and graduate levels, similarities and differences found in the various tertiary education
institutions (the two year colleges, liberal arts colleges, colleges and universities both private and state supported) will be briefly described. Suggestions will be included regarding application procedures, fees, assistantships,
etc. Obviously we will not go into minute detail in any of these areas.
The classical subareas of chemistry will each have a Coordinator whose responsibility will be to produce the material according to a general outline. He
.or she will be aided by two Referees. The Referees will serve in part as editors,
but more specifically, to supplement, suggest, and if needed, supply information
that might have been omitted by the Coordinator. I am asking that you serve as
a Coordinator~ We have planned in the format that each of the so-called subdisciplines would use approximately the equivalent of eight to ten printed pages.
The total document we envision to be 120 pages approximately. The format will
be an 8 x 11 with approximately 1100 words per page. Graphics are not now
planned to be a major effort. Tabulations of data would be considered where
you feel such to be the most efficient way of presenting data. It is quite
possible that one or more of the subdisciplines will require fewer pages, a few
might require more. The outline that follows obviously may be modified depending
upon the requirements of the particular subdiscipline. If you feel compelled to
carry the modification to extremes, however, I would hope that you would consult
with Professor Brasted for obvious reasons of continuity. There would also be
variations between the undergraduate and graduate programs, .though in general,
the format of the two should resemble one another.
j

I stress the fact that the same Coordinator and Referees will produce the
undergraduate as well as the graduate programs for the same subdisCipline. I
feel that this is necessary to maintain the degree of continuity and conciseness
that would not otherwise easily be obtained.

*
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We are budgeted also to provide a multifold brochure that will serve as a
means of advertising this Guide. 'Professor Brasted will have the responsibility
for the brochure's preparation with the help of the American·Chemical Society's
staff. This brochure 'will be given wide circulation, thus students not receiving
the Guide directly, could be made a~are of its existence and request one.
ID.'DERGRA.DUATE EDUCATION IN CHEHISTRY
More for the sak~'of organization than recognizing any unanimity of thought,
I have designated six subdisciplines'of undergraduate chemistry. These are:
General Chemistry; Inorganic Chemistry; Organic Chemistry; Physical Chemistry;
Analytical and Instrumentation; and Biochemistry.
1.

~ARRATIVE

SECTION

a.

Identify the year in which the subdiscipline is most likely to
fit-on the assumption that we are describing a four year curricula. That is to say, is it likely to be a freshman, sophomore, junior, or senior course?
'

b.

prerequisites would usually be expected, not only in
chemistry, but almost equally important in the areas of
physics, mathematics, or possibly biology?
~~at

~~at

c •.

are the major· subtopics that are part of this subdiscipline? This part of the document would not simply be' a
quoting of chapter headings of textbooks, but rather a somewhat more indepth description.

d.

Under what conditions might we find major or even subtle
differences {n course offerings for persons pursuing
c~emistry as a major objective as contrasted to students
using this ~articular subdiscipline, but perhaps a different
course in preparation for another curriculum? (e.g. 'I
think of the possible ancillary areas of agriculture, engineering, physics, etc.)

e.

.Row does this undergraduate offering coordinate or mesh with
graduate courses? Is it likely to be only one of several .
courses needed as a graduate prerequisite?

f.

Are there unique features in problem solving as necessary
learning techniques? Are there unique mathematical expectations that might not have been-thought of in another
system of education? I can speak from experience, as can
other members of the committee, that often for instance, a
student expecting to pursue organic chemistry does not
realize that both at the undergraduate and graduate level,
a reasonably high state of development is necessary in
mathematics .'

g.

Is a.laboratory usual in accompanying this course or subdiscipline? Is it an integral part of the course or is it
perhaps a separate course offering? (A case in point might
be "Mechanisms of Organic Reactions" as contrasted to
"Analytical Instrumentation". The latter would be highly
laboratory oriented).

- 4 h

\?hat fraction of the undergraduate curriculum does this
subdiscipline occupy? I would assume that a meaningful
fraction ,.;'ould total credits in chenistry= fraction
GRADUATE EDUCATION IN CHEHISTRY

The same subareas would be used in Graduate Education as for the Undergradual
section with the obvious exception of General Chemistry. In some subdisciplines,
upper division undergraduate courses are subscribed to by first year graduate
students. If such is usual, mention should be made. The mathematical rigor of
graduate level courses in areas often considered essentially non-mathematical in
the home country is one of the less well understood requirements on the part of
the entering foreign students as I have mentioned just above. Again, from personal
experience on the part of myself and members of the committee, I would feel that
this could be one of our major services provided to the foreign student.
One of the major differences of one university and another would be in the
course requirements in graduate school. The fact that one university has an apparent lower course load than another does not negate the fact·that a holder of
an advanced degree from such a university would know less of that discipline
because of this discrepancy. It would be expected that the narrative section
would make mention of the course expectations in our graduate education.
I shall not reproduce the several subsections under Undergraduate Education,
but only suggest that the section on IIGraduate Education in Chemistry" follow
the same general outline. Obviously there would be significant differences in
the "narrative" section, and the Bibliography section which is described below
would be considerably different as would the "Problems and Examination Questions"
section reflecting a more indepth preparation.
II.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
This section would be quite brief and would include only
the essential but major texts used in the United States for the
various subdisciplines in both undergraduate and graduate
chemistry. No "modesty" is e:h.t>ected since you have been
chosen because of your contributions to the literature, especially in well received texts. Large reference volumes or
journals would not ordinarily be included unless they really,
in your opinion, represent major (almost daily) learning resources.

III. REPRESENTATIVE PROBLEMS AND EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
This section should be one of our major contributions to
our foreign friends' understanding and expectations of the
nature of our course presentation in chemical education in the
United States. It is one thing to recognize a topic that
might be covered in a course and still another to be able to
solve problems that are an inherent part of that discipline.
I believe that most of us feel that the problem solving is
essentially "the proof of the pudding". A variety of questions
should be included in this section; multiple choice (since I

-5find that this is often quite unfamiliar to foreign students),
straight forward arithmetic problems, as well as those that we
consider involve a reasonably high degree of sophistication in
reasoning. The Coordi~ator and Referees \vould hopefully contribute equally to this section, with, of course, the Coordinator
acting . in the already designated role of editor for this section.
Finally, an appendix is planned with qrief vitae of the Coordinators and
Referees. Professor Brasted will compose this section, ~owever, he would wish to
have an input f.rom you as to what you yourself would like to have included in this
vitae. Other appendices ' are contemplated such as certain prerequisite non-chemist:
subjects that might be important in the chemical education at both undergraduate al
graduate ·levels such as certain physics, mathematics, or biological science course:
that might be nec~ssary for the appreciation of the chemistry courses.
I am fully cognizant of the length of this letter, but I believed it better
to give you as much information as possible through this medium to help you decide
on whether you can lenq your support. An honorarium will be provided fully recognizing that we can never recompense you completely for the expertise and time
that will go into this Guide.
I believe that the positive e~fects of this document will be considerable,
not only in good will for our country and the American Chemical Society, but more
i8portantly in terms of a better oriented student at the beginning of his or her
training, and a ,more successful chemist, a more useful citizen in his or her own
country at._ the end of tl!e training. Another benefit couJ,d be a shorter training
period because of diminishing the time to make up prerequisites, failures in coursl
work, and repetition', of .work that might have already been completed.
If you are willing to participate, and I certainly hope you are, please
contact Professor Brasted directly at the address noted below. He is most
anxious to complete the several panels for each of the subdisciplines so that they
in turn may begin their work. In the connnittee's Judgment, it seemed reasonable
that the document can be constructed with your help and with Professor Brasted's
editing without the so-called face-to-face meetings or working sessions even
though such might provide opportunity for free exchange of ideas and information.
we would prefer that the operation be undertaken essentially by mail with phone
cou~unication whenever such is needed.
If Professor Brasted can provide more
info~mation, I hope-that you will feel free to call or write him.
Hoping for a favorable response, I remain,
~nc~elv vou~.

Professor Robert C. Brasted
Department of Chemistry
University of Minnesota
209 Smith Hall
207 Pleasant St. S.E.
!-finneapolis, HN 55455
612-373-2350

Glenn T: Seaborg
)
Associate Director
Lawrence Berkeley Labor ory
University of California, Berkeley
Chairman - International Activities Com
American Chemical Society
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I went to room 328 Latimer Hall to attend,- from 1:00-1:10 p.m.,
the pre-lab meeting of the Chern 1A instructional staff. During the
quiz, I visited rooms B, C, D and E and later I circulated among them
until 3:00 p.m.
At 3:15 p.m., I met ten of my cluster group students and Barbara
Jacak at Hearst and Gayley Roads and rode in a bus with them to the
HILAC Building. I showed them the SuperHILAC and our experimental
areas. I introduced them to Sebesta and Yashita. Lee Davenport
joined us and we showed them the connecting line and then walked down
to the Bevatron Building where we showed them the Bevatron model and a
view of the Bevatron. We then went to the Building 50 foyer where we
showed them a cloud chamber. We finally went to Building 70 where I
introduced them to Baisden, Nurmia, Nishida, Otto, Thomas and Morrissey. Simon Chin, the freshman member of the group, showed them where
he is doing his work. The group walked back down to the campus.
Wednesday, November 16, 1977 - Berkeley
I talked to Margie Hollander about Met Lab Section C-I history.
I then attended Rollie Myers's Chern 1A lecture in PSL from 9:10-10:00
a.m. After, I went to the meeting of the Chern 1A instructional staff
in 124 Lewis from 10:10-10:30 a.m. I then walked back up the hill to
my LBL office.
At 11:00 a.m., I spoke by phone with Glenn Sweitzer regarding the
Council on Science and Technology for Development. He and/or Charles·
Dennison will come out to discuss possible Hewlett Foundation funding
with Roger Heyns if a meeting can be arranged. They hope to get
grants from three foundations, totalling $500,000 over three years. I
then spoke by phone with Roger Heyns who seemed to be pessimistic
about the Hewlett Foundation's supporting the council but agreed to
meet with Dennison and Sweitzer. I then called Charles Dennison and
conveyed Heyns's pessimism in the possibility of funding from the
Hewlett Foundation but Dennison was glad that I was able to arrange an
appointment.
I went to Building 70 to discuss with Morrissey and Thomas some
research projects for Pat McGaughey and Ken Moody (who will work on
Bevalac and SuperHILAC problems) and Rose Marie McFarland (who will
work on chemistry of actinides to determine yields).
I held the regular biweekly luncheon meeting 6f our research
group in my office from 12-1:15 p.m. Present were Ghiorso, Nitschke,
de Saint-Simon, Baisden, Otto, Marsh, Morrissey, Diana Lee, Thomas,
Silva, Nurmi a , Williams, Somerville, Nishida, McGaughey, Moody and
McFarland. We began with a champagne toast to de Saint-Simon, who is
leaving to return to Paris this Saturday. An LBL photographer took a
number of pictures of the assemblage and some of these included
Bernard Harvey, Pat Quinn and Sharon Date.
I began the meeting by describing some of the ca15~lations
Darleane Hoffman and I have made which indicate that
Cm from the
Mike explosion can account for the "SHE" reported by Dubna to exist in
ground water. Then, Otto reported on the separation of a superheavy
element fraction made by him, Baisden and Diana Lee last Sunday from
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the forward recoils (caught on filter paper) from the 48 Ca plus 248 cm
(3.5-microamperes hours) bombardment. Nitschke reported on the §earch
for v~!~tile SHE by Hulet, John Illige and him during the same 4 Ca
plus
Cm bombardment ;-" they found no SHE S. F. yet but found radon
isotopes of mass numbers 219-224. The cross section for SHE is less
than 0.2 nb. Ba~f~en reported on her· further work on the identification gf the new
Bi-4~somers ("X" complex).
Morrissey reported on
his 4 Ca plus Au and. Ca plus U results showing Au region products
due to deep inelaptic and not compound nucleus reactions. somerville
reported on the observation, in his2~gcaY-in-Flight apparatus, the
detection of S.F. (?) tracks, from
Cm plus Ar, with half-life of
<2 ns and cross sections 270 mb.

Farewell party at SHEIKS meeting for Michel de
Saint-Simon. Standing from left to right:
Sharon Date, K~n Moody, Mike Nitschke, Michel
de Saint-Simon, GTS, Pat Quinn, Bonner Nishida,
Diana Lee, Dave Morrissey, Roland Otto, Wayne
Marsh and Trish Baisden. Seated from left to
right: Ken Thomas, 'Kim Williams, Pat Somerville,
Pat McGaughey and-·Bernard Harvey~
_ After the meeting, I talked to Ghiorso. We agreed that he, Dick
Hahn, Darleane Hoffman 'and Gunter Hermann should write letters in
support of the appointment of Matti Nurmia as a Senior Scientist under
the new LBL policy. Ghiorso also gave me the surprising information
that Mikheev, Hulet, Loughee~5~nd Baisd~n et ale are not finding
evidence for Md(I) in their
Es plus He bombardments. This is
leading to a problem because Mikheev refuses to accept such a result'
and interprets the data in favor 6f Md(I).
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Dick Frankel came by and I rode with him to the Kevex Corporation
Building (in Foster City) to attend and preside over the annual Kevex
Stockholders and Board of Directors meetings. President Richard
Frankel, Edward Woo, Richard Cushing, Gary Kramer, John Colby and Rolf
Woldseth sat at the table in front of the stockholders' group. We
elected Kramer to the Board of Directors to replace Woo, who is
retiring from Kevex.
Afterward, we went to Frankel's office to hold the meeting of the
Board of Directors--Frankel, Cushing, Kramer and I. We elected
Cushing a Director of Kevex International and Frankel as Treasurer to
replace Woo. We also agreed to retain Woo as a consultant to Kevex,
for a five-year period, at a stipend of $10,000 a year, plus payment
for medical insurance, plus travel expenses.
I visited among some Kevex people for a while and then rode with
Ron Musket back to LBL. Ron told me that IsotoP ~roducts in Los
Angeles (Carl Amlauer, President), prepares the 14 Cm sources for
their Alpha-X product.
I went to Building 70 to talk to Otto and de Saint-Simon regarding our iodine isotopes paper, to Morrissey and Otto about McGaughey's
research program, to Williams about her data and to Simon Chin.
During the course of the day, I dictated a letter to John Tuthill, Salzburg Seminar in American Studies, in response to his memorandum regarding Faculty and Guest Lecturers for Session 186. I said
that the time I would be available to participate in their program
would be while I am in Washington from March 3-6.
Thursday, November 17, 1977 - Berkeley
At 8:30 a.m., I spoke with Eric Leber in Congressman Mike McCormack's office in Washington regarding the reinstatement of the high
intensity uranium beam line item in January 1978. He was not sure and
said he would check and call me back. We arranged for Eric, and
perhaps Mike McCormack and John Andelin, to join me for lunch on
December 2.
I met in my office with David RidgwaY,-Executive Director of CHEM
Study, at 9:30 a.m. We discussed the Annual CHEM Study Report. I
suggested that CHEM Study contribute $3,000 to the Stanley G. Thompson
Memorial Fund. Ridgway agreed to take the necessary steps to secure
approval of my suggestion. He also agreed to send me a copy of the
CHEM Study film "The Transuranium Elements" for my library.
At 10:10 a.m., I spoke with Richard Lemmon regarding his suggestion of a change to Sec. 3 of the Constitution of the American Chemical Society, Under Article II.
Arfin Lodhi called me at 10:15 a.m. to ask me to serve on the
advisory committee for the symposium on superheavy elements, March lOll, 1978, at Texas Tech University. I agreed to serve on the committee but said that I could not participate. I suggested invitations be
sent to Mike Nitschke, Lew Keller, Gunter Hermann and Sven-Gosta
Nilsson.
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At 11:00 a.m., I met with otto in my office. We decided to
modify our request for equipment and put as the first priority a disk
system for data processing with our pulse analyzers (cost about
$8,000); this would replace our request for chromatographic equipment
(cost about $15,000). We also discussed further our iodine isotopes
paper and his negotiations with Sidney Phillips of the Energy Division
regarding a position to start sometime next spring.
My lunch at my desk was interrupted by a call from Lew Keller at
ORNL. He and Dick Hahn are interested in hiring either Williams or
Baisden if they are avail.able in time (within six months). I als~50
tOI~4Bim about Darleane Hoffman's and my consideration that show
Cm
or
Pu might 'account for the S.F. observed by Dubna and attributed
by them to SHE in ground water. I told him I had declined to sign the
letter circulated by Ed Anders asking Keller to have ORNL look for SHE
in the Allende meteorite to check on Dubna results.
I then went to room 191/70 to attend a meeting to discuss new
accelerators for LBL. Present were Dave Hendrie (chairman), Bernard
Harvey, Hans Gutbrod, Dick Diamond, David· scott, Mike Nitschke,
Hermann Grunder, Reinhard Stock, Lee Schroeder, Frank Stephens, Frank
Selph and others. committees under Gutbrod (high energy) and Scott
(medium energy) were created to make suggestions for the types of
physics that could be done. Stephens will work with Scott, Schroeder
and Nitschke with Gutbrod. These committees will report to the main
group which will meet once a month, the next meeting perhaps on
December 15.
Joseph Hamilton, Vanderbilt University, called regarding plans
for' my visit on November 30-December 1.
My correspondence today included the following: a letter to
Professor Charles Townes with ideas to helpVitalii Goldanskii's
nomination as a Foreign Associate in the National Academy of Sciences;
a letter to H. G. Drickamer updating the information for Goldanskii's
nominations next year by the Divisions of Chemistry and Physics; a
letter to Richard Erickson regarding the Stanley G. Thompson Memorial
Fund, with a copy of the endowment record sheet (copy attached); a
letter, approving the publication of one of my articles and inclusion
of my picture on 'the cover'of Revista Chilena de Education guimica, to
Rene Salame Martin in Chile; a letter to Bertrand Goldschmidt regarding his non-receipt'of my history of the Met Lab; a letter of regret
to J.P. F. Sellschop declining his invitation to me to attend and
speak at the International Conference on "Dynamical Properties of
Heavy Ion Reactions;" and a letter to F. B. Malik thanking him for
calling to my attention his paper indicating very short half-lives for
superheavy elements.
I went by room 203/70 to talk to Thomas and Morrissey ab~~g the
possibility of having a target area for radioactive targets (
Cm,
etc.) in the direct line at the SuperHILAC.
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THE STANLEY G. THOMPSON
FUND
-- MEM!ORIAL
.
\

PURPOSE:
To assist deserving undergraduate students enrolled at the University of California
at Berkeley. The scholarship is open to men and women, regardless of race, creed
or national origin.
CRITERIA:
Recipients of The Stanley G. Thompson Scholarship, in addition to demonstrating
academic ability, shall be selected from those students enrolled in the Department
of Chemistry. The Fund will be administered as a Grant-in-Aid.
SELECTION:
The prospective scholarship recipients will be provided, screened and selected
by the Department of Chemistry. The amount of the award(s) will be flexible and
be dependent upon the individual need and available funds.
ADMINISTRATION:
Funds in the scholarship will be administered by the University of California,
Berkeley Foundation, in accordance with established Foundation policy. The
principal of the scholarship shall remain intact. Earnings from said funds will
be used to award scholarships (Grants-in-Aid) under procedures and criteria
hereby es~ablished.
CAPITALIZATION:
$10,055

September 13, 1977

AUTHORIZATION:
Terms and provisions of the schQlarshi~ and its capitalization having been
accepted by the Chemistry Department and the University of California, Berkeley
Foundation through Secretary-Treasurer, Richard E. Erickson, The Stanley G.
Thompson Scholarship is hereby established.

Glenn T. Sea borg
Department of Chemistry
Date:

U. C. Berkeley Foundation

November 17, 1977
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I walked down to the campus and went to room 444 in Latimer Hall
to participate in the administration of the Ph.D. qualifying examination of William L. Smith as a member of his committee. The other
members were Paul Bartlett, Richard Andersen, Alan Bearden (Medical
Physics) and Robert Connick (chairman). I asked him some question
about plutonium chemistry. He passed with a fairly satisfactory
examination.
I walked back up to my LBL office. Pat Somerville dropped in to
discuss his next experiments at ~B7 88" cyclotron. ~U will mea~1tre
alphas a~d x-rays ~rom 1.9-hour
~~4produced2~30m
6p~OPIUS
B in
preparatlon for dOlng the same for
Am from
U plus
B. We
discussed membership of the Physics Department Ph.D. Qualifying
Committee. He will try to get P. B. Price, H. M. Steiner, Al Ghiorso
and me.
Friday, November 18, 1977 - Berkeley
My morning correspondence included a letter (copy attached) to
Darleane Hoffman regarding our conclusions pertaining to "SHE" in '
ground water as reported by Dubna and a.-'reply to Nils Wessell to say I
plan to attend the meeting of the Swedish Council of America scheduled
for March 1 in Washington, D.C.
I spoke with Ken Hulet at Lawrence Livermore about Francois
David's visit and expressed my regret that I would not be available to
meet with him since I will be in Montreal and Washington at the time
of his visit (November ,21 or 2~). I said that I would be glad to have
him work at the 88" cyclotron should be decide to move his apparatus
to LBL.
At 8;55 a.m., I spoke to Stanley Kirschner regarding his subcommittee and suggestions for a list of "rank and file" chemists who will
also receive the questionnaire. Kirschner read his list of names and
I was able to add a few suggestions (Gordon, Koshland, Calvin, Campbell, Bloch and Bartlett). The full list now consists of the following names: analytical chemistry--Laitinen and Elving; environmental
chemistry--Glen Gordon and Jack Winchester; biochemistry--Dan Koshland, Melvin Calvin, Davidson and Valley; organic chemistry--Djerassi
and Breslow; physical--Bill Bailey and George Pimentel; chern education--ArtCampbell, Jay Young and Bob Parry; industrial--Rossiter and
Herman Bloch; and inorganic~-Neil Bartlett.
Williams came by at 9:00 a.m. and I ,talked to her for about 45
minutes in preparation for her NSD Seminar next Monday afternoon and
the schedule for completion of her Ph.D. thesis, job opportunities,
etc.
I walked down to my campus office and held my office hour from
10:-11: 00 a.m,. Lynn Eisenbrand came in and met with me for most of the
hour. She 'is a student in Laura Nader's Anthropology 3 class and is
writing a term paper on the questions of University of California's
operation of the nuclear weapons laboratories. We covered the whole
field of "public interest" protest groups and their role in trying to
stop the nuclear arms race and the problems with their methods.
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November 18, 197T

Dr. Darleane c~ Hoffman
Los Al~uos Scientific Laboratory
P.o. Box 1663
Los F.. la.~os, New }1exico 87544
Dear Darleane:
~s a follow-up to our telephone conversation the
other day, r thought I would summarize our conclusions
(using some better values for the parameters).

If ~~ere were 10 19 atoms of ZSDem produced in the
!·1ike explosion and if 10% of these have been spread
unifc~~v over the earth's surface in the northern
henisnhere (lOB square niles), we should have 10 10 atoms
of 2S~Cm per square mile. If the Dubna scientists are
obse~~ing 5 S.F. per day fron their isolated chemical
fraction from ground water, this corresponds to about
2.5 x 10' atoms of Z5DCm for a S.F. half life of lO~years.
Thus, the Dubna S.F. rate would correspond to collecting
the zsoem from an area of 2.5 x 10- s square miles.
~~other

possibility worth considering is the world-

wide distribution of 5,000 Kg of Fu produced from atomic
bomb testing. If've assume that this is 1% Z .. DpU, this
corresoonds to 10 26 ato~s of 2~O~~ which in turn corresponds
to 10 18 atoms of 2~OpU per S~Jare mile. Since ~~e S.F.-half
life for 2~DpU is 10' x- that-of 2soCw/,this would mean that
the 10 18 atoms of 2~°Pu are equivalent to lOll atoms of 25DCm.

Thus, the S.F. rate of 2~OpU would be ten times that due to
25 0Cm.
However V for Z ~ 0 Pu is 2.25 which i'sn r t much better
than that for natural U which, I presw~e, is present as a
more intensive source of S.F.

In order to thus account for the Dubna S.F. rate, we
would have to assume that the 250em or z~opu 1) reached the
ground water sometime during the last ~lenty-five years;
2) dissolved and r~~ained dissolved in the ground water~ and
3) was at least in part, separated on and recovered from the
anion exchange resin that they used.
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Dr. Darleane C. Eoffrnan

~2-

November 18, 1977

The 250em (or 2~OpU ·or natural ~ should, of course,
pass through an anion exchange resin and hence be separated
from Dubna's final fraction. However it is difficult to
judge the efficiency of their process. Perhaps ·you can
learn more about t~is when you visit Dubna next month.
with best regards,
Cordially,

Glenn T. Seaberg

GTS/scd

bec:

A•
H.
R.
D.
P.
!1.

Ghiorso
.Nitschke
Otto
I'1orrissey
Baisden
Nurmia
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I talked to the Chern 1A Section in Room B on the second floor of
Latimer Hall from 11:10 a.m. to noon.
I walked back up the hill to attend the NSD Program Committee
meeting in 191/70. The luncheon meeting lasted until 12:50 p.m.
Present were Bernard Harvey (chairman), Arthur Poskanzer, Albert
Ghiorso, David Hendrie, Hermann Grunder, Frank Stephens, Homer Conzett, David Scott, Luciano Moretto, Joseph Cerny, Earl Hyde, John
Rasmussen, Norman Glendenning and Wanda Smith. The committee reviewed
with Conzett the future of his Polarized Particle Research--Harvey
believes this should be phased out in view of budget stringencies and
the committee didn't disagree. We elected Frank Stephens chairman of
the NSD Advisory Committee and Sugihara chairman of the NSD Visiting
Review Committee.
Rasmussen and I left the meeting and walked down to the campus to
attend the physics qualifying examination of John Ioannou-Yannou. The
committee consisted of Geoffrey Chew (chairman), Kinsey Anderson, John
Rasmussen, Buford Price and me. Ioannou-Yannou passed with a below
average performance. I asked him to describe deep inelastic heavy ion
reactions, which he could not do.
I walked back up to my LBL office. Michel de Saint-Simon came by
at 4:30 p.m. to say goodbye and I went with him to Building 70, where
I spoke further with Williams about her Monday talk. I also talked to
~~shida, who was working on Baisden's gamma ray data from her U plus
Ca bombardment.
.
Simon Chin dropped in to seek my advice. He is having back pains
and missed last week's Chern 1A quiz. I suggested he cut down on his
heavy extracurricular schedule (dormitory president, running for ASUC
Senate, work in our lab, etc.). He will stop his work at LBL for a
while if he wins the senate election.
Bernie Harvey dropped by to tell me about a potential danger in
producing high density nuclear matter.
In the evening, I read proof on the final copy for October of
History of the Met Lab, Section C-I. At 9:00 p.m., Helen drove to
Davis, with Dave, to pick up Dianne. Dave stayed in Davis to attend,
among other events, a party tomorrow night. Helen, Dianne. and I
watched on TV as Anwar Sadat arrived in Tel Aviv and was greeted by
Begin.
Saturday, November 19, 1977 - Lafayette
At 10:00 a.m., Dianne (driving), Helen, Cathy Sherman and I rode
to Palo Alto in our station wagon to attend the Big Game. As usual,
we had our picnic lunch in the park of the Lucia Stern Palo Alto
Community Center. Due to an overselling of tickets resulting in
people in the aisles, etc., we didn't reach our seats until near the
end of the first quarter. We ~at just behind Ed Manske (Chicago Bears
end of the late 1930's and end coach under Pappy Waldorf at Berkeley
at the time of our Rose Bowl teams, 1948-50 and later) and his wife.
Stanford beat Berkeley, 21-3, in a rather decisive fashion.
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With Dianne drivirig, Owe arrived home at 5:45 p.m. Helen and I
had dinner in the playroom while watching TV news. Dianne ate later.
In the evening, I worked on February 1944 of the Met Lab history.
Sunday, November 20, 1977 - Lafayette ,- ,Montreal', Canada
Helen drove me to the San Francisco airport. At breakfast, and
on the way to the airport, we listened on the radio to the talk of
President Anwar Sadat of Egypt to the Israeli Parliament in Jerusalem
and part of the response of Prime Minister Menachim Begin. Sadat
offered complete recognition of Israel-in return for complete withdrawal of Israel from occupied Arab lands.
I boarded American Airlines flight #220, which left at 8:15 a.m.
and arrived in Montreal at 5:30 p.m. During the stop in Chicago, I
ran into Harold Lohr,who obtained his Ph.D. with our nuclear chemistry group during 1947-50. He was: at Argonne until 1954 and then left
to work with the Lutheran Church. He is now Associate Executive
Director, Division for Professional' Leadership, Lutheran Church in
America, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. His friend Harold Johnson,
also with the Lutheran Church, was with 'him.
'In Montreal, I was: met by Adi Eisenberg, who wason the faculty
at UCLA (physical polymer chemist) from 1962-67 and came to McGill
University in 1967. He drove me to the Four Seasons Hotel, where I
checked into room 1111. ' I haa dinner in La Paneterie in the hotel.
I then took a walk in downtown Montreal. Many Christmas lights were
in evidence.
Monday, November 21, 1977 - Montreal
I had breakfast in La Paneterie. I watched on TV the 'departure
of Egyptian President Sadat from the Tel Aviv airport in Israel. Prime Minister Begin was there to see him off.
Adi Eisenberg came by and we walked, in the rain, a couple of
blocks down Sherbrooke Avenue to the McGill University quadrangle and
then to the Otto'Maass Chemistry Building. Here we went to 'the Ruttan
Room where I met with some Chemistry Department faculty over coffee
and tea. 'Present were John Harrod (chairman), Jack Edward', Arthur
Grosser, Arthur Perlin, Bill Chan, Rod Robertson, Jim Hogan and
others. "I told them about some of my experiences with students
problems as Chancellor, how I got started working with John Livingood,
etc.
At 10:30 a.m., I went to the nearby office of Jim Hogan (I
visited" this area of the otto Maass Building during my visit in June
1977). Hogan got his Ph.D. with Nathan Sugarman. He and his group
are working on p,axn reaction yields, using radiochemical techniques,
and have some interesting problems of ,interpretation. I mentioned to
him the possibility of his taking a sabbatical leave in Berkeley and
working with me on 'heavy ion reactions.
Hogan then took me to his nearby office, shared with Leo Yaffe
and some of their co-workers, where I talked to Yaffe's post docs,
Drs. J. L. Galinier and M. Diksic, and his graduate students, Cary Burns
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Philip Beeley (first year) and Chien Chung and his technician Riva
Kaplan (she is working on an archeological project with Yaffe). They
described their work and gave me a reprint on "Nuclear Charge Distribution, etc." by Dalrnier and Yaffe (Journal of Inorganic and Nuclear
Chemistry) and a preprint on "Nuclear Charge Dispersion Studies, etc."
by Galimer, Diksic and Yaffe. They use the Monte Carlo deexcitation
method of Bertini, Frenkel and Dostrovski, and one other and will
compare the results in a forthcoming paper of which Yaffe will send a
reprint.
Diksic then walked with me to the nearby McDonald Physics Building to the room housing the Rutherford collection which was shown me
by F. Richard Terroux, the curator. Terroux worked at Cavendish
Laboratory with Rutherford from 1927-31. He has been curator of the
Rutherford collection since it opened in 1967 and is responsible for
putting it together. There are 65 pieces of Rutherford apparatus,
plus Rutherford books, pictures, notes, medals and letters. Rutherford was at McGill from 1898 to 1907. He was elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society in 1903 and had his picture taken for Nature (for the
Royal Society) with Otto Hahn's cuff links in 1905. He and his family
(wife and one daughter) lived at 152 Ste Famille Street nearby in
Montreal (the house is still there) from 1900-1907. His daughter
married a physicist, Ray Foster, and they had four children. I signed
the guest register.
I walked to the nearby McGill Faculty Club with Eisenberg, where
I had lunch in the Harbour Room with Bernard Belleau, Edward, Yaffe,
S. G. Mason and Don Patterson. We talked about the Sadat visit to
Israel and the nuclear work at the University of Montreal during the
war, which I visited in September, 1944 and December, 1945. Yaffe
said the building is still there (a wing of the main tower building)
but the entrance to the wartime nuclear laboratory wing (now used for
other functions) is closed off with a plaque containing the names of
the workers at that spot.
I then walked with Eisenberg to the John Stuart Foster Radiation
and Cyclotron Laboratory. I knew Foster through his many visits to
Berkeley; he is the father of my friend Johnny Foster. The building
was occupied (the first part of it) in 1946, the 82" synchro-cyclotron
started operating in 1949. We went to the office of S. K. T. (Tommy)
Mark, Director of the Laboratory since 1969. Foster was director
until 1960 (he died in 1964); Robert E. Bell (now Principal and Vice
Chancellor of McGill University) was director from 1965-69. Mark took
me on a tour of the cyclotron, which produces 100-MeV protons and
recently 50-MeV deuterons.
John Crawford then came by and we walked to the nearby Rutherford
Physics Building (it was still raining). We went to the Lounge Room
where I met with Harry Lam (chairman of the Physics Department),
Crawford, Bill Martin, Bob Sharp, Bob Gaskell, Andy Contogouris, Doug
Stairs, Bernie Margolis (who asked me about IPA) , John Robson and
others. I told them about my experiences with the Fermi Award,
Presidents Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon, my initial contact with John
Kennedy, the background for my role in IPA, etc.

---~

---------
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Eisenberg came by and drove me to the University of Montreal
where I saw the closed off entrance (with plaques listing the names ·of
the wartime scientists who worked at this nuclear research laboratory) •
Eisenberg then drove me back to the Four Seasons Hotel where I
got ready for dinner and my scheduled talk this evening. Yaffe came
by and I walked with him to the McGill University Faculty Club where I
had dinner with Yaffe, Robert Bell, Eisenberg, John Harrod, Jim Hogan,
Tommy Mark, Sven Orvig (a dean) and W. Shea. I sat next to Hogan and
talked further about his spending his sabbatical with me at LBL next
academic year. He has discussed this with his wife and they are
considering it seriously. His sabbatical comes with full salary so he
would need only travel expenses for himself and family (wife and three
children). He told me that Eric Schneider, who just finished his
Ph.D. with Vic Viola and who did undergraduate research with Herb
Clark at Rensselaer in Troy, -New York, would be a good post doc.
After dinner, _we walked to the Otto Maass Chemistry Building and
went to the auditorium (the same one in which I talked at the time of
my 1966 visit). It was full, despite the Metro and bus strike.
Eisenberg made a few opening remarks after which Robert Bell described
the background of-tonight's lecture tit is called the Pervis Lecture)
and the decision to dedicate it-this year to Frederick Soddy on the
occasion of the 100th anniversary of his birth. Bell introduced me
and I spoke for 50 minutes on "Reminiscences on Radiochemistry,
Fission and Transuranium Elements," using 62 slides. I opened, on the
basis of Bell-"s introduction, with comments on my voluntary relinquishment of my Berkeley Chancellorship and my Ishpeming-Negaunee
story. My talk was followed by a question-and-answer session. Bell
then made some "thank you" remarks. Because he referred to next
Sunday's Canadian football championship game of the Montreal'
Alouettes, I responded by describing my hiring of Marv Levy (the
-.Alouettes' coach) as the football coach at Berkeley, and also, in
response to his sugges.tion of naminq transuranium elements after me,
the New Yorker story about the naming of elements 97 and 98. My talk
was very well received.
Tuesday, November 22, 1977 - Montreal, Canada - New York
I took a taxi to the Montreal airport where I boarded Eastern
Airlines flight #173, which left at 7:10 a.m. and arrived at the new
Baltimore~Washington International Airport (under construction) at
9:30 a.m. Dick Allen met me and I rode with him to GEOMET headquarters in Gaithersburg to attend the meeting of the board of directors,
which began at 10:45 a.m. Present were Geo~ge Milly (chairman),
Charles Judkins, Richard Allen, Robert Campbell and Robert Trevisani.
We voted to expand the number of directors by one member. We then
voted to elect Henry Luce, III, as a director. Luce joined us at
11:00 a.m.,·having flown down from New York. We discussed further
whether the American Health Systems Laboratory should be moved from
Pomona to Boulder--this should be decided before June 30, 1978 and the
move completed by December 31, 1978.
Milly reported on GEOMET exploration. In the exploration near
Rawlins (Sage Creek, etc.), they have found anomalies which so far
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show only 0.04% uranium, but acquired right~ to about 100 square
miles; Phillips Petroleum is doing some close-spaced drilling nearby.
At Crooks Gap, Wyoming, Texas Gulf is doing some drilling as close as
100 feet grid spacing. Glenn Culver says Texas Gulf may soon announce
the discovery of 7,000,000 lb. of uranium reserves here (up from
4,000,000 lb.), but intimates the possible presence of 30-40,000,000
lb. Texas Gulf is short of cash and wants to join with a utility as a
financial partner but Leo Miller, Vice President for Exploration,
wants to wait for more confirmation before moving in this direction.
Presumably Fogarty, chairman of the board, would have to approve this.
Gemex Associates will receive, by contract, 15% of net profits.
With respect to the utility combine: Philadelphia Electric is
ready to go; New England Electric Power would go with GEOMET-Machta
but wants to exclude Energy Associates, Ltd. (John Gray's Company);
and General Public Utilities would join if a total of three utilities
would cooperate as a combine. However, New England Electric wants
Machta to put up all the money, with their furnishing none. Philadelphia Electric is willing to go it alone with GEOMET but would include
Energy Associates, Ltd.
The Italian AGIP should sign by early January, 1978-(total is
about $1,200,000).
Negotiations are continuing with Dennison Mines and Steve Roman .
(Roman Corporation) of Toronto. Talks are also underway with Doug
Tirex (Viet Nam) and French Schneider Atlantique Fund (German Investment Fund) and Saarburg (German Coal Company) are also interested.
GEOMET also has an exploration team in the Placerville area.
They are acquiring land rights (about fifty claims of twenty acres
each, so far). The Toronto people are interested in some specific
property (might invest about $6,000,000) and perhaps the Placerville
property might be interesting to them.
Milly said Olivier Giscard d'Estaing has visited South Africa and
found an interest there in possible uranium exploration with GEOMET.
I reminded them of the widespread feeling against any South Africa
investments and White House concern about the South African nuclear
weapons intentions.
I talked briefly with Lee Odin, Milly's secretary, and Peggy
Etzler, Allen's and Judkins's secretary.

We adjourned the board meeting at 1:45 p.m. Allen drove me to
Dulles Airport, where I boarded United flight #585, which arrived in
San Francisco at 6:30 p.m.
Helen met me at the airport and we drove to University House to
attend a dinner hosted by Chancellor and Mrs. Albert Bowker in honor
of the Chinese High Education Delegation. We arrived late (7:15
p.m. ) •
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The delegation consisted,of the following:'
Yang Ting-pao (delegation leader)--Deputy to the Fourth National
People's Congress, Vice Chairman, Revolutionary Committee of
Nanking Engineering College, Professor, and former Vice Chairman
of the Council, International Society of Architecture.
Specialty: Architecture.
Wei (deputy leader, we-met him at Tsinghua University)--Vice
Chairman, Revolutionary Committee of Tsinghua University and
former member of the Executive Bureau of UNESCO, Professor.
Specialty: Mechanics.

Ch~ng

Shen Ke-Chi (secretary-general, we met him at a luncheon at the Peking
Duck restaurant)--Vice Chairman, Department of Physics, Peking
University, Associate Profes~or. Specialty: Physics of Metals.
Kao

Chairman, Revolutionary Committee of Wuhan University, Professor. Specialty: Virus Microbiology.

Shang-yin~-Vice

I

Tsai Chi-jui--Vice Chairman, Revolutionary Committee of Shamen University, Professor. Specialty: Theory of Catalysts.
Ku Chao-hao--Professor, Department of Mathematics, Futan University.
Specialty: Differential geometry and mathematical equation in
phYs.ics.
Shih Ming-cheng--Associate,Professor, Chiaotung University in Hsian.
Specialty: Theoretical Mechanics.
Chin Han-fang (female)--Lecturer,' Department of Education, Shanghai
Teacher's University. Specialty: Education.
Yu Fu-tseng (interpreter)--Cadre, Bureau for Foreign Affairs, Ministry
of Education of the People's Republic of China.
Li San-li--Computer Sciences Department, Senior Lecturer Tsinghua
University.
Also present were Albert and Rosedith Bowker, Jack and Carolyn
Service, Ellis and Hilda May McCune (he is President of Hayward State
University), Frederic and Carolyn Wakeman (Center for Chinese Studies,
and she teaches Subject A), Robert and Dee Scalapino, Joyce and Edward
Kallgren (Center for Chinese Studies), Yuen and Buwei Chao, ShiingShen and Shih-Ning Chern, Jan,Berris (U.S. National Committee on U.S.China R~lations), Mr. Hu (People's Republic of China Liaison Office in
Washington, D.C.) and Andy Andreasen (a Graduate Student at Stanford
University in Chinese Studies).
, I sat at a table with Shen-Ke-chi, who recalled meeting Mrs.
Seaborg and me at the luncheon at-the Peking Duck Restaurant, Li SanIi, who is a senior lecturer in Computer Sciences at Tsinghua University, Mrs. Wakeham, Mrs. McCune and Andy Andreasen. Shen Ke-chi told
me that whereas they used to admit students to the university who had
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only a middle school education and based the admission on criteria
other than examinations, now with the downfall of the "gang of four"
they require a high school education and a rigid examination so that
at his university only 700 were admitted out of 200,000 who took ,the
exam.
After dinner, 'Chancellor Bowker made some welcoming remarks,
including references to their forthcoming visit to Stanford University--a place that had treated us so badly this last weekend. Bowker
then called on me, prefacing his remarks with the statement that I
would lead a delegation for the Scholarly Communication Committee in
1978.
I opened my remarks by commenting that, while plans have not been
formalized as yet, it is my hope to lead a u.S. delegation of chemists
to the People's Republic in May 1978. Because of some laughter
concerning my opening remarks (apparently due to a mistranslation), I
took advantage of this and accused the translator (Andy Andreasen) of
attributing something to me that I had not said. I explained that the
same thing had happened to me during our visit to the People's Republic of China in 1973 when some translators took two to three times as
long as I had taken to deliver my remarks to translate them. Both of
these comments had the desired effect of evoking laughter. I then
went on to speak seriously about the visit of Mrs. Seaborg and me to
the People's Republic in 1973, expressing delight at meeting again an
old friend like the distinguished vice Chairman of the Revolutionary
Committee of Tsinghua University. I mentioned many of the People's
Republic universities and research institutes that we visited and
noted that this had resulted in a useful exchange of information.
After my talk, Yang Ting-pao gave a cordial response to Chancellor Bowker'S and my remarks and expressed strongly the hope that I
would indeed lead a delegation of U.S. chemists to China next year.
He presented a hand-painted silk screen scroll (a landscape) to
Bowker, then proposed a toast to our friendship. This was followed by
remarks from Jan Berris expressing delight with the arrangements made
at Berkeley for the visit and also proposing a toast. Then, finally,
Chancellor Bowker made some concluding remarks and presented a book of
photographs of the university to Yang Ting-pao.
The dinner was then concluded and Helen and I had an opportunity
to meet each of the members of the delegation and had a warm meeting
with Chang Wei and then Kao Shang-yin, who told me he worked with
Wendell Stanley and cordially invited me to visit Wuhan University.
The members of the delegation left at 8:45 p.m. to proceed down
to Stanford. Helen and I stayed on for a night-cap with the Bowkers,
the Wakemans, the Scalapinos and the Kallgrens. There was an interesting discussion of the change in attitude in China toward education,
etc., following the downfall of the "gang of four." Helen and I then
drove home, arriving a little after 10:00 p.m.
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L went over my accumulated mail and phone calls with Pat.
My
correspondence included: a letter to John McMinn at the Fachbereich
Physikalische,Chemie .in West Germany, regarding -the possibility of his
visiting LBL the next time he visits the San Francisco area and also
to thank him for sending me reprints of his publications; and a letter
to Sam Teague declining his invitation to attend a dinn'er at the
Chemist's Club at which time:Herman Mark and Max Tishler will be
awarded honorary membership.

At 9:30 a.m., Francois David dropped by my office to discuss with
me his unsuccessful attempts to do mendelevium chemistry experiments
at ORNL. He will apply for an exchange fellowship so he can come to
LBL next summer to do the experiment in collaboration with Ken Hulet
and me,.
.

~

At 9:40 a.m., Bogdan Maglich called from Princeton to let us know
that he had received .a telegram from Professor· Savitch of Belgrade
regarding the scheduling of the Dubrovnik symposium. It has been set
for Septe~er 17 through September 23, 1978 to accommodate my schedule.
.

I called Robert Stevenson, LBL, at 9:55 a.m. to discuss the
possibility of arranging direct line bombardments. I explained the
importance of these bombardments to our program. He said that the
next shut-down will be in mid-April.
At 10:30 a.m., I met with B~~gden to plan her next bombardments.
She and Thomas will have U4~lus
Xe3bombardments on December 8. 'In
January, she will have a 2 7!pu plus l -6 Xe bombardment to determine the
yields of heavy actinides.
At 11:00 a.m., I met with Ed Stephenson to try to advise him
whether he, should go through with his move to Argon£~ (as a postdoctoral) or stay on at LBL somehow to work on his
C detection
method at the 88" cyclotron (for archeological research). I suggested
he assure himself of support, e.g. in the Earth Sciences Division, if
he remains at LBL, which would interest him more than Argonne •
.

I went by to see otto who told me that he, Morrissey and Marsh
got tw01~nexpected shifts of Bevalac bombardments on Monday. They had
25-Gev
C and bombarded U (did iodine chemical separation), Ta (did
recoil measurements) and Al (yield measurements of light nuclei to
serve as a monitor).
Jorge Tamayo of San ~gfin, Puerto Rico, dropped in to ask me some
confused questions about
.Frn for use in medicine as predicted from
his theorie~ of the periodic table.
Rose Marie MCFarland dropped in to discuss the relationship
between inorganic and nuclear research in her program.
Dave Hendrie came by to request me to serve as a reference for
his application for a professorship at the University of Maryland to
be in charge of their cyclotron.
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I attended a special luncheon meeting of the NSD Program Committee to discuss the possibility of diverting money from general plant,
director's funds, equipment funds, AlP, to start this year on the
SuperHILAC third injector. Present were Bernie Harvey (chairman),
Earl Hyde, Art Poskanzer, Dave Hendrie, Lee Schroeder, Horner Conzett,
Al Ghiorso, Frank Stephens, Dick Diamond, Hermann Grunder, David
Scott, Mike Nitschke, John Rasmussen, Luciano Moretto, Joe Cerny,
Richard Eggers and Herbert Steiner. Following an hour-and-a-half of
discussion, Ghiorso, Stephens, Diamond, Grunder, Scott, Nitschke,
Rasmussen, Moretto, I and one other voted in favor of doing so.
During the course of the day, I received a call from Sheri Hadley
of the Graduate Student Organization of the Department of Chemistry,
asking me for suggested names of persons who might be willing to speak
at their winter meeting and a call from John Gaustad in the Astronomy
Department inquiring if I might be willing to write a letter of
recommendation for David Cudaback. Later in the day, Pat called
Gaustad back to explain that I was not well enough acquainted with
Cudaback or his work to write a letter.
I went to rooms 203 and 209 in Building 70 to talk to Williams
(her talk on Monday went well), Thomas, McGaughey and Otto.
I walked down to Latimer Hall to meet in room 444 to administer
Roger Parry's Qualifying Examination. Luciano Moretto (chairman),
Samuel Markowitz, Schrnuel Weiss (a year's visiting professor from
Israel) and Stanley Prussin are the other members of his committee.
Parry has been working with Joe Cerny. He did poorly in our questioning on nuclear fundamentals. We decided to ask him to appear again
for an examination during the spring quarter after he has taken
Chemistry 123.
Helen drove to Davis this afternoon to pick up Dianne to drive
her horne for Thanksgiving. (Brian O'Konski came along for the ride to
Lafayette. )
We received a letter from Eric from Switzerland where he is
staying with his friend, Nils Eric Sorensen. He has arranged to start
work on December 15 at Arcs, Godino's ski resort, to stay at least two
months.
Thursday, November 24, 1977 - Lafayette
Thanksgiving Day.
I worked on papers in my study and then in the late morning I
took a hike up to Lafayette Ridge. Jeanette and Ray Edwards came by
during my absence to deliver two mince meat pies that she made for us.
They were on their way to Union City to have dinner with Ray's son
Keith and wife and Sue Mathew.
We had our Thanksgiving turkey dinner in the dining room at 2:00
p.m. with neighbors the Shermans (Yehuda, Cathy, Yehudit [8] and Tamar
[6]), Nat Laks (Lynne and Bill's friend), Julie Nadich and Irving
Furst (Dave's friends), Dave, Dianne, Helen and me.

----

~------
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We called Pete, who was visiting his friend Ann Woodhouse in
Newark, Delaware. Ann is getting a master degree's in American
Culture at the University of Delaware (while working at Winterthur),
which will be in addition to her Ph.D. in history from Stanford.
.

.

We also called Lynne and Bill who were having their Thanksgiving
dinner with the Roths at their home near Baltimore.
Jeanette and Ray arrived at about supper time and they, Julie,
Irving,. Helen and I ate in the dining room. Dianne ate later.
Jeanette and Ray spent the night in their camper in our driveway.
Friday, November 25, 1977 - Lafayette
.

Helen and I had breakfast with Jeanette and Ray.
10:30 a.m. to return home~

They left about

I worked on checking placement of illustrations for volume III of
Travels in the New World.
Helen, Dianne and I had lunch in the playroom. We watched part
of the Oklaboma-Nebraska football game which Oklahoma won by a large
margin.
In the afternoon, Helen and I took a hike at Las Trampas Regional
Wilderness. We hiked, on. the Chamise, Trapline, Gooseberry, Hiker's,
Ridge, Grassland and Valley Trails •. We met AI, Rothman of Lawrence
Livermore . Lab.
Diapne went to .San Francisco in the afternoon and returned before
dinner time.
Helen, Dave, Dianne.and I had dinner in the playroom and watched
.on TV the USC-UCLA football.game. USC wqn, 29-27, with a field goal
in the last two seconds.
Saturday, November 26, 1977 - Lafayette
I wOl;"ked on my remarks "Reminiscences-on the Discovery of Einsteinium and Fermium" for delivery at the symposium commemorating the
25th anniversary of elements 99 and 100 to be held in Berkeley on
January 23, 1978. Helen and I had lunch in the playroom watching
football on TV.
Helen went shopping with Dianne in the afternoon in Lafayette and
Dave went to a meeting in San Francisco. I took a hike up to arid
along Lafay~tteRidge.
I list~ned on the radio,to the football game played at Toomey
Field in Davis, in which Davis participated in a quarter final playoff
for the NCAA Division II championship vs. Bethune-Cookman College of
Florida. Davis won, 34-16, and will play its next semi-playoff game
next Saturday against Lehigh University .at Davis.
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I took a hike around the rim trail at Lafayette Reservoir.
Helen and I had lunch in the playroom and watched on TV the
Dallas cowboys-Washington Redskins football game. The Cowboys won,
14-7.
After the game, we called Steve. He is getting along fine and
will have his last final exam on December 19 and then will drive home
for Christmas.
Helen, Dianne and I, and Dave a little later, had dinner in the
playroom and watched the TV news, CBS's "60 Minutes," etc. Helen then
drove Dianne back to Davis.
Monday, November 28, 1977 - Berkeley'
Mac McSweeney called at 8:35 a.m. to inquire if I would be
willing to fill a vacancy on the ACS Board of Directors from the west,
to replace Gardner Stacy, for a one-year period. I replied that I
could not as my schedule is so over committed that I could not take on
any new duties or responsibilities and that I regretted having to
decline his invitation.
Gardner Stacy called at 9:25 a.m. regarding my decision about the
upcoming board chairman of ACS. I responded that I had not yet made
up my mind. In particular he inquired as to my feelings about Mary
Good and Bill Bailey, the two most likely candidates for the office
(in his opinion).
At 10:10 a.m., I spoke with Rod Hader regarding my conversation
with Gardner Stacy. He informed me that Stacy won the presidential
election by a sizable margin. We also discussed the Quigley matter
and the upcoming board meeting.
At 11:00 a.m., I went to Building 70 and talked to Otto, Morrissey, Thomas and McFarland, in room 203, and Williams and McGaughey, in
room 209. I discussed the relevance of the work at McGill (Yaffe and
Hogan) to our charge dispersion work here.
I spoke by phone with Dorothy Schriver at 11:50 a.m. She called
to inform me that the General Motors Foundation has granted $500,000
to Science Service to be awarded in five increments of $100,000 each.
This grant will make possible the "Glenn T. Seaborg Award," which will
enable two students to attend the Nobel Ceremonies in Sweden. Dorothy
suggested that Stig Ramel be invited to attend the Grand Award Banquet, where the first awards will be announced. I expressed my
delight at the grant and the award.
I had lunch in the lower level of the cafeteria with Bob Brasted
and David Ridgway. Brasted was here to attend, during the last three
days, the meeting in the Unity of Science, etc., sponsored by Reverend
Moon in San Francisco.

~~-
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Dick Hahn, in the Bay Area for the ANS-AIF meeting in San Francisco, dropped in to see me at 1:00 p.m. Bob Silva joined us. I
described to -·them my considerat~gBs with2~8rleane Hoffman to explain
the Dubna SHE claims as due to
Cm or
Pu.
In the mail today, I received a huge computer printout of gammaray data from Paul Patzelt of the University of Marburg and passed it
on to Otto and Morrissey. _
I called Gerald Garvey at ANL and learned that the Tom Bonner
Nuclear Physics Prize will be given to Sergei Polikanov (whom I
nominated) and V•. 00. Strutinski. I agreed to accept the award on
their behalf if they cannot attend the New York APS meeting next April
and to help pay their travel expenses by arranging for them to give
talks at LBL if they can attend. Ghiorso and I discussed the helpful
implications of this award for Polikanov in view of the way he is
being treated by the authorities in the Soviet Union.
At 2:30 p.m., I spoke with John O'Brien who called me in an
attempt to make some contacts for employment. He was with the Canadian Museum of Man. I suggested that he talk to Ed Cornish who maintains a bureau of futures research locations.
My correspondence today included the following: a letter to
Vitalii Goldanskii, along with a picture, inquiring if he might be
able to help me identify people in the picture; a letter to William
Miller, Department of Chemistry, regarding his expressed wish to visit
the People's Republic of China; a short cover letter returning a copy
of a taped interview (made in 1965) to Hugh Oliver, managing editor of
Interchange, ,The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, Canada,
and granting permission for its publication with the indicated changes
made';'a letter to G. J. Wasserburg thanking him for the reprints he
sent me covering the results that he presented at the Welch Foundation
meeting; a letter to Rear Admiral W. o. Gallery in response to his
invitation to be the guest of honor at a Friday Recruit Graduation
Review:at Great Lakes explaining that my schedule would not permit my
particl.pation;-and-a letter to Pauline Newman regarding her contacts
with international activities.
I went to the Nuclear Science Seminar in Room 3377/70A presented
by Gary Westfall titled "Energy Spectra of Nuclear Fragments Produced
by High Energy Protons."
I went down to Building 88 to talk to Mikheev about the problem
of extending his visa to stay an extra month (Soviet authorities gave
delaying action) and his reaction.to.the disappointing results (from
his point of view) that they are finding in Md ch~~!stry; th~y are
finding there is no Md (I) state. Bombardments (
Es plus He) are
scheduled for ,tonight. I also talked to Hulet about LLL hiring
Baisden when her post doc with me is finished next summer, and collaborating with my graduate student, Rose Marie McFarland, on a program
of studies on the chemistry of transuranium elements. I also talked
to Baisden about her work on Md chemistry, etc.
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Helen and I had dinner in the playroom and watched part of the
Monday night football game (the Oakland Raiders beat the Buffalo
Bills). Dave was attending a speech by Eccles.
Tuesday, November 29, 1977 - Berkeley
I went by room 210/70 and found Walter Loveland there (he arrived
last night) working with Diana Lee and Dave Morrissey on the pulse
analyzer he brought down from Oregon State University by van.
I also learned that Williams apparently had successful 235 u plus
11B bombardments last night (this morning) in her work on Bk isotopes.
On the other hand, Hul~~4 Mikheev Baisden et ale did not have successful bombardments (
Es plus 4He) for continuation of their Md
chemistry experiments. They had planned to do fused salt distribution
experiments to look for Md(I).
I held the regular luncheon meeting of the SHEIKS (usually held
on Wednesdays) in my office. Present were Rollie Otto, Walter Loveland, Dave Morrissey, Pat McGaughey, Richard Eggers (post doc with
Ghiorso-Nitschke), Saburo Yashita, Pat Somerville, Bob Silva, Diana
Lee, Cynthia Lee, Bonner Nishida and Trish Baisden. Morl~ssey reported on the results to date on our recent 2.1-Gev/nucleon
C plus U and
Ta bombardments. We are especially interested in t~e two distinct
peaks in the distributions of iodine isotopes. He al~8 talked about
our bombardment planned for tomorrow--2.1Gev/nucleon
Ne plus U and
Ta. With U there will be three targets for gamma analysis and one for
iodine chemistry and gamma analysis. With Ta there will be targets
for gamma and x-ray anal y sis and provisions to measure F/B rations.
Otto commented on the large 4He yield from U plus 2-Gev protons and
the relevance to our results. He also reports the2~~servatio~8of one
110-MeV S.F. event from the SHE fraction from our
Cm plus
Ca
bombardment earlier this month.
I walked down to the campus wit~ McGaughey and Williams; the
latter was pleased with her bombardments last night. McGaughey and I
went to the pre-lab meeting of Chemistry lA, section 2 instructional
staff in room 328 Latimer from 1-1:10. p.m. We gave the students their
last quiz for the quarter; I visited rooms B, C, D and E during the
quiz and, later, during the laboratory working time until 3:00 p.m.
I walked back up to by LBL office and met, at 3:30 p.m., with
Nikolai Mikheev. We discussed the failure to observe the Md(I) state.
He thinks this is because they are working in alkaline solutions which
cause Md(I) to precipitate as the hydroxide. He hopes to have his
stay extended, but, if not, he will leave here on Sunday to return to
the Soviet Union.
My correspondence today included the following: a request for
reimbursement for my trip to McGill University to Leo Yaffe; a letter
to accompany the stenotype transcription of the Proceedings of Conference XXI to W. o. Milligan; a letter to Rene Salame Martin transmitting a manuscript for publication in Revista Chilena de Educaci6n
Quimica; and a letter to Randall Sutherland forwarding an autographed
picture and bank note and answering a few questions he posed to me.

-

--

--

------
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On the way hQme, I stQPped by rQQm 203/70 to' talk to. MQrrissey
abQut interrelatiQnships within Qur grQUp. Walter LQveland came back
frQm giving his talk at the ANS meeting in San Francisco. and jQined us
at 5:40 p.m.
Wednesday, Nevember 30, 1977 - Lafayette - Nashville, Tennessee
Helen drQve me. to. the Oakland airpQrtwhere I bQarded TWA flight
#442, which left at 7:00 a.m. and arrived in St. LQuis at 1:30 p.m.
We stepped at San JQse AirpQrt (abQut the same size as Oakland AirPQrt) en rQute. At· St. LQuis, I bQarded Ozark flight #918, which left
at 2:15 p.~. and arrived in Nashville at 3:00 p.m. I was met by
JQseph Hamilten, Physics Department, Vanderbilt University and rQde
with him to. the HQliday_Inn-Vanderbilt, where I checked in.
HamiltQn drQve me to. nearby Vanderbilt University. We went to.
the StevenSQn Center-Lecture Halls. I was interviewed Qn tape by Greg
AndersQn Qf radio. statiQn WKEA, en President Carter's plutQnium
PQlicy; hQwever, AndersQn was so. cQnfused that this cQuldn't be a very
useful interview. I also. met Charles Campbell Qf the AssQciated Press
and gave him a CQPy Qf .the text ef my talk "Our Energy PrQblem;" he
stayed to. hear my talk.
I also. met Bill Dibble a fQrmer 'neighbQr Qf Qurs in Lafayette.
He is nQW 32 and is a phQtQgrapher in the Nashville area. His brQther
David is a lawyer in New. Hampshire. His parents live in HanQver, New
Hampshire.
BefQre my talk, HamiltQn shewed me the exhibit Qf early physics
equipment in StevenSQn Center, purchased in Germany and France abQut a
hundred y~ars ago. by Landen C. Garland, Vanderbilt's first ~hancellQr
(a physicist).
My talk was in the main auditQrium. ChancellQr Alexander Heard
(fQr a while) and President Emmet Fields (apPQinted a year ago.)
attended my lecture. The lecture hall was full, including many
faculty that I met later at the receptiQn and many students. President Fields first made SQme intrQductQry remarks setting SQme backgreund fer this, the first-, Francis G. Slack Lecture in Physics; he
included SQme descriptiQn Qf_ my henQrs. He ,then called ~n JQseph
HamiltQn, who. intrQduced me with a thQrQugh recital Qf my career.
I Qpened with an expressiQn ef appreciatien to. be the first
Francis ,Slack Lecturer, cQmmendatien Qf Slack's pieneering wQrk in the
nuclear fissiQn reactiQn, reference to' my voluntary terminatiQn Qf my
Berkeley chancellQrship and my rQle in the breakup Qf the Pacific
CQast CQnference. I gave my talk "Our Energy PrQblem," illustrated
with 27 slides (shQwn by Gary BQmar, HamiltQn's graduate student),
fellQwed by,a questiQn-and-answer periQd (wi,th rather friendly,
reasQnable questiQns Qn my view Qf President Carter's energy PQlicy,
the safety Qf nuclear PQwer, the PQssible degree Qf energy CQnservatiQn, etc.). I talked abQut fifty minutes. ,My lecture was-very well
received.
- - After talking to. a number Qf peeple who. came dQwn to. see me,
HamiltQn tQQk me up to. the tep fleQr Qf StevenSQn Center to. see the
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Edward Emerson Barnard Telescope, with which the Barnard star was
discovered nearly a hundred years ago by Edward Barnard.
I then rode with Hamilton to the Faculty Club where President and
Mrs •. Fields hosted a reception attended by many science faculty. Dr.
and Mrs. Harvey Branscomb (parents of Lewis Branscomb; he is a former
Chancellor of Vanderbilt) were present. I talked to Salim Bauna (an
assistant professor who got his Ph.D. with David Shirley two years
ago), Jod Tellinghuiser (who got his Ph.D. with Leo Brewer about eight
years ago) and John Wikswo (an assistant professor working in medical
physics--with an interest in artificial heart development work).
After the reception, I rode with Hamilton to nearby Julian's
restaurant where I had dinner with him, Roy Albridge (who got his
Ph.D. at the Radiation Laboratory, working with Jack Hollander in our
nuclear chemistry group from 1956-1960), Charles Roos (a high energy
physicist), A. V. Ramayya (high energy physicist) and Tom Pinkston
(nuclear theorist). We talked about many nuclear chemists who did
their Ph.D. work at Berkeley and I told them about some of my experiences in Washington as AEC Chairman. After dinner, Hamilton drove me
to the Holiday Inn-Vanderbilt where I spent the night.
Thursday, December 1, 1977 - Nashville, Tennessee - Washington, D. C.
I had breakfast in the Inn's coffee shop. I found an excellent
article in this morning's Tennessean, by Kathleen Gallagher, covering
my talk yesterday.
Joe Hamilton came by and I checked out. I then rode with him to
the Stevenson Center to a commons room. Here I met with a number of
people from the physics department. I was interrupted by a phone call
from Linda Pearlstein, a reporter from the Oak Ridger in Oak Ridge.
She wanted to ask me some questions. about Charles campbell's AP
dispatch covering my talk yesterday. She read me the dispatch which
included my statement that the Clinch River Breeder prototype reactor
is overpriced. I responded that I had said this but had also said
that I believe that, nevertheless, it should be built. I also clarified my statement that more support should, in addition, be given to
other breeder reactors. In answer to another question, I told her I
am talking today on superheavy elements and their place in the periodic table; this led to questions about the claim last year for the
discovery of element 126 and I explained why I think this was an
erroneous claim.
I returned to my meeting with physics department faculty.
Present were John Barach, P. Galen Lenhert, Akunuri V. Ramayya and
Stephen Reucroft. Then, at 10:15 a.m., students began to arrive until
some 20-30 were present. For an hour we had a discussion about
nuclear power, the prospects for employment for those present when
they get their degrees, the most interesting fields of research today
and in the future, etc. Included were graduate students Hans Kruse,
Gary Bomar, Bill Nettles and Steve Jones and undergraduate students
John Frazier, Deb Galloway and Fred Nixon. At 11:15 a.m., Hamilton
came back and took me on a tour of his research area on the third
floor of Stevenson Center. He introduced me to a couple of his postdoctoral students (one from Portugal and one from Algeria).
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I then walked with Hamilton to Rand Hall where I attended a
.luncheon in a dining room hosted by Chancellor Alexander Heard.
Present were James Surface (Executive Vice President), Dean Clanton
(responsible for Academic Planning and Science Developmen~ program),
Melvin Joesten (Chairman of the Chemistry Department), Stanley Tarbell
(chemistry professor)., Joe Hamilton, Medford Webster (Chairman of the
Physics Department), Oscar Touster (Chairman of Molecular Biology
Department and Chairman of the Board of Directors of Oak Ridge Associated Universities), Lewis Silberman (representing Graduate Faculty
Council, Professor of Jewish Literature), Bob Panvani (physicist) and
Charles Maguire (nuclear reaction physicist). We had a wide-ranging
discussion about the emerging problems of the Carter administration
(energy problem, science advisory apparatus, mistaken approach to
prevention of nuclear proliferation, etc.) and possible reasons for
their ineptitude.
I walked back to. Stevenson Center with Hamilton and others and
went to the Lecture Halls to deliver my second Francis G. Slack
Lecture in Physics in the main. lecture hall. The hall was nearly full
with faculty and students. I was introduce~ by Joseph ~amilton.
I started with my reference to Ishpeming and Negaunee, described
the relationship of what I was going to say to the early work of
Francis Slack on nuclear fission, and gave. my talk "Superheavy Elements and their Place in the Periodic Table," illustrated with 41
slides. Again the slide projector was operated by Gary Bomar, one of
Hamilton's graduate students. I talked about an hour and my lecture
was well received. It was followed by a question-and-answer session
including questions on working with-single atoms, the report of the
discovery of element 126 and th~ production of quasi-molecular nuclei
of high atomic number in the SHE region, etc.
After my lecture, I talked with some students. I then rode to
the Nashvi1le.Airport with Hamilton: We passed by the new Grand Opry
House where the Grand Old Opry performances are staged on Friday and
Saturday. nights, which Hamilton invited me to attend with him sometime
to meet Minnie Pearl and the other performers.
Hamilton told me that Walter Greiner will be the second Francis
G. Slack Lecturer in'Physics next spring (moved up from next fall
because Greiner will be at Vanderbilt on sabbatical leave). He said
Slack and his wife are on a world tour (he is 80 years old) so that is
why he missed my lectures.
I gave Hamilton copies of my talks for publication as Slack
lectures. He asked me to send him some figures to go with "Our Energy
Problem.'L He gave me some reprints covering his work. He may come to
LBL for a collaborative experiment with Diamond and Stephens at the
SuperHILAC next spring and Maguire may come to LBL for an experiment
at the 88:" cyclotron a little earlier. I asked Hamilton to let me
know about any post docs (with financial support) who might want to
work with my group.

._._------
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I boarded Braniff flight #116 -(the ticket agent said I had no
reservation due to an oversight by my travel agent), which left at
4:20 p.m. and arrived at National Airport in Washington, D.C. at 6:40
p.m. I took a taxi to the Capital Hilton Hotel. Here I met my friend
Jack Young who is now Deputy Undersecretary of the Department of
Energy (Assistant to Myers). I checked into room W73S.
I met the Gerson Goldhabers who told me they were on the way to
the opening of the Accelerator Exhibit in the Museum of History and
Technology in the Smithsonian. I decided to attend the opening also
and took a taxi there. I talked to Bogdan Maglich and I told him I
will attend the international conference on energy and environment in
Yugoslavia and agreed to serve as head of the American delegation.
Other members of the delegation that he has already contacted include
Tihomir Novakov (of LBL), Alvin Weinberg, Schwenk (Director of Research at NASA, who would speak on the high temperature vortex uranium-fueled reactor) and Eugene Wigner; I also suggested Jack Hollander
and he mentioned John Deutch (head of the Office of Basic Energy
Research at DOE).
I spoke with John Deutch and told him about the episode by which
Isabel displaced our High Intensity Uranium Beams facility. I also
talked to Will Smith (Professional Staff Member, Senate Committee on
Energy and Natural Resources). He said the actions of the New York
people of putting the pressure on to fund Isabel so angered Senator
Stennis that he insisted on dropping the uranium facility to teach the
high energy physicists a lesson. He said that Stennis may take over
Senator MCClellan's committee chairship, in which case Senator J.
Bennett Johnston of Louisiana would replace him as Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Public Works; in that case, Johnston might be amenable
to adding the $6M as a supplemental. Smith asked me to call him in
mid-January to check on this possibility. He said the authorization
for the uranium facility still is effective. I described our plan to
shift funds to get started on the uranium facility and he said this is
within his jurisdiction on the Senate committee and it is okay with
him. (Smith is a solid state physicist. He did his work at Washington University in St. Louis.)
I talked with Joe Kearney of OMB (he now holds Fred Schulz's job,
which has cognizance over the DOE researchbudget--he was trained as a
nuclear engineer at MIT) and Doug Pewitt (who works with Kearney at
OMB--he a physicist from Florida State). Both Kearney and Pewitt
assured me that the uranium facility is in the FY 1979 budget. They
also assured me that intralab transfer of funds at LBL has their
approval; in fact they commended such an action because it demonstrated a concrete step toward recognizing a priority item. (Kearney is
the brother of the Kearney I met at Manhattan College).
Smith, Kearney and Pewitt all expressed indignation at the action
of the New York group, recommending strongly that I inform the Brookhaven high energy physicists that the result of their action was the
loss of our uranium facility. Greg Canavan, a White House fellow from
DOE, also participated in these conversations and agreed with the
conclusions.
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I talked to Ms. Elira Orly of Senator Hayakawa's office; I told
her that I had learned that the lack of interest by members of the
California congressional delegation made possible the action of the
New York people in displacing. the uranium facility. This disturbed
her very much and she will look into it and talk to Katherine Bruner.
-

I explai~edto Henry Meyers (of .Mo Udall's office) the background
of the allegation of enrichad uranium diversion by the Shapiro firm.
I said the allegation is absurd. He said Udall feels compelled to
make an investigation.
'_
I talked to Spencer Weart, ~oanWarnow and Allan Needell of the
AlP history project. Weart is writing a history of the French contribution to the atomic bomb project<.: Warnow said they hope to get
financial ~upport from DOE and a person at LBL to work on history.
'

...'

I -told Dave O'Kelley I will send him a copy of the letter I wrote
to Darleane Hoffman. regarding the alternate explanation of the Dubna
SHE claim. He is doubtful ,that Lew Keller should undertake to check
this . .
I talked to Ed and Elsie McMillan and Ed Lofgren and Raymond
Birge and had my picture taken with them at the model of the Berkeley
27". cyclotron.
I talked to George Temmer, now at Rutgers University--he left
Florida Stat~ about 15 years' ago. - ,I also spoke with Ed and Mrs.
Epstein (he is in the UCB political science department), who are in
Washington, D.C. ona sabbatical. I then talked with Jim Kane, DOE,
who told me our uranium facility has first priority in the FY 1979
budget. I told him what I· have learned about the Isabel displacing
our uranium facility. He said the reprogramming of funds to get an
early start in the uranium facility i9 okay with him.
[Back at LBL, Rollie Otto sent Doug Greiner the. equipment request form
(copy attached) for our research group.]
Friday, December 2, 1977 -

Washington, D. C.

I attended the breakfast meeting of the Chemical & Engineering
News Editorial Board in the Michigan Room. Present were Robert Parry
(chairman), Herman Bloch, Bryce Crawford, Mary Good, Gordon Nelson,
Gardner Stacy, Ernest Eliel, Albert Plant, Ernest Carpenter, Rodney
Hader, Michael Heylin, Anna Harrison (later) and Raymond Mariella
(later). The circulation of C&EN is now about 130,000. We adjourned
at 8:40 a.m.
I then'went to Caucus Room 1 (No. 509) to attend the meeting of
the Committee on Grants and Awards. Present were Pauline Newman
(chairman) Henry Hill, Bradford Stanerson, Patricia Figueras, Ray
Mariell~ (part time), William Bailey, Robert Fox, Paul Smith, Robert
Henze, JustinCollat and Warren Niederhauser'(later). G. D. Searle
Company has decided to discontinue sponsorship of-the ACS Award for
Nuclear. Applications-in Chemistry, as communicated to the ACS by
retiring Searle president John Kuranz and Sea~le president Richard E.
Schmidt. We agreed to change the name to the ACS Nuclear Chemistry
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William Brobeck, Edwin McMillan, GTS,
William Baker, Cornelius Tobias and
Edward Lofgren.
Accelerator Exhibit, Museum of History and Technology,
Smithsonian, Washington, D.C.: December 1, 1977.
Edward Lofgren and GTS.
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Edwin McMillan, GTS and Elsie McMillan.

Accelerator Exhibit, Museum of History and Technology,
Smithsonian, Washington, D.C.: December 1, 1977.

GTS and Raymond Birge.
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Award. I-agreed to discuss with the Division of Nuclear Chemistry and
Technology possible new sources of financial sponsorship of this
award. The annual cost for this $2,000 award is about $5,000.
We discussed ACS nominations for the 191'8 Robert A. Welch Award
and I urged that we nominate two strong candidates. The previous ACS
nominees were John Sheehan and Carl Djerassi and these should be
considered for re-nomination.· We decided to nominate Charles Price
for the 1979 Perkin Medal. We determined-to keep in mind nominations
for the next National Medal of Science; the ACS Board may be canvassed
for suggestions.
We discussed methods of increasing the visibility of the Petroleum Research Fund awards. Newman described the meeting she attended
at LBL set up by me (with Shirley, Calvin, Dauben and Budnitz), which
led to her "New Directions" project. I and others suggested additional new initiatives, such as a large award (similar to the Welch
Award), symposia, etc. Newman will convene some small groups to
discuss these ideas further prior to a discussion at the meeting of
the Committee on Grants and Awards at the Anaheim ACS meeting.
We agreed to recommend that members of award selection committees
know the identity of the other members on his/her committee and to
consider further whether the membership of the award selection committees should be made publi?
I took a taxi to the Longworth Office Building and went to the
office of Congressman Mike McCormack (room 1202). Here I met Mike,
Eric Leber and Ezra D. Heitowit (who works with John Andelin on
MCCormack's Subcommittee on Advanced Energy Technologies. We went to
the restaurant in the House of Representatives where we joined Mrs.
McCormack for lunch. I told Mike about the background on Isabel that
led to Stennis's punitive action on our uranium facility--this was
news to him. He says he will talk to John Deutch to see if DOE can
reprogram some funds to get at least the third injector started •
• Leber will work with McCormack on this. Mike will also try to get the
funding for the uranium facility in a supplemental, perhaps talking to
Bennett Johnston as soon as the Senate committee situation is clarified. He will also try to get the $6M operating funds as a supplemental. I agreed to send Leber background information on our equipment and foreign travel problems.
We went back to McCormack's office after lunch and I autographed
a plate for the MCCormacks' collection. Mike told me Kitty Shirmer
wrote President Carter's veto message on the Clinch River Breeder.
I took a taxi to the Washington Hilton Hotel to attend the .
American Law Institute-American Bar Association Course of Study on
"Investment Companies: The Changing Role of Outside Directors." I
went to the Lincoln Foyer to receive my badge and packet of materials.
I then went into the Lincoln-Monroe Room and joined about 75 people to
hear a panel discussion on "Distribution of Mutual Fund Shares." The
panel was chaired by David M. Butowsky (Gordon, Hurwitz, Butowsky,
Baker, Weitzen & Shalov) and was composed of Joel Goldberg (Special
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Counsel to the Director, Division of Investment Management, SEC,
Washington), Brian Brooks (Coopers & Lybrand, Boston), Douglas Mercer
(Ropes & Gray, Boston), Meyer Eisenberg (Lawler, Kent & Eisenberg,
Washington) and James L. Walters (Wellington Management Company).
Eisenberg spoke first. He discussed the propriety of using mutual
funds assets for advertising and cost of distribution of the fund.
Should each of the funds in a complex pay for marketing on a proportional basis? In this case should there be special directors (not the
common directors) to deal with the problem? The Securities and
Exchange Commission rules seem to prohibit such use of funds. Mercer
spoke next on the meaning of SEC regulations. The question of charging trust accounts in banks to cover advertising was discussed.
Brooks discussed the costs of distribution. The costs--rent, legal,
filing, fees, advertising--of doing business are getting higher. SEC
wants to reduce windfall to investment advisor. He discussed allowable and unallowable costs. A number of mutual funds are in the
process of getting increases in their advisory fees.
We took a coffee break at 3:30 p.m. I left and walked to Science
Service headquarters (1719 N Street). (I tried to find the headquarters of the American Hiking Society [1740 N Street] but found no sign
of it there.) Here I presided, starting at 4:00 p.m., over the
meeting of the Board of Trustees. Present were Deborah Wolfe, Gerald
Tape, Allen Astin, Aaron Rosenthal, Edward Bliss, Julius Duscha, o. W.
Riegel and Milton Harris, plus Edward Sherburne, Dorothy Schriver,
Donald Harless and Bob Trotter (Editor, Science News).
I announced the contract with General Motors ($100,000 a year for
5 years) to support ISEF and the Glenn T. Seaborg Nobel Prize Visit
Awards. I appointed Tape and Duscha to help Sherburne, Schriver and
Harless to revise the by-laws. In executive session, we voted for an
8% across the board salary increase (including Sherburne, Schriver and
Harless) and an additional $12,000 discretionary fund for Sherburne'S
use to raise individual salaries; he is to report back to the board as
to how he allocated the $12,000. We adjourned at 6:00 p.m.
I signed a letter to Stig Ramel inviting him to talk at the Anaheim ISEF meeting and letters to Senator Howard Cannon -(copy attached), Speaker Thomas O'Neill (copy attached) and Dale Taft to request
entrance for Science News reporters to the Periodical Press Gallery.
After the meeting, I told Tape about Stennis'S action in deleting our
uranium facility as retribution for the pressures to put Isabel in the
FY 1978 budget and expressed my indignation at the whole episode. I
suggested he tell the Brookhaven high energy physicists about my
reaction.
I walked back to the Capital Hilton and attended the reception
preceding the board dinner for ACS directors, staff members and wives
in the New York and Pan American Rooms. Bob Cairns and Ray Mariella
told me that Dr. Schlattman, President of the Netherlands Chemical
Society, and Dr. Ijakutu, head of pollution control activities in
Nigeria, are interested in supporting Carl Djerassi's proposal
(Schlattman) and organizing an ACS-Nigerian workshop like the ACSEgyptian workshop (Ijakutu). Mariella also told me that Dick Lemon
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Senator HO;iard '11. Cannon
Chairman, Co!;~ittee on Rules and Administration
305 Russell Senate Office Building
;'lashington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Cannon:
This letter is a request for the reporters of Science News to be
accredited by the Periodical I~ess Gallery. Their exclusion is a handicap not only in re,orting scientific ne-:-TS in its correct context by not
having congressional press cards, but also it excludes them from obtair~ng
vfuite House press crede~tials. I &~ sure that this is not the intent of
the -gallery: rnles, and. a "Taiver to rectii'y this situation would be
appreciated.
Science l';e~-Ts has been published by ~3cience Service, Inc., (a private
- nonprofit_ org2!1iz,"~i::m) for-the past 95 years. The oojectives of Science
r·Iews are: dissecinatj.on of scientif'ic in:for!!:atioo; aidine in a general
understanding of science; and encouraging the scientific effort of young
scientists in particular.
Nominations to membership on the Board of Trustees of Science Service
are derived fro~ several sources, including the Rational Academy of SCiences,
. .·lhich is a private cor~oration. The Board advises the Director of £~cience
Service on the oa~age~ent o~ Science Ne~s cut does not exert any direct
influence on the editorial .conter:.t of :..~cieD:ce I-:e,·iS.
Currently, Science Ne"is has a "Teekly eli stribution of 165,000 copies.
Individual reporters have-Teceived national recogpition for their abilities
in proviCiing unbiased scientific ne,vs to the public andtto the scientific
com.!T!unity.
I urge you to help provide better scientific ne,'lS coverage by accrediting reporters of' Science r7ews to the ?eriocicc.l ~ress Galler-,y:.
Sincerel{[,
Glenn T. Seaborg
For the Board o~ Trustees
Science Service, Inc.
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Honorable Thomas P. Ot~eill, Jr.
Offices of the Sneaker
Room !I-204,
The Capitol
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear SpeakerO'l'Ieill:
This letter is a request for the reporters of Science News to be
accredited by the Periodical Press Gallery. Their exclusion is a handicap not on.l..v in reporting scientific nevlS in its correct context by not
having congressional press cards, but also it excludes tha~ from obtaining
White Eouse press credentials. I aI~ sure that this is not the intent of
the gallery rules, end a 1'raiver to rectif'y this situation would be
appreciated.
Science ]:':e't'rs has been published by Science Service, Inc., (a private
nonprofit organization) for the past 55 years. The objectives of 8cience
News are: dissemination of scientific info~ation; aiding in a general
understanding of science; and encouraging the scientific effort of young
scientists in particular.
Nominations to membership on the Board of Trustees of Science Scr\~ce
are derived from several sources, including the National Academy of SCiences,
. . Thich is a private corporation. T!J.e Board ad'v'ises the Director of Science
Service on th~ manage:21ent of Science ~~ews but c.oes not exert any direct
influence un the editorial content of"SCI'E:~ce lTC1"s.
Currently, fcience IJe'\',s has a \'!eekly distribution of 165,000 copies.
Individual reporters nave:received national recognition for their abilities
in prov'iding unbiased scientific news to the public and to the scientific
community.
I urge you to help provide better scientific news coverage by accrediting reporters of RcielJ.ce l~ev1S to the Periodical Press Gallery.
Sincere~,

Glenn T. Seaborg
For the Board of Trustees
Science Servic~, Inc.
GYS:el

-~---
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will run for ACS Director to replace Gardner Stacy and I said I will
support him. Henry Hill talked to me about Sharon Johnson (discharged
University of Pittsburgh biochemist with a two-year NSF or NIH grant
with no place to use it)" and to enlist my support of him or William
Bailey for chairman of the ACS Board.
At dinner, I sat at a table with Rod and Lottie Hader, Herman and
Judy Bloch, Bob and Kay Cairns and Bob Parry. After dinner, Bloch
presided over a program featuring the four retiring members of the
board of directors--Bryce Crawford, Bradford Stanerson, me and Bob
Cairns. Following remarks by Bloch in each case, the four of us were
featured in the order listed. Dale Baker was in charge of the ceremony for Crawford, Justin Collat for Stanerson, Hader for me, Bob Henze
for Cairns. In each case the four sponsors, and in some cases others,
spoke and each of the retirees responded--all in a humorous vein with
some serious remarks as well.
In his remarks~about me, Hader gave a sort of talk on the transuranium elements,' including as illustrations transparencies of my
island of stability ~nd "HILAC tank on the way up the hill," pictures
made from slides furnished by Pat Quinn with Sheila Saxby's help. He
presented me with a deer skin KAYAK (Klystron Attenuated Yagi for
Applied Kinematics), a p~ece of rope (symbolic of the rope in my HILAC
picture), a centennial ACS key and an ACS retiring president's pin. I
responded with a description of my apprehension trying to guess what
would be said about me, commented on Hader's transuranium speech (said
some of it was correct), described Harry Whitmore's call inviting me
to be a candidate for the ACS presidency (he made the job seem deceptively easy) and said I have been a member of ACS since 1938 and a
member of the California, Chicago and Washington Sections (sometimes
two at a time).
I ended by saying I will miss my official connection
with -ACS.
During his talk about Cairns, Henze said it was illegal for me to
belong to two ACS sections and. 'I stood up and responded "I knew that!"
Bloch presented a nice bouquet of flowers to Kay Cairns. Jack Barrett
was present. He told me that he didn't see Eric during his visit to
England, but apparently Ruck Keene of The Chemical Society did see and
help him. The dinner and program ended at 10:40 p.m., at which point
I went'up to my room for the night.
[Back at LBL, Rollie otto gent our revised manuscript entitled Recoil
Range Distributions of Heavy Mass Products in Deep Inelastic Reactions
with Gold and Uranium Targets to Gerard Dreiss,_associate editor of
Physical Review C (cover letter attached).]
Saturday, December 3, 1977 - Washington, D.C.
I joined Anna H~rrison and Gardner Stacy for breakfast in the
coffee shop. Harrison wanted to talk about ACS international activities. Stacy pledged support for these. I described the various
approaches to an ICS and expressed hope for centering it in Sweden.
She has some doubts about the IUPAC approach. She is going to visit
Bangkok January 14-17 which may offer the possibility of exploring
interest in international activities.
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December' 2, 1977',

Mr. Gerard J. Dr~iss
Xssociate Editor
'Physical' Review C
arookhaven National Laboratory
!.png Island,: New York 11973
Dear ,Mr,. Dreiss:
We are r~turning, with revision,s our manuscript
'CK1005, enti~led Recoil Range Dist~ibutions of Heavy Mass
'Products in Deep Inelastic Reactions with Gold and uranium
Target~.
In compliance,with your rules'we have revised the
title page' and,ackno~ledgrnents to eliminate'~he footnotes,
in the title and the author list. One of ,the private
'communications has been eliminated (ref~ 21) and'the date'
of the commUnication' (ref. 16) has been removed. We would
prefer to keep thi,s reference because ,of the specific
,
nature of the inforrnad!ion. Furthermore, we have revised {:
the tables and figures so tha't C.M., rather than C.t1.S., is '
consistently used' throughout ,the paper.
'
"

, We would like to thank the referee for his comments.
',ive had not apprec;iated the fact that both the projectile
, ana one fragment from target ~V'ould be' moving backw'ards
(-180°) in,the center ,of mass system. ' Although this ~oes
,'not, ,change' our conclusions that 'the- final range o'f - the heavy
target~like fragments mus~ have very' sw~ll laboratory ranges
'we have made the appropriate corrections. Possibly more
important is the observation'that a further search for
evidence of the fission~fusion mechanism could be done by
~electively looking at the-charge dispersion curves,of
"gold finger" products with the short laboratory ranges. '
S~nce the charge dispersions in this region are ~ormally
broad (a~ ~ 1.0) and centered at_N/~ ~ 1.48 (l:eAu for
instance). some neutron excessive'products" may be expected
'with,very low yi~lds ( 2oo Au for instance). Yi~lds for
neutron products above these expected from deep inelastic
transfer reactions could be taken as an indicatien that
the fission-fusion mechanism did in fact occur in some of
the low impac~ parameter reactio~s.

___ ____ ______._._..Jo---_ ..
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'

·Mr. Ger~rd

J.

DeceIDber' '2 t 1977

,-2-

Dreiss

In accordance. wi·th. the referee's COl!lInents' we have
made appropriat~ .changes on page .22 and have replaced this
page with a revised version in the manus·cript.·
We hOpe that you will find thes'e revisions
.satisfactory.
'
. Sincerely,
'.

Roland J. Otto.'

.'

RJO/kv
Enclosures'

"

-,
\

'

.

'.

'.

"

*'
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Saturday, December 3, 1977 (con't)
I went to the South American Room to attend the meeting of the
ACS Board of Directors. Chairman Herman Bloch presided and all
members of the board were present including Bob Cairns and also Ray
Mariella, Jack Barrett, Arthur Hanson, Rodney Hader and numerous
staff. We voted to permit the ballots for election of chairman of the
board to indicate one choice, or first and second choices, or first,
second and third choices. Bailey, Figueras, Good, Newman and Parry
were candidates. On the first ballot, I voted for (1) Good, (2) Parry
and (3) Newman. The board election returns, on a basis of 3 points
for first choice, 2 points for second choice and 1 point for third
choice, were: Good - 23; Bailey - 19; Newman - 19; Parry - 8; and
Figueras - 7. Therefore, Good was elected Chairman of the Board.
In her report, President-elect Harrison pledged support of ACS
international activities. In his report, Cairns reported on the
ACS-Egyptian workshop, the impending ACS-Nigerian workshop and ACSBangkok negotiations. In the course of Newman's report for the Grants
and Awards Committee, I emphasized the value of ACS nominations for
the Welch Award and the hope to enliven the PRF program with new
initiatives such as a prestigious ACS Award, symposia, etc. We
adjourned at 12:30 p.m. for a reception and lunch in the Massachusetts
and Pan American Rooms. I sat next to Newman, Parry and Charles
Overberger so we could discuss international activities, including the
status of the ICS and Djerassi proposal. Newman has told T. H. Glynn
Michael of Canada about the two proposals. I described my discussions
in Sweden. Newman discussed her talks with the Japanese; they would
probably be ready now to join with the ACS for a joint chemical
society.
I talked separately with Jack Barrett to allay any fears on the
part of IUPAC people that we want to dominate them; he made the
surprising comment that perhaps IUPAC should be shaken up.
In the afternoon session, I gave my report on the International
Activities Committee by giving highlights of subcommittees' work,
including reference to opposition to the ICS concept by establishment
people in England and West Germany. Following my report, a resolution
of commendation for my service as ACS President, Board member, etc.,
was passed by the board. Similar resolutions were passed commending
Crawford, Stanerson and Cairns at appropriate times in the agenda.
Chairman-elect Good announced the following appointments made
together with President-elect Harrison: Finance--Newman; CASI--Bloch;
Publications--Eliel; Grants & Awards--Parry; and Education and students--Figueras. We then voted on the three other members for the
Board Executive Committee. I voted for (1) Bloch, (2) Parry and (3)
Newman. We adjourned at 3:30 p.m., then met in Executive Session.
The results of the Executive Committee election were: Bailey--23;
Newman--19; Hill--17; Bloch--12; Parry--10; Figueras--4.
Therefore, Bailey, Newman and Hill were elected. At the end of the
meeting, Bailey brought up the matter of the discharge of Steve
Quigley by Cairns. After much discussion there was no disposition to
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reverse Cairns's action, but it was decided to again offer Quigley a
nine-months' terminal leave with full pay. The meeting adjourned at
5:30 p.m.
I took a taxi to the Cosmos Club where I joined Paul Lochak and
then Lynne and Bill, Jack Barrett and Dr. and Mrs. Melvin Day for a
drink. (Day is the Director of the National Library of Medicine. He
worked at Y-12 starting in 1944 and was a long-time ORNL employee.
Mrs. Day is a first cousin of Waldo Cohn.)
I met John Teem, who is now President of the Association of
Universities for Research in Astronomy at Tucson. He had a serious
operation to remove a tumorous kidney.
Paul, Lynne, Bill and I then had dinner in the Cosmos Club. We
then rode to Lynne and Bill's place (5033 36th Place, Hyattsville),
where we spent the night.
Sunday, December 4, 1977 - Washington, D.C. - New York - New York
Paul and I had breakfast with Lynne and Bill then rode with them
to Nethers, Virginia to hike up Old Rag. We started at 10:30 a.m. and
hiked up over the rock-scramble route (i.e., clockwise) to our favorite overview spot on top where we had our backpack lunch at about
12:40 p.m. We then continued on down going on the trail past Byrd's
Nest and Old Rag Shelter, then along Weakley Hollow Road back to the
parking lot where the Volvo was parked.
We rode back to Washington to National Airport, where Paul and I
boarded the 6:00 p.m. Eastern Airlines Shuttle to La Guardia Airport
in New York. Paul and I had dinner at Howard Johnson's across from
the Commodore Hotel on 42nd Street. We discussed my financial arrangements with S.I.T. and Getex. Lack of funds prevents paying me
the suggested stipend ($20,000 per year) by Getex. Therefore, the
present arrangement will continue with me dividing my annual one week
in Paris between S.I.T. and Getex business. If I put in any additional time, I will receive compensation on a percentage basis from any
future profits. I said any additional per diem for such wo~k would
not be feasible and I probably could not make an additional trip to
Europe in 1978. I expressed some concern over lack of uranium discoveries by Gemex. Paul will formalize my stock in Getex or Team so I
can pay income tax on it. I told him emphatically that I will not
allow myself to be involved in any uranium exploration for South·
Africa and advised him strongly to convince the others of the folly of
this. Paul told me that Andrea (Lascelles) Hodges, from England, is
taking Roxanne Goldsmith's place and Roxanne may rejoin him after her
present responsibilities (visit to her mother in the U.S., etc.) are
completed. I returned to spend the night at the Chemists' Club.
Monday, December 5, 1977 - New York - Berkeley
I had breakfast in the inner dining room, checked out and took a
taxi through a light rain to the General Motors Building to attend a
meeting of the Board of Directors of the Dreyfus Third Century Fund at
the Dreyfus Corporation in the conference room on the 35th floor. We
first had a short meeting of the Board to accept the resignation of
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Michael Glass (he has been appointed General Counsel of the u.s.
Information Agency), the appointment of Mark Jacobs (who has been with
SEC for five years and is Assistant General Counsel of Dreyfus Corporation) as Secretary (to replace Glass) of the Dreyfus Third Century'
Fund and to elect John McCloy, Alice Jones and me as members of the
Dreyfus Third Century Audit Committee. Present were Mccloy, Jones,
George Harrar and me, plus Kenneth Oberman, Lawrence Greene, Mark
Jacobs, Allen Eisenser (of S. D. Leidesdorf & Company, Certified
Public Accounts) and Margaret Evans.
We then held a meeting of the Audit Committee, starting with all
the above pre.sent except Oberman. Eisener made a presentation on
behalf of S. D. Leidesdorf & Co., the audit firm for Dreyfus Third
Century Fund. He described the settlement between Leidesdorf and the
SEC regarding the audit work of Leidesdorf for Tidal Marine International Corporation which was convicted of perpetrating a fraudulent
scheme. We continued the meeting with only Eisener, McCloy, Jones,
Harrar and me. Eisener told us the conduct of the officers of Dreyfus
Third Century Fund have been exemplary. Leonard Leiman (of Reavis &
McGrath, counsel to Dreyfus) joined us during the discussion. We
approved the continuance of Leidesdorf as the audit firm for the
Dreyfus Third Century Fund.
We then held the meeting of the Board of Directors. Present were
the four directors, Oberman (who presided), Greene, Leiman, Evans,
Jacobs, Elizabeth Paull, E. Hamilton Friedman, Jerome Hardy and
others. We approved the favorable report of our Audit Committee. I
made a short report on the Course of Study on The Changing Role of
Outside Directors that I attended last week at the Washington Hilton
Hotel. I suggested 10:00 a.m. Monday, March 6, 1978, as the time of
the next meeting of the board and this was accepted.
I rode in a London Town Car sedan to Kennedy International
Airport, where I boarded an American Airlines flight, which left at
noon and arrived at San Francisco International Airport at 3:00 p.m.
Pat Quinn met me. She was meeting her daughter, Debbie, and Debbie's
boyfriend, Greg Storrs who had just flown in from Washington. She
drove me, with Debbie and Gregg, to LBL. I spent a few minutes in my
office, then walked down to Latimer Hall where, in room 466, at 4:30
p.m., I met with the Chemistry 1A instructional staff preparatory to
giving the final examination. I walked down to Harmon Gymnasium where
I helped administer the final examination which began at 5:00 p.m. in
the main room (room 100). I left at 6:40 p.m. and walked up to my LBL
office where I met Helen who drove me home. I had dinner with her in
the playroom, theQ went to the study to read accumulated mail.
Tuesday, December 6, 1977 - Berkeley
I went over my accumulated mail and papers with Pat Quinn. At
9:30 a.m., Morrissey came in to see me to discuss our paper writing
schedule, a possible Bevalac bombardment next week and his role in my
~noup as a postdoc next year.
He told me we did not get our scheduled
Ne bombardments at the Bevalac last Wednesday due to problems with
the Bevalac.
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Tuesday, December 6, 1977 (con't)
Joseph Weneser, Brookhaven National Laboratory, called in his
capacity as a member of the American Physical Society, to ask about
the symposium on superheavy elements being planned by Arfin Lodhi at
Texas Tech University for March 10~11, 1978. I told him that I was on
Lodhi's advisory committee for the symposium but that was the extent
of my involvement. My role has been to merely suggest names of possible speakers.
.
I answered a request from Lawrence Lustig, ARETE Publishing
Company inyPrinceton, New Jersey to prepare six articles for a new
reference work. I declined~this assignment due to a heavy schedule
and suggested he ask Lew Keller of Oak Ridge.
I als~had to decline an invitation to participate in Virginia
Polytechnic-Institute and State University's Distinguished Visitors
Program .in 1978, replying to Mujaddid Ijaz, Department of Physics.
I wrote ~.to Andy Sessler· (copy of letter attached) to bring him
up-to-date on the people I had visited with in Washington regarding
the high intensity uranium beam facility.
I- .was quite 'unhappy to learn upon my return to the office that
the speed~up' of the third injector will not go forward. I think this
is a mistake and wrote a memo "to theNSD Program Committee to that
effect.
I 'went .~¥ to talf to Williams at 11:00 a.m. in room 209/70. She
got a good 2 U plus 1B bombardment last week and established a'aood
excitation function for the production of our new seven-minute'~4ZBk
(by the 4n reaction). I also talked. to Otto about our changed equipment budgett, his revisions to our recoil paper and progress in the
other papers he is working on.
I had lunch in the caf.eteria with Morrissey and Marsh. We discussed the latter's program for his master's degree in the nuclear
engineering field. The requirements are 30 units plus a research
thesis (which he will do with my group); he hopes to finish in 18
months (i. e. ,- in June 1979) •
.,

I,rtalked to ,AI Ghiorso who told me that Nikolai Mikheev received
permission from Moscow to stay an extra month; he. still finds it
difficult (almost refuses) to accept thei~ failure to find any evidence for Md(I). I told Ghiorso about my discussions in Washington,
D.C. concerning the uranium facility last week.
At 2:00 p.m., I attended the meeting of the Board of Directors of
the East Bay Regional Park District at BART headquarters, 800 Madison
Street, Oakland. Hulet Hornbeck sent me a letter sugges·ting that it
would be helpful if I would attend in view of a number of land acquisition agenda items. Present were Chairman John Leavitt, Directors
Mary' Jefferds, Paul Badger, Howard Cogswell and William Jardin and
General Manager Dick Trudeau, Assistant General Manager Jerry Kent and
Attorney Donn Black. Also present on the podium were Hulet Hornbeck
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"December 6, 1977

Dr. Andrew Sessler
Building 50A, Room 4133
LBL
Dear Andy:
During my recent visit to Washington I had the opportunity
to discuss with a number of people our problem with the funding"
of the High Intensity Uranium Be~s facility (Uranium facility).
Joe Kearney of OMB (who has cognizance over this item) and
his associate, Doug Pewitt, have no problem with the proposed
reprogramming of LBL funds to cut a year off the schedule for
building the third injector •. In fact they said LBL would deserve
cornrnenda tion if i"t would' be willing to set a priority in this
fashion. They said the Uranium facility is in the FY 1979 OMB
budget for DOE.
Will Smith (Professional Staff Member, Senate Committee on
Energy and Natural Resources) said he would have no problem with
such reprogramming of LBL funds and indicated that this is such a
minor matter that i t could be handled in the Senate at his level.
He was quite unhappy, as were Kearney and Pewitt, that Brookhaven
and the New York Congressional people had so aroused that ire of
Senator Stennis' by their actions on pushing Isabel that Stennis
decided to delete the Uranium facility as a retribution.
(Smith
:suggested that we make sure that the Brookhaven people learn about
this serious result of their actions.) He also said there is a
small chance, if Senator J. Bennett Johnston (of Louisian~ replaces
Stennis as Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Public Works (as
the result of Stennis taking over McClellan's Chairship), that the
Uranium facility can be put back in as a supplemental.
As a result of Will Smith's suggestion I told Jerry Tape,
President of Associated Universities, Inc., about the action of
Stennis and the reason therefor. Tape said he will look into this.
Perhaps you should also infor.m the Brookhaven people of your
knowledge of this situation.
.
Kearney, Pewitt and Smith indicated that.we would not have
lost the Uranium facility had we received more support from the
LBL leadership and key California Co~gressional members.
Jim Kane indicated he would have no problem with the reprogramming of LBL funds to.cut the year off ~he schedule. He
indicated the Uranium facility has the top priority in the FY 1979
DOE budget. I told both Kane and John Deutch about the action of"
Stennis in deleting the Uranium f~cility and the reason therefor.

---.-
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Andrew Sessler

December 6, 1977

-2-

Mike McCormack was.quite concerned about the axing of the
Uranium facility by Stennis and will talk to Senator Johnston about
restoring it in a supplemental should Johnston replace Stennis.
However this would be difficult and must be considered to be a
long-shot possibility. Mike, as did Smith, said· it would not have
to be re-authorized. Mike said he will talk to Deutch to ascertain
whether there could be some reprogramming within DOE to· allow a
start of at least some portion of the project in FY 1978. He has
discussed this possibility with Proctor Jones, who claims this
can't be done because this is not an· lion-going project" but Mike
is·not sure this is a correct interpretation. . ,
I talked to a few other people but this summary covers my
more important conversations.
Sincerely, .

Glenn T.

~~aborg
,.-

:.

...

GTS/scd
P.S.

cc:

I wrote this on the airplane on my way home before I
learned of the decision to not implenent a year's
speed-up of the third injector, but thought it contains
enough information to make it worth sending to you anyhow.

Earl Hyde
Hermann Grunder
Bernard Harvey
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and Lori Griggs, Hornbeck's niece who also talked in favor of acquiring Ken Brown's property. I spoke in favor of the purchase of the
Brown property, elaborating somewhat on the history of the property
and the fact that it is a key element in the trail link from Briones
to Las Trampas and from Briones to Mt. Diablo. The directors voted
unanimously to make the acquisition. Ken and Ada Brown arrived after
the vote and Ken made a statement of appreciation including the
comment that he was selling to EBRPD at a lower price than he could
have obtained from a developer because of his interest in having the
land available for use by the public. Among the other agenda items of
interest to me was the authorization to purchase 1.76 acres to add to
Huckleberry Regional Preserve. I left the meeting at 4:15 p.m. and
drove back to my LBL office, arriving at 4:45 p.m.
On the way home, I went by Building 70 to t~!k to otto about our
iodine-isotopes paper, Thomas about our U plus
Xe bombardment
sched¥-~~d later in the week, Nishida about her preparations for the U
plus
Xe bombardment and Williams about her data.
Wednesday, December 7, 1977 - Berkeley
Baisden dropped in at 10:30 a.m. to discuss our U plus 136Xe
bombardment scheduled for Friday and the Md chemistry experiments,
with Nicolai Mikheev, scheduled at the 88" cyclotron for tomorrow and
next Tuesday.
I called Joe Katz at 11:30 a.m. to discuss Fritz Weigel's letter
to him of November 22, 1977 regarding Chapter VII, "Plutonium," of our
revision of "Chemistry of the Actinide Elements;" Weigel is making
excellent progress. We also discussed Lester Morss's progress on
Chapter XVII "Thermodynamic Properties."
I discussed publicity plans for the symposium commemorating the
anniversary of the discovery of elements 99 and 100 with Chuck Hurley
of the LBL Public Information Office and will send him a copy of my
presentation, "Reminiscences," plus other information he may use in
preparation for press releases, etc.
Berta Karlik of the Radium Institute in Vienna wrote that her
colleague, G. Winkler, is applying for a temporary foreign appointment
to work with Alan Bowen Smith in the Applied Physics Division at
Argonne National Laboratory. She asked that I write on his behalf,
which I did today, addressing letters to Robert G. Sachs, Director of
ANL, and Smith.
I replied to Nils William Olsson that I did not have any leads as
to how to raise another $3,000 for a newsletter for the Swedish
Council of America. I told him, however, that I planned to attend the
March 1 meeting of the council in Washington.
I wrote a memo to Bernie Harvey about my luncheon conversation in
Washington with Mike McCormack, Eric Leber and Esra Heitowit (who
works with John Andelin on McCormack's Subcommittee on Advanced Energy
Technologies), telling him that I brought up the problem of funding
for equipment and foreign travel. Mike said that he will try to do
something about this and asked that I have someone give Eric Leber the
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necessary information and ammunition that he would need. I told
Bernie that I also discussed with Mike the possibility of- adding the
$6M for increased operating funds for Nuclear Physics to the Supplemental that apparently is scheduled for about March 1978. Mike said
that he will be alert to this possibility. A copy of my note to
Bernie went to Earl Hyde for his information.
Frederick Seitz, the President of Rockefeller University, and
Director of the Council on Science and Technology for Development,
wrote to ask if I would continue to participate as a charter member of
the council. I replied that I would do so but I could not give much
time to meetings.
'
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Hyde and Morrissey. I told
Earl about my discussions in Washington last week-concerning our
uranium facility.
Lew Keller called at 2:00 p.m. to tell me that he has received
100 reprints of our Annual Review article and will send me a supply.
We will keep a list of those to whom we send copies of "Chemistry of
the Transactinide Elements."
At 3:00 p.m., I walked down to Latimer Hall, went to room 406 for
the grading sessiop of instructional staff for Chemistry 1A.
At 4:00 p.m., I walked down to the Alumni House to attend the
memorial for Ruth Hart who died a few days ago after a long bout with
cancer. Rabbi Fein spoke, then called on Ruth Plainfield of the YWCA,
Charles Muscatine and Vice Chancellor Ira Heyman for remarks, then
concluded with more of his own remarks. Helen also attended.
I walked back up to Latimer Hall, met further with the group
engaged in assigning grades to Chemistry lA students, then walked up
the hill to my'LBL office.
-

.. I found a note waiting for me from Bernie Harvey saying he is
withdrawing as a co-author with me of the Benchmark Book on nuclear
chemistry.
Lynne called to ask us to invite her friend, Peggy Willig, for
Christmas dinner and to stay with us as a house guest. Helen prepared
dinner for me which I ate in the playroom. She then drove to Davis to
pick up Dianne who has finished her first quarter there.
Thursday, December 8, 1977 - Berkeley
Bernie Harvey dropped in to discuss (1) his decision to drop out
of the editorship of the Benchmark book on nuclear chemistry, (2) his
decision to drop the speed-up of the third injector, (3) his version
of why Stennis axed the uranium facility and (4) the request of IAEA
that we do some measurements on heavy isotopes. _
Lester R. Morss had written to ask for a letter of recommendation
for him in connection with a National Science Foundation Science
Faculty Professional Development application. I replied that I would
be delighted to do so and that it was good news to know that he would
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Thursday, December 8, 1977 (con't)
be working with Jean Fuger at the University of Liege. I also told
him that I would call to the attention of Norman Edelstein, Bill
Carnall and others that his undergraduate student, Daniel Nocera, is
looking for a summer research appointment to work ,in actinide chemistry.
I replied to Max Tishler that I would be happy to chair Day I of
the CHEMRAWN meeting next July in Toronto.
Oliver K. Manuel, Department of Chemistry at the University of
Missouri, had sent a manuscript to me to review. I replied that I
believed it suitable for publication.
Regard1ng Bevalac argon requirements for our SHEIKS group, I
wrote to Fred Lothrop and Lee Schroeder and outlined our requirements.
Paul Flory, Stanford University, called to ask me a few questions
regarding my appraisal of the job as president of ACS. He has been
approached and wanted to know how much time is required and what the
possibilities are for doing something worthwhile. I told Paul that I
thought there would be opportunities for him to accomplish worthwhile
things and that the ACS needed him, particularly in view of their
current efforts at reorganization, the creation of a Science Commission, etc. I did tell him that the job was time consuming and we
reviewed the meeting schedule and other requirements.
Pete Goldschmidt called to tell me about a recent conversation he
had with Norman Minetta saying that Minetta is ready to help on the
uranium beam project. Goldschmidt also has heard that lack of support
from Sessler had hurt us very badly in this regard.
Jesse Hwa called early in the day to discuss changes to be made
in the letter to participate in CHE~WN DAY I. We agreed on the
format of the letter. We also discussed the ICS material being
prepared by Stanley Kirschner and the China trip in 1978. He will
call Kirschner and make suggestions for changes in the format of that
particular letter and questionnaire. He said that Pat Tsuchitani told
him that a chairman for the China delegation will be picked by January
5 (they hope) and that the delegation has now been formally approved
by China. She also told him that the chairman of the delegation will
be influential in choosing the delegation.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Rose Marie McFarland to discuss
her research program. I suggested a program combining nuclear with
inorganic chemistry, e.g., chemistry of lower oxidation states of the
heaviest actinides, etc. She would work on chemical separation procedures with Thomas and Baisden as well. She will be an observer at
today's and Tuesday's Md(I) ex~~~iments at the 88" cyclotron and at
Baisden's and Thomas's U plus
Xe experiments tomorrow. She will
take chemistry 123 and an inorganic chemistry course and will attend
both the SHEIKS and Actinide Wednesday noon meetings. I gave her a
copy of the LBL "Job Openings" announcement sheets for use by her
husband in finding a job.
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Bernie Harvey came in and said he is canvassing NSD members to
get approval for advertising for a senior scientist or divisional
fellow position in NSD, with the view of hiring Ralph DeVries of the
Universi ty of Rochester." <I agreed. He would do Bevalac work.
Leonard Dreyfus dropped in at 2:00 p.m. to ask me to help find a
one-year work-study job in economics next academic year in the Bay
Area for Johan Stahlharnrnar. He is 21 years old and a second-year
economics student at the stockholm School of Economics. I said I will
think about it.
I told Art Poskanzer about the decision of Searle Corporation to
end (after 1979) its funding of the ACS Nuclear Applications in
Chemistry Award. He agrees we should try to find a new sponsor and
will speak to members of the Executive Committee of the ACS Division
of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology about it.
At 3:30 p.m., I went by room 203/70 to talk to Morrissey and
Otto. otto gave me the latest:draft of the Saint-Simon-Otto-Seaborg
paper on iodine isotopes yields to read.
At 4:00
tron to'meet
tuned up the
tonight with

p.m., I took Rose Marie McFarland down to the 88" cycloKen Hulet. We spent about an hour there as the crew
He beam.. McFarland went horne for dinner but will return
Baisden so she can watch the work on Md(I).

I went by Building 70 to talk to Baisden, Thomas and Nishida
about getting ready for tomorrow's bombardment and to give Williams
some reprints. Pat McGaughey, Kenton Moody, Pat Somerville', Kim Williams, Ken Thomas are going horne over the Christmas holidays.
Helen and I had dinner in the playroom. Dianne ate later; Dave
ate in'his room. Helen drove Dianne to San Francisco Airport where
she took an 11:45 p.m. plane to Rochester, New York, via Chicago, to
meet Bob Puppa:.
Friday, December 9, 1977 - Berkeley
I went by room 203/70 and found that our 136Xe bombardments of U
are underway as scheduled. - Baisden will get two short (one-hour)
bombardments and-a two-hour bombardment and Thomas will get a one-hour
and a four-hour bombardment. Baisden, with help from Nishida, will
study "X" and other isotopes below U and transplutonium yields.
Thomas will look for beta emitting Th, U, Np, Pu and transplutonium
isotopes.
Doug Greiner came by to see me to protest the building of Velsep
at the expense of Bevalac research capability.
Noah Johnson (ORNL) and Frank Stephens came by to tell me about
their failure to obtain approval from the Board of Governors for the
1979 Gordon Conference in Nuclear Structure. I will help them obtain
approval later on'i'f it turns out to ,be necessary.
I talked to otto about the Saint-Simon-Otto-Seaborg iodine
isotopes paper, based on my reading of the latest draft last night.
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Friday, December 9, 1977 (con't)
otto will send it to Saint-Simon (back home at Orsay, Paris) for his
further input. I also talked to Morrissey, Otto and Diana Lee about
writing of two papers describing the methods used in our ~eavy ion
radiochemical research.
I wrote to President Terry Sanford, Duke University, that I would
very much like to be their commencement speaker and to receive an
honorary degree from Duke on Sunday, May 7, 1978, but until the China
trip is scheduled I cannot give a firm answer.
Father Ted Hesburgh, President, University of Notre Dame, wrote
to thank me for Travels in the New World, and I answered his nice
letter, mentioning his participation in the 20th anniversary of the
IAEA in Vienna this year, and our continuing dialogue with Russell
Peterson of NEW DIRECTIONS. I suggested Hesburgh send Peterson a copy
of the memorandum which Sigvard Eklund prepared for him.
I sent more names to Gordon Bixler in response to stanley Kirschner's memorandum of November 23, 1977 requesting names of nuclear
chemists to whom a letter and questionnaire regarding ICS might be
sent.
A letter and identifications of a photograph were received from
Professor loan Ursu, National Council for Science and Technology,
Bucharest 1, Romania. I wrote to thank him for the time and effort he
spent on complying with my request, especially in view of the disastrous earthquake recently suffered in Bucharest.
I attended a luncheon meeting in Room 4205, Building SOB, chaired
by Richard Diamond and including Bernard Harvey, Mike Nitschke, Frank
Stephens, Phil Eggers, Franz Plasil, Chip Britt, Doug Greiner, John Alexander, Luciano Moretto, Earl Hyde, Joe Cerny and Hermann Grunder.
The purpose was to hear Britt and Plasil make a case for diverting
equipment money, etc., to the building of Velsep (the Velocity Separator apparatus for use at the SuperHILAC). Nitschke and Alexander also
spoke in favor of it. Moretto spoke somewhat in favor, Cerny was
skeptical and Greiner spoke against it. I said I was against this use
of funds which displaces the plan to speed-up the construction of the
third injector for the SuperHILAC.
Wayne Marsh dropped in to see me about the possibility of his
getting a paid position (regular graduate student research assistantship) next quarter. I told him about my budget limitations but said I
would look into it.
I went down to see Norman Edelstein about a number of items
concerning our actinide research program. Ken Raymond wants to have
Fred Weitl for a permanent position.
At 4:00 p.m., I walked down to the campus to Latimer Hall Commons
to attend the College of Chemistry Christmas party. From 4:30-5:30
p.m., a number of graduate students and some faculty (Paul Bartlett)
put on a number of humorous skits.
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I visited room 203/70 again, as I did many times throughout the
day, tQ6watch progress on the chemical separations following the U
plus lj Xe bombardments. Baisden, Thomas and Nishida were busy, with
McFarland watching. I also· discussed further with Otto and Morrissey
our writin~ program.
Saturday, December 10, 1977 - Lafayette
Helen and I took a hike in Mt. Diablo State Park, about three
miles up-the Mitchell Canyon fire road and back. We had lunch in the
playroom, while watching the!Washington Redskins-St. Louis Cardinals
football game, which the Redskins won, 26-20. After, I worked on
January 1944 of my Met Lab Section C-l history.
Helen and I picked up Bill and Muriel Giauque and drove to the
Swedish Consulate in San Francisco to attend the celebration of the
Nobel Prize Ceremony being held in Stockholm (and Oslo) today. We met
and talked to many people, including Kurt Adler, Don Mulford, Walter
and Mrs. Danielson (he is the former--for 39 years--Swedish Consul;
honorary title: Consul General in Los Angeles), Carl Djerassi and
Diane Middlebrook, Elmer Rasmussen (former head of the National Bank
of Alaska; former~-for 22 years--now honorary title--Swedish Consul
General for Alaska), Veikko Huppunen (Finland's Consul General and
dean of Consul Generals in San Francisco), Frokinan (Swedish Consul
for Portland), Ingel Anderson (Swedish Consul for Phoenix), Adeline
Simeons (Consul General in San Francisco for Belgium) and Mr. and Mrs.
Nikoline (she is the head of the-Ladies Society of Jenny Lind in
Oakland). Our hostess, Swedish Consul General-Cecilia Nettelbrandt,
made a talk, explaining the background of the consulate (former
Matsanhorne) and the beginning of today's date. She then conferred,
on behalf of King Carl Gustaf,'the Royal Order of North Star Commendor
on Mrs. -Nikoline (who has presented the bust of Jenny Lind which was
in their Oakland headquarters, now sold, for years, to the San Francisco Swedish Consulate), Consul Frokinan and Consul Rasmussen. She
then called on each of the Nobel Prize winners, in the order of their
award years--Giauque, Seaborg, Linus Pauling, William Shockley, Emilio
Segre, Owen Chamberlain and Burton Richter--to come forward so she
could pin a carnation on each-of us. About a dozen girls and ladies
in white gowns, with candles, participated in a Lucia ceremony. We
had a Swedish buffet meal. There were about 75 people present,
including Oakland Mayor Lionel and Mrs. Wilson. - We drove back to
Berkeley, to drop the Giauques, and to Lafayette, arriving home a
little after 10:00 p.m •.
Sunday, December 11, 1977 - Lafayette
In the morning, Helen and I, with Kay Petersen and Lavaughn Craig
(Lafayette Planning Commissioner) hiked up through the Jennings
property to Lafayette Ridge to show Kay and Lavaughn this as a potential entry to the Lafayette Ridge Trail. Activity to preserve this
entrance is required because there are indications it may soon be
developed as home sites. We also tried to locate the 20 acres of
Albardan property off Glen Road which is up for development.
Helen and I had lunch in the playroom, while watching the Oakland
Raiders-Minnesota Vikings NFL football game, which Oakland won, 35-13.
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I worked on December 19'43 and March 1944 of my Met Lab section
C-1 history. Dave went out and bought us a Christmas tree. Helen
went to a showing of China slides at the Algo and Jean Henderson's in
the late afternoon.
Monday, December 12, 1977 - Berkeley
I dictated to Pat letters to Charles Browne (copy attached),
Sherman Fried, Gary Higgins, Albert Ghiorso, Roderick Spence and Paul
Fields on the symposium commemorating the 25th anniversary of elements
99 and 100.
I went by to see Otto, who gave me a revised copy of our iodine
paper ("Relative Thresholds for Production of Iodine Isotopes from
Fusion and Transfer-Induced Fission Reactions"); he is sending a copy
to Michel de Saint-Simon for his input.
I walked up to the HILAC Building and talked to Al Ghiorso a~g
Saburo Yashita about their tests of SASSY (through sc~~tering o~48 Ne
ions), as a prelude to its use to look for SHE (from
Ca plus
Cm).
I talked to Bob Stevenson and Jim Haley about plans for a target
containme~~8area2~~r our use in bombardment of highly radioactive
targets (
Cm,
Cf) in the direct-beam line.
I wrote to Boris Myasoedov at the Laboratory of Radiochemistry,
Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry, Academy of .
Sciences in Moscow, to thank him for sending me a copy of the Proceedings of the All-Union Conference on the Chemistry of Transplutoniurn
Elements held at Dimitrovgrad, June 29-July I, 1976. I asked for any
reprints of papers that might have appeared in English.
I prepared letters to CHEMRAWN Day I speakers, Dieter Behrens,
Maurice Strong, Roberto de Oliviera Campos, Herbert Grlinwald, Irving
Shapiro, Kenneth King, King Hubbert and M. K. Tolba, outlining requirements connected with the conference on July 10, 1978 in Toronto.
Igor Sobolev, American Chemical Society, California Section, .
asked if I would accept the chairmanship of the Education Committee of
the California Section, and I declined, saying that I could not take
on another assignment of any kind.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Baisden and McFarland.
I attended the NSD Seminar in Room 3377 (70A) at 4:00 p.m.
Norman Glendenning spoke on "Can the Hadronic Mass Spectrum be Discovered through High Energy Nuclear Collisions?"
After the seminar, I met in my office with Franz Plasil (chairman
of this year's Gordon Research Conference on Nuclear Chemistry, Heavy
Ion Reactions) to discuss representation of my group at the Gordon
Conference. We agreed Dave Morrissey should give a regular talk, and
Kim Williams or Trish Baisden might give a short talk.

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
Telephone 415/843-2740

December 12, 1977

Dr. Ch,a;rles' I.. Browne
Los Alamos ScientIfic Laboratory
P. O. Bbx 1663
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
Dear Charlie:
I am enclosing the Program for our Symposium
Commemorating the 25th Anniversary of the Discovery of
Elements 99 and 100, to be held on Monday, January 23, 1978
at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Nuclear Science
Building 70A, Conference Room 3377, commencing at 9:30 a.m.
Our symposium group will have lunch together in the
room at the lower level of the LBL cafeteria on January. 23,
and will have dinner in~he O'Neill Room of the Faculty
Club at 6:00 p.m. that evening.

.'

We plan to publish a proceedings as we did for the
symposium commemorating the anniversary of the discovery
of elements 97 and 98 in 1975 (LBL-4366). T9 help in this,
we will tape-record the presentations. However, you may
want to prepare a' manuscript with glo'ssy prints of tables,
figures, etc.
Could you send me some biographical information.about
yourself-for my use in introducing you.
I look forward to seeing you on January 23. Please
call me or-my administrative assistant, Pat Quinn, if we
can be of any assistance in any way. In the meantime,
best wishes for a happy holiday season.
Cordially,

Glenn T. Seaborg
GTSjkv
Enclosure
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Tuesday, December 13, 1977 - Berkeley
At 10:00 a.m., I went up to the HILAC Building with Baisden,
Williams and MCFarland. Franz Plasil join~d us in the room where
Williams and Cindy Lee are doing their work on target preparation by
electrospraying; they will prepare a paper for publication on this.
Plasil talked to Baisden, Williams, McFarland and Lee, and also Pat
Somerville. He is interested in the applications of Baisden and
Williams for positions at ORNL and in their possible participation in
the Gordon Conference this June.
I wrote to Vitalii Goldanskii and asked him for six reprints of
his published works that I will need to renominate him for the ACS
Award in Nuclear Applications in Chemistry. I also sent letters on
the 25th anniversary of elements 99 and 100 to William Carnall, John
Huizenga, Donald Ferguson, Richard Hoff, Joseph Peterson, Darleane
Hoffman, Ken Hulet, Norman Edelstein and John Conway.
Don Stewart's secretary called to tell me that his retirement
party will be December 15th at ANL and asked that I send a letter of
congratulations. I sent the following mailgram:
"I have vivid recollections on my indoctrination briefing of
a young Don Stewart on March 6, 1944 when he started at the
Met Lab 33 years ago. Your contributions from then until
now have been outstanding. Helen and I extend best wishes
to you and Dorothy for an equally rewarding retirement-hopefully in the San Francisco Bay Area."
Gordon Bixler called mid-morning and we discussed many pending
items having to do with the International Activities Committee and
ICS. We discussed the Kirschner sub-committee on ICS and progress on
the letter and questionnaire, Anna Harrison'S visit to Bangkok,
invitations to the presidents of chemical societies for September 1979
and the India and Egyptian workshops.
Bogdan Maglich called regarding the East-West Symposium on Energy
and the Environment he is helping to coordinate to be held September
1978 in Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia. I gave him the topic of my contribution to the symposium, "The Energy Problem in the United States." He
is at present working on the funding for the symposium.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with Morrissey, Phil Eggers and Mike
Nitschke. I discuss with Nitschke the third injector for the SuperHILAC and problems with Pat Somerville's lab technique; he recently
ruined an expensive Ge detector.
Barbara Jacak dropped in to discuss her scholastic record (all
A's last quarter) for use in my recommendation of her for an ARCS
scholarship. She plans to do research with me next spring and summer;
we also discussed plans for our cluster advisory group next quarter (I
will meet with them at 3:00 p.m. on Tuesdays).
Morrissey and I read proof on our "Search for Superheavy Elements" article being published in the Journal of Inorganic and Nuclear
Chemistry.
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I attended the meeting of the LBLScientific Program Council.
Present were Andy Sessler, Earl Hyde, Luis Alvarez, Sam Berman, Jack
Hollander, Denis Keefe, Milt Klein, Ken Mirk, David Scott and others.
Keefe reported on the LBL program on Heavy Ion Inertial Fusion, and Al
Levy and Sabei Ergun reported on the Status of the Fossil Energy
Program.
I dropped by Building 88 where I found Ken Hulet preparing for
tonight's experiment in Md chemistry to be conducted with Mikheev,
Baisden and others. Last Thursday's experiment (carrying with
rubidium chloroplatinate) showed no carrying and thus again showed no
evidence for Md(I).
Wednesday, December 14, 1977 -' Berkeley
I called Don Hanson, of Chemical Engineering Department, about
Bonner Nishida's application for admission to graduate school; he will
let her know within a week.
I sent: Michel de Saint-Simon pictures of his goodbye party held
in my office on Nov. 16th"1977. I also wrote to Fritz Weigel at the
Institut Fur Anorganische Chemie, Universitat Mlinchen, West Germany,
to thank him for the copy of Chapter VII of our revision of the
Chemistry of the Actinide Elements,and for the reprint he sent. I
told him that Joe Katz and I had conferred with respect to his revision of Chapter VII and we are pleased with it. I also told him that
I would probably not be able to attend the Grenoble Conference, August
31-September 3, due to my schedule, and mentioned to him the Urbino,
Italy conference on "Organometallics of the f-elements."
I neld my regular biweekly luncheon meeting of my group. Present
were Williams, Cynthia Lee, Baisden, Nishida, MCF~~~and,Morrissey,
Diana Lee and Sebesta. Williams reported on hI36
Bk studies,
:Baisden on her results from her r~~ent U PsRs
Xe bombardment,
Morrissey on his analysis of his
Ca and
Fe plus rare earth data
and Sebesta on his work on drop drying for FAKE experiments.
.
I called Walter Loveland to discuss Jim Hogan's request to spend
next year with us on sabbatical leave. He said S. Biswas of N. T.
Porile's group (Purdue University) would also like to work with us.
I joined Helen and Justin and Robbie Bloom in the cafeteria at
1:00 p.m. They were finishing lunch . . Justin described to us his
critical role in effecting a compromise, through Ambassador Mike
Mansfield's cooperation, between the Japanese and President, Carter's
people on the plutonium reprocessing plant in Tokai Mura. The original position of President Carter was unbelievably stupid. We went
back to my office, where I gave Justin a reprint of my article,
"Chemistry of the Transactinide Element,s."
,I went- by room 203/70 to talk to Morrissey about the planned
sabbatical of Jim Hogan with us. I walked, in the rain, up t'o the
HILAC Building where Willi~g and Baisden were working on the ElectrosP2~¥ apparatus to make a,
U target; Baisden is learning how to make
,a
Pu target. McFarland and Cindy Lee ~Bg just lefB. ' I learned
that Somerville succeeded in getting his
Pb plus
B bombardment
\
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last night to make 212Fr to test his apparatus. I also went by to see
Nitschke who was working on his GASP (gas jet apparatus).
I drove horne via Berkeley, through the rain; it took me 1-1/4
hours to get horne due to the fog. Helen was in Berkeley to attend a
YWCA dinner so I had a casserole dinner that she prepared.
Thursday, December 15, 1977 - Berkeley
I talked to Eddie Brown about bringing the isotope tables up-todate for our revision of Chemistry of the Actinide Elements. He
agreed to do this starting in about two months when the Table of
Isotopes group will have summarized the data on the heavy isotopes.
I called Ted Vermeulen to discuss Ed Sebesta's timetable for
finishing his MS degree.
Sylvia Kihara dropped in at 11:30 a.m. to say hello.
Bernie Harvey dropped in to tell me about his meeting with
Procter Jones to discuss our uranium facility and funding problems and
his discussion with Jim Forcier of Senator Cranston's staff.
I wrote a letter of recommendation (copy attached) for Kim
Williams to E. M. Vendley, ORNL.
I had lunch at the table outside the lower level of the cafeteria
with Nitschke, Morrissey, Norman Edelstein, Alex Avdeef, Jerome Bucher
and others. I discussed with Nitschke the research progress of Ed
Sebesta and we made plans to meet with him to discuss his MS thesis
timetable. In this regard I called Vermeulen and then Mike again and
we set an appointment time of February 3, 1978 in my office at 4:00
p.m.
I walked up to the HILAC Building to talk to Ghiorso about his
on SASSY. He and Yashita are using the highly available
Ne, as a by-product from their use by the medical group at the
Bevalac, to make a number of tests. I also spoke to Yashita.

~nogress

Eric Leber called Bernard Harvey to report on Mike McCormack's
talk with John Deutch today; Mike broached the subject of reprogramming funds to get started on the uranium facility and Deutch said he
will think about it. Leber suggested we write a letter to someone in
Congress to make our case for the need to get the line item six months
earlier than the FY 1979 budget.
I stopped by the HILAC Building on the way horne to see Somerville. He believes his run at the 88" cyclotron during the early
~£2ning hou256yesterdaY1~as successful.
He collected successfully the
Fr from
Pb plus
B.
Friday, December 16, 1977 - Berkeley - Lafayette
Baisden dropped in at 9:30 a.m. to discuss the results on Md
chemistry. There is no evidence for Md(I).

~I VJ~/~A";-'''7 /

M,';'t.--!G
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December 15, 1977

Mr. E. M. Vend1ey
Personnel Department
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Post Office Box X
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
Dear Mr. Vend1ey:
I'am writing to give you my evaluation of Kimberly E.
Williams in connection with her application for a position
with the Oak Ridge NatIonal Laboratory.
.
Kim is in the process of completing under my direction
her graduate research work for the Ph.D and should have her
thesis completed and written by summer. She has had a bro~d
range of experience during her graduate career at the
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. She was first involved in the
work.. of the Ghiorso group to attemt>t to' confirm or disprove
the existence of 100 millisecond 2 °104, decaying by
spontaneous fission, reportedpy Flerov and co-workers of
. the Dubna Laboratory in the Soviet Union. She played a key
role in the~identification of a 20 millisecond ,spontaneous
fission activitt produced by nuclear reactions where the
production-of 2 °104 might have been expected. She also has
carried out a research with Nurmia which has set upper
limits on the haif-1ives of neutron deficient new isotopes
of curium,-plutonium, and californium for decay by spontaneous fission.·
.
,.

. i.

Her'main thesis probl:em h.as been on the identification
of the new isotope .2~2Bk and anomalies' in the yields of'
actinide isotopes produced by bombardments with light heavy
ions. This has reqUired rather careful and meticulous work
in view of some of the sma1~ yields observed.
.
J

She has built an electro-spray apparatus for the
preparation of radioactive actinide targets to be used in
heavy ion bombardments and has used this to prepare such
targets for her own work a~d for many members of my research
group. -
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Mr. E. M. Vendley

-2-

December 15, 1977

She has assisted in the teaching of an undergraduate
course nChemical Methods in Nuclear Technology," an Interdepartmental Studies course (Departments of Chemistry and
Nuclear Engineering) in a very satisfactory manner.
Her research experience has made her quite knowledgable
in chemical separation methods for the actinide elements
and thus she would fit in quite well with any program in
.this field.
Kim has the potential to be A:productive scientist.
She has good knowledge of the fundamentals of nuclear science,
good judgment on how to conduct experiments and exhibits
initiative in her work. She willingly helps her colleagues
and works well with a ,group. She has an excellent attitude
toward her work, has a likeable personality, presents a good
appearance and can be guaranteed to liven up any research
group. She writes and speaks clearly and effectively.
Sincerely yours,

Glenn T. Seaborg

GTS/'kv
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Friday, December 16, 1977 (con't)
I went to room 203/70 at 10:30 a.m. to discuss our U plus Ar
results to try to unravel the question of fusion-fission in deep
inelastic reactions to account for iodine isotope and gold region
yields.
I met in my office from 11:00 a.m. to noon with Nikolai Mikheev
to discuss the disappointing results on Md(l). He still claims that
Md(-l) exists. I said I now doubt that Md(l) exists under the conditions of their experiments and that he and Spitsyn should write an
article suggesting they may have been in error in reporting its
existence. I said I will no longer refer to Md(l) in my publications.
Gordon Bixler called and we went over the agenda for the March
ACS lAC meeting.
I wrote to Gate Klingberg,' University of Gateberg, Sweden, to
thank him for the new appendix (copy attached) to the van Gent paper
No.1. Letters of invitation to the symposium on January 23 (for
elements 99 and 100) went to Ronald Lougheed (LLL), John Wild (LLL)
and Leon.Leventhal (LFE Environmental Analysis Laboratories, Richmond). I also wrote to James Hogan and responded to a number of his
questions regarding our current research efforts at LBL. I also sent
him several pertinent reprints. Regarding funding for the Lawrence
Hall of Science, I was asked by Director Laetsch and William Davis to
write to Owsley Hammond to see what could be done to generate greater·
income for the hall, which I did.
I signed and mailed several letters prepared by Robert Brasted,
chairman of the lAC subcommittee" on the' education of foreign students
in this country. The letter is on behalf of the Foreign Students
"Guide" and is sent to prospective coordinators and referees for the
development of the Guide and a descriptive pamphlet.
The NSD Program Committee meeting was held" today at noon in
Building 70, Room 191. Attending were Bernie Harvey (chairman),
Luciano Moretto, Art Poskanzer, Richard Diamond, Frank Stephens, David
Scott, David Hendrie, Hermann Grunder, Homer Conzett, Joe Cerny,
Norman Glendenning, John Rasmussen and Wanda Smith. We decided to
look for a divisional fellow through a search committee of Art Poskanzer (chairman), David Scott, John Rasmussen and one outside member;
Ralph DeVries is the leading prospect. We voted to let Doug Greiner
sit in at Program Committee meetings in place of Harry Heckman during
Heckman's absence. The NSD Visiting Committee for 1978 is John
Huizenga (chairman), Allan Bromley, Thomas Sugihara, Malcolm Macfarlane, Rayford Nix and P. Stelson. They will meet here March 29-31,
1978.
I walked down to Latimer Hall to pick up my mail, then went by
Building 70 and talked to Baisden and Morrissey about SuperHlLAC time
allotments. I found that Blair Jarrett was there installing our new
pulse analyzer equipment. This should be working in about a month.
area.

At 4:30 p.m., I went to the Christmas reception in the director's
Elizabeth Rauscher told me her thesis is three-fourths written.

,
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Gote Klingberg
1977-11-06
ADDENDUM TO THE VAN GENT PAPERNO 1
THE ANCESTORS OF· MARRITGE JANSDR VAN BINCKHORST, MARRIED TO
ARENT HENDRIKSZ VAN GENT ·(BORN 1568)
On p. 2 of this paper it was said that we do not have any information of Marritge Jansdochter van Binckhorst other than that
~ appears in her and her husband's will of January 16, 1625
and that she is mentioned as Maria van Binckhorst resp.
Binckhorsten in a receipt given by her grandson Pieter van Gent
on July 13, 1667 (p 5). A suggestion by Dr. Vink, that the
family van,Binckhorst may belong to the The Hague - De~ft
district was also stated.
.'.

.:

In June 1977 Dr. Vink reported tha~.he was informed by a Mrs
C.J. Kuiper of Zaandam, that she had a Lijsbeth Binckhorst from
Leiden among her ancestors. This Lijsbeth had a sister, Mayken,
and her father was a notary at Le~den with the name of Jan. Dr.
Vink thinks it h~ghly probable that we have here the father o'f
the wife of Arent van Gent. The name variants, Mayken, Marritge,
Maria has no significance as they are forms of. the same name.
In·fact a daughter of Lijsbeth was called Marigje.
Jan Janszoon Bi6khorst was sworn in as notary at Leiden on
June 1, 1581. In the same year he is found in a ·register of
inhabitants together with his wife and three children (Bevolking
Reg. 1581, .fol. 273). The family was then living in the
Haarlemme~straat.

Jan Janszoon Binckhorst ma~ of course, as Dr. Vinks thinks, have
come to Leiden from The Hague (where the registers of births and
marriages begin too late, however). It seems very probable that
Arent van Gent learned ho,'s trade as a notary at the/office of
his father-in-law in Leiden (the archives of Jan Binckhorst are
lost, however).
'
The name of the wife, Vilvoorde, is the name of a town (Vi1vorde)
abput ten kilometers north-east of Brussels.
It may be of interest to note that the Swedish Maria van Gent
thus seems to have derived her name from her father's mother's
mother as well as from her father's mother.
The~e~ealogi cal table shouItd' be as follows:

JAN JANSZOON BINCKHORST, notary at Leiden from 1581, married to
M~JJKEN

GRIMMELIERS VAN VILVOORDE

Children:

lO~\fH~X

MAIJKEN, b before 1581,
presumably married
to Arent ~an Gent
before 1604

Lijsbeth, b before
1581, married
March 7, 1611 to
Jeroen van der
Tuyn, a maker of
trousers and a dyer.
Child:
Marigje

Jan, b before 1581
a government cler~·
buried May 9, l62~
in the Hooglandsc}t
Kerk
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I drove horne through the rain. Helen and I, with Dave attending,
held our Christmas reception for my research group and office staff
and friends from 7:00-10:30 p.m. Attending were Kim Williams, Trish
Baisden and her friend Bear Bechtel, Dave and Debbie Morrissey, Pat
Quinn, her daughter Debbie and friend Greg storrs and daughter Celeste
and friend Bert Schurr, Cindy Lee; Bonner Nishida, Simon Chin, Rose
Marie McFarland, Nikolai Mikheev, Sam and Sondra Markowitz, Barbara
Jacak, Mike Nitschke, Saburo Yashita, Sharon Date, Kathy and Steve Van
der Hae~hen, Jane Kingston and Dave Richards and Margie Hollander.
As we finished eating, I suggested that those from foreign
countries present"descriptions of how Christmas or its equivalent is
celebrated in their countries, or was celebrated in their homes as
they grew up. I began by describing the Christmas customs of Sweden;
I described the Lucia Festival and my participation in tbe one held in
Stockholm on December 13, 1951, our New Year's Eve dinners, etc.
Nicolai Mikheev described the customs in the Soviet Union, Mike
Nitschke in Germany, Bonner Nishida and Sharon Date in Japan and their
homes here, Kathy van der Haeghen and Cindy Lee in China and their
homes here, Simon Chin in Burma, Barbara Jacak and Debbie Morrissey in
Poland and their homes here, Sam Markowitz in Israel, Trish Baisden in
West Virginia and Kim Williams in New York. It was a very convivial
evening and everyone seemed to enjoy it.
Saturday, December 17, 1977 - Lafayette
Helen and I watched the NFL football game between the Washington
Redskins and the Los Angeles Rams~ (Dianne and her friend Bob Puppa
attended the game in Kennedy Stadium in Washington, D.C.) The Redskins won,...17-14, barely hanging on at the end. They could now have
the "Wild Card" spot in the playoffs if either the Minnesota Vikings
(tonight) or the Chicago Bears (tomorrow) lose their last reg~lar
season game.
I walked and jogged on the paved path (clockwise) around Lafayette Reservoir (33 minutes). Although it was not raining at the time,
the path was covered with water in many places.
During the day, I worked on final drafts of February and March
1944 of my Met Lab Section C~I history.
During and after dinner, Helen and I watched the NFL football
game between the Minnesota Vikings and the Detroit Lions. Minnesota's
win, 30-21, diminishes the Redskins chance for a playoff spot.
Sunday, December 18, 1977 - Lafayette
I read nuclear science material off and on during the day in
preparation for my Chemistry 123 lectures next quarter.
-Helen and I watched, over the lunch hour, the San Francisco
4gers/Green Bay Packers NFL football game which the Packers won,
16-14. We learned that the Chicago Bears beat the New York Giants,
12-9, thus eliminating the Washington Redskins from participation in
the playoffs.
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Sharon Date, GTS

Simon Chin, GTS

Christmas Party, Lafayette: 12/16/77.
Bonner Nishida

Cindy Lee, GTS
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Cindy Lee, Sharon Date, Barbara Jacak
Debbie & Dave Morrissey and Sam Markowitz.
Christmas Party, Lafayette:_ 12/16/77.
Celeste Johnson, Steve Van der Haeghen, Sam
Markowitz, Kim Williams, Pat Quinn, Debbie
Johnson, GTS, Dave Seaborg, Mike Nitschke,
Trish Baisden, Sharon Date, Dave Richards,
Bear Bechtel, Cindy Lee, Nikolai Mikheev
and Dave Mqrrissey.
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In the afternoon, we watched the Oakland Raiders/Kansas City
Chiefs AFL football game which the Raiders won, 21-20. The Raiders
will be the "Wild Card" in the AFL playoffs.
I went to Lafayette Reservoir where I jogged and walked (clockwise) around on the paved path (31 minutes).
Bill and Ann Chilcote came by at 6:30 p.m. and I signed his
petition for his candidacy for the city council of Lafayette.
Monday, December 19, 1977 - Berkeley
I called Joe Cerny regarding possibilities of James Hogan's
teaching during his sabbatical here. Cerny said he might get $3,000
per quarter (one or two quarters) to teach four hours of lab and two
Chern 1 discussion sections. He can decide in February or March.
Luis Alvarez dropped in at 10:00 a.m. to tell me he has decided
to retire from his LBL position as of December 31, 1977.
Williams and I went down to the scheduling meeting in Building
88; we did not request any bombardment time but will want some at the
January 3, 1978 meeting.
I had an hour-long meeting with Otto and Morrissey in 'room 203/70
to go over Rollie's large backlog of heavy ion data, some of which can
be processed by our new graduate students. I told Marsh that I will .
put him on the LBL payroll for the winter quarter.
I sent invitations to our symposium commemorating the 25th
anniversary of the discovery of elements 99 and 100 to Robert Silva,
Earl Hyde and Lew Keller.
I had lunch in the cafeteria (it was too cold to eat outside)
with Norman Glendenning (for awhile), Al Ghiorso and Dave Morrissey.
Ghiorso told me about his interesting results with Yashita in the
variation in ~8nization of heavy elements (Ta to Cm) elastically
scattered by
Ne ions.
I talked to Bill Carnal I at ANL about his experiments on Md(2+;
he found it absorbed on zirconium phosphate like Cs+ (and that Eu
did not).
I listened to tapes of "Voices of the Past" for use in my Chemistry 123 course next quarter.
I went down to the Bevatron Building to attend a Christmas
reception of Bevalac researchers hosted by John Rasmussen. I talked
to Rasmussen about our plan for Chern 123. I also talked to Bernard
Harvey about a possible letter to Mike McCormack to urge a reprogramming of funds for the uranium line item. Harvey is leaving for France
tomorrow to spend Christmas at his summer house.
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Tuesday, December 20, 1977

~

Berkeley

I worked on a letter to Mike McCormack (and others via carbon
copies) from Earl Hyde and me, to request a supplemental of $800K in
FY 1978 to get our uranium beam facility started. I called Eric Leber
and Hyde about this.
I went by to see Otto and Morrissey to discuss the proximity
force concept of J. Blocki et al. McFarland was there.
At noon, Pat and I went up to the HILAC Building to attend the
annual SuperHILAC Christmas party. Ben Mottelson was there; he and
his parents are visiting 'his,sister in San Francisco over Christmas.
I described to him a broad range of our heavy ion experiments, the
status of superheavy element experiments (including my idea for their
production via the deep inelastic reaction), my views on the Dubna
claims for SHE in meteorites and ground water, etc.
I talked to Hermann Grunder. He is getting some design work done
on the third injector despite the decision to not transfer LBL funds
for this. He thinks he can support (fund) the building of a direct
beam area for actinide-targets. I arranged with Bob Stevenson to have
a meeting on this at 2:00 p.m. Thursday. We had our lunch (hamburgers, punch, etc.) at the party in the area above the target area, then
went into the Conference Room for the program. - There a group of
singers sang Christmas carols. This was followed by a program presided over by Santa Claus (Jose Alonso) and Mrs. Santa Claus (Trish
~aisden).
They presented a number of "annual awards." I received a
high in the sky award - a 33 rpm record "The Short People." The
"sponsors" of the_party (Richard Diamond, Al Ghiorso, Hermann Grunder,
Earl_Hyde- (who had left), Ed Lofgren and I) received each a basket of
fruit containing a bottle of wine. The conference room was beautifully decorated--Cindy Lee was largely responsible for this. otto,
Morrissey, McFarland, Cindy Lee, Diana Lee, Matti Nurmia, Ron Lougheed,Jerry Landrum and John Wild were among those present. After the
program, the SuperHILAC Band_played music and a number of people did
some dancing.
I walked back down to my office; John Dana, KQED (Channel 9),
asked if I would participate in a TV program tonight (Dan Ellsberg is
going to talk on nuclear safety issues) to present the pro-nuclear
view. I regretted this invitation.
I talked with Joseph Potenza of Rutgers University about information I need to write a letter of recommendation for Lester R. Morss.
I had no current information on his teaching responsibilities or'his
present writing and research efforts with which Potenza supplied me,
ending our conversation with the comment that Lester Morss is " •.. one
of the most dedicated teachers I know."
I r,eplied to S. Biswas (Department of Chemistry, Purdue University) and Rajendra Singh (Department of Chemistry, Banarus Hindu University, India) that I was unable to add an additional post doctoral
position here at LBL; however, I would be glad to have Mr. Biswas as a
member of our group should he find it possible to obtain a fellowship
or support from an outside source.
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I went to room 2~g/70 and r~gked to Otto and Morrissey to make
plans for a possible
Ca plus 1 Cm bombardment near the barrier
energy (245-Mev) in the middle of January. We will check to see if
Ken Hulet wou!~ like to collaborate in this effort to produce SHE. We
will also do
Ca plus Ag to complete work on this reaction. Walter
Loveland called during our session and we brought him up-to-dat~
I
also discussed with Otto some changes for our iodine isotopes ( OAr
plus U) paper which is nearly ready for submission to Physical Review
Letters. (We have received notification that our recoil range paper,
by Otto, Fowler and Seaborg, has been accepted by them, but we still
have rece!aed no w02fr8as to the fate of our lowered fusion cross
section ( Ca plus
Pb) paper.
.
Bonner Nishida told me that her application for admission to the
UCB Department of Chemical Engineering had been turned down.
Bill Dauben called to tell me that he has learned from Bob Sachs
of ANL that John Rasmussen received only nine votes from the physics
section for his joint election to NAS (Physics and Chemistry Sections
--he received 75 votes in chemistry), which means he will not be put
on the ballot for the final vote in the spring. I will have to determine how to proceed next.
After returning to my office awhile, I drove home and had dinner
in the playroom with Helen and Dave. Dave went to Lafayette square to
hear the singing of Christmas carols. Helen and I watched on TV a
debate between Daniel Ellsberg and Lowell Wood on the role of UC in
operating LLL. Then I went to the study, as usual, to read my papers,
correspondence, etc.
Wednesday, December 21, 1977 - Berkeley
I dictated letters of recommendation for Lester Morss and David
Hendrie (copy of latter attached).
I met W!Sh Luciano Moretto, along with Otto and Morrissey, to
discuss our
Ar plus U ~Ucoil res~!~s and their impact on the Dubna
interpretation of their
Ar plus
Am as very asymmetric fission.
He may do some kinematic experiments to check on this.
Gordon Bixler called at 12:15 p.m. I approved a statement on
activities of the ACS Office of International Activities for use at
the board and council meeting at the spring meeting in Anaheim. I
also suggested he proceed with the drafting of the letters of inquiry
regarding an ICS. He said he has a letter from Bentley Glass (of the
AAAS Committee on Scientific Freedom & Responsibility) again requesting ACS involvement; Bixler will write him to say we will discuss this
at our Anaheim lAC meeting.
I had lunch in the cafeteria with McFarland. A choral group sang
Christmas carols. She told me somet~ing about the circumstances
surrounding her marriage. After lunch, we went by her office and I
gave her some reprints and also some of my books to keep in room
203/70.
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Professor Alex J~ ',Dragt
'., ., .. ;:'.::' ~:.: .. '..
Department of Phys'ics "and Astronomy
"University of ,Maryland
College Park, . Maryland 20742

:'

..

.~

. ...

'",

"

Dear Professor Dragt:
This is in reply to your request for my evaluation of
Dr. David Hendrie in connection with his possible appointment
to tpe position of Professor of Physics and Director of ·the
Cyclotron Laboratory at the Univ~rsity of Maryland.
'.
. .,

I have r,.nown David Hendrie for about ten years w""ld more
intimately" for the last five years covering the period of'my
return to the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. I rate hfm q~ite
high in both research and admini~trative ability and accom'plishments.
7

" ' .

•

,

"

,

•

"

nis research achievements can be evaluated ~~ite well
from a study of his research papers. I can say that he
directed the'design, construction and inplementation of the
Spectrometer at the 88 n Cyclotron. His concept was the first
,of the new type 'spectrometers designed for,a~tive focal plane
arrays' instead of photographic emulsions for detectors. Innovative aspects were the use of active quadru?ol~and sextupoles
instead of detailed shaping of iron pole pieces" rotation of
the ,focal plane for normal entry, 9rucial to high resolutions
active, detector wqrk, and use of air pads for changing angles.
I am most. familiar with his work during the last five
years involving heavy ion reactions at the San Cyclotron.
He has been the leader .of,a group that discovered a marked
discrepancy in the matching of theoretical cross sections ~n
simple transfer reactions at high energies where no systematic
deviations from the theory are seen at 10 MeV/nucleon and
lower. His group has also discovered a strong break in
the temperature measured in reactions such as deep inelastic
of compound nucleus, the break with theory again occurring
at about 15 MeV/nucleon.
He has a speqial, interest now
•

-

I

•

Professor Alex J. Dragt
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in attempting to tie the explanation to much higher energy
work and to this end he is working with a post doctoral
student on similar studies at the Bevalac.

~evalac

Dr. Hendrie has not taught classes at Berkeley but he
has supervised the Ph.D. thesis work of students such as
J. Moss (now an Assistant Professor of Physics at Texas A & M),
J. Sherman (HOW working with P. D. Barnes at Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory), and the research of numerous post doctoral students.
Hendrie has served rather extensively in administrative
assignments at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. He has been .
the Director of the 88" Cyclotron since 1973; has served as
Chairman of our Nuclear Science Division Staff Committee;
Chair.man of our Nuclear Science Division Advisory Committee
and is now serving as Chairman of our Nuclear Science Division
Committee on Accelerator Planning. In the service category,
he has been a member of the LBL Equal Employment Opportunity
Council (1974-77); a consultant to the NSF Science Panel
(1976-77); member of the APS Committee on Professional Concerns;
organizing Co-chairman of the USymposium on Nuclear Science
at Cyclotron Energies" at Calcutta, September 1977, and a member
of the organizing committee of the "Cluster ConferencE!'to be
held in Winnepeg, Manitoba in June 1978.
I would compare David Hendrie favorably with the other
specialists in his general field here at the La~~ence Berkeley
Laboratory.

I can recommend David Hendrie for the position at the
University of Maryland, especially from the standpoint of the
research and administrative comPonents.
I would consider it
a rather serious loss to the Nuclear Science Division here
should he decide to leave us. Such an apprehension constitutes
an ultimate recommendation.
Cordially yours,

Glenn T. Seaborg
GTS:pg

-----

,-
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I went by room 203/70 to talk to Morrissey about calculations of
heavy ion cross sections according to the Bass model. otto told me he
has accepted a position with Sidney Phillips in the Energy and Environment Division of LBL.
The letter to Mike McCormack was prepared for mailing today,
signed by Earl Hyde and me (copy attached).
-

From 3:30-4:30 p.m., I went down. to room 1116 on the first floor
of Building 70A to attend the Christmas party of the actinide chemistry and Dave Shirley's groups. Pat also attended for a short while.
I introduced Rose Marie McFarland ~o Andrew Streitwieser, Kenneth
.Raymond, John Conway, David Templeton and Jerry Bucher.
On my way horne, I went by to see Otto and Morrissey. Otto told
me Ken HU1~~ is nOt ~gre he wants to do another experiment to look for
SHE from
Cm plus
Ca. (at. energy close to the barrier).
.
Thursday, December 22, 1977 - Berkeley
I distributed Christmas presents ,to Pat Quinn, Kathy Van der
Haeghen, Sharon Date, Margie Hollander and Jane Kingston.
.
I dictated letters to Joseph Crook at Western Washington University in Bellingham in response to his inquiry about my possible
interest in a position there as Dean of their Environmental Studies
program (I declined) and to Norman Jacobson at American Nuclear
Society Publications in La Grange Park, Illinois, enclosing a revised
foreword (copy attached) for John Cleveland's "The Chemistry of
Plutonium." I also replied to James C.·W. Chien at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst that I would be pleased to write'the dedication for the Festband in honor of John Willard's seventieth birthday.
Baisden dropped in to tell me she is applying for an assistant
professorship in inorganic chemistry at the University of Miami and
elsewhere. I agreed to write letters of recommendation for her. We
also discussed her research and paper writing plans.
I called Kevin Wolf to invite him to join us in a collaborative
effort in our research program on determination of actinide and Pb to
U isotope yields in heavy ion' bombardments of actinide targets. He
accepted. He will arrive on·January 5 for a year's stay at LBL,
working primarily with Arthur Poskanzer.
I called Sam Markowitz and he agreed to give a lecture on "Techniques" to our Chemistry.123 class on Tuesday, March 14.
I attended a meeting in the conference room on the 'second floor
of the annex to Building 71 (the HILAC Building), to discuss the
design and construction of a containmen't syst~~8for the2~~mbardment of
highly radioactive actinide targets (such as
Cm and
Cf).
Present were Bob Stevenson, Frank Selph, Jim Haley, Bob Force, Beat
Leeman, Rollie Otto, Dave Morrissey, Trish Baisden, Rose Marie McFarland, Richard Eggers and Bette Shipley. We agreed on a design. I
asked that it be built in time for use in March if possible. We set
Wednesday, January 21, as the time for our next meeting.
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IJawrence Berkeley Laboratory
- University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
Telephone 415/843-2740
D~cember

21, 1977

The Honorable Mike "McCormack, Cha'irman
Subcommittee on Advanced Energy Technologi,es
1202 Longworth House Office Building
,
Washington, D.C. 205+5
Dear Mike:
The High Intensity Uranium Beams Construction .Project (78-l2-b).
'at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory is the only planned accelerator that
will give U.S. scientists beams of ions from the lightest to the very
heaviest elements. Approximately one~half of the construction cost
will be used to upgrade the existing SuperHILAC so that i t will be
able to provide intense low-energy beams cf all atomic nuclei up to
uranium. The remainder of the funds will be used to. modify the
present Bevalac machine so that i t can accelerate these same nuclei
to very high velocities--up to 95% of the speed of light. The
project was rated as a high priority item In a·1977 National Academy
of Sciences study of the Future of Nuclear Science.
In its present configuration, the SuperHILAC can accelerate
much heavier ions than the Bevalac. Scientists from all over the
United States and abroad at bpth machines increasingly need. the
heav±est available beams, but they cannot now have them simultaneously. Thus an experiment with argon ions at the Bevalac forces the
use of the same particles at SuperHILAC even though'users cf that
. machine almost invariably need much heavier particles •. This rapidly
increasing inefficiency and under utilization will be fully resolved
by the proposed upgrading -:.of SuperHILAC. Once that is c;<?mpleted it
will be possible to deliver the desired beams simultaneously to ,
users of the two .machines.
The low-energy beams that the SuperHILAC will provide are
already available from the new German Unilac machine and the
competitive position of U.S. nuciear scientists is maintained only
by their greater experience in research with heavy ions., This
advantage is cbviously temporary. Without an early availability of
the Uranium Beams Prcject, we will lose cur leadership in an important part of U.S. nuclear science.
The Project provides cur best opportunity to synthesize new
Super Heavy chemical elements by the bombardment of transuranium
element targets with beams of uranium nuclei from the upgraded
SuperHILAC machine; any further delay is likely to put us behind in
this exciting and important field of research. Beams of lead nuclei,
presently unavailable, are needed for studies of the behavior of
atomic nuclei under conditions cf very rapid rotaticn. The heaviest
beams are essential for answering several fundamental questions in
atomic physics.
.

./
~cCormack

The Honorable Mike
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These same beams of very heavy nuclei further accelerated by
the upgraded Bevalac ,wi,ll open up the poss,.tpi),;l.t;y ·,q~ ..st~Slyi,!l9
totally new phenomena and new forms of matter.
It already seems
certain that the' collision of two uranium nuclei at high velocity
will produce a composite system w~o'se density'w'ill be 5-6 times
that of ordinary nuclei. Thus for the first time nuclear scientists
will have an opportunity to study nuclear matter at high uensity and
temperature.
Its properties ,are now only a matter for speculation
and they may well be totally different from those of ordinary
nuclei.
T.he'upgraded Bevalac will be'able to accelerate the typ~s pf
. h_eavy ipn beams that have been proposed as igniters for fusion power
production ..:: While- the b'eam intensit.ies will"be too' low tb trigger'
a fusion reaction, they' will be invaluable for studies of some
fundamental problems of Heavy Ion Induced Fusion. Experiments with
the beam of iio'n nuclei--the heaviest so far available--indicate
~hat the magnitude of· the ~re-heatingof the fusion pellet may be
substantially greater than present estimates.' , ~he earliest
possible construction of 'the upgraded Bevalac is needed to answer
this and other q~estions that are very important to the Heavy Ion
Fusion prog'r am. '
' ,
. The minimum funding' in FY I 7·8 that would permit construction
of the Uranium Beams Project to start in April/May 1978 is $800K.
'ERDA/DOE and LBL plans were based on the assumption that the
project would be fundedin :FY'78. · The engineering effort required
at LBL is tnerefore available and the pre'liminary R&D work ,is more
than 95% complete.
Should $800K be ' made available in FY'78,- the balance of
funds for completion of the project is estimated to he $5.650 M
(total c6ri's truction cost of $6.450 M). This is greater than the
construction cost of $6.0 'M initially requested for 'FY' 78 to '
compensate for in£;l.ati'on only.
The: scope of the project, has not
been enlarged.
'
Cordially,

..Earl. K. Hyde ~
De~ty Director

"

'

Glenn T. Seaborg
Associate Director
I

cc:

/

:

Congressman Tom Bevill
congressman 'Claiiw. Burgerier
Senator Alan Cranston

) ,"
"

Senator Frank Church
Dr. John Deutch
Senator John Stennis

,

. ,.
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bcc:

Dr. John Andelin
Mr. James Forcier

Mr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr .

.

Mr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Ezra Heitowit
Proctor Jones
Eric Leber
Robert Schule
Willis D. Smith
Hunter Spillan
Peter
H. A.
B. G.
E. K.
A. M.

Goldschmidt
Grunder
Harvey
Hyde
Sessler
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J. Wick' s volumes on The Plutonium

FOREWARD
It was a little more than a quarter of a century ago on

.

the night of February 23, 1941, that A. C. Wahl, J. W. Kennedy
)

and I succeeded in oxidizing a minute quantity of a new
1

3

synthetic element, Element 94.

This was the key step in the

discovery of the new element, for which more than a year later
we suggested the name plutonium.

In'the intervening years,

there has been an enormous scale-up in the production of
plutonium amounting to a factor of more than 10 18 •
Even as one who has been continuously associated with
plutonium since its discovery, I never fail to be somewhat awed
by how much knowledge about this synthetic element has been
gained in the 35 years that have elapsed since we first
performed the discovery experiments.

Working with macroscopic

quantities of plutonium is not an easy matter because of its
radiological toxicity.

On the other hand, its radioactivity

makes it readily measureable in chemistry research.

It is

quite apparent that any disadvantage involved in studying the
chemistry of plutonium is overridden by both the ·scientific
interest in it as a new element and by the economic potential
that it holds.

Plutonium-239 is an article of commerce on an

international scale because of its potential for use as fuel
in fast breeder reactors to produce electricity for an energyhungry world.
occurred.

Transactions involving hundreds of kilograms have

However there are some who so fear its toxicity and
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potential for the

prol~feration

would forego its use.

of nuclear· weapons that they

I believe that the need for energy will

be so severe in many parts of the world that these negative
aspects must and can be overcome.

Tomorrmv the world's

inventory of plutonium might amount to hundreds of tons and
more, as it is produced in convertor reactors and as it is
consumed and bred in fast breeder reactors.

Chemical knowledge

can contribute to safe handling and provide means of dealing
with its toxicity.
The technical requirements that will be placed on
plutonium as a nuclear fuel will become more stringent as the
operating temperatures of power reactors are
obtain greater thermodynamic efficiency.

increase~

to

There will thus be
I

a general trend toward increased usage of ceramics and
cermets in which

plutoniQ~

or a mixture of uranium and

plutonium will be the metallic constituents.

This in turn

will require the consideration of novel fuel reprocessing
methods in which the fissile and fertiie isotopes can be
separated economically from fission products.

.

Thus chemical

technology and metallurgy will be as important as ever in making
full use of nuclear power to satisfy the escalating demands
for electricity.
Even more exacting chemistry is needed for the preparation
·of plutonium compounds employed to fuel radioisotope-powered
electrical generators and other types of energy sources with
plutonium-238.

Some o.f these devices, used on the moon and for

the exploration of planets, convert the decay heat of plutonium-238

771
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to electricity, and the heat sources operate'at very high
temperatures

for,protract~d

lengths of time.

The heat sources

must survive unusual transient conditions as well.

The

preparation of ultra-pure plutonium-238 and compounds of the
isotope with enriched oxygen-16 (to reduce neutron emission by
alpha-n reactions).is being investigated for use as power sources
in cardiac pacemakers and for artificial heart pumps.

The chemist

and metallurgist are' at th~ forefront of this type of ~70rk.
As we stand on the threshold of wpa,t is likely 'co be a
period of intensive deve~oprnent in the use of plutonium, i t is
especially valuable to have available this very comprehensive
and authoritative treatise.

It should provide much assistance to

those who will ,be working to make plutonium fulfill its promise.

Glenn T. Seaborg
University of California
Berkeley, California
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Pat, Trish and I walked down to Building 88 to attend the traditional pre-Christmas luncheon. After lunch, Lew Bish made some
welcoming remarks and then called on Dave Hendrie. Hendrie gave some
remarks expressing appreciation for the efforts of the people working
in Building 88, then introduced some people who are retiring or
leaving on sabbatical and gave them gifts. This included Dick Perkins
who is retiring.
I walked back up the hill with Earl Hyde.
down to the campus to pick up my mail.

At 2:30 p.m., I walked

From 3:30-4:00 p.m., I met with Otto in my office to discuss his
termination with me and start in the Energy and Environment Division.
He will start in E&E on March 1, after he has finished writing a
number of papers for publication (which we identified). He has
started Pat McGaughey and Kenton Moody on the treatment of data from
two of our experiments. He will corne back to participate in SHE
experiments. We will decide later whether he will attend the APS
meeting in Washington, D.C. and the meeting in Puerto Rico to give
papers. We then went to room 203/70 to explain to Morrissey our
agreed upon schedule for otto.
Dianne called at 10:30 p.m. She is staying at Harrison st. She
went to the Redskins-Rams football game last Saturday with Bob Puppa,
Bill Puppa and Pete. She felt fine until early this week when she
came down with the flu; she is nearly recovered now.
Friday, December 23, 1977 - Lafayette
I spent a good part of the day reading and preparing my lecture
notes for Chemistry 123. In the afternoon, I jogged and walked around
the paved path (clockwise) at Lafayette Reservoir (30 minutes).
Saturday, December 24, 1977 - Lafayette
Steve and E. Coli arrived from Sacramento, where he left his cat
with Al Jacobson, at 10:30 a.m. He drove up from San Diego on Wednesday, managing to drive through the Tehachapi during a break in the
wind and snow.
We all (Steve, Dave, Helen and I) watched the AFL playoff game,
in Baltimore, between the Oakland Raiders and the Baltimore Colts.
The Raiders won, in the 6th quarter, 37-31.
We all had lunch i~ the playroom, then watched the other AFL
playoff game between the Denver Broncos and Pittsburgh Steelers,
played in Denver. During halftime and the 3rd quarter, Dave and I
went to Lafayette Reservoir, where I jogged and walked around on the
paved path (30 minutes). We returned to watch the Broncos win, 34-21.
Off and on during the day, I read proof on January 1944 of my Met
Lab Section C-I history.
At 6:00 p.m., we phoned Harrison St. in Washington. Helen,
Steve, Dave and I talked to various people--Dianne, Lynne, Pete; Bill
and Bob Puppa and Bill Cobb were also there. Dianne and Pete have
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been suffering from the flu. Lynne and Bill are staying at the Roth's
house to watch over it;:Iielga went to England following Ted's suicide.
,

We all- (Helen, Steve, Dave and I) had our Christmas Eve dinner-potato sausage, with rice pudding for dessert--in the kitchen.
Jeanette called at 8:30 p.m. and talked to Helen, Dave and me to
wish us a Merry Christmas.
We opened our presents starting about 9:00 p.m. Helen gave me
the books "The Pacific Crest Trail - Volume 1: California" and "A
Measure of Standing by Queen Frederica," a pair of hiking socks and a
box of mints. Dianne gave me a tape of Morton Downey songs, Dave the
books "Rendezvous with RAMA" by Arthur C. Clark and "The Tao of
Physics" by Fritjov Capa and Lynne and Bill a Photoflip (a rotating
picture-holder). I gave Helen some boo~s and a robe.
Sunday, December 25, 1977 - Lafayette
Christmas Day.
stocking.

I received a Texas Instrument computer in my

I worked on my lecture notes for Chern ,123. At noon, steve and I
went to Lafayette Reservoir and jogged and walked (clockwise) around
on the paved path (30 minutes) .
.We had our Christmas turkey dinner at 2:30 p.m. Helen, Steve,
Dave and I, with guests Alice Thompson and Paul Segall and his friend
Judy Marrell. Alice brought us a large book of paintings from the
Peking Museum, a large -box of See's chocolates and a fruit salad. We
spent the afternoon in conversation at the dining room table and in
the living room.
-;
I read Chemistry 123 material in the evening.
Monday, December 26, 1977 - Lafayette
I worked-on April 1944 of my Met Lab Section C-I history off and
on during the day.
In the late morning, Helen, Dave, Steve and I watched the NFL
playoff game between the Dallas Cowboys and the Chicago Bears; the
Cowboys won, 37-7. We had lunch in the playroom, then I went to
Lafayette Reservoir to jog and walk around on the paved path (30
minutes). I then joined the others to watch the other NFL playoff
game between the Minnesota Vikings and the Los Angeles Rams; the
Vikjngs won, 14-7.
Helen, Steve and I had dinner in the playroom.
at the home of Harold and Mary Paige.

Dave had dinner

Tuesday, December 27, 1977 - Lafayette - Berkeley,
I worked on my Chern 123 notes off and on during the day.
Dave and I had lunch in the-kitchen. steve was out shopping.

Helen,
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In the afternoon, I drove in to the university, picked up my mail
at Latimer and ~~L and went to room 203/70 to talk to Otto who was
working on our
Ar plus U recoil range paper.
In the late afternoon, Dave and I went to Lafayette Reservoir. I
jogged and walked (clockwise) around on the paved path (29 minutes).
The distance is 2.7 miles with much up and down. Dave jogged the
opposite direction.
Helen, steve, Dave and I had dinner in the playroom.
Wednesday, December 28, 1977 - Lafayette
I worked on Chemistry 123 notes off and on during the day. In
the afternoon, Steve and I went to Pacific stereo. I bought a Harman/Kardin audio amplifier (turned in my TransAudio 5502) and a
TransAudio 4500 cassette deck.
Helen, Steve, Dave and I had dinner in the playroom. Steve left
in the late evening to spend two days with his friends, Carol and Dave
White in Atherton.
Thursday, December 29, 1977 - Lafayette
I worked on my Chemistry 123 notes. In the early afternoon, I
went to the university to pick up my mail.
At 3:00 p.m., Percy Jennings, Kay Petersen and Lloyd Townley
(chairman of the Lafayette Planning Commission) came by. We discussed
the status of the Jennings property and the need for hiker's access
through it to Lafayette Ridge. Jennings wants to sell to build four
homes; he doesn't want access through it on the fire road but would
agree to access along west or east edges (the city of Lafayette owns a
strip along the west edge). We rode up Monticello Road and walked on
to the Jennings property. Townley said approval of the development
might be contingent on a trail easement. Jennings promised to tell me
the price of the 18-acre "meadow" before going to developers so I can
check with EBRPD. When we returned to our house, Jennings told me he
doesn't have a right-of-way over the water tank road granted by the
Ewells and Eisenbergs to the Hastings (Nordstrom) portion of his land,
and he may sue to get it.
Helen, Dave and I had dinner in the playroom. Peggy Willig,
Lynne's friend from Washington school days, came to stay with us for a
few days. She arrived with Nathan Laks at 8:00 p.m.; he stayed awhile
and we had tea in the living room.
Friday, December 30, 1977 - Lafayette
I worked on my Chemistry 123 notes. At noon, I went to Lafayette
Reservoir and jogged and walked around the paved path (32 minutes).
Ben Or love joined Peggy, Helen, Dave and me for lunch in the
kitchen.
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I drove in to LBL to pick up my mail. In a letter, Reinhard
Brandt, told me Hans-Joachim Becker has found a tenure position so he
will not have a postdoc position with me this summer.
Steve returned from Atherton while I was in Berkeley. Harry and
Molly ~eeves and their children (Wesley, 6, and Ulla-Britt, 2,) came
by for tea and cookies.
Helen, Dave, Steve, Peggy and I had dinner in the playroom while
watching evening news on TV. Harvey.Chinn~arrived during dinner to
attend Dave's Hammarskojld House party to be held at our house this
evening. A little earlier Marco and Joan Dondero and their little
daughter, Rachel, came by and visited with us a while. Marco is a
former Hammerskojlder.
The following attended Dave's party: Dave and Chris Crawford,
Nancy Knowlton and her husband Steve Nedelson, Jul-ie Nadich, Scott
Smith and his friend Lynn, the James Hongs, Dennis Briggs, Paul Grant,
Harvey Chinn, John Holdahl, Bob Joost and Mary Commans; Dave, James,
Paul, Haryey, Marco and Mary are former Hammerskojlders.
Saturday, December 31, 1977 - Lafayette
Steve left this morning to visit his friends, the Brent Hubers,
in Quincy-.
Helen, Peggy and I took a hike up Mt. Diablo on Mitchell Canyon .
Fire Trail. We had our backp~ck lunch at Deer Flat. We continued on
Deer Flat Trail. I went on ahead to Juniper and part way up to the
top, then hiked back, catching up with Helen and Peggy as they were
nearing our starting point.
Helen, Peggy, Dave and I had dinner in the playroom.
my Chemistry 123 notes in the evening.

I worked on

I

At midnight, Helen,. Peggy-and I watched, on TV from the Waldorf
Astoria Hotel and Times Square in New York, the start of 1978 with Guy
Lombardo's orchestra (conducted by ,Victor Lombardo). We drank toasts
of juice. Dave was away at a friend's home.

~.
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